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THE PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN THE-SCIENCES

Foreimrd

a
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The basic purpose of this project, as originally devised, was to

utilize the unique.structure of the Federation of Organizations for Profes-

sional.Women to ascertain the following:

Topic I. he extent of participation of women in.scientific fields

Topit LI. the motivational characteristics and background of women
who have achieved success in scientific work

.Topic III. the barriers to extensive participation by women in scientific
careers

These three topics constituted the major objectives of the project.

From dhe informatibnal data base Available and carefully assessed at

this point in time, it was expected that the coherent perceptions gained

could be formulated by the Federation into some specific and cogent recommen-

dations.

Scope

Tor the purposes of this study, the term "Sciences" was deemed to include

a) the various disciplines of the natural sciences (biologicali-mathematical,

physical.);b) the social sciences encompassing economics, political science,

psycholOgy and sociology, c) applied.scientific fields exemplified by engineer,

ing, d) cross-disciplinary fields within the sciences such as biochemistry and

e) cross disciplinary fields which interface with the humanities, e.g., the

history of science. This definition closely follows that of the National Science

Foundation

During the tenure of the project, a reasonably comprehensiVe and up-to-

date literature search for existing data relevant to the objectives was under-



taken. Three major sources of information were immediately apparent. Firstly,

there are the classical studies and reflections, some*old and some very new,

which are currently being catalogued by Women's Studies Centers and are Eairiy

readily accessed through conventional library resources. A fascinating and

detailed review of the role of women in science and as participants operating

within varied sociocultural settings is depicted in Part I. This new evalua-

tion of existing material spanning seVeral centuries of activity by a marginal

-number oi "lady scientists" is the dedicated work f a professiOnal woman

historian. It is illuminated by modern feminist perspective and the biblio7

graphic background developed should prove extremely useful to sociologist

interested in evolutionary aspects of the growing involvement of women in

science.

Within the past decadei- a second type of data collection has emerged.

Many ingtitutions and agencies, governmental, educational And philanthropic

have been spurred by innovative legislation to direct some of their efforts

to the.development of information concerning the existence, education, avail-

ability and performance of women in many fields of endeavor. MAny of these

studies are of necessity ongoing. In addition, they are also fragmentary in

that individual studies vary widely in methodological approach in terms of

fields, populations, comparative female/male data,

lacunae in the numerical cataloiing framework for

etc. Despite significant

women in the sci nces,

knowledse relating to topic #1 is the most extensive. It is reviewed in depth

in Part II of this Report by a woman physicist who is committed to that pro-

fession.

This.,middle section of the Report represents a curr appraisal of

statistical information coacerning die education, employment, salary and

promotional characteristics of,women in the ,sciences. A highly important and

.4



ignificant aspect of present knowledge is the absence af clear correlative

1110 Comparisons between female and male s-cfentific professionsl. One critical out-

come of the-present study is the identifics.tion of sex-linked documentation of

personpower yariables as an area requiring considerable additional perusal.

This particular observation was made at an early point in the. investigation

-and prompted the solicitation of additional funds to access statistical compil-

ation already possessed by the American Council on Education. The monies were

kindly made available by the National Science Foundation and resulted in

the acquisition of d computerized profile of college and university academic

faculty of both sexes from ACE. The data are derived from two studies, one in

- 1969 and one in 1973. The study includes an analysis of many job-related

factors (e.g., tenure, status, publication rate, research field) and some

personal factors ( marital status, children, avocation of spouse) as

a function of sexu,.. I.1.11, doctoral status and annual income. The design

of the protocol was execl..,d br the staff of this project during the present

grant.'Unfortunately, the joilit constraints of retrieval time. for computerized

data and the limited resources of a relatively short term grant precluded the

analysis and assimilation of these data into the present report. We wish,

to emphasize,both the existence of this exciting data base and our consensual

opinion that there is a small but discrete mother-lode of new information

awaiting mining"therein by interested parties.

A third source of fresh knowledge, namely the caucus and committee reporLs

of the professional societies, concerning the participation of women in science

is directly related to the new surge,of feminist thought in the '60's and '70's.

Histdrically, scientific societies in the major disciplines were developed to

40
facilitate scientific,communication and validation of new scientific concepts.

In effect, the establishment of a new sub- or cross-disciplinary field is

I.
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often heralded by the parturition of a new professional society complete with

a clearly identifiable autonomous journal. A recent doctoral work has attempted

to explore the relationships between the characteristics of scientists and

their views of the way such societies function.
1
The results obtained indicated

that a majority of the biomedical scientists interviewed considered the annual

meeting a unique function of their professionsal society because it 711E9.2cs

together scientists on a rational basis, providing a means fujIlLs4a1D:InaAl

communication socialization and.-±professionalization." The emphasis is ours and

is offered as a prelude to the following description of the arousal of feminist

philosophy within precisely these same societal structures during the past

decade. Other interesting,facets of this study were that those "questioned .

considered two other major points to be truly relevant to their own i. erest

in their professional soCiety. One, they.did not publiSh primarily in their

societies' journals arid did not join societies to receive journals Or informa-

tional resources; two, they mainly felt.that societies should-devote foremost

attention to public education. Bythis was implied any attempts to develop a

public appreciation of science, inclilding information dissemination and policy

advisement.

The organization of women within these structures has had a common pattern.

In most cases, the coming together of a few vita, dynamic women scientists

was the catalyst for organizational growth. Because of the usual proportionately

small female representation, particularly in fields such as science, medicine

and engineering, the woman scientists involved were disparate in age, back-

'ground and experience. In many situations, a sin'gle incident precipitated a

....11..1.1.....1011..6.1.........1

1
Levitan, Karen Brownstein, Functions of Scientific Societies: Views 'of

Biomedical Scientists, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Maryland, 1976.
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covert meeting which later became a caucus group. They then successfully

ushered the exclusively male executive board membersothrough a series of

resolutions-designed to tmcourage women to enter their particular profession

and to create a new and Ch.ange climate of psychosocial support for women neo-
.

phytes in the profession.. The creation of professional grievance procedures,

institutional support for open advertisement of jobs, professional backing

for the Equal Rights Amendment, et., were typical foci of interest. These

first small groups of women were geographically dispersed and most often un-

funded. They became coherent operations, and gradually assumed the status of

fully-fledged orthodox comrittees of the societies. As, such, they had several

of.their requests complied with and were.nominated and elected to the councils

of power in numbers disproportionate to their numerical representation within

the professional societies. They were, very often, a lever for meaningful

social change in that once any issues of justice, ethics and philosophy were

exposed by dehiscence during the parliamentary debating procedures peculiar to

the public business meetings of such societies, then all such issues became

subject to exploration and iscussion, It is interesting that while male scien-

/
tista do not totally reject social concerns, it has been demonstrated that women

scientists tend to tdistance tfieir male peers on mpasures of social interest.
2

Clearly, it is ill possible and likely that ambitious, achievement-otiented

professionals of both sexes will restrict the scope of their intellectual poten-
,

tial to the 'hard' cocoon of objective scientific investigation. Just as clearly,

SI.111

2 David,- Deborah. "Male Values and Female Professionalv Women in Science and

Eagineering." ItiseschIssues.intimen; proceedings of a work-

shop sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences, September 1974, p. 135.



the cultural effects of cumulative prejudice, non-acceptance and stereotypical

classification will continue to be the concern of humane, mature practitioners

of science as an adjunct to their mission-oriented careers.

A relatively late consequence of WOmen thus sharing their perceptions and

seeking career advice from each other was therefore the stimulus for our third

source of information. In an intense desire to know as much as possible about

eadh other most of these caucuses.and committees have, with little or no fiscal

support, developed extensive qugtstionnaires and deCumentation of the female

membership Of their scientific groups. Several of them may lack the input of

an experienced sociologist in the construction'of the data form but thisdefi-

ciency is probably more than offset by the insights offered by those who are

actually representative of the group being surveyed. Several members of affiliate

groups of-the Federltim of Organizations for Professional Women have already

published.these data\9495 and this project has in fact stimulated many other

studies of a similar nature.
6

This type of study has Usually included attempts
,

3
Kashket, E.R., Robbins, Leive, L. and Huang, A., "Status of Woden Micro-

,

biologists," Science , Vol. 183, February 8, 1976, p. 488-496.

4 McAfee, Naomi J., Nomen in Engineering," New Engineer, March 1973.

5 Henderson, Bonnie C., "Women in Geoscience," Geoeimes, September 1972, pc 24-25.

6 Cassidy, M.M., McCrea, M.B., Guttman, R., and Hare, D. Results of a question-

%aire survey of the women members of the Biophysical Society: presented to.

the BL,physical Society Councii. Meeting, Seattle, February 1976.



to probe the attitudinal and motivational reflections of functioning women

scientists and. .h3s been designed to evoke their.individual consideration of

existing barriers to enhanced participation by women in their own aiscipline.

These collective informal.caucus and committee reports developed by

volunteer labor are utilized in both Parts ff and III. The concepts derived

from the dissemination of this material is, however, an intrinsic component

,of the entire project.ahd may also be proferred as one raison d'etre for the

genesis of the Federation per se. Appendix I c-..tains the first concise,colla-

tion of such a data base and allows identification of existing gaps in current

knowledge. One aspect of the somewhat ad hOc organization of these professional

caucuses and committees anti one which.may become crucial in the.next decade

is that they are beginning to provide for sponsor-protegee relationships normally

considered essential for admission to the upper echelons of the occupational

7
elite. Epstein has pointed out the difficulties encountered by women in forming

these relationships within their own institutions. A network of successful ,

wothen scientists supportive to younger women which is national rather than insti,

tutional may be a necessary career substitute. The probl faced by wOmen

students vis a vis male mentors in overcoming the barrier oifered,by the "invisi-

ble college" syndrome is being addressed mainly4in terms of enhanced participation

of women in science. The converse sociocultural difficulty of the male student/

woman faculty protegee sponsor relationship is thus far imioerceptible but must

7 As cited in "Sone Social Factgrs in Career Choic6." Robin, Ellen Page, Research

Issues in_the Employment of Women; Proceedings of a workshop sponsoited by the

National Academy o(Sciences, September 1976, p. 37.
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of necessity emerge if progress towards eguality is to be made.

Discussion of psychosocial factors affecting the entry and participation

of women in science leads us to consideration of topics II and III of the

original olijectives. From the literature examined so far it is possible' tb con

clude tliat significant involvement of women in scienceyould require that in

addition to "open enrollment" for females there occur dramatic alterations in

the structure of science, psychological attributes of women, cultural norus

. and supporti4e social arrangements. Fields sual as science and engineeiring, as

presently constructed, are excellent vehicles for the reinforcement of.masculine

value systems. Women who succeed have,4to a greater or lesser degree, t o 'perform

in accordance T4ththe 'criteria of that system.
8. The limitedrnumbers of women

in the sciences result from eaily and cumulative discouragement of young,fe-,

males by parents and educators, alike. Whether one looks at toys or teachers,
A

principals oreparents, the lack of role-models.or the pervasiveness of tradition-

al role-playing, it does not seem to be an accident that there are so few women

scientists. It can be ascertained from Section I that the exceptiofially gifted

and dedicated female ha's never been totally absent from the scientific scene.

The personal and societal cost 'if pUrsuing such an avocation with a double X

genetic endowment cannot be estimated historically. The potential Nobel Laureate

of either sex, however, is a tiny minority within a vast majority of couipetent

scientists functioning today. Nonetheless, wouen who attempt to.join the-rank

and file membership of performing scientists are frequently subject to compari-

8
David, Deborah. "Male Values, and Female Professionals: Women in Science and

Engineering." Research Issues.in dhe Employment of Women; proceedings of a work-

shop sponsored by the National Academy of Scien6e, September 1974, p. 131.
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son with-a mythtcal concept of superiority or excellence. A woman is often

perceived aa having dhe right to succeed btit notthe right o fail. A 1971

tudy of all chairmen of graduate departments revealedthis attitude 'very

clearly. The results of this suivey
9

showed that wag a definite tendencY to
/

favor an average aale over an average female but to recognize a superior woman.

A wide range,ofNuisolicited comments coneerning the female resumes Used in

thisstudy were offered covering personalitV, childcare, partner's job oppor-

tunities, etc. Nonesuch were offered with respect to male applfcanis. It appears

that, among other attriuutes, adequate to good interpresonal skills are a nec-;

.essaryprerequisite for succesa as a fetale scientist but not as a male scientist.

-The point was made rather succinctly in a.comnent bV an Assistnat CoMmissioner

of Education of New York in the New York TiMea n 1975 when he remarked ehat

equalitV iS not achieved when'a female Ei stein gain's tenure: it is'when a

female schlethiel moves along in eenk as-fast- as a male sChlemiel.

Part III deals with an analysis of thoSe factors which seem to be crucial

fox the future participation of women in science. This portion of the report
f

focusses on trend projections issped by the National Science Fbundation in the

areas of a) education trends, b) employment trends and c) psychological and

sociological factors which contribute to the status bf women ia science. This

last part is based both on experimental work in the ffeld and analytical studies

trying to interpret VarioUS changing phedemena. Kist appropriately; frot atong

the triumulierate staff of 'the project, ie has been written by a woman doctoral

student in psychiology with the insight available to someone on the 'supply' Side

..1114.11.111+410...11,

9
As cited in the Federation of American Scientists Bulletin, Vol. I, No.2,

October 1973, p. 8.
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of:the professional:training equation.

By and large, the observations which may tie drawn from.thase projections

and others, taken in conjunction with the material developed in Parts I. and III,

are as follows: ,

(4.'
.

I

a)-WOmen's share of professional and technical occupations in 1974 was

c....aatually lower than it was in 1940. The.discrepancies which exist ire even

greater when tangi 1- rewar s, e.g., salary, rank and intangible rewards,

e.g., support, affi ation:and approval are exatNed.

b) Th is a genergl expectation ehat in dhe '70's 'and '80'6 the proPor-

tions of womer participating:in graduate level programs in science will be

great qthhaTgd.
r

4.

crOne of the reactions in academia to the affirmative action.programs

designed to ehhance the education and employment of women has been the rebuttal

that the pool of qualified women is not equal to the demand reqUired by recent

legislation. Proponents of the point of view that, the pool size of qualified

women available is too small include Professor Lester,10 a former Dean of

Faculty at Princeton University. In a monograph derived from ihe Carhegie

Commission study on twenty of the country's'lAading universities, he advances
. ,

thejdea that the hiring of women and minorities has impaired the quali of
elt

those schools by lowering standa ds and Undermining faculty-quAllty. He on-

cludes that the "reason e4o ls and, timetables" criteria-inherent in affirma-.

tive action haw been a'failure and instead suggests an alternative comMitment

10 .)
Lester, Richard A. Anti-Bias Regulations of Universities: Facult Problems

and'Their Solutions, M/Graw-Hilir, 1974.
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to Increasing the'supply side of the equation. He believes this solution could

be achieved by improving the quantity and quality of available women by

greater emphasis on graduate training. Since Lester has produces no documen--

4ation for Isis conclusions and indeed we have been unable in thi's study to

discover the existence of any solid daea at all concerning the impact of

affirmative action, the 'phenomenon' of lawered quality detected by him is

essentially a porjection of what might occur should affirmative action agenda
4

currently being written be actually executed. Nonetheless, the opinions ex-

pressed by this author are critical to an evaluation of the future participation

of women in science for the,61.lowing reason: they were formulated following

discussions with faculty,and admfnistrators of our most elite,educational

institutions. These People could be saidto hold positions of inestimable power

with respect to the future adliancement of women within the sciences and hence

their reflections must be addressed if progress is to be made.,Science is a

highly prestigious occupation and fears thatsa,greater recruiLent ana,elevation

of women in sciencemay'diminish that prestigt-maSi not be unfounded. Ho4ever,
I.

we have not uncoveied any evidence In this, project, to indicate that the scienti-
A

fic professions are being more pressed ih terms'of providing equality of the

sexes than any of.the other professiona. In fact, the evidence availabe would

support the contrary view.

d) In several.ot the sociological studies on women.who are currently

functioning.as scientists, and in the attitudinal comments to be found in the

caucus and committee reports-(Appendix) and in numerous conversations of the

project staff With senior women scientists there is a common thread of deeply

held subjective belief. Aha ie is that, to have attained the necessary educational

skifls And to have performed successfully in the absence of general societal.

approval and supportive community services may mean that such women are in

C.



effect more capable than their average male colleague. A participant in a

recent confenence on graduate and professional education of women accurately

described the inducements offered to women in undertaking graduate education:

IIworking hard, proving t4emse1ves super competent, facing disapprobation and

hostility because they a?:e trying to do something women should be doing, seeing,

very few or no female faces in positions of respect, prestige or academic

leadership. fill
At this nexus in timeltsignificant numbers of the women in

science juggle scientific performance, housekeeping and family duties, in

addition to teaching and providing nurturant roles,for students. The complexi-

ties of these multiple tasks when set alongside the traditional concept of

the tottlly involved, dedicated and Catered for male scientist have not been

adequately'explored although a recent National Academy of Sciences Symposium

has posed sone fascinating questions.
1.2

e) According to one esteemed economist, at least the latter half of the

'70's-and '80's decade will see the prodbction of one-third to one-half too

many ph.D.'s for the types of employment we have known in the past. The cost of

thi,s surfeit of highly educated personnel is'rising underemployment but "the

11
Tidball, M. Elizabeth. Women Role Models in Higher Education; proceedings Of

a conference entitled,"Graduate and Professional Education of WOmen" SponsoredbY

the American Association of Unii/ersity Women in cooperation with the AssociatiOn

of Anerican Colleges and the Cooperative College Registry, p. 57.

12
Research Issues in.the Emplo ment of Women; proceedings of a Workshop.sponsored

by the National Academy of Sciences, September 1976.



human.cost in unfulfilled dxpectations and discouragement may be even more im-

portant. 143

Some provocative issues emerge from this tripartite approach to the parti-

cipation of women in scinece when viewed from the past, in'the present and,'

the future. There has and continues to operate what might be called an exclu-.

sionary principle with respect to the involvement of women in the scientific

professions and one which has been noted in other fields of.endeavor. Namely,

with very few exceptions in science, regardless of the occupational status

encountered the proportion of qualified women involved is extremely low. In

addition, the more highly prized the specific professional status inspected,

the smaller the number of females represented leading to the phenomenon recog-

nized be feminista as-'clustering'. An empirical and recurrent question addressed

io those interested in feminist issues is whether thia clustering of working

women at the junior and lawer-paying position level is a consequence af con-

scious or unconscious,'voluntary' choices 'made by women or whether in fact it

is due to exclusionary discrimination, overt 'or covert exerted by powerful

practitioners and institutions in particurar fields. An answer of sorts to this,

often rhetorical question may be forthcoming within the next decade.

We have seen that academic porfessiOnal and governmental institutions are

generally committed to the concept of increasing the availability of graduate

education- in science for women. 13oth feminist and popular literature encourage

theyoung woman of today to pursue her talents to the fullest, and to consider

exercising them before and after and possibly even during child-bearing and .

411 13 Carlter, Allan M. "Scientific Manpower for 1970..4985." Science, Apri, ),

1971. Vol. 172, p. 138



. rearing. On the other hand, the depressing lack of evidence that sexist hiring

and promotional practices have altered, coupled with the economic predictions ,

.of an oversupplied and heavily overtenUred professional market, lead to.at

least One distressing conclusion. The unique perspective afforded by this pro-

'ect leads-us-to-evers-t-are perhaps, a possible dilemma of the 'Ws in whit

be.termed a °feminist Club of Rome" statement. We believe that insufficient

attention is currently being 1...rel.1 to the likelihood that the 2a.rn of

women in science in the next decade may reveal Significant numbers of very

angry young women. Elevated educatiOnal attainment and stimulated ambitions

together with the relative absence of discrimination at the pre7doctoral level

will leave Women unprepared for the realities of the marketplace and the tradi-,

tional operating structure of the'scientific disciplines.

In the face of even moderate restricitons on job availability and nobility,

istory would not lead us to be sanguine about the Statistical chance that even

a well qualified female scientist would be hired di' tenured an frequently as.

an equally well qualified.Male scientist.

,We await the future with interest and trepidation for our

sisters and our daughters.

Marie. Mullaney Cassidy
Chair, Advit-oty council to the project

."The Participation of Women in,Science"

Federation of Organigations for Professional
Women
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The position of women has been called the test point by
which the civilization of a country or of an agency may be
judged, and although thid is in many respects true, the test
remains one which is extraordinatily difficult to apply,
because of the difficulty of determining what it is that,
constitutes the position of women. Their position in theory
and in law is one thing, their practical position in every-
day life another. These react upon one another, but they
,never entirely coincide, and the true position of Women, at
any-particular moment is an insidious,blend of both.

Eileen Power
The Legacy of the Middle ,Ages

Only be making , . . an adjustment 'to the realities
of the pattern created by our previous history can
the number of women at all levels be increased
substantially . . . .

Vera Kistiakowsky
Women in Engineering, Medicine and Science

ey"

.Our best women -- those in whom society has
invested'most heavily -- underperform, under-
icOieve, and underproduce. We waste them and
they waste themselves.

Cynthia Fuchs Epstein
Woman's Place



Historical Introduction

At present, especially in the industrialized world, science occupies an

overwhelming place of predominance. Both pure and applied sciencesshape our

lives. At the same time, our society seems to be in an era of transition and un-

certainty where values and attitudes about .verything are being re-examined. As

a result, the sciences, still pre eminent, face an ambiguous future.

In addition, there is a demand that everyone be given Lquality of oppor-

.

tunity in all areas. While claims for egalitIrian societies have been made before,

the distinctiveness of the present movement,,in part, stems from the fact that so

many groups within our society are making this demand at once. Here in the United

States; this has led to the insistence that minorities and oomen be allowed to

%

participate fulli in the professions and in the,sciences.

The purpose of thitportion of our study is.to examine the.status of women_

in the sciences in the past and to try to point out factors that played a deci-'

aive role in the present role of women in the sciences. It is our contention that,

at present, women are accorded a marginal and somewhait ambiguous.status in the

sciences and engineering, eiien.in those fields In which they are most heavily

represented. This contentiore is based on the.wOrk we have done to. document the

opening quotation.of Eileen Power's' . . .the status Of women is the test point

of an era or a civilation."
1

1
Power, Eileen, "The Position of Women," The Legacy of the Middle Azeb

C.

ed. C.G. Crump and E.F. Jacob, Oxford, England, 1926, p. 401-433.



Ot er people might choose.other groups depending upon their view of what is

importa t within society. However,.we submit that when roughly half the popula-

tion of a society is accorded a marginal and ambiguous status and when their

role:II/and opportunities are controlled by others, then the.fabric of that society

I

is weak and the qaality or life within it is lessened. Briefly stated, the thesis

of the historical portion of this,investigation is that the ':marginal and ambi-

guous status" accorded women in the sciences and engineering at present origin-

ated as a result of the interplay among the following three historical factors:

the development of science as an institution within society as we.know it today;

the so.sial and legal positions women occupied in certain key periods in the past
,

and the influence of these factors; and the extent to which women have partici-

pated in'the sciences in the past,and under what conditions they functioned and

how this past-participation has.played a role in the present.statusof women in

these fields.

Throughout the historical.section we will present documentation for theses'

Contentions and-show how values and attitudes of the past have played apart ift

_defining the role of the woman scientist today.'As the.quotation of Vera Kistia-

kowsky, also 6n the opening page suggests it is not enough to examine our prer

sent condition [though this is our major goal,]
2

but we must also look to the

past to see how we arrived at our present position. It would be faulty both WIC-

iplogically and Scientifically to ignore this heritage and say with Henry' Ford,

"History is bunk."

2 Kistiakowsky; ilometteerir_iinEniridScience, Washington,D.C.:

National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Rev. Ed., September 1973,

p. 59.



Orlginally, this section of our survey was intended to serve as a kind of

framework in which the analysis of the data and literature related to the current

extent of the participation of women in the sciences and engineering could be

MD
presented. The main intention was to describe some of the efforts to alter some

of the literature and events that'ledtp these efforts.

The main sources for the framework were to be the commission and.committee

reports on the status of Women within the professional societies of the various

scientific fields..Almost,all these reports had two things in common -- a descrip-

tion of what had led to the formation of these committees and certain works on

the sociological and psychological conditicins which affected women in all the

professions had been used as a guide to crystalize thinking about how to evaluate

"the status of women scientists." Also of importance was the fact. that these re-

ports tended to encourage other women scientists-,to form committees and evaluate

the conditions under which they worked.

However, in the proces of collecting ahd reading both the reports and other
4

literature on the status of wOmen in science, enough material of a historical na-

ture,.though not primary sources, was c011ected and it justified a different

approach.

That is how this part of oui investigation started and it should be evaluated

with this background in mind. It is in part of re-reading of some of the "record"

and some of the interpretations ofthe "record" that seem to,us to be pertinent

and to offer some insightointo our main area of investigatic and as part of/the

steps toward an understanding of the role of women throughout the past in sy.ences.

The Overall methodology of Our report has been described in the main Inro-

duction. However, the historical section, while fitting into the general frniework,

/

-3..
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has a particular methodology. Original research, as defined by historians, has

.not,.been done. Nor are the commission and.,committee reportS the main focus of

this section. Instead they are integrated into the section on the present statils

and participation of women in the sciences.'

Definitions of scienCe, scientist, woman scientist and professional presented

in the main Introduction apply throughout this section with differences. The

definitions of these terms held in the historical periods examined are also set

forth. Also throughout the historical section science is treated as an institution

rather than a set of activities. The reason for this is that is science as an

institution in which women function. Therefore,-rather thansdwelling on great at-
,

complishments or scientific "revolUtions, science is presented in this sectiaai

as a mUlti-faceted, more or less organized set of activities within society.

As is immediately apparent in reading this seCtionve violated the sacred
,

historical precept to begin-at the beginning and go on until you come to the end.

We decided, for puposes of this report, to "gLand history on its head° and begin

at the period in the United States juSt before the present.

However, asbigning precise beginning and end dates for the 'period 11 the

United States just before the present' was not quite so easily accomplished. The

main difficulty is that the events of the second half of the nineteenth century

' through tht twentieth century up to around 1970'have a close dependence upon one

another especially when examining developments in the sciences and the status of

women.

As Margaret Rossiter points out in her article on "Women Scientists before

1920, 113 women did function and function well in the sciences and up to around 1920

3 Rossiter, Margaret, "Women Scientists in American before 1920," American Scien-

tist, Vol. 62, May-June, 1974, p. 312-323.
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their.numbers were increasing. However, from 1920
.

dismal. It was not until the sixties that the numbers

plines began to increase again in a substantial fashion.

tale becomes more

men in these disci-

Precisely why this was

so, had to do with the changing nature of science and the changing societal

values of this particularly co period of history. For the sake.ofpresent-

ing Ithe material relating to our investigations more clearly:this era is sub-
,

divided.into three sections: die nineteenth century (up to about 1920), 1920 to

the end of World'War II, and finally the Post-war years up to agound 1970. This

period is conceived,of as starting with.the closing days of World War II and

ending around 1970. During this era, several events took place that profoundly

m affected- the:participation of.women in-science and engineering. It.was during

this time that World War II radically altered the mature of science and*technology

and indirectly altered the role of women; the Civil Rights Movement began, the

first feminist movement for all practical purposes died out and aseoond one

began; and finally, governMental action to eliminate barriers to the full.Parti-

cipation of women in all.ardas of work was started.
4

In -addition to this majoi era, three other periods of western European his-

tory seemed of significance in understanding our heritage of attitudes and Prac-
..

tices,regarding the role of science and the role of women ands most especially the

4
One of the factors.that played a.decisive role in the second feminist move-

ment was the Civit Rights Movement of the Sixties. Though specific documentation
. . /

.

is not included in this paper, it should be kept in mind that women who partici

...

pated in the Civil Rights Movemeht theh often Moved on to become irivolved in the

so-called Women's Movement. Moreover, the decade of the Sixtiea is generally don-

sidered to'be crutial,to the'heigfitening of ihe consciousness of many "marg/tal"

groups in our society.

I

9
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role of women in science. These three'periods are: the period, of Greco-Roman

civilization oi.Classical Civiliza,ion, the period of the Middle Ages and the

era kneoWn as.the eientikic Revo ution (t.. precise dating of the latter era is
.

especially contro ial, but for our purposesepe Sixteenth through the Eight-

eenth centuries-h e been considered.) ,

.
. . ,

, The justification for treating stich..an immense span of history in such a

topical and thematic fashion is ehat our purpose is mot to set out all.the his-

tont of women in science but ratber to point to aspects of the role women in

this particular set of endeavors that have their origins in'certain attitudes and

practices of these previous periods.

At present, we use sUch terminology as natural (or hard) sciences as opposed

to the social (or suft sciences), professional, technology, applied science --

the list of words and phrases that-form a constellation around the words science

and scientist is quite 1,4e."--'snd all o)bem mean different things to different
.4

-people. In our exaudnatien of periods mordremote from our,ewn, the terns were
4 ,

fewer but the definitiont are more difficultifor us to comprehend because despite

the fact that the origins'oescience lie,in these Ariods, ,the concerns of our
(-1

"forefathers" were quite differgnt. When one attempts tO set forth a clear and
4

-succinct set of ideas.about the role of women in science and in society, it is

quiCkly apparent that thit'As everi more difficult. So what will be attempted is

to give some sense of what people in these periods thought and felt and meant

when they wrote and talked about such concepts and to show how.these shifting

meanings relate to our own present set of dimly perceived values about these

vital topics -- women in society, women, in science dud, cience itself.

Emily Putnam begins the Introduction of her bopk, The Lady, with the statement,



4

"The lady is proverbial for her skill in eluding definition, ."5, So, too,

is the wogian scientist. In every era, the conception /of both the lady and the womah

scientist varies as the society changes. lot our purposes, _historically a woman

scientist was one who engaged in one of the scientific disciplines, that most

nearly correspond to our notion of scientific discipline in a more or less organ-
,

A final caveat, while most people in the eras we have chosen for examination

'would have an understanding of the term, lady, the term uoman scientist would

have,very little meaning. This is what is meant by ularginality.

This then is how this part of,our investigation startad and the assumptions .

that undergird it. It Shotqd be evaluated with this background in,mind. It is

in part a re-reading of some of the "record" and sch..e of the interpretations of.

the 7record",that seem to us to be pertinent and%to offer some insight into our .

maid area of iffvestigation and as part of the steps toward understanding the role

of woTan throughout the past in the sciences.

Putnam, E.J., ..1.212_11..47.1_SI2.01.2_;(21.112LSIspificant Phasqi_of Her Historx,

, Chicago, 1969 (first publication, 1910,) p. xxvii.

,-7
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"Never was the sense of'the virtuousness of teehhology more.vivid
than in.nineteenth-century America. In 1853 an English mission ex=.
jploring the'sources of industrial success on this side of the Atlantic
concluded, in awed tones, that:the teal secret.of American produc-.
tivity is that Americen society is iMbuid through and through with
thd desiabi1ity, the_rightness, the morality, of production. Men
serve.,Gad-im-America, in-all-s-erieusness and sincerity, thtough .

striving for econovliceffieiency.' Clearly this Victerian investi-
gative team'did not knew that they were observing an attitude.that
had been held by the comMon medieval and puritan anceser both of
themselves and the renega4dcolonists. ."

,

Lynn White
"Technology Assessment from the Stance
ef a Medieval Historian"

.9.
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WomenOcience and Society In The,
Nineteenth Century.

Introduction

The aineteenth century in its awn,way'was as revolutionary as the twentieth

century. It was a century df great social dhange and this fact is reflected in

the development of science institutionally, the changing status of women in so-

ciety, andthe "entrande of women into education and the field of science on-an

organized basis in Europe and the United States. *reover, it is.in the niaeteenth

centuiy that tte institutions such as science herd in the United States, assume

a distinctively "American" chatacter.

While the nineteenth century was a great period in the history of science,,

American contributions were notable rather than predomlhant or pre-eminent.
1

Among ihe reasons for this the Most obvious oite is that.it was in-this period

that the putsuit of science and engineering was begun in alormal way. AS a

result, the institutional development of American science is.of greater interest.

ihe.tensions between"pute or baiic science and applied Science and techno-

logy still apparent today was a constant theme.throughout the nineteenth century.

Traditionally, Americans have extolled the virtues of applied,science at the ex-
,

pense.of basic science (a though basic or p reIf science-firmly established itself '
e

in the late nineteenth centuryO'but even today, the question of the relationship -

between theoretical sciences and applied sciences in technology, medicine and

p.

4 .

1 Reingold; Nathan, gd., _E'cienceinNintteettCeta

llistory, ew York, 1964, p. 4.



agriculture, for example, is still an open one. Nevertheless,' science ia the

United States came of age.in the nineteenth century.2,

At the same time, the nineteenth Century was a momentous one for women.

For one reason, it is in this tentury that the struggle for full equality was

begun in in organized way.
3

Also, during the nineteenth century higher education

came into its awn and women began to be adthitted to inatitutions of,higher

learning. The result of this was to extend, to a limited extent, the vision of

women becoming scientists in 'an organized,rather than a haphazard way as they had

done up to_this time.

Amother antecedant'of the thanging'status of womentin the nineteenth,cen-

tury in the United States was the hiring of young-unmarried women to work in the

mills of Lowell, Massachusetts (0. 1830). Though they were hired because they

did not have totibe paid so _mnch_and_we_re_s_upposettly_much_more_tractable-than

men, the potential impact of this opening for women is implicit in in anonymous

Lowell mill gfa's defense Of the "Dignity 6f Labor."

, 44

From whence originated the idea, that it was derogatory to a lady's
dignity, or a blot on the female character, to labor .and who was the
first to say sneeringly, "Oh, she works for.a living?" Surely, such
ideas and expressions ought not to grow on republican soil'.....
To be able to earn one's own .living by laboring with the hand should
be reckoned among female accomplishments; and filope the timi is not
far distant when none of my countrywomen will be ashamed to have it
known that they are better verged in useful than,they are in ornamental
accomplishments.4

Reingold, Ssiens2isLE:smatait.22samAitEica,

3
Mary Wollstonecraft's"Vindication of the Rights of Womee. (1792) was the first

feminist document to have an important effect on women in America.

4
Quotation from Nancy F. Cott, Ed. Root of BitterneSs Documents of the SociaL

Elplata_oljaplicadinitn, New York, 1972, p. 13.



410
When the ideas of.equality for women, education for women, and the dignity of

work (outside ehe home) converged aa they did in the iitter'half of the nine-
,

teenth century, the results were impintak,for the role t4at women in the 'United

, States occupy at present. This is not to suggest that the tatus of women was

\

completely altered. This was not the ease. However because, of the rhetoric and

agitation on behalf of the Ohange in women's status in all respects, the question

s.)
r-

/.

of the role Women should occupy came to occupy a pertanent, if variable, position

in the fabric of 'American life.

In conclusion,.as.the discussion in some detail of these topics will show,

the nineteenth century '(especially the latter half) was time of tremendous change

for women, science and scientists. Certain trends were established that to a.

large extent play' a'role in our attitudes toward aWthree today.

,e4

yel
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Nineteenlb_Century Science in the United States
(1789 - 1920)

;

For our purposes, the study of nineteenth century American science is-of
,

importance because during this century the qnestion of the pafticipatiou of

women in the sciences became a topic of widespread interest and importance.

As the sciences grew and women sought'a recognized place in that form of endea-

vor, the question Vecame a.struggle which was to continue into the twentieth

century. This topic also illuminates important beliefs of'Americans about the

role and nature of the sciences ih-Lplayed a part in development of the role

otwomen in our society and in science.

There are additional reasons for analyzing the development of scientific

institutions in United States'but, in general, one of these reasons is not to
.`1

recount the great role American science played in the scientific world at large.

While tie nineteenth century was a great one,in the history of science,

American contributions, though notable, were not'predOminant or pre-eminent id

terms of9the general ldvance. The reason most aften advanced is that American

attitudes toWard scienceand the role it plays in our civilization became evi-

,dent at that time and still persist. What is good and what is bad in American

science arise from this past heritage. A brief statement of the essence of that

heritage is that its chief virtue is the ability to.utilize knowleage for prac-

tical ends and its chief vice is a neglect of basic science. This observation

was first made by the Frenchman, de Tocqueville.

Using this approach nineteenth century American science merits Study because

it illuminates a major aspect of the American national character-or style and



clearly explains trerids.in our history. Yetv this traditional interpretation

ipplies another -- that science advances best when divorced from applications ,_

(this is a subject of debate); Erom this still another question Arises. What

is the relation betVeen theoretical scienced and applied sciences in tdchnology,

medicine and agriculture?1

At the beginning of the nineteenth century (which really means the end of

the Revolutionary War for United States scientific development) there was a

lively interest in scientific,matiers in America. Ameridan science in this

period was pragmatic, largely carAed out by amateurs and catholic in the sense

that the scientific disciplines were not clear-cut and many-people of many

different backgrounds engaged in many different types of scientific activities.

Moreover, under,the impact of the Revolutionary War there.was a patriotic or,

nationalistic feeling toward the development of science in the new republic.

This feeling can be described best as a passion 'for the idea that Americana

.ought to develop their own science and scientific,institutions and not rely' on

Great Britain, in particular, for the development oftheir scientific institu-

tions. It was also felt that just as the republic was the best form of government

for political development so it was the institution best able to develo0 American

science 2
.

By the end of the century such-characteristics were largely anachronistic.

American Science had becoue specialized, institutionalized, professionalized,

and nationalized. But the dew republican government played a minor role in this

IwallilIINI=IIIIIMIllmlladygeMIIIIV

1°
Reingold, Nathan, ed., aIttettaSciece.inNirlthCentuAmerica, New York, 1964,

-2
Daniels, George H. Science it Aica Society,, A Social"Histota New York,

1971, P. 126-127.

-14-
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development. The pragmatic strain in American science had been channeled into

tzr

such areas as applied science, 'technology and engineering. Also, while in the

'earlier part of the centurr there WAS A, tradition of activity in science, there

was not, until later in the century, a scientific milieu or a scientific com-

munity, that vould enable pure or basic science and scientists tà flourish.

Alfred North Whitehead, ffritimg shortly after World War I, could say that

the Union of science and a passionate ihterest in detailed facts with equal

devotion toVlabatract generalization" had produced "a balance of mind° now part

of 'the tradition of which infects cultivated thoughts."31.This WAS as true in

the United States as it was in Europe. While trying to follow the European pat-

tern in sose respects and at the sate time evolving its own unique institutions,

--by the end of World War I, American.inteliectual life, and had reached, a polt

where new, and more'originalsievelopments could.be made.

'At the Same'time, throughout the nineteenth centurysbut especiallrfrom the

time of the Civil War spectacular advances were made,,technologically, most of

them.by Europeans, and adapted to American uses by Americans. Technology found

,a favorable environment in the United States and Americans built an industrial

complex that was the most outstanding yet seen. As Lynn White, Jr. points,out:
lo

Never was the sense of the virtuousness of technology more viVid
,than in nineteenth century America. In 1953 an English mission
exploring the sources of industrial'successes on this side of the
Atlantic concluded, in'an awed tone, that 'the real secret of
American productivity is that American society is imbued through
and through with the dedirability, the rightness, the morality of

3 Barzun, Jacques, Science; The Glorious Entertainment, New York, 1964,

p. 5 (paraphrased).



production. Men serve God in America, in,all seriousness and
sincerity, through striving for economic efficiency.4

An observation about these developments and the,environment that fostered

A
that is in order at this point. A thoughtful reading will indicate that pure

science col Whitehead's "abstract generalization",did not exactly go hand -in-

hand 'with a sense of the virkuousness of technology." Though the institutions

that fostefed both these developments in American life had been erected in the

nineteenth century, the climate of popular opinion favored; as the .Englishmen

observed, production and what would foster production. The two climates of

opinion about what was important in science and the two quite different approaches .

to science existed side-by-side in uneasy Coexistence.-

American science remaintd a part of the general_development_ of science in

that it underwent all the changes.that,were occuring in science's institutional

111
aspects everywhere in the,Western world at a different pace and,in a distinCtively

American way. As a reiult, wmen interested in participating in the scientific
,1

world were forced to contend with the growing rigidity that came about because

of developments in the scientific community.in the late nineteenth entury.

The most important of these events were: the growing dependence of science

on national institutions for support, an increasing fragmentation into specialties

and intO new.forms of science, the development of professionalism within both

science and technology, the growing separation between basic and applied science,

and the emerging large-scale industrial .laboratories.

At the same time, the international character of science rebained more or

icss intact until World War II despite the rise of nationalism and the shock of

4 White, Lynn Jr., Technology Assessment from the Stance of a Medieval Historian,"

American Historical Review Vol. 79, No. 1., February 1974, p. 2.
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World War I. Indeed, it was source of pride to American scientists'that,they

belonged to -his elite world which knew no boundaries and in which discoveries,

theories, and other scientific contributiOns were shared,. American participation

in this larger world can be evaldated by reading the,correspondence between

American and European scientists contained in Reingold's collection of doeuments

relating to the development of-nineteenth century American science.
5

As a result,

despite a growing nationalism both here and in Europe and despite the efforts of

Americans to improve the quality of American science, the dependence of Ametlicand

on European contributions in both science and technology was fostered. Alexis de

Tocqueville, who commented on the lack of Aierican test in abstract science

also pointed out that-the availability of Eurpean resear h removed the, necessity

of.the repetition of such work in the United States,
6

One of the major developments in the growth of basic scientifid research

in the United States was the formation and expansion of national institutions on

which science and the scientists became dependent. These institutions, though

inspired by developments in.Europe, soon developed uniquely American character-,

istics. Among these institutions were: the Smithsonian, the National Academy of

Science, the American Association for the Advancement of,Science (and its fore-.maM
5 ,Reingold, Science.in Nineteenth Century America, (examples of nature of the

relations between Ahericans and their European c4leagues are contained in the

collections of correspondence presented in the book.)

6 Dupree, A. Hpnter, "Influenee of the Past: An Interpretation of Recent Deve1o0:-

ments in the Context of 200 Years of History," The Annzj2_,...s.oftteriwAmiAcade

of kolitical and Social Sciences, Vol. 35, January 1960, p. 21.
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runners) and the universities..

Among Atherican national institutions thatylayed active roles in the

development,of the.basic_science in. the. United States-and thus encouraged the

depedence of science upon.them was the. Spithdonian Institution. Founded in

1946, it.Agveloped a program Of fostering basic scientific research largely as

the r4u1t of.the efforts of its first secretary,,joseph Henry, a physicist.

His gqat4 OirQ4ihout his more than three decadee'as secretary were centered on

implementing the literal interpretation of Smithson's bequest -- to aesiarthe

increase and spread of knowledge by promoting original research of the highest

character aimed at discovering general principles or laws of nature and publi-
.

cation of a series of memoirs.
9

As a result of his administrative skill and ef-
,

lorts, the Smithsonian amply fulfilled Henry's gda1i and became an important

.influence in the development and dissemination of the results of American sci-

entific research. Though many of the activities of the present-day Smithsonian,

such as-the museums, fall outside Henry's ideal, the Smithsonian continues t

play an important role in stience.

While not exactly a ,national institution, the Lazzaroni deserve to be includ-

ed in a discussion of forces thatcaffected the development of American science And

of national institutions that supported. The "Lazzaroni" or (scientific beggars)

7
The dates- at which women became members vary and will be distussed in.the

e

.section on'Women in 19th Century Science.

8
Bates, Ralpti, Scientifici Societies in the United States, 3rd edition, Cambridge,

Mass., 1965, 1st publication 1945, p. 71.

9
Bates, Scientific Societies, p. 71.



met informally and.corresponded and.gathered at the.meetings of another emerging

national institution, the American Asdociation for,the Advancement of Science.

Most of.the Lazzaroni were 'geophysicists but.their research interests were wide-

'ranging and their influence spread to all the soienefs; but.not without opposi-

tion. Their somewhat elitisi position did not sit too well In a new,republic.

Their'achievements can best be summed up by stating their aspirations =- they

10
were consciously developing a professional scientific cottunity.

Another national institution c&me into beinglduring.the Ciyil War Without

much public notice. A National Academy Of Sciences,.the dream of Jaferson,

became a reality under the adroit maneuvering of ohe action of.the Lazzaroni..

As any organization must have a purpose, the Academy was tO advite-the federal

government on scientific affairs. The Academy ran into opposition among scientists

and neglect.on the part of the government and might never have survived,4thout,

411

some outside financial support in its early period.
11

,

The Lazzaroni received helP in the form of direct political guidance througir

Congress from.Charles H. Davis, Chief of NavigatiOn'of tbe.Navy Department,'in 063.

Under the terms of its incorporation fifty outstanding sdientists were to be ineor-

porators. As it turned out, thitty7two were in the phySiCal sciences (mainly geo-

physics) and eighteen were in, natural sciences. Moreover, twenty-two of the incor-.

porators were in some way connected with the federal government. Thpugh this

composition, reflected the desires of the inner group of the Lazzaroni, it-did not

teflect the true State ofs-cience in the United States at that time, in terms,of

scientific work being performed. The natural scientists,were neglected; and the'

high percentage of government employees wag Atypical of United States science at

ingold, Science in Nineleenchlentua_America, p. 200-203.

, 11 '

Reingold ;. Isisse in Nineteenth Century America., p. 200-20.



that time, liowever, the high percentage of government employees was beneficial;

for.then as now, federal funds were desirable. The general cdmposition of the

original fifty then were,ascribed, correctly, to the preferences and animosities,

of the inner group of the Lazzaroni, and some outstanding researchers were left
EA

Out.

The real significance of the founding of the National Academy of Sciences
,

was that nothing happened directly as a result. Most other national academies

were strong farces fOr 1.63earch in their countries. But in America no one power-

ful.scientific body dame into being.'Neither the Academy nor the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science '(AAS) ever dominated the scientific

scene. Between the Civil War and World War I, national organizations for specific

be.

scientific fields appeared -- the scientific societies -- and they soon controlled

the publication of research results and the establishment of professional stan-

dards. (They will be discussed under the topics of professionalism and specializa-

tion.) The periOd; 1865-1914, can be described as one of glow steady growth-in

science in America unaided by-massive infusions of public 'funds and without over-

.

all'planning. Lack of funds pinched Many scientists; the absence oftplanning re-

t_sulted in odd patterns of strength and weakness -- too many observatories and

not enough physics laboratories to give an illustration. The Lazzaroni represent-
,

ed establishment science and elitism. Backed by federal funding and direct planning
S.

,their predilections might have altered the growth of American sCience. They were

receptiv'e to innovation, but only within limits as ii true of anyone. .UnhaMpered

by restraints imposed f:sy more openly bureaucratic systems, such as thosethat pre-

veiled in Europe, American Science developed a tradition of wide-ranging, relative-

ly unconfined vesearch that de'pended largely on che university, the professional

society and private- funding for its orientation and its electin'ç problems: This

40
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tradition of unfettered pure.researal is a basic element in"American science.1,2

There Were cwo forces that reacted upon one another to contribute to nation-

alizing, professionalizing,and specializing tf.American4stience at-one and the

same time. These were th40EniVersity, which &tinged in response to the demands
A

ofilipe sciences and technology and the national societ4T organized within one
"-

4

professio br specialized field of science. The latter, along wit/Lthe broad-
a ,

.0
based national pciety devoted to(ill the'sciences grew out of an older institu-

. em.
tii3n!--:.,ttle learned sOciety. The professional society played a direct role in

,developing American.science. On the other hand, the btoad-based national sotiety

providid.a forum for all th'e-sciences wherethose who iere interested could hear

of thelatest developments in this discipline and offered a meeting ground where.

1

scientists miiht interact With one anoaler..

The concept of a national learned society devoted to all aspetts of the

sciences where followers of Science could read papers...and disCources on topics

of mutual interest.much like the Royal Society of Great Britain appealed to

people like Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, However, attempts to establish

such a society in the early days of the republic failed. In its.place, local

groups began to appear. Two of thesei foupded in.the'last half of the eighteenth

century,survived and partially fulfilled the.fundtion of a national society.

The fitat of these, the Ameritan Philosophical Society, was foun4ed either
t

in 1743 ot 1744 under thelaegis of Benjamin Franklin and the setond, the American

AcadeMy of Arts and Sciences in Boston idas.formed in 1780. Originally, the inter-.

est of the PhiloSo'phical Socieey (based in Philadelphia) was broadly de.fined -- to

distuss quetions of "natural philosophy, moral sciences, history, politics" and

elorraryoyammen.nattwaror,*.........

Reingold, Science in Nilletee15119_0_12a_America,.pt 202-203.
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to carry on "investigations in botany; in medicinei, in mineralogy and mining;

in mathematics; in chemistry; in_ mechanics; in arts, trades, and manufacturdsi

in. geography and topography; and in agriculture. 1113
The aims of the Academy were,

similariy broad.

Despite the formation of many such learned societies throughout the period

of the early republic and in many places including the capital, most werd short-
.,

lived and unable to live up to their noble.aspirations. However, they were indi-

- cative of the wide-spread interest in science both on the part of practioners

and laymen.

The first successful and truly national forum for scientists and in. a differ-

ent way for laypeople was the American Association for the Advancement of Science

which was formally established in.1848. Its aim was two-fold -- to'provide a na-.

tional rostrum for science and at the same time to provide the framework in which

individuals doing research could interact Throughout the period prior to the

Civil War there was a meiberShip of about six"hUndred annually with an additional

one hundred and thirty or so who participdted in the meetings without becoming

members. At least 25% of the foUnders remained active for the entire period; thus

sustaining as well as establishing the AAAS. Meetings had frometghty to three

hundre&participants depending on the location and up to one-fourth of.those at-

tending participated actively either by serving on a opmmittee or presenting a

13
.Bates, Scientific Societips, p. 71

14
Kohlstedt,.Sally.G., "The First National Forum for Science: The AAAS, 1848,"

paper presented for oral. delil:Tery at the AAAS Meeting, San Francisco, March 1,

1974, p. 2. Quoted with author'L rmission.
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paper. The section meetings varied in size butimathematics and physics, geology

and geography, chemistry, and natural history werd the most well-represented.
15

The problem faced by the founders of the AAAS, principally ihe Association

of American Geologists and Naturalists; but also including the ever-present Laz-.

zaroni, was how to expand and become a, national forum without moving away from

specialization (which some would consider a regressive step.) The founders felt the

section meetings would fill the demand for specialization and all.the sciences

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.16

The organizers "regretted the growing specialization in science even as they

recognized its ini'Vitability. They advocated government sponsorship for research,

worked for better scientific education, wanted a specific code of scientific

ethics (which apparently was never completed,) and recognized

tween scientists and.amateurs.'
17

These conflicting alma were

a distinction be-

never resolved. Yet,

it is perhaps a tribute to-the founders of the AAAS that they were not. As a

result of their inabili y to solve this issue they both costered better practices
i

otscience wiChiwthe 4iscip1ines and maintained a forum for better practices of

science in general. In these ways, the AAAS has played an important role in Amer-
. 1

ican science since its foundation

The final institution with a national scopeto be analyzed in terms of how

it helped further the professionalization and specialization of American science

15 bhlstedt, "The AAAS, 1848," p. 2-3.

16
Kohlstedt, "The AAAS, 1848," p. 4.

' 17 Kohlstedt, "The AAAS, 1848," p. 11-12, 13-14.



and engineering in the nineteenth century is the university. There are other

indtitutions such as the government and the private foundation but their role

was important for the dire.ction twentieth century science,taak..The role of

the professional society will'be considered in the discussion of the develop-

ment of professionalization and specialization. At this point, it is difficult "

0

c.

of

to separate the development of professionalization and specialization from the

rise of the professional society and the chnge in the universities. But the

development.of the university in response.to the-changing structure of science

yds exceedingly complex because the university had been founded in response to'

one set of needs and was changing not only becaUse of the demands of science

but also because of new social expectations.

The role af the universities will'be examined from the point of view of .

what scientists in the nineteenth century sought from them aud the problems

scientists and universities encountered when attempting to meet.these expecta-

tions as well as demands of others outside the fields of science and engineering.

Scientists are dependent on the institutions which house them and give them

suOport, however much their individual reputations-outshine their institutional

sdtting. During the major part of'the nineteenth century science and scientists

were in the process of polarizing around an already established national iustitu-
i

tion -- the university. As a result, the older American traditions of humanistic

learning and religious oridntation on which the university was founded began to

change.

Originally, colleges had been Modelled after the English university, and

offered an education in the traditianal liberal arts, Greek, Latin, Mathematics,

and Philosphy with, in many cases, religious training as well% The Orivate college
,

,.$

movement which began before the ReVolution with the founding of nine degree-

granting institutions of this type developed rapidly until the Civil War. By '

q
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thei,- there were approximately two hundred private colleges - most of them

e;tablished by religious institutions. Persons"who sought additional training

in the sciences usually went to a medical school which served as a substitute

for a graduate school or went to a school offering technical courses such as

West Point or Rensaelaer Polytechnic which were jnst beginning tO be establish-

ed.
18

In the United States, imposed on this developifig system of private colleges

was a new system of secularized public institutions. This was the result of the

revolutionary,influence which was, dedicated to the ideal that eduCation should

be democratic and free and devoted to advancing the ideals of equality and free-
,

dom. At'first, the states had tried to make the private c011eges.public univev-

sities bdt that failed when the Supreme Court ruled,against them in 1819.: The

states then began io establish their own institutions with public, control.and

public support. During the Civil War, this movement reCeived federal support

wtth the passage in 1862 of the Land Grant Act which provided support to estab-
,

lish agricultural and mechanical colleges in the states. Some states used these

funds,to strengthen alreidy eXisting universities;, others established separate

agricultuial and engineering colleges.19 ,

The scientist; who had outgrown the amateUr model of the British tradition

and was developing into the academic specialist.slmilar to the German mode4 turned

18
Reiiigold, Science in. Nineteenth CelitumbiLeris2.., p. 3-4, p. 315-316; Dupree,

"InflUence of the Past,", p. 22;.Deglet., Carl N., Out of Our Past, New York, 1959,

p. 19-20, p. 157-160. Interestingly enough, Renssilaer contains in its charter

that it was for the "sons and 'daughters".of the people of New York.

III 19 Degler/Out of Our Past, p. 157-160.



to the-university to achieve his goals of professionalizatio'n and specialization..

What he wanted.was graduate training leading to the doctorate and rigorous courses

in the various scientific specialties. Such a program was a necessary first

,.siep to Professionalization. Yale was.the first American university io establish

a continuing graduate program leading to the doctorate. But Johns Hopkins, est-

ablished in 1867 modeled after the German university, and devoted to highex

education and research marked the real beginning of the alliance of the research-

oriented scientist, eagerly pursuing his specialty and the university whose

goal was to provide him a setting fordhis wcirk and produce ore people like him.2°

Within the technological and engineering colleges the trend taward special--

ization and professionalization can be followed in the splitting off of ciVil

engineering from military engineering and the further subdivision into civil,

lethanical, electrical ana.chemical engineering. Within the field tte requirement

of a fifth year of trairiing and a thorough grounding in all the engineering be-

fore specializing. The doctorate as part of the process of becoming a professional

engineer did not become toxevelant until just recently121 As is shown in Table

One, there was a rapid prolifeiation of institutiona with graduate programs in

science and engineering.

Though the general scientific society and the univereity played crital.parts

in the professionalizatión of American, science, the .impact of the professional

scientific or engineering'society was decisive and unique,,Through the professional

-

society, composed of members drawn from a specific scientific discipline and

I

20
Bates Scientific Societies in the United States, p. 15-27.

11 "

410

Ugineering Education in the United States," EncyClopaedia Britannica,

Chicago, 1057, p. 445-446.



, meeting the standards imposed by that society, it became possible to organize

specific disciplines in such,a way as to exclude those who lacked the requisite

education,,training and, any other qualifications deemed necessary to be consid-

ered a "professional" within the particular scientific or engineering field. In

turn, such standards helped shape the curricula offered by the universities.

An impoytant faCtor in"the appearance of the professional society was

specialization within the sciences. This trend was'a vital 'part of the scientific

development of the late nineteenth century, but the fragmenting of Science into

.,sub-fields began in the late eighteenth century. Medicine, agriculture, chemistry,

minerology and.various technological fields were among the first to form profes-

sional groups.22

one oC the ways that the specialized society 4as able to form a new discipline

and7to unify it was th-rough the publication'of scholarly jouynals.-Another'was

the holding of professional meetings, similar to those of the AAAS, but devoted

to presenting papers and holding discussions yelated to the particular scientific

field. In other words, the professional society' not only encouraged and actively

promoted the setting of standards to qualify for admission to the particulpr

field, it also supported the trend to narrow specialization. The rapid develop-

ment of learned gbcieties between 1800 and 1900-is shown in Table II.

It is, however, important to remembey that the national profes,sional societies,

the universities offering speciSiized scientific training and.the general scien-

tific sOcieties mutually reinforced the trend of expansion and diversification

within the institution of science. Moreover, and this Point will.be dealt with

22 Daniels, Science in American Societ op: 274.1.276.
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411
when .considering the role of women in science during this era, such a trend as

this had the effect of "freezing out" generalists and people whose qualifica-

tiops were minimal and those who could not gain admission to the establishments

of science and engineering.

By .the end of the nineteenth century, the goals and needs of professionals

and specialists,within the expanding sciences were in conflict with the values

of fourdifferent groups of people who were involved in higher education. The

first group consisted of the governmental bodies involved in funding and admin-

istering the development of the,new programs for higher edliCation -- both state

gfirk40.'

.and federal. The secodd group consisted of scientists devoted to .the "generalist"

411

approach to the Study of science. In general, these people belonged to the older

generation of scientists. The third group was the Public. Prior,to the 1870's

. science had been. successfully "sold" to the public in terms of its contribution

to important American values -- utilitarian, equalitarian and religious..This

new ideal of the scientist and his role in society embodied in the concepts of

professionalization and specialization and the.slogan "science for science's

'sake" received powerful reinforcement from the new graduate programs in science.,

Though "pure" science and its value system prevailed, within the university and

within the sciences, it niver really appealed to the public or the government and

,r1 they only reluctantly went along with it.
23

The fourth group were women - women

eager to partake of education at all levels And Pursue scientific careers. Their

concerns and accomplishments'have to be evaluated not only from the point of view

of the institutions they wished to be a part of, but also from the point of view

of the.attitudes of the public toward science and scientists. However, a general

observation can be made at,this point. The effect of professionalization and

23
Daniels, e,t_t_c_Xin.SocietScienceinAm, p. 317-318.
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specialization Made it even more difficult to enter the "scientific world."

In the late nineteenth century, increasing numbers_of scientists in the

United States were to be found in two other kinds of institutions that have

not yet been mentioned. Both of thcse increased In importance as users of scien-

tists in the twentieth century. One of these was especially significant - the

large scale industrial laboratory. Science has cane to be reorganized on the lines

of large-scale endeavors involving large numbers of people and a greag deal of

equipment, Though we tend to ascribe this development to the influence of the

two world wars, its lirst impetus along those lines came from the great industries

that emerged in the late nineteenth century.
24

While at first doncerned with

applied science problems the concept was gradually taken over by those working

'on problems in basic research. As a result of a period of consolidation and

regular irowth it became possible to think of organizing industrial research lab-

. ,

oratories. CheMical laboratories were the first tO be organized. (This had been

done in Germany in the early nineteenth centUry.) Electrical laboratories such
.7

as the one founded by General Electric in 1900 were also among the first to

appear. Appearance of such laboratories in such areas was indicative of two

things: they were &ore likely to appear in the "newer" industries and among.firms

that were stable and with suffiCient resources.
25

The other -- the governmental bureau -- had expanded into scientific research

as a result of the problems posed by the Civil War. The,research done in organiza-
)k

tions like the Coast Survey and the Bureau of Agriculture was in, the area of

applied.science as might be eXpected and there was a grokAng demand that.anything

24
Daniels , Sci_Ince.i.n.Ankeric_aj_tSociety, p . 319.

25
American p. 281-283..



that did not yield immediate and practical results be eliminated from the ,

programs Ot these governmental institUtions. Ths conflict was also 411ustra-

tive of the growing suspicion of pure science and the isolation of the new

scientist.from the mainstream of public opinion on the g ject of science.26,4

To summarize -- the scientist.on the eve of World War I was a new creature

with the follawing characteristics: (1) A new professional consciousness focused

on the discipline within which he was trained. Approval was sought from colleague

rather than from society,and success meant acceptance by disciplinary peers. The ,

scientist was Impelled to publish to obtain this approval but in order to publish '

fie needed to do research and, to do reseatch he needed support. As a result, he

was.forced to depend upon institutions whose controls he did not want to recog- .

nize, The dilemma between independence ,to pursue his own interests and the need

for support peisists today. (2) A different kind of approach to the world of

science. His training had prepared him for pursuit of a professional occupation

and he had abandoned the notion that science was part of a liberal education and

consisted in Acquiring the scientific spirit and the scientic.method.27 It should

be added that this scientist was white and'male.'Very few outsiders (including

women) penetrated this preserve.

26 Daniels, Science in Anerican Society, p. 280 -281

27 Reingold Science in Nineteenth Century America p. 251-252.
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Women in Nineteenth"Century America

Probably no aspect of our time is more significant of Progress
than the ever-growing discussion of place and duties of women tn.
the social state. Causes both economic and moral have tended to
break up-old,habits of life and thought,-and make new decgands upon
their capacity and conscienct,'which experience has not yet taught'
them to satisfy.- All over our land, women are conscious of a fer-
ment and 'disturbance of thought which,is the prophecy of better
things. Everywhere they aie asking, ' What can.I do to-hasten the
New, Day?'1

The,quotation which introduces this section epitomizes, very well the

fact 'something.was in the air' in-the late nineteenth century with regard

to the role of women in-society.. ThroughOut the nineteenth century, the

status of women Changed a.great-deal'and'this was in part a response to a

changing social situation.

A drive for equality by diverse groups of people characterized this

period in American histOry. Beginning with'the abolitionist movement, which

culminated in the Civil War and Reconstrudtion; 'and the first fetinist move-

merit to be called later the suffrage movement, were only two of the more

'1 Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart', et al., Otir Famous Wom4n an A thorized Record

of Their Lives and Deeds, Hartford, Connecticut, 1884. Publishers preface:

This book contains a series of biographical sketches of notable women of

the period written hy equally notable women and published privately. The only

persons who could be ,classed as in the science-related' professions included

Clara Barton, nurse; Maria Mitchell, astronomer; and the Blackwell sisters,

physicians. The emphadis was_on writers, abolitionists and suffragettes..



important,aspects of the drive ,for equality. The expansion of education and

the ;Ztempts to integrate immigrants'into the main stream of AMerican life

were other aspects of this phenomenon. The lure of the frontier and the vc-

panding industrialism of nineteenth century American (with the beginnings of

the drive to unionization) also contributed to widening people's horizons

and changiu the ways people had traditionally lived. The result was that

the nuclear family became the unit that took most of the pressure of this.

sociaf change and because,of the important role of women in such a family,-

the image.of the ideal woman hardened into forts implicit in earlier cen-

turies. This Change began in the early nineteenth century but reached its
,

perfected fort in the late nineteenth century at the saMe time women'really

began in coherent fashion to attack this "vision of reality" and press for

'changes in'their "real' circumstances. ,

111 In a book entitled American Feminists published ih 1963, Robert E. Riegel

4 attempted to evaluate the feminist movement of the nineteenth century. His aim

was to right what he considered to be imbalances in-the scholarship on the sub-
,

ject up to his time concerning the American feminist movement. In no way can

his book be considered a balanced picture Of the development of this era.

Rather, it is a series of biographical sketches interspersed with his comments

about the "realisi" of the feminists and their many drawbacks as people and

leaders. His aim is summed up neatly in his conclusion. He presented a picture

of the feminist in contrast to:

. . the traditional attitude [which] was that feminists were
highly intelligent women who were inspired to action entirely by
the terrible condition of women, And devo* their lives unselfish- ,
ly to assist the millions of unhappy members of their own sex. In
thearosessofcle1e1ointfileral.ization the troubles of
women have been vastly overstated, the attitudes of both men and

women have been misinterprete and,the,psychology of the feministc\



were misunderstood. Feminists were highly talented; 144 they were
also real human beings with normal human emotions. Just like others,
they were deeply influenced by their environment and particularly
by their.home problems, sometimes greater and sometimes less than
those of the average human being. These factors of personality and
enviroAment were*vital in determining the women's lives, and the
a_vehum_frailitiesofthefetan_ststhakethemmorefa_zsdinatin

and even more admirable than the lawless but wooden fi"ures of a

2.2211_aatl.

Riegel's book is interesting and important for the following two reasons.

One,, as the above quotation shows even in 1963 the nineteenth century

feminist movement was [and is] not without its detractors. The emphasis Riegel.'

placed throughout his descriptions of the first feminists is, as the'quotation

shows, dh the importance of feminists psychological makeups and family back-

grounds and their "supposee-misConceptions of the actual situation of Ameri-
,

can women in nineteentll century. this view is, or was not, new. It had been

I.Lrst enunciated in the nineteenth century in response to the challenges of

the feminists and took the form of a romantic and visionary view of-trole

of the family and of women that was everywhere piesented for the consumption

of middle-class nineteenth century liejr1 And.women. The in.teresting thing, as

will be shown, is that the 'feminists adopted parts of this visionary and ro-

mantic view of what the roleof a woman was and based part of their.justifida-

tion of why,women should have equal rights on-it:

t,
The other reason for the importance oRieel's book lies not in his

interpretation of the nineteenth century American sdene as it-related to women

but rather in the fact that his book was published in 1963, the same year as,

Betty Friedan's Feminine Mystique. As wasP demonstrated by the 1960s,,there

existed a fairly substantial body o'f literature.that in one way or another

2
Riegel, Robert E., American Feminists, Lawrence, Kansas, 1963, p. 201.

Emphasis added.
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vindicated the nineteenth century feminists' vieW of the condition of women'

in general, and moreover, showed that despite the increasing participation of

women in the world of work and the world of education, the woman from whom the.

feminists had expected so much -- the middle-class woman -- had indeed not

achieved true equality in any,area of her,life and had not participated.to any

great extent in the mainstream of American life. This was in part true because

writerssuch as Riegel (or his nineteenth century counterparts). on the one level

and the popular publications (such as women's magazines) from the nineteenth'

century on reinfOrced the romantic image of the utterly feminine walan who

held together die perfect family and thus made her greatest contribution to..

society within the family'structure.

In 'order to arrive at some insight into the inter-relatedness between the

popular view of women and dhe feminist, conception of women and the effects'of

these on women themselves have to be examined. Because Most of the.debate was

centered around the role of middle-class women and it is from this group pro-

.,

fessional (intluding scientists) women in large part come, a caveat must-be

3 There have been scholarly works in this field such as the follpwing: Elmira L.

Phelps, Notable American Women (3 Vols., 1971); Sally G. Kohlstedt, "In Pursuit.

of the Amateur Tradition: The Boston Society of Natural History." The section that

is refevant to women is found p. 14-18. Paper presented at Radcliffe Institute,

April 26, 1974. Cited with aUthor's permission; 'Thomas-Woody, A History of Women's

Education in the United States (1929), reprinted, 1966, 2 Vols.; Edna Yost, Ameri-

.can Women of.Science, Philadelphia, 1942, studies eleven women scientists; Margaret

W. Rossiter, "Women Scientists in America before 1920," American Scientist, Vol. 62,

May-June 1974, p. 312-323; Nancy F. Cott, Ed.i)Rroot of Bitterness,. New York, 1972:

Documents from the nineteenth century. Does not de2kdirectly with science but with

the conditions of the nineteenth century America; Mary R. Beard, Woman as Force in



r

made that writers (both feminists and non-feminists) presented biased views as

they related to the role of wOmen in general in some respects. There is a great

deal of literature on the subject of the social origins oj women who pursue the

sciences. If the entries in Notable American Women, the portraits presented by

Mozarw and Osen as well ai evidence presented about the background of twentieth

century women scientists are assessed rather carefully4 , then the preponderance

of such:women came from middle-class rather than upper or lower micidle-class

origins.

The feminists who gathered at Seneca Falls in 1848 were far 'removed from

the mainstream of American life.,Whenever those who T4ere abolitionists.spoke in.

public or distributed pamphlets, they were criticized for departingarom proper

°feminine behavior.
5

Because of the censure ok.their behavior and because of their

exclusion from the abolitionist meetings, these women and others joined together

111 to demand eivality for thembelves;

Their original.argument, as based.on the 1848 Declaration, was that there

shoUld be a drastic change in the lialues and lawa.governing relationships between

..
History, first published 1946. Wideranging, but has sections on the nineteenth

century; H.J. Mozans, Women in Science, New York, 1913. Recently reissued. Indis-

pensable but some of his evidence and conclusions about pre-nineteenth century

Europe ahould be treated with care.

4
Phelps, Elmira Lincoln, Notable AmerIAT WOmen, (3 Vols. 1971): Mozans Women

6

In Science; Osen, Lynn.M. Women in Mathethtics.
1 ;

5 Chafe ) W H .) The American Woman Her Changing Social and Economilnd Political

Roles 1920-1970 New York, 1972, p. 3-4.



the sexes and they also attatked all forms of discrimination. Implicit through-

out the Declaration was the view that, as long as society assigned separate

areas of,responsibility for each sex, womea,could never be free. "By inaisting

the.men and women'were idtical in 'capacities and responsibilities,' ,the kemi-

nist attacked ,the fundamental premist underlying relations between the.sexes

the notion of distinct male and female spheres'. Once it was established that the

tvgi sexes were alike in the eyes of God, there was no longer any basis for treat-

ing women as separap and inferior and the demands for'equality in the church,

state, and family logically followed."6 The early feminists, and those who remain-

ed the mostsardent feminists and, rej'ecteA suffraie AS the main goal and felt

that "i'f women were to achieve equality, they had to be able to pursue'their

individual desires and participate in all areas of.life on the same basis as men."7

They based their arguments On the subjection which was enforced on women

legally as taken from what Blackatone. in his Commentaries said the common law
ro,

said was the role of women. As Mary R. Beard has shown, though Blackitone, a very

conservative man to begin with, did"not say that the common law Was the whole of

English law (nor was it the whole of American law) as it pertained,to women, he

certainly put his main emphasis on it and because of Blackstone' egance and

simplicity, he became in most Ameritan minds, both layband legal, the law as it

pertained to women.
8

Beard quoted as an example of the popular version the lawyer,

6
Chafe, The American Woman, p. 6.

7 Chafe, The American Woman, p. 9.

8 Beard, Mary R., Woman as Force in History, p. 22-23.
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Edward D. Manfield, who wrote "The Legal Rights, Liabilities and Duties of

Women, published in 1845.'1n it, he recited the Blackdtone ritual:

As'marriage 'creates a unity, he averred, !'and the husband is reli-
giously the head of the family, the law'declares that the external
powers of this family, in respect to property'and government shall
vest ie the husband." . . .,,After a brief reference to the wife's
rights.in case of a trustee-ship, Mansfield proceeded: "this merging,
as it is called, of the wife's property and person in the husband,
has betn called little less than downright. slavery. Tm this respect
the Roman law was much rdbre liberal than the English law or American.
For that law considered marriage as a sprt of partnership, in whiCh
each partner had equal rights of property. We considerhem, however,
not the proprietybut the facts of the law; in order that women may
knoW what it is.9

Before discussing the role of women in science in nineteenth century United

States, a brief protrayal of the.ideology of predominant mileu in which women

functioned in dlat peiiod will be set forth. Against that the work of John

Stuart Mill on the role of women and themes predominant in-the first feminist

movement will be presented. The reason for doing this is two-fold. On the one

hand, it is hoped that thisswill make clear the social pressures under which

women worked both as scientists and as women. On the other hand in so doing, the

values presented should make clear that following Eileen Power's observation that

he role of women istthe test point of a society is especially appropriate when

looking at nineteenth century American attitudei toward women.
0

9
Beard, Woman as Force in History,, p. 23. Emphasis added.
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Wotin Scientists in Nineteenth Century United States

4

Just-as-Scienee waS eVoIVIng and taking on characteristiCs that 4re

found in scien6e today, so too, tfie woman in science was assuming unique

features that prevail today. The purpose of this section of the historical

.analysis of women in science is to set-forth these characteristics and to

.show that extentof the participation of women, as much as possible given

the,qact that the history of nineteenth century American science is a new

--'discipline1 and,the history of.women n science is an even newer historical
11,

enterprise. 2

The comion assumptions about women in science and engineer4pg seem

..to be.that there aren't any, or very few.at iost and that women have only
4.4-

recently begun.to become a part of the American;scientific community.., The

basis of these,assumptions ilea in yet another widespread belidf -- that

women Are neit'her fit for,scientific and technical careers-nor interested

in.them.3 It.Should be noted that these assumptions are hefd by women as

well.as by ten. *Moreover, these asSumptions underlay the prevailing atti-

tudes of the nineteenth century about the role of women in science. Hoiwever,
,..

tlofflatter how widespread these beliefs, then ahd n0w, none of them are

completely true. What is true is that women in. nineteenth century science

1 George H. Daniels, Science in America: ociety, New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

1971, Preface, pp. ix-xi, 212.11_41.

2 Barbara Sicherman, "American History: A Review Essay," Signs: Journal of

5

Women in Culture and Society., 1975, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 461-465, pAuipit.

Harriet Zuckerman and Jonathan R. Cole, "Women in American Science,"

Minerva, lk Review of Science, Learning and Policy., vol. 13, no. 1, Spring,

1975, p. 84.
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existed and their career pattetns, so far as they can be determined reveal

that' current paternS and problems for,women in science have their origins

in the career patternssand problems of women scientists of that petiod.4

There are three studies, out of several that have recently.appeaxed,

, .

that are pertinent to this topic, but increasingly, material is being

discovered and works, in whole or in part, address themselves to this.topic.

The study. of Margaret Rossiter has already been cited. The other two are

those done by Riidolph C. Blitz and the'publications by the American Associa-

tions of University Women on their fellowship prograi established'in 1890.5

While Statistical data iS hard to come by and governmental agencies

did not .voutlinely keep or publish statistics on men and women in science

until well aft4r 1900, all of these studies are statistical; as well as

, .

interpretive, in approach and att,empt to compare the place and patterns of

women in science with those of men,

Kargaret Rossiter relies primarily on the first three editions,of

James Cattell's American Men ofoScience: A Biographical Directory (1906,

1910 and 1921)- -Among.the entries in these directories were 504 women

Vt

Margaret W. Rossiter, NoMen Scientists in America Before 1920,"

American ScientiSt, vol. 62 ,(May-.June) 1974, p. 312.

5 Rudolph'C. Blitz, "Women in the'Professions, 1870-1970," Monthly Labor

Review,'Volume 97, No. 5 (May 1974),. pp. '34-39.

Ruth W. Tryon -Investment.in-CreatiVe Scholarshi 1890-1956,

Washington, D.C., AAUW,,1957.



scientistS.
6

Not only did Cattell collect biogrAnhical informatioh about

scientists, he also attempted to assess,the quality of the work done by the

individual scientist.

As part of her study, Rossiter cothpares,this group of female scientigts

with 'a group of 502 male scientists from the 1921 edition in order to _

establish-a-picture f thalt scientific Professional patterns. Her overall_

findings about the career patterns of women are:

Their situatiOn is of contemporary interest, for many of
the current probleths of women scientists yere present
,before 1920. Although their interests and backgrounds
varied widely, they clustered.in certain fields and
inatitutions, and despite an averageslevel of education
higher than that of the male scientists,.(in contrast to

.,to today's Situatior) they had fewer job opportunities
and lower status, were more often unewployed, and less
often considered eminent by their fellow scientists.7

A

Table one presents the fields, doctorates, marital status and oCcupations

of the 504 women scientists. From this table can be seen that th,e largest

numbers of women were in the life sciencesf_the medical sciences and the
4

emerging social science, psychology. The most Opular fields for women

today are the social sciences and the life sciences in that order. However,

with the exception of psychology and anthropology, most of the social sciences'

6 As Rossiter notes 504 entries do not constitute a complete.list, but

it is perhaps the most convenient for it does contain biographical infor-

mation. Cattell obtained his lists from other biographical directories

membership .lists of 50 scientific Societies, rosters of 70 institutions

of learning, contributors to Science and an advertisement in Science.

"Women Scientists in America Before 1920," p. 323.

7 Rossiter, "Women Scientists in America Before 1920," p. 312,
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had yet to be established prior to 1920. Another point to remember is that

those women in the field of home economics were mostly chemists by training:

;

Degrees in home economics,without training in chemistry are of ,relatively

recent origin. If the'two fields are-groups, then the-numbez-o-f-women

in chemistry is also quite high.

. By comparison, (Table 2) the numbers of men are distribUted.more evenly

over a wider number of iields (14-as opposed to 11) and larger numbers

tend to be in chemistry and medical sciences with relatively large numbers

in engineering and the other physical sciences.

Theosame comparison holds.true for other types of occupations'. Women

Agere overwhelmingly found in acadeMic settings while men held jobs4in'a wider

variety of settings though they too tended to gravitate toward the colleges.

(Table 4) This comparison refle'Cts one definite trena and suggests other

possibilities. The preponderance of scientists,,,male and' female, in academic

settings illustrates concretely a trthd pointed out earlier -- in the late

nineteenth century, increasingly, scientific pursuits.came to be associated,

with academe. If Table 3, showing the acIdemic institutions eMploying

women is examined, it becomes apparent that most women were to berfound in

women s college's. However, if the list of institutions employing women

(found in Table 3) is coupled with this observation., it appears that the

number of institutions employing women almost tripled between 1906 and 1921.

A partial exp nation for this is the rapid formation of'colleges and

universitie both women's and coeducational and the establishment of

departme s and schools of home economics in the land grant colleges. As

for male scientists, their wider range of fields and types of occupations

would seem to suggest that more choices,were available to them.
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While it is not possible to compare marital status of the male and

female scientists, it should be noted that most women sCientists were

uamarried. From this it would appear that the idea of combining a career
---

,with marriage and a family was even more difficult to pursue then and now.

This is largely due to the secietal values held by both men and women.

These are discussed in another section of the historical analysis but one

point is worth emphasizing. Despite the faCt that the "suffrage question"

'was, being hotly debated_and the impression that the role of Women was

undergoing great change, relatively little actual change was,occurring.

One other feature of Rossiter's analysis of the nature of the

participation Of Women in the sciences before. 1920 is her observationcthat

despite the numerital increase of women listed in .Cattell's directories

149 in 1906, 204 in 1910 and 459 in 1921, the percentages of,women in

scientific fields did not change all:that much (3.6%, 3.5% and 4.8%

respectively) because the number of mare scientists was also indreasing.
8

Cattell has another purpose in compiling his directories. He wished

identify a group of.1000 top acientista and atudy them further. To do

so he had scientists.in each field rank each other and he "starred" the

top 1000 in each of his volumes. Though it was easier for both men and

women to be included in this group in 1906 than 1921 (reflecting the

growing professionalism in science), it was much mire difficult for women

than for men. Thirty women were starred in .one of the three editions --

less than half the 78 starred in the male sample. In addition, because

the overall number of women scientists was Ancreasiag and the aumber Of

8 Rossiter, "Women Scientists in America Before 1920," p. 312.

sl
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outstanding women remained relatively constant (19 in 1906, l in 1910 and

24 in 1921) the percentage of.women who were'starred dropped from 12.8% in

1906. to 5.2% in 1921. Cattell could not understand why -- when the world

for women in science looked so bright. He considered two possibilities:

'some innate sexual disqualification' or the possibility, 'that the lack

of encouragement and sympathy is greate.i than apPears on the surface.'9

Toddy, this would be considered a case of sex discrimination.

The material presented by Tryon and Blitz emphasize the pointt made

by Rossiter. Since their work is *largely concerned with later period, a'

detailed analysis is not presented there. However, a final set of materials,/

on the question of whether women should have a role in science and it so,/

what it would be should be briefly discussed. These range from colcoment
,9

such as those in the Scientific American in 1870 which considered the issue

settled and opined that "...no intelligent, refined man whoNiews4hiags.
, /

aS they really are would seek. o exclude them (womenJ. These occupations in

I.
no way injuriously affect the qualities admired by.the other sex. They may

10and ought to be wmade as remunerative to omen as to men now engaged in them. 11

to the comments of Lombroso and Goncourt cited by Mozans who maintained.

!-respectively that there may eXist an Occasional'woman of talent, but there
,

can be no genius in a truly womanly woman or there are no women of genius;

when they.have genius they are men. 11

9 Rossiter, "Women Scientists in America Before 1920," p. 320.

10 Scientific American, August 1870, Reprinted in Scientific American,

September 1970.

11 H. J. Mozans, Woman in Science. Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press,

1974. First published 1913, p. 109. The remarks were made in the 1890's.
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The Medieval.Contribution io Scientific Thought
and the Status of Women in the

f
Middle Ages



The Medieval Contribution to Scientific thought
and the Status'of Women in the

Mi-ddlg Ages

The history of the changing attitudes of difetent etas towatd all the

achievements and contributions of the medieval period is varied and complex

and lies largely outside.the scope of this topic. However, while (almost)

everyone honors the Greeks and Romani and their-achievements, such has not

been the case for those who lived in,the succeeding thousand years. Even

today, the value of the medieval contribution outside religious philosophy and

cathedral building is a subject of debate.

Nevertheless, no longer is the entire me'dieval era dismissed as the "dark

night of the mdnd" -- an era of cruelty and superstition or romanticized as

it was in the nineteenth centuty because.of its code of chivalry and its ideal

that everyone had a pkace iithe schemA of things and with that plAce went rights

as well as'duties. Another tradition, of the nineteenth century, especillyin

England, when medieval history began to be studied systematically and those dusty

scrolls xeadtwas to attribute the origin of the present world to the medieval,

expetience not the the splendid achievements of the Greeks and Romans. To some

extent these romanticists and historians went overboard in opposition to the men

of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment who detested all things medieval.

The reason a more balanced view prevails today is that it is possible to

come as close to a clear view of medieval scientific thinking as it affected med-
.

ieval civilization and evolved thrOugh successive eras into modern scientific

thinking as it is of any culture that'is studied historically. This is not the

case when one attempts to trace the history of classical scientific thinking as

it evolved from the Ionian Greeks in the sixth century B.C. to Archimedes in

the third centurY B.C. It is nOt just a case of the medieval period being nearer
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to us in time; it is also that enough of the documents survive. As Charles

Singer suggested in 1928 when-he wroe the preface to his book of essays oft as-

pects of medieval and classical ecientificthinking, From Magic to Science, Essays

(?;

the Scientific Twilight. "The only adequate historieal record that we -have of

the ratimalization of thought, affecting an entire civilization, is tO be found

in the doäuments whieb diSplay the Tassage of the medieval into the modern way

thinking. The histozy.of that process, when it can be written in proper pei-

spective, should provide an absorbing theme.'1 That Singer's suggestion was valid

is demonstrated by the increase in the study and evaluation of Medieval scientific

and technological achievements since Singer wrote. Moreover his comment holds

true in another.topic that lies within our subject -- their thinking on the pos ,

tion of women. Enough of the record survives, skewed perhaps, because it comes to

Us via the nineteenth century'interpretation of English common.law as it pertains

to women and the nineteenth century conception of medieval courtly love. Singer's

ideal book has yet to be written for either topic nor is it germane to our purpose

'Ito write it or even oUtline it.

Our 'purpose is to set forth the complexity of medieval thinking on both sub-

jects and to,isolate those elements of it that evolved into the framework of our

attitudes toward.science and the position of women. Tbe two are related as 1:s

demonstrated by the fact that scientific thinking is still a man's world and

women as a group occupy marginal and tenuous positions within it.

1 Charles, Singer, From Magic to Science Essays on the Scientific Twill. ht,

New York: Dover, 1958, p. xix;
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Whether intentidnal or not, most'authors dealing with Tedieval SLence'

still tend to treat it as a series of isolated discovpries which ."anticipate" `

..-

. ..

the modern era or discuss medieval physical theory from the pazt,.:1/ view of it
.

, v
, < .

completeness and sophistication or lack thereof and most especially its strange-
--

ness and emphasize or de-emphasize its differences from Modern thtory.6,om...1. ,

m
\s,

is edieval science or physical theory discussed in terns of the medieval wo 1 d

view and the special conditions that obtained In the.Middle Ases. however, two

.things should be remembered: the direct ancestor of modern sc,I.entific. theory IS

that of the Middle Ages. for WO oppoSite reasons: 1) in its extreme foximed-
,

ieval scientific theory was.rejected but at the same timer.6,th1s rejection .led

to the formulation of scientific theories of the 16th49th centuries and,'2)ele-

mentie medieval science were useful to future scientific technique and our

technology and the achievements of the Industrial Revolution are sqlidly based '1

1
on the practical accomplishments of medieval man as they attempted to put natute.

44341144
0 their use through mechanization as well as human ,power.

Ii a presidential address given before the American Hisebrical 'Association,

San Francisco, December 1973, Lynn White, Jr., a medievalist, had the folldwing

ci)Mmentary tn make on what he felt was the principal relationship,between mefteval"

and modern science:

On October 13, 1972, the American federal government established in
Washington an Office of Technology Assessment to advise Congress bn
legislative problems related to aew technology and its probable im-
pact. This act reflects an ambivalence toward engineering innovation
that has been rare during the last thousand years in Occidental cul-
tu:e of which we are a part. Both pagan and Christian antiquity, of
course, had been dubious about technology . . . The Latin Middle Ages,
by contrast-, developed an almost entirely affirmative view of techno-
lpgical improvement. This no, attitude is clearly denctable in the
early nLath century, and by 1450,,engineering advance had become. ex-

" plicitly connected with virtues: it was integral to the ethos of the
west . , , Medieval Eurolie came to believe that technological progress
was part of Cod's, will tor mane,. The result was an increasing thrust of
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invention that has been extrapolated, without interruption or downcurve,
into ourtpresent soCiety.2

Throughout tfle rest of his address, Professor White speculated on two

things; why something that was regarded as a positive good, at least as late as

the latter part of the twentieth century had progressed and had now come to be .

viewed with suspicion and how the Middle Ages would.have fared had there been

Offices of Technology Assessment then. What was being put forth by Professor

White Was something that had been suggested earlier; we live in a time of chang-

...

ing Values and it is at these times we seek origins, causes, try new things and

try to chart our future.'The other thing Whitehas suggested that has bearing for

our analysis of medieval science is that, the solutiqm to a,:specific problem that

would work drew medieiial men just'as much as erecting structures of scientific

theories to explain the wotld to themAelves and these two tendencies remain very

must evident down to the presenttimes especiallyin the United States. Though

,not everyone would agree.that the line between our present technology and that

of the Middle Ages is as clear as Professor White sees it, nor would everyone

acCept that the pragmatism of the medieval period was as he suggests; the general

thesis that inventiom. and technology began to come into their own is uncontested.

aasic to an understanding of medieval science are two things -- how medieval

people conceived truth and what their "world view" was.

Lynn White, Jr., "Technology Agsessment from the Stance of a Medieval Historian,"

American Historical Review,'Vol. 79, no.,1, February 1974, p. 1. For a fuller
4

% ..J

explanation of h i view of. technology in the.Middle Ages, 'see Lynn White, Medieval

Technolpgy and Social. Change, 'Oxford, 1962.



, Despite what seems to us their distressing lack of concern with exactness

in such things as the population of a city or whether a miraculous event really

happened, people in the Middle Ages were concerned with truth, but it was a dif-

ferent kind of truth. Truth was not conceived,of as factual accuracy. It was

conceived of in a-more literary way -- personal and didactic. Thus, if something

seemed reasonable, "fit"' with the point being made, and was based on established

'authority, then it was the truth.3

The best way to illustrate this is the famous ins.tance of Galileo dropping

a cannonball and grapeshot from a belltower at Pisa. As legend has it, no one

knew before then that there is a uniform rate.of acceleration for all falling

bodies. One reason for this may be that in the Middle Ages no ork.elted. Not many

do today. But for most people in the Middle Ages, and for some today, it was

II reasonable" to assume that a heavy body fell fastr than a light one and if it

was reasonable, it was "true." It is the contribution of the Scientific Revolu-

tion, tliat what is reasonable might not be considered "true." And two final points

-- to the medieval mind it was not necessary, in fact.probably seemed a little

strange -- to drop cannon balls off bell towers. Mor0!mpOitantly, however, the

test.of truth was not its abstract absolute purity but-reasonableness, consistency

'
with the teachings of authority and didactic reality.

4
This conflicts with one

George Deaux, The Black Death, 1347, New York: Weybright and Talley, 1969,

p. 29.

4 Deaux, Black Death, p. 29.



strand of our vision of scientific truth arising out of numerous collections

of observable facts but it does not,conflict too radically with the other strain

in our scientific tradition -- the deductive, theoretical'one.

While scientific' 'philosophical theorizing .in the classical world was not

,
-ccapletely divorced rrom religion and superstition, to a great extent it was

relatively free of it. But during the Middle Ages, scientific theorizing though

based on Greek thought almost completely was once again firmly wedded to theology.

.on the practical level, science was once again wedded to magic. The triumph

of astrology and alchemy which originated well before the Classical Era in the

medieval period give proof of this. Yet, that did not mean that solid achieve-

ments were not made. If one looks through the.topics discussed in the Table of

Contents of Crombie's book (Medieval and Early Modern 'Icience).and notes that'

they include astronoiy, as divorced from astrology, the calendar, medicine, the
L..

transmission of science from the Greeks to the Arabs to the Latin West, Hindu

mathematics, physics, mathematics, metaphysics, trigonometry, Greek and Arabic

optics, geology,Ichemistry (as opposed to alchemy), practical science in the univ-.

ersities to name a few and not to give the names and accomplishments associated,

with them
5

is to impress the reader with the fact that while science took no

quantum leap during the Middle Ages such as it did from -the 17th Century on;

when you couple it with the technological insistence on what works that resulted

in improvements in everything from plows to windmills, you find,the stage set for

what has been called "The Scientific Revolution."

In order to place all this in perspective; provide a"better framework for

5
A.C. Crombie, Medieval and Early Modern Science, Harvard University Press,

411 1953, Vol. I, Table of Contents.



assessing tL,dieval achievements; and portray the intellectual milleau In which

scientists and especially the few pedieval women Scientists functioned, we should

britfly consider the medieval world view.

The medieval world view is the underpinning f the medieval contribution

to scien,ce and medieval conceptions of scientific physical theorY. The following

is an over-simplification of a topic about which volumes have been written and

which exercises a perennial fascination. Nevertheless, it stresses the important

points and highlights what is different in how medieval people, in general, viewed

the world and how we do.

In the medieval perspective the world was geocentric and the human was the

final creation of God. The human was also God's greatest concern and the-object

of his continuing attention. Both the clergy.and laity accepted the cosmos as

described by Ptolemy, the Alexandrine astronomer of the second c nturrA.D. The

;!arth was the center of the universe and since it was made for umans, it follow-

ed that celestial movements not only,affected humans, but, if p operly interpreted,

could instruct them. Moreover, not only the cosmos but all soc ety, indeed all

objects and even concepts were similarly arranged in an orderly and hierarchical

structure. These views, derived in the last resort from Platonic and Neo-Platonic

sources, and reinforced by elemenls of Hebrew and Christian though, fitted and

supported the actual social structure with its pyramid of clerical ranks and

offices and its stratification'of social classes. The whole universe was regarded

as a great ladder of ascending entities running unbroken from Hell to the infinite

and ultimate unity of Cod, from the lowest of insects to the angels, from the

simplest of practical concepts to the most exalted phliosophical and theological

formulations. In this order,'each individual and each concept was both a part

of some greater whole and at the same time a microcosm of inferior creation; in

either aspect in was integrally involved in the"Great Chain of Being.' And. in
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this series, people held a most critical place: half-way between the angels and

the animals, participating in the exalted spiritual nature of the one and the

base physical nature of the other.6 Moreover, in medieval thought the insistence

that within this hierarchy all people from the Pope to the peasant have assigned

to them a part of God's work on earth and that all stations of life have dignity

and rights as well'as responsibilities had a most productive future. In this

ordered hierarchy woman had her place. However, as is demohstrated at another

point in this section, there was debate about her place. Given this rigid place-

ment and unease over the theoretical position of women, independent action by

women, in theory and in practice, was Most difficult.

The great result of this world view scientifically speaking is that one could

argue by analogy. For example, the:relations of a wife to,her husband could be

described in terms of the duties of Woman to man. Moreover, all things were

interrelated and influences on the human from those things above them in this

hierarchy were accepted. Thus an individual was influenced by the actions of the

stars just as much as by the weather. As a result, astrology had all the compulsion

of eternal and inescapable truth. And it also seemed "true" that an individual

could alter those things below him -- minerals for instance. So alchemy and astro-

logy possessed aspects of branches of sciences just as much as astronomy or chemi-

stry by medieval definition. Moreover, these "sciences" were backed by. authority

(Ptolemy, the Bible) and even had the virtue of being verifiable by "observation:"

6
Deaux, Black Death, p. 56-57; Arthur 0. Lovejoy, -he Great Chain of Being, A

Study_of the History_of an Idea, New York, 1936, especially Chapter 3, p. 67-98;

Lovejoy is more concerned with the history of the idea from Greek times to the

eighteenth century and its effects on eighteenth century thought and biological

practice.
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(i.e., they appeared reasonable.).Such a view is radically different from oura

which is based on "rationalism" and organized observation. However, care must be

taken to remember that this was the way things were supposed to work.. In prac-

tice, they did not. Medieval people were not really frozen in'an unchanging. hier-

archy of beings. Mau medieval people recognized this and struggled to account

for events and problems in a more "rational" way. It is well to remember that

throughout the Middle Ages there were dissenters from this prevailing world,

view. One of.the most notable ofthese was Nicoli (Nicholas) Oresme, Bishop of

Lisieux (d. 1382),who warned against astrologers and soothsayers, raised rational

objections ta.their teachings, wrote that'a widespread,belief in an idea dOes

not mean it 18 true, and that the senses can be deceived.7 Even the Church was

uneasy about such things as astrology and alchemy and from time to timd those

who practiced them ran into "trouble."

Because the Middle Ages, especially the latter period was a time of great

upheaval and change, dimly perceived and even more dimly understood, many people

clung tenaciously to this world-view becuase it gave an explanation of the world

that was appealing. However, all the-While the notion never died out completely

that it was best to find out for onesself and make one's own errors rather than

to accept the untested 'truth' of authority.

Some of the halliarks of medieval thought, apparent in their theorizing about

the physical worl.d as well as their theological thinking cgere that it was wide-

ranging, attempted to be all-inclusive, and that it was passionately concerned

with order (though some inconsistencies were never reconciled) and logic and

7
Deaux, Black Death, p. 57.
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appeal to principle authorities (the Bible, Plato, the neo-Platonists (Ptolemy,

Galen and St. Augustine] and Aristotle, as passed on to Medieval people). To

set forth the medieval Platonic or AristOtelian physical theories -- defined by

Thomas Aquinas in the Thirteenth Gentruy -- completely would be out of place in

such a survey. However, what is feasible and most appropriate is to.isolate

those concepts that were different in them and those that were most "productive",

either because they were built upon by succeeding scientific thinkers or because

they were rejected by succeeding scientists and 'thus became the serting points

of what is called the s'cientific Revolution. Additionally, it is hoped that it

will become apparent that while scientific develoPment took no "quantum leap"

inthe Middle Ages, scientific theorizing was being done and science in some-

thing like its modern form was being practiCed bath by men and women.

\

Up.until the twelfth century with the reception of classical Greek scien-

tific works, especially those of Aristotle, and also the contributions of the

Arabs, no clear-cut physical theory, as we would consider it exidted as such.

There were great scholars but they were primarily interested in theology, philo-

sophy and logic.

Though God was the ultimate cause of everything to medieval men, those fol-

lowing the Platonic scientific interpretation accepted mathematics as the key

to underslanding and explaining the physical world and by this they meant more

than what we mean -- that mathematicu is the language of science. It was also the

secondary cause of such things as celestial motion. Because they followed the

authority of Plato, geometry reigned with these scientific theorists, even though

they worked with algebra. The major flaw of this new-Platonic physical theory is

that it could not account for:change in things satisfactorily. Because for the

Platonists and neo-Platonists ideas were immutable, then eve image (the reali-



zation of an idea) should be the same, but this is obviously not so. Plato

realized this difficulty at Aid his medieval successors, but thqy never satis-.

factorily solved this problem. As a result, those following Platonic theory were

left not only being unable to account for change, but also they could not define-

or work with motion very well. The most they could say was that the primitive

elements of water, earth, air and fire originally moved in all directions by

chance.
8

When Aristotelimphysical theory (first adopted by Albertus Magnus (1206-

1280)9) mas given its clearest expression by Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), it was

received with great suspicion as being too radical .and possibly heretical. But

ultimately the Aristotelian/Aquinas view swept dare field. Moreover, Aristotle's

Physics became thebasic book required of all candidates for the masters degree.

As a' result of the fact that it is the weakest of Aristotle's scientific works,

a.far ftom easy book to comprehend and was in many cases poorly taught, just how

much scintific theory the average university student learned is questionable.

8 Weisheiphl, James A., The DentofPcalTgi_evelomheoin.theMiddleAes,

New York, 1959. The description of. Platonic physical theory is taken from

Weisheiphl, p. 12-19, passim. The reflection on the relationship between medieval

thought and later periods are the author's. Also, the decision to discuss both

Platonic'and Aristotelian physical theories at this point reSts on the.fact that

one of the most important aspects of their systems and cosmologies is how they

both accelerated and retarded scientific ihinking in itS purest form in the

medieval period.

9
Albertus Magnus was the teacher of Aquinas; scientifically unlike Aquinas, he

vas interested in what we would call the experimental as well as the theoretical

side of science.
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The reason for the popularity of the Aquinas/Aristotle physical theory was

that it appeared to explain reality, change and movement more satisfactorily and

.its interpretation fit well with the medieval world-view and it Ieft intact the,

Ptolemaic astronomy which fit best with the Cosmology of medieval man.

Briefly, basic to°this theory is not idea and number but change and motion

as they exist in nature. Ideas are abstractions, terms to classify real things.

Moreover, every physical thing moved or changed in some way. While observation

is essential to determining cause, generalization is the logical and fundamental
\

place to being an explanation. Aquinas did qualify this 1y insisting, "A -6-Elence

which regards things only in general is not science complete in its ultimate

act ...'Hence it is evident that science to be complete, must'not be content with

general knowledge but must proceed to a knowledge of the species."19

Though Aquinas/Aristotelian physical theory more or less dominated the field,

there were dissenters and the neo-Platonic theory always had its proponents. Both

were deductive systems (a contribution still prevalent in our scientific reasoning),

both had drawbacks and other variations of these theories were put forth. But

neither was totally rejected in the Middle Ages because they fit so well with the

medieval world view. However, when the Thomist interpretation of the physical

theories of Aristotle became the prevailing one, its defects became more obvious.

,It did not allow for what we would call true observation and experimentation, and

the insistence, despite evidence to the contrary, that it was the right explana-

tion became a positive result in that it too, like theories before and since, was

Weisheiphl, physical Theory, p. 35.



4e starting point for a new age of theorists, Its chief virtue, in our eyes,

was .that it provided a clear method for deductive, rational thinkr.

By way of summation, the medieval world view and the main physical theories

that accompanied it have value because they demonstrate that theorizing was an

important activity in an age that was technologically gifted but not overly pro-

ductive of what we would regard as pure scientific achievements. Moreover, ex-

,X

cept in rare Cases, this was not an age in which theory and technology accothpanied-

one another. (In this respect the medieval era was not too dissimilar from,other

perbds already discussed. However, the cleavage was much more distinct in ;the

Middle Ages.) Implicit throughout this discussion of medieval science is ihe fact

that,as an institution it was not independent but was, rather, an off-shoot of

the religious university system. As a result it never shed its religious:over-

toes.

The result was that medieval,people experienced great difficulty 1st tFying

to fit an explanation of physican phenomena into a prevailing world vieti; that

was non-scientific. (The same may be said of the Classibal Era as will be *hown.)

Unlike the periods from the seventeenth century on, where science and technology

became intertwined and achieved independent institutional status with the result

that scientific thinking came to dominate the world view, the Middle Ages re-

mained rel±giously oriented and science, in general, was the handmaiden of religion.

Insight into specific areas could be gained, starting-points for genuine

scientific achievements could be laid out, but difficulties lay at every turn and

often they were not recognized or if they were, only tortuous explanations could

be given.

Yet, the starting point of this discussion was that it was in the medieval

period thatisthe road to what we call modern science and technology was begun. And



0

the contention is valid. As has been noted, a basic element of modern science,

was securely.established. In the second place, the role of mathematics in science,

both as a tool of saence and as'an independent science, was even minre 'firmly

defined. Not all of this was due to Aquinas or the neo-Platonists. Much of the

mathematical work and theorizing was done late in the Middle Ages and can be

considered work on the qualification and quantification of problems in what we

call physics (a part of the medieval natural sciences). However, despite the

achievements of the Middle Ages, medieval scientists did not set science on the

road to independent status. That process, as has been noted, began in the seven-

11
teenth century.

As far as individuals concerned with things in the realm of Science in the

Middle Ages, the biggest single deterrent to outstanding achievement by both men

and women was not the prevailing world view or the insistence on orthodoxy.by

the Church, but rather the fact that almost all persons interested in science,

with the exception of physicians and surgeons who were lay people, had to be part

of the Church. As a result they had many duties and responsibilities that did not

leave them much time for the pursuit of science. Moreover, the world of science

was effectively closed to all those who were not in minor orders (of the Church)

at a minimum. To say the least, science in the Middle Ages was the province of a

select few. And women seldom were among the few.

One example, out of many, will suffice to illustrate the life and difficulties

11
Crombie, A.C., "Quantification in Medieval Physics," Change in Medieval Society,

New York: 1964, p. 188-297.



of a medieval scientist. Albert the Great (already mentioned as the first

proponent of the Aristotelian scientific theories and the teacher of Thomas

Aquinas) collected and categorized one of the most ouustanding collections of

plants in the Middle Ages, which served as an aid for botanists in later periods,

spent at least part of his career as a professor, a Provincial for the DOmini-

can Order in Germany and a traveling preacher throughout various countries in

Western Europe. He did not turn to science, in a systematic way, until he was

forty. Albert the Great stands in sharp contrast with today's scientists who

begin their careers early and have their most productive years.usually before

they are forty.

This observation and example of the difficulty of pursuing a career as a

full-time scientist in the Middle'Ages had implications for the period down to

the mid-nineteenth century as well. Science' not only was a part-time pursuit

but it was also never conceived of as a secular pursuit with its own value, rules

and regulations. Only gradually did this view come to prevail. As we have seen,

it was not until science emerged as a discipline and as an independent institu.

tion as well that it achieved real status and its followers real prestige. More-

over, while it was almost impossible for women of the Middle Ages to pursue

science; when science achieved.its independence,.women occupied only a fringe

role in scieace as we have seen. Not only is this true of the periods already

discussed, it is also true of the Classical Era which remains to be examined.

It used to be said that one medieval scientist was a candidate for the title,

"the only true scientist of the Middle Ages." The thing that intrigued both

sciencists and historians was the speculative nature of his thought. This man

was Roger Bacon (1214?-1274 ). Unlike Albert the Great,,he did not follow an ac-

tive career in the Church but remained in minor orders. In a way, he can be consid-,
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ered a medieval Leonardo da Vinci in that among other ideas, he felt that in

.the future, men might develop a way to fly and wrote about many ideas and

machines that we have today. However, Roger Bacon's life, thought and achieve-

ment have not survived the scholarship of modern medieval historians. His'specu-

lative thought was indeed out of tune with the theory and practice of his time,

but he was not, as is popularly thought, a martyr to religious superstition and

like Leonardo did not achieve as much of actual utility as did some of his coot-

patriots.

Though he was imprisoned, it' was not, ae used to be thought, for science,

but because he got caught up in a University faculty quarrel. He did provide a

I,uotation, similar to thRt of Nicholas Ordsme's, which served as a kind of guide

for the direction of future scientific action, "There are three ways in which

men think they can acquire knowledge.of things: authority, reasoning, and experi-

etice, only the last is effective and able to bring peace to the intellect."12

Medieval science and technology can be considered both an end and a begin-

ning. In scholastic physical theory is found the culmination of the medieval

way of thinking about the physical world that fully reflected the world view of

that era. Today, science dominates our world view. The body of medieval scientific .

thought.served as a basis, or to use a medieval word, an impetus for new and more

profitable ways to analyze both the natural world and the problems it presented.

In addition, in the dedication to the positive good of technology and the remark-

able record of achievement in that area that medieval people acquired there is a

clear step into what we would call the modern world.

12
Brinton, Ideas and Men, Englewood Cliffs, 1950, p. 172.
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The Position of Women in the Middle Ages

The basic point of the first. opening quotations was that the position of

women is the test point by Which the civiliza,tion of a'country or of an age may

be judged. Such a standard may be challenged but it is useful; and, when coupled

with an evaluation of one of our most prestigious endeavors, science, as:it
.

existed in the period or country under question, it is also thought-provoking.

This is especially true in the case. of the Middle Ages. It is our contention ,

that in the case of science, the Middle Ages contributed to the shape of present-

day science in two Ways -- it provided the basis for further achievement in the

,area of the natural sciences and in the area of technology both by its inventions

and its positive attitude towarcttechnological progress which served Ws the stai.t-

ing point for the Industrial ReVolution, However, the physical theories then domi,

nantand.the basic medieval world view are foreign to our present attitude and

theorieS. The case'is not the same for a great deal of medieval thought about

what we call "the woman ques.tion." Nor is it the same in the case of medieval

thinking on the question of education for women and the participation of women

in intellectual life, especially that part f it we call science. In both these'

instances, medieval thought, attitudes and practices are the.source of our tradi-

tional value system that is still pervasive today.

A, present, we are still grappling with what'is the posiaon of women. We

say, or at least many ,,of us do, that it should be one of fUll equality and" that

means being allowed and even encouraged to participate,in all vocations, including

science, on the basis of ability and desire. However, for women to achieve this

status has been particularly vexatious.because we have a long inheritance of

mixed attitlides toward women and their proper role. And this is true of both men



and women at all levels of our society;o

It is well to keep,the remainder of the quotation in mind. The test is a

difficuL: one because what constitutes the position of women is not all that easy

to determine. In theory and in law it is one thing; In everyday life it is another.

This observation has been amply demonstrated by the material presented on the

periods following the .medieval and cJasslfcal. What ,remains to be done is to show

how the ideas and practices with, respect to women in society al a whOle and in

the ficld of science' esPecially receive their distinctivorms in the Middle -

Ages.

The question of what was the position of women.in the Middle Ages in general

and with reference.to science is'of g4'eat:itterest to us because while.Plato
I

and Aristotle's. view about the -proper role of women in society form the basis for .

some of our attitudes--; they do so,because they were inC rporated,into.medieval

thinking about the role of women. It is to the Middle Ages'that we go for. muCh

\of
nineteenth and twentieth century thought about the role of women;bothiegally

aii.d,socially. The examinatioTof this topic is complidited by the fact that the

0

role of women was a subject that generated a great deal of thoughL, muctl of it

contradictory,,in the Middle Ages, and at a pragmatic lelel the position and

treatment of medieval women introduced yet another set of faceors tha7influenced

us. We encounter the medieval woman scientist at these two levels -- theoretical

and practical. To add td the difficulty of trying to assess the position of women

in the Middle Ages is the fact that because it 'Was a subject of much debate:in

the medieval:era, it has engendered much debate in later periods because authors

have tenied to find what they sought -- abject subjection to positions of power

and 1.ntellectual'freedom an responsIbility.

It is not,possible to ex minfully such a rich secondary literature mu'fi

,

less the extansive primary literature -- no Yen that direLtly related to the

C



topic. For our purposes, because they considered the questions of feliiale achieve-

ment and specifically scientific achievement, the views'of H.J. Mozans and Eileen

rawer deserve to be considered. H.J.Mozans was an American who wrote in 1913

under a pseudonym and was not primarily a historian. He wrote what still remains

one of the few fullrscale historical treatments of the topic that egists and

which has received much notice, Woman In Science. Mozans' aim waS two-fold. He

wanted to demonstrate that women had the capacity for any intellectual endeavor

including sci-mce if they were given the opportunity and training to exercise

that capacity. He also thought that.he lived on the verge of a new er and in a

country where woman's capacity for scicnce T,Sould be fully realized
13

and there-,

fore he wanted both men and women to be aware ttlat women had a heritage of scien

tific achievement. n general, Mozans viewed the Middle Ages as an equivocal one

for women with regard.to intellectual pursuits. In only two places, the convents

add the universities of Southern Italy, did women have the opportunity to exercise

their intellec'ts freely. Though he acknowledged the achievements of aristocratic,

ladies in such arts as poetry, basically, for Mozans, the medieval period was

not a great one for female scientific accomplishment not only because the medieval

attitude toward women and their placaogas equivocalkbut also,because the medieval

attitude toward sctence was equivocal.

' Eileen Power, the author of the opening quotation, was.an outstaiding English

medieval historian of the twenties andthirties. Her,interest was social and econ-

omic history and one of her concerns was the position af medieval women in general.

13
Mozans, H.J., Woman in Science, Cambridge, Mass., 1974, (1st publication in 19130

p. 101.

14
Mozans, Woman in SCience, p. 53, p. 106-109, p. 144.



Her background influenced her view as much as Mozans' did his. She lived in a

country where it was not,at all obvious that women were going to achieve what

seemed so near to Mozans. Moreover, she worked in a field not noted for its accep-
.

tance of women. 11n addition, she was a tbined historian. As a result, her analysis

of the role of women in medieval society was much more complex and she found much

that was good about the condition of women at that time. However, shejwas very

cautious about the scientific achievement of women in the Middle Ages and ehe

dismissed Mozans' cpeducation and Italian universities with their women_protes-
.

sors and physicians

tors of Salerno are

research."
15

with the comment that "... Trotilla and the famous women doc-

rapidly melting away under the cruel searchlight of modern

In the Middle Ages, women achieved a kind of negative status on a superficial

level in that their proper sphere was the subject of,innumerable didactic ereatises

addressed to' them according Lo Eileen Power. Almost everyone, male and female, had

something to say on the subject. Moreover, the characteristics of women, their

merits and defects, what they should do and how they should be treated, engendered

a whole literature.

The basic medieval theory about wonien was the creation of two forces, the

Church and the Aristdcracy. Not only were the Church and the Aristocracy at odds

with each other, but each was at odds with itself, an,-' 'Ioth.taught the most con

tradictory doctrines. All this in a culture that valued order and an assigned

place for each person. It can fairly be said that the status of women was the test

point of medieval civilization for it threw into sharp relief all of the inconsis-

15 Power, "The Position of Women," The Iegacy of the Middle Ages, Crump and

111 Jacob, ed., p. 422.
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tencies inherent in the beliefs of the two chief institutions of the day. Thus

women found themselves alternately in a pit and on a pedestal.

.The principal source of this confusion was the Church. Very early in the

, history of the Church its attitude was Janus-faced. The theories between which

the theologians, the Church Fathers, the pripts and monks and other ecclesias-

tical writers vacillated can be summed up neatly in one question. "IWas she Eve,

the wife of Adam, or was she Mary, the %other Of Christ?"16 The dhurch never'

evolved a definite answer. Had the Church been more consistent, the condition

of women might have been much altered.

The view of woman as =instrument of the Devil, a thing at once inferior and

evil, was the creation of the early period of the Church. It was an idea found

neither in Roman or barbarian thinking. The conception of woman as the.supreme

temptress, the most dangerous of all obstacles in the T:lay of salvation came into

being along with the ascetic ideal and image of the monastery as a refuge from

the troubles and turmoils of the world. In practice, it had little influence on

men's daily lives; they continued marrying and invoking the bleasing of the Church

upon their unions. But the monastic view slowly permeated society. The clergy,, for

many centuries, the only educated and hence the oftl rticulate section of the

community, preached the ascetic ideal, and it is not surprising that the funda-
It

mental theory about women should have been a theory of their essential inferiority.

Only a few took the theory to the-extremes, nor did most-accept. the idea of

the, evil nature of women very seriously. What they did accept was the subjection

of women. The ideal of marriage, in the majority of medieval didactic rks

addressed to women, is founded.upon this idea and assumes the most implicit

111.,.
6.

16
Power, "POsition of Women," p. 402.



411
obedience on the part of the wife accompanied by the view of her as a posses-

/

sion. Nowhere is this more clearly marked than in the comments on feminine

'honor found in a thirteenth century treatise. "Women", comments the author,

"have a great advantage in one thing: they can easily.preserVe their honor if

they wish to be held virtuous, by one thing only , . And for a women, if she

be a worthy woman of her body, all her other faults are covered and she can

go with a high head wheresoeyer she will .1,17

On the other hand, the Church also developed the counter-doctrine of the

superiority of women, with no apparent sense of incongruity. In this they were

assisted by the Aristocracy for the doctrine of the superiority of women depend-

ed not only the adoration of the Virgin in heaven but also of the lady on earth.

The latter was based on the ideal of chivalry Which Was handed down to the mod-

ern world. The cult of the Virgin, widespread at all leVels of society, end the

cult of chivalry of the Aristocracy, product6 of the later Middle Ages, grew

together and reacted upon on another. B: the eleventfl century the Virgin was

supreme and supreme she remained until the end of the Middle Ages. The cult of

the lady was the mundane counterpart of the cult of the Virgin. In chivalry.the

romantic worship of a woman was as necessary a quality of the perfect knight as

was the worship of God. This is learly expreised in a French ballade of the

fourteenth century, "In heaven a god, on earth a goddess."
18 .

It iS obvious.that a theory which,regarded the worship of a lady as next

to that of God and conceived of her as the mainspring of brave deeds must have

4.16.040.
174

Power,."Position of Women,", p. 404.

18
Power, "Position of Women," p. 405.
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done pometLing. to offset the dogma of subjection. The process of putting a woman

on a pedestal had begun and while that was not entirely satisfactory either as

it worked out, at least it was preferable tO being consigned to a bottomless pit

as the Fathers of the Church had been inclined to do. A caveat-must be made. The

--doctrines of asceticism and chivalry were the products of a tiny portion of medie-

val society and while the ideals- were widespread, in practise most people of the

Middle Agee, even within the Ckurch and the Aristocracy, did not live their lives

by such extreme ideals. Power contends that it is probable that the ideas of

chivalry had more influence upon later ages than it had upon contemporaries and

as a legacy it has certainly affected the.position of women in-modern times. As

aresult she feels it was one of the most powerful ideas evolved by the Middle

19
Ages and it was, substantially, an original idea.

However, theories are not the only guide to the status of women. Power

discusses in detail what the practices were with regard to medieval women of

all classes, both married and single. This is not the place to present a long

description of a co.plex culture with many variations in practice that changed'

over a long period of time and from place to place. Then too as Power comments,

It ... we hardly ever hear what women thought about themselves. All the books as

20
Chaucerfs wife of-Bathcomplained, were written by men." Works written by mombn

t

with commentary on their condition were rare, indeed apart from mystical litera-,.

ture and literary material originating in convents; there were not many works

by women at all until the later 'Middle Ages.

Some generalizations and some ramifications about the state of women in

19
Power, "Position of Women," p. 406-407.

20
Power, "Position of Women," p. 408.



practice can be made. The normal state.of women was marriage. At all levels of

.society, marriage was a property transaction as well as a religious sacrament-

and a personal-relationship. Basic to all three aspects (property transaction,

religious sacrament, personal relationship) was the dogma of the subjection of

Women which became embedded in the common laws and left to future. generations a

legacy which was long in dying. From this is followed that woman T..tas not legally

'a full and lawful person,' that she had no lot or share, then or until the

twentieth century, in whac may be called public as distinct from private rights

and duties, and that tht higher grades of education were closed to her. On the

other hand, she had a full share in the private rights and-duties arising out of

the possession of-land-(including administering her inheritance or her children's

inheritance in the absence of a husband). Furthermore, among the middle and

lower classes, uomen played a considerable role in trade and industry and as
n.

-such also had rights at 21
Because marriage was conceived of as permanent,

.

because it was a legal transaction, and because marriages took place well before

what we would conceive of as a marriageable age, romantic love played no part in

marriage. That occurred outside marriage and among the chivalrous knights and

ladies. In good marriages, affection and camaraderie grew, but 'marrying for love'

was a thing almost unheard of. a

The education of the average laywoman compared very favorably with alai- of

her husband, in part because the Church taught that her soul was equal to that of

any other person's in the eyes of God and she needed to knoq enough to save it,and

in part because her economic and legal role within the mar4age demanded the skills

of reading and writing as well. The literacy of laypeople became more widesOread in

21
Power, "Position of Women," p. 404.
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the later centuries of the medieval period and there was.a tradition of literary

accomplishuent among laywomen of the ariptocracy.
22

Among the lower class and to an extent in the'middle class there was a

place for the Single woman or the spinster. It was in the world of work. She

played an important role in agriculture, in,certain trades and industries and-

as domestic help in the households of the upper middle class and the aristocracy.

Although there was little place in the society of the upper classes for the inde-

pendent unmarried woman, she found an honorable occupation for herself in monas-

ticism. Within the convents, women were educated -nd the re3ult was a great tradi-

tion of mystical writing, a tradition of cnaritabll works such as caring for the

poor and sick and in the case of the abbseses a proud reputation for executive

and organizational action. They showed themselves .ust as skillful, if not more

so, than the great queens in protecting their lands and estates and all the rights

that went wiih them, both at law and on occasion at arms. One of the most inter-

esting essays on thAs subject, "The Lady Abbess," was written in 1910 by Emily

James Putnam, distinguished classicist and first Dean of Barnard College. Putngm

writes:

"No institution in Europe has ever won far the lady the freedom
of development that she enjoyed in the gonvent in the early days.
The modern college for women only feebly reproduces it, since the
college for women ,has arisen at time when colleges in general
are under a cloud. The lady-abbess'on the other hand was a part
of the two great social forces of her time, feudalism and the
church. Great spiritual rewards and great woridly 'prizes were
alike vithin her grasp... In the cloister of 'the great days, as

on a small scale in colleges for women today, women were judged

by each other, for sterling qualities of head and hear and char-

acter.123

22
Power, "Position of Women," p. 408-409.

23
Pitnam. The Lady, Chicago, 1969,(first publication 1910,) p. 71.
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In her presentation o f the role of the abbess.d_the cortvent in_ the great-days

of medieval monasticism Putnam portrays, as does Power in her generalized de-

scription of the position of medieval women, ehe pragmatism that also played

such a role in medieval relationships between women asiwell as between men and

between mettiand women. Moreover, Putnam offers us in ;her last sentence a succinct

estimate Of one part of the medieval attitude toward religion for nowhere does

she comment on the religious qualities by which the abbess is judged.

Finally, in comparison with the home of today, for every class of married

medieval women, married life gave her as great a deal of opportunity for inde-

pendent action as that which her religious sister experienced, since the home of

the Middle Ages was a very wide'sphere; social and economic conditions. demanded
%

.*
that a wife should always be'ready to perform her husband's duties as well as her

own, and that a large range of activities should be carried on inside the home

which are performed outside the home today. It is well to reMember that until
0

late in the Middle Ages, in all wa-ys, but especially economicallY, life was

marginal and survival was a basic question. Every person and every institution

had an economic role to perform. Since life was geared to survival, the work of

every person was needed to survive and in such a situation equality often arises

in practice if not in theory.

Before examining the intellectual and scientific contributions of women in

the Middle Ages it seems appropriate to summarize by quoting from Power and from

an equally respected medievalist who dissents from her assessment.

Power concludes by saying:

"Finally, while the Middle Ages inherited the doctrine of subjection,
to some degree at least, from the past, it evolved for itself and
handed down to the modern world a conception of chivalry which has
had its share in the inspiration.of poets, the softening of manners
and the advance of civilization. Taking the rough with the smooth



and balancing theory Against practice,"the medieval woman played
an -active-and- dignified-part-in-the-society- of -her- age-:'24-

While the mainstream of later interpretations of the position of women in

the Middle Ages follow Mozans and Power, there are dissenting evaluations. One

dissent comes from sote Of the feminist literature both of the nineteenth and--

twentieth century.,Thia body of opinion has been aiscussed in some. detail. For
_-

the moment, the major thesis of such authors is that the negative impact of the

theoretical teaching of subjection., especially as.embodied in the common law,

and the long-range negative result.of "putting women.on a pedestal" outweighs

the tradition of practical equality which, in any event, was dying out by the

end of the Middle Ages.
C.

Feminists are not alone in maintaining this position. Medievalists from

two schools, thoserwhose special.concern is the later Middle Ages and those who

are Marxists, disagree with the interpretation of the mainstream as exetplified

by Power and others. They can point to the fate of Joan of Arc, the woman most

likely to be remembered of all medieval women. Though she donned armor and helped

galvanize the French armies into saving her vacillating king's heritage for him

and in so doing became a popular heroine and ultimately a syl,mbol of national

pride and a saint, her immediate fate was not so pleasant. She was burned at the

stake as a.heretic in a purely political and expedient aclon.

Friedrich Heer, the noted German medievalist, whoe book, The Medieval World,

contains the best short statement of this view, exemplifies the dissenting view

of a. non-marxist medievalist position. Writing in 1961 and concerned with the

period from 1100 to. 1400 he equates the position of women in the later Middle

Ages. with that of the Jews though he concedes there was much less uniformity

of thought about women and active persecution did not become the lot of most

24"
Power, "Position of Women," p. 433.



wOmen. However, he too makes general conclusions. "By the close of the Middle

".

F

Ages one social axiom had become firmly.established and was long to remain in,

in public."25 His more extended con-

the thirteenth celtruy woman.was deeMed

man an&essential only for conception

an increase in literature portraying

force: 'Woman's voice is not to be heard

clusion is that starting with Aquinas in

an object useful, but not necessary for

and bearing children. Moreover, there. is

'women with hatred and distrust and as a perilous object. He attributes this lit-

, .eraturq to the "inner schizophrenia of the waning Middle Ages." Finally, he

summarizes by saying::

"The women who grew up in the courtly civilization 'of the twelfth
century had learned to 'sing and say', to use their mind and their
imagination, to conduct their lives and loves on'a
plane. In the later Middle Ages there were a. few ecqtatic figures,
burning with a prophetic flame, who stand sharply against the undif-
ferentiated mass of oppressed women forced to accept life and men
And misery as they found them. ... The Middle Ages had conspicuously
failed to solve the problem Of woman's place in society; it was left
as a heavy Mortgage on the future.."4

As was noted earlier, Heer's interpretation is the one generally favored'

by historians who either see the entire Middle.Ages as-a period of unrelieved

gloom with little or no freedom for most people and no achievement or those

who concentrate on the late medieval period and see it as dying civilization

rather than a culture in transition. As noted earlier, this interpretation is

also favored by Marxist historians.because of their interpretations of the role

-of the Church, feudalism and the bourgeoisie, These schools of thought see the

same evidence from different perspective but generally agree on their negative

evaluation.

25

26

Heer, Friedrich, The Medieval World, New York, 1962, p. 317.

Heer Medieval World . 323.
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The main purpose in setting forth in detail the differing interpretations

about-the-status of-women-in-the-Middle_Ages_is because it neatly highlights

one-of tile lessons history does teach and reinforces two earlier assumptions

about the literature on the period. What is learned from the past depends upon,

to a great extent what one wants to learn. "True objectivity," that goal of

scientists, is extremely hard when analyzing a subject as cciaplex as the human

past. The difficulty is compounded when there is more evidence in written form

left to be analyzed in a manner that will present the beliefs and attitudes of

the period about a topic as'value-laden as the role of women in society 4d

will set forth those values adopted by succeeding generations. Thus, as has been

4

maintained, the Middle Ages becomes the last period in Which it is barely

possible to aSsess the role of pure science or technology of women in relation
0

to their position within society and with science because as science plays an

ever larger role within Western culture and the status of women becomes a topic

of ever-increasing importance, the "record" cannot be read with any certainty.
C".
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Women in Science in the Middle Ages

,Though science and scientific achievement took place in the Middle Ages,

it should be kept in mind that with the exception of medicine, science as a

branch of religion and Philosophy was not practiced or theorized about by lay

people. Science was the province of the Church and of the universities admini-

stered by the Church. The-same was no leSs true for women than for men. Women,

who were barreci from the universities,were educated and followed intelleCtual

pursuits within convents. The exception WAS medicine; it was practiced both by

laymen and laywomen. Additionally, it should be remembered that it was not until

late in the medieval period that laywomen and laymen had access to any great

extent to the World,of learning.
-

The main contribution of medieval Women both within the convent and without

to learning in any field was in the field of literature and letters. And even,

there, as was noted---earliartheifite of Bath observed that most of the books

were written by men. The love letters of ilelc4e,who gave up,her marriage and

retired to become an abbess of a convent, the chivalric poems of such women as

Countess Beatrice de Die and Marie de France and other less skillful, and the

writings of the great women mystics are genuine contributions to literature. In

the later Middle Ages, the letters of women not only of the aristocracy but also

of the bourgeoisie such as the Pastan letters have literary merit and give ;s

access to the opinions of women and insight into the lives they led. In'this

elt
they are not unlike their successors. As we have seen, literature constituted a

major area of female artistic and intellectual expression'...

The contribution of one Ilywoman, Christine de Pisan, Countess and poetess,



is of imIltance, however, she was the first woman professional, if those who

practiced medicine are not considered, for she earned het living and supported

her dhildren by'her pen, and she may be the first feminist. Certainly she is

the firit-.to write for her sex and lead a party of revolt against the preva-
,_

,O
lent abuse of.women.. Writing at the end of the fourteenth century, skilled in

all the courtly convention, there is idealism and reality in her attack on thern

conventions of the Roman de la Rose and in her books about education andlthouse-

hold and estate management which she wrote for the use of women.27 If the evi-

,

dence of MozanS can be considered on the point, and at present no contradiction

is known, Christine de Pisan was also concerned about the role of science in the

-uducation of women for in her book La Cite des Dames, she writes about the

utility of teaching science to girls:

"I say to thee again, and doubt never to the contrary, that if it
were the custom to gut the little maiden tO school,'and they were
made to learn the science as they do the men-children, that they
should learn.as perfectly; and they should be well entered into
the subtleties of all.the arts and sciences as men be. An perad-
venture there should be more of them, for I have teached here
often that by now much women have the body more soft than the men
haVe, and, less able to do divers things, by so much more they have
the understanding more sharp there as they apply it.".28

Altogether, Christine de Pisan was unusual for her age or any age but her

achieveMents lie outside the realm of science. And, if you exclude the practice°

of medicine, and there the iecord is mixed, most of the women who expressed

some scientific interest were found in the convents and only one case, Hildegard

27
Poder, "Position of Women," p. 409.

28
Mozans, Woman in Science, b. 134-135. He follows a sixteenth century English

text.



.of Bingen, can be docUmentediully. There exists. much about medieval women scien-
.

'tists that is legend and conjecture. Mozana includes the women of these legends

in his book, but his contetporaries, like Charles Singer (already mentioned) and

(ther historians of science 'have case doubt on the existence of the others.

.Hildegard '(1098-1197), who in many respects was just as remarkable as

°Christine de Pisan, was abbess of a Benedictine convent near the then important

German town of Bingen and has been called 'the marvel of the twelfth century.'

She was renowned for attainments in a varied set of disciplines, her voluminous

correspondence and for her sanctity, though she was never canonized. Though the

corpus of her works is lage, there is no-satisfactory biography of her and

Mozans' treatment of her is not entirely reliable because he bases his judgment

of her, in part, on works that she did not write. The best account of her work

is that written by Charles Singer in 1913 and first published in 1917, entitled

"The VisiOns of Hildega-d'of Bingen.", When he writes about the esSay on Hildegard

in 1928, it.1.r the one ot which he is most proud. He started it from the point of

view of a pathologisc interested in the role of migraine attacks in mystical vi-

sions. This led him to an interest in Hildegard's visions which altered his

career, for he became a historian of science. When evaluating the role of

Hildegard in medieval science in his Preface, he statei:

"In the'scheme of this book,Hildegard is of importanc.,e as representing
an early attempt at something like a coherent philosophy, intended
to cover the appearances of the material universe. As such her work
is, in fact, Science, and with her we have left the Dark Ages and
the Dawn has begun. [If we follow Singer, the firstmodernscientist
then becomes a woman, nnt.a man!] In placing this view .before the
reader we would vak him not to be deterred by what is, for us, the
extremely bizarre manner of preseritment of her views. She is feeling
her way to a rational explanation of her world, and the fact that her
solution is not our solution and that she is grotesquely wrong on
matters of fact, should 'not blind.us to her intellectual merits. The



same criticiams couldA after all, be made of Aristotle or of any
other early thinker."49

. Singer may, overstate the case for Hildegard being among the first to

,

develop a coherent explanation of the appearances of the natural world because

what'Singer sees as the basis for her scientific thought is what we have called

the medieval world view shared by most persons throughout that era. For example,

she accepted the concentric structure theory of ihe way the universe was organ-

ized (a commonplaCe of medieval,science) though for her its outer spheres were

egg-shaped or almost elliptical, pot circular. Yet, the earth is circular; but

its surrounding fields,of what We would call electricity and magnetism were

elliptical. Her view of terrestrial geography is not clearly sec forth but she

does talk about inversions of seasons and climates in the opposite hemispheres.

She really subperibes to the view widespread throughout the Middle Ages (found

in Dante) that the southern hemisphere is uninhabitable since it is either be-

neath the ocean or the mouth of a dragon. She also4espouses the idea that the

four basic elements, earth, air, fire and water, have been mixed here on earth

eg.

since the Fall of Man but they appear in their pure state in the celestial spheres

which surround earth. Each element has a wind associated with it and these winds

change earthly conditions such as the Weather. Each of the spheres influences

the earth in other ways. This view of the universe has its original features,

29
Singer, "Autobiographical Note," p. vii-x; (Apparently "The Visl as of

Hildegard of Bingen" was a best seller-fOr its:day.) p. 199-239, for the essay

proper and evaluation of the scientific role of Hildegard; Preface, p. xxvi.
.0

A

The Preface and Autobiographi:cal Note were written in 1928. Since "Hildegard"

was Singer's fitst essay in the field of history of science, she apparently

sxetcised a life-long interest for him.
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,but it'is similar to the one which can be traced:back through the eatly Middle

Ages to the De Rerum Nature of Isidore of Seville to the neg-platonic-Chris-

tianized view presented.in the early Christian period. As we have noted, thig

interpretation of the univerSe was later pirtially supplanted by the Aristotelian/

Thomistic view of the later Middle Ages.3°

Throughout hpr long life, aildegard,refined her view of the universe,

repeatedly, until she presented a view that accounted for everything, both in

k

tadrocosm*Id in microcosm and encompassed not only her theological'beliefs, but

her knowledge of physiology and what we would call psychology. Her system, or

variations of it became a cosmic theory which dominated not only the Middle Ages

but. the Renaissance and even held appeal.for Harvey, Boyle and Leibnitz, what

is not known is whether she derived these ideas from reading ,a.i conversation,

internalized them, and reproduced them as visions, or arrived a, .hem independent-
,

ly. There is rather more evidence that many of Hildegard's ideas were unique to
% s

her.

Though she had access to some scientific and a few anotomipl and physiao-

gical sources, the main source for this view of the universe is her visions.31

In evalthiting the visions, which Singer accepts as authentic and having a neuro-

logical basis, it is well to remember that many of her contemporaries, some of

whom she was in.contact with, had visions along these lines though they were

not as systematized as those of Hildegard. They were one of the modes of experi-

ence in the Middle AgeS. It is her systematiiation and her attempt at a complete'
v........

30
Singer, "Antobiographical Note," p. 205-216, passim.

1

31
Singer, "Autobiographical Note," p. 223-232, passim and p, 234-239,

AISd
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and coherent scientific philosoPhy that makes Hildegard original.32

Though the practice of medicine is not treated ior defined as a science in

the remainder of this paper, it deserves some consideration in analyzing science

and the role of women in science in the Middle Ages. Throughout the Middle Ages,

everyone, but especially women of all classes within and without the convents,

'were expected to be versed in some' of the aspects of the medical artsk especially

-treatment of common ailments and the art of the midwife. Treatises were written

for women to use, usually by men, for emergency treatment and treatments related

to obstetrics and gynecology because they werl the province of women. At the

same time, by ihe middle of the meeeval-period, what we would call medical

schools had been established at the universities througtiOut western Europe. The

. -
oldest of these was at Salerno in Italy whete classical teaching had never.entire-

ly disappeared. In a trend that has been repeated up to the present time, the pro--'

ducts of these schools, male physicians:sought to Tegularize their discipline

and professionalize themselves. (Surgcry was the province of the.barber until

very late in the medieval period.] In doing so, they sought the assistance Of the

authorities and set .up licensing procedures, based on degreei'held, not on the

amount.of:practical'experience. The net effect of,this was to.freeze women out
.

of a role in which they had been accepted. Yt, t was a long time before the ,

popularity of the midwife waned despite'the opposition and persecution of the

authorities at the,ufging of university-trained male physicians'. However, this

can be seen as one'of the first attempts at professiodalization and the resui-

tent effect of pushing women into a marginal status. The midwife exists in

European countries in modern form but in the U.S. whefe.the medical profession

is,most professionalized, *the midwife has a precarious role.

32
Singer, "Autobiographical Note," p. 239.



Moreover, given the conditions of the times women often had to practice

medicine.- there were no physicians available. This was especially true amOng
%se

the poor and in the country. It was in the cities and in the later period that

the conflict became intense and the battle to set standards that had the net

result otexcluding women took place.

We have a genuine example Of a woman who functioned as a physician in

Paris. (Both Power and Mozans agree on her existence' and cite.the documents

,relevant to her court case.)Ily 1220, there was an edict in,Paris that no ane

could practice thedicine unless they belonged to the Faculty of Medicine at the

University of Pais and only unmarried Men could belong to the faculty. In.1322,

Jacoba Felicie, who.was well-born and about thirty,at the eme, fell afoul of

this edict and was prosecuted by the Faculty. This was not her first offense.

She defended herself ably by pre3enting an impressive array of healed persons

of middlez-class origins, both men and women, who had given up on licensed doc-
,..

tors. But because- she lacked the license and because she had a previous skirmish

with the Faculty,_she was fined heavily. She probablx went on'practicing and

doubtless had a wide practice.
33

There is good reason to believe there were more

like her. But,-finally, they were driven out of existence. Jacoba illustrates

the difficulties inherent in a situation where the basic problem was the lack of

an all-round knowledge of the causes of something (in-this case,how the human

body functioned and origins of diseases). When this is the case schooling will

not help but rough and ready experience and a common-sense approach may succeed.

This knowledge.is still being acquired and the practice of medicine is still be-

coming an exaCt science. But very early; because they professionalized.themselves,
I

3S
Power, "Position of Women," p. 422; Mozans, Woman in Science, p. 288.



11,

(that is they set up a system for obtaining what knowledge there was and a

means-of excluding those who had not been through the siStem) m4n became.

physicians. In this case, women were excluded from the legitimate practice of

medicine. The process was repeated in the nineteenth century in the United

States and women today still have a difficult time becoming physicians.

So we close the examination of the role of women in the sciences in the

medieval period with a foreshadowing of what was t, happen to women in practice

of sciences throughout the Scientific Revolution and until the mid-nineteenth

century when the trend first began to be reversed. As science expanded and be-

came mort formalized, knowledge degrees and sometimes licenses were needed to

pursue it. Women were excluded from the world of formal learning and the prac-
1

tice of the sci-nce. They made genuine and significant contributions but they

wer,e recognL reluctantly because they had not undergone the process nec-

essary to be a pro, ,ional. Today, in theory, if one has the ability and the

funds, one may acquire this knowledge and the necessary degFeed-to prctide as

a profegsional, regardless of whether onebis male or female. However, as is

demonstrated in the section on the participation 61 women in science today, the

status of women in scientific professions,,though real and significant, is still

\

marginal. 'Other factors are at work and whether they will operate in the future

are the subjects of other sections of our report.



SECTION 4

Science, Women and Society in Antiquity



Science', Women and Society_LR.Antiquity

Unlike the medieval period the ago that comprised the hegemony of first

Classical Greek civilization and then the dominance of the Hellenistic-Roman

view of the world and their relationship to each other.does not ppvide us with

one vision (or rwo) of the role of women in societY, the institution of science

in society or the role of women in science. Rather, there are many conflicting

ideas put forth on all these topics and, in some measure, most of them play a

role in our present attitudes and practices toward these elements in our own

civilization. This is not to say ihat the tedieval period wad' not complex and

full'of contradictions in/its attitudes, ut instead to point but that in exam-

ining the period that is conceded to be/he ancestor of.so much of what makes us

part of the Western-Eurpean traditio Much that is interesting and important

,

must, of necessity,be omitted.

A digression is needed here because it must be kept in mind that historical

writing on.whatever topic or period not only depends on what succeeding persons

(historians and others) have written about who did what in the period under

question, but alao, much more imOortantly, upon the "record", or what portion of

the !srecord" is available to us. By the "record" is meant what remains of what

was written, especially by those who lived at that time about themselves, what

they thought and what they thought they achieved. For the Classical, Hellenistic

and Roman eas such-evidence is fragmentary and scarce. So much has been written

about this period that just how little of the II record" has actually survived is

often forgotten.

Science, which for purposes'of understanding the attitudes of the Greeks and

Romans toward it, can be defined as a branch of organized thinking (or philosophy) .



I.

dealing with the natural phenomena that surround us, began soon after the birth

,of civil4zation, which of course antedated ehe Greeks and Romans; however, the

attempt to subdue,nature stretches back much farther. This commonplace phrase'

found in endless Western Civilization textbooks illustrates neatly the problem

inherent in.trying to pinpoint the precise origin of,a particular human acti-

vity. A philisophical treatise is not intended. What is meant by 'the opening

statements of this, the last portion of our histOrical endeavor, is to emphasize

that a body of organized thought and observation about a topic is A handmaiden

of what is called civilization and also does not usually put in an appearance

without the beginnings of civilization. At. the same time, what is today called

technology has an even more ancient origin'. It begins whenever people attempt to

mold nature to their needs by means Other than brute strength.

Since science is so old it is interesting to note and serve.as a commentary

on the changing status of science that the word itself is not very old. It was

first used by Whelweli,. in his Philosophy of the Induct 4.iiciences in 1840. Oh

the otfier hand, the word engineer, coming froM the noti f saving labor by in-

genuity and the related word genius have had their present meaninetince they

were used by the Christian theologian, Tertullian, in the third century A.D.1

The science of the ancient world differs from our conception in 'i.:hat it was a

blend of three elements of their attitude toward nature -- empirical practice,

magic and/or religion and rational thinking. Slowly, reason and observation came

to prevail but the triumph of empiricism was not complete until the nineteenth

1
Bornal, J.D., Science in History, London, 1954, p. 7; Barzun, Jaccides, Science:

The Glorious Entertainment, New York, 1964, p. 31.'
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century.
2

The distinctive contribution of the Greeks was to put observation and
0

rational thinking on a firm basis.and their conception that the universe is a

rational syStem working by discoverable laws. Greek thinkera and scientilts made

no'clear-cut distinction between science and philosophy.as we do. MuCh (4:their

knowledge of the natural world was derived from earlier civilizations. However,

the Greek definition of science as a process whereby the scientistS obserwd,

nature and made Tational deductions based on these observations, even though

its influence waxed and waned through succeeding era, is an important 'element

in our present definittion of science. The critical part.of this definitionAS

the notiou of rational deductive reasoning. Though the Greek were great accumu-

-

,latoi's and observers, their thinking in. the scientific area was charaCterized

by thistemphasis of starting with a principle or idea and deducing the conse-

quences :.hat come from It. Though emphasized fromtime to time as,án element of

science, the other- great branch of scientific reasoning, the inductive approach,

was not assured qf its proper role in science untialthe seventeenth ;:entury. The.4

4her contribution that the Greeks made to our definition of science was to-

place mathematics within the scope of science. This developMent was also based

on the Greek attitude that science was an outgrowth of philosophy. The Greeks

regarded higher and organized mathematics as a branch of logic. The net result

of these developments in terms of our present conceptions of science and engin-

eering was to provide the basis for a philosophical understanding of the world

and a language, mathematics, by which obsetvations and discoveries-about the

.
2
Hall, A.R., The Scientific Revolution 1500-1800 The Formation of the.Modern

lils) Scientific Method, Longman, Green and Co., 1954, p. xiii.
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4

natural world could be presented and amplified.3

.There were many different and significant,philosophical'sYstems and ideas

id' the field of science in this period. Too many, in face, to do more than state.

that they exista'and.emphasize their imporiante in the eras that followed as

has been demonstrated. The names Of Plato acid Aristotle occur most,readily, but

since their ideas and'con.tributions have been discussed elsewhere, only one point ,

must IA' added. Plato-and,Aristotle represent the culmination of two strands of

scientific thought in .Antiguity,but there were other approaches th,st were at

,

various times lust as important.
,

...

One sci.entist of antiquity must be comnented upon before'turning 'to our

other major topic -- the Classical view:of the role of women. Archimedes (ca.
/ , , .t

. .

287-212 B.C.) was,the pre-eminent mathematician, engineer and physicist of
/' IP

antiquity, and perhaps the mosecomplex an& original of the Greek minds in ehe
,

field of science- and ,engineering. In.the world of practical and abstract think-'-,
,P0 .-

ing his contributions were at one andIhe same time bah of immediate and long-
.

range impact. His contributions to accumulated knowledge, the basis of scienc,

are. undisputed. While it wa's not until the translations of his work fell intó

the hands of Galileo that his true originality,began-to have real impact, Archi-

Aredes was the first scientist to fulfill both ancient'and modern.definitions of

3
Though famous for their art, architecture and speculation about topics in

what we would call scientific areas, the. Greeks of the Golfien Age were not tech-
.

nologically oriented. Their definition of science, as a branch of rational.thought

and their development of mathematics, a language for science, constitute,their

main gifts to us. Thus, the coatributionsl.n the areas of applied science and

technology were developed in the Hellenistic and Roman ages of antiquity.
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a scientist. Had his work been aVailable to the Middle Ages it would have been

approptiated-by them. .While he was said to haVe been.very. much in the tradition

of Greek philosophy in his disdain far the practical application of ideas, he

is also supposed to have said "Give me a lever and I will move the world."

While he was a brilliant inventor, it is in the field of mathematics and physics
4

that his contrlbutions were most influential. Moreover, he anticipated.the mo-

dern scientific method by listing his ideas, though he discarded these when

writing up the fi.tal proofs. He was a true Greek in that he regarded his inven-

tions as beneath the dignity of pure science or philosophy. His ideas en speci-

0

fic gravity hydrostatics, though long neglected, remain intact today. In the

field of mathematics, his contributions were many
,

and original.but of most impor-

tance was his use of the method of exhaustion, originated earlier, which in his

.., v

hands became equivalent to integration as used in calculus.Living at the end of.
,

1
,. .

ap era of scientific,achieVTent, it is fitting thatrhis death came at the hands

of the Romans, engineers par excellence, but only milAy concerned with abstract

.,scientific thought. While the Romans' were captutng' his city of SyracUse, Archi-
4

medes remained busily engage4 in wOrkfng Olt his mathematics and was killed by a

,

I

Soldier whp did'notunderstadd what he was doing despite specific orders that

ArChilied-Ti be spared. In his person, J.te epitomized the full range of Greek achieve-

ment in science as well as its limitations because it could not rid itself of

its disdain for.the practical world*
4
Thus, he is worth ecnsidering for he also

epitomizes the tetision throughout history andinto our modern era between the

"pure" and the "applied" Which has never really been re&olved but may now be

4
Brinton, Ideas and Men, p. 86-88, passim; Bernal, Science in History, ,

. 'Brownowski, J., The Ascent of Man, Boston, 1973, p.11,200.



considered academic because of their present closely woven interdependence.

With some exceptions, the Romans-preserved but did not add to the Greek

and HellenistiC contributions to what we would call pure seienee; They Tpect-
I

ed the Achievements of the_Greeks, especially in literature and rhetoric, and

taught Greek works in-their schools, but generally they did not improve upon

them'. Though they were great builders they seemed uninterested in advancing

speculative scientific thought. Traditionally, the Romans were accorded the

position of adapters from e;eryone,especially the Greeks. Even here however,

their contributions were limited to whatever could be utilized for warfare and

:administering a far-flung empire.



The Position of Women in Greek and Roman

1712111La_19SalLAPAASIftEt

When considering the role of women in Greece and ROMS, Eileen Power's

contention that the status of women is the test-point of a civilization is

particularly appropriate. In spirit however closely they were related, two

more disparate societies with.regard to the role of women than the Greek and

Roman cannot be imagined.

The position of women .in science in Greece is a reflection of the pdsition

of women in Greece generally. Officially, women played no part in the recorded

public life of Athens and-though this was generallY true throughout the Greek

city-states, women had niore freedom and status in backward and militaristic

Sparta, of all places. Nhen the literature,'art and relition of the Greeki is
,

examined, women are present everywhere. Heroines,loddeases and female prophets

abound. Every aspect of the female personality is explored. On the one hand, it

is deified, celebrated and admired; on the other, it is deplored,'satirized and

feared. Ambivalencetoward women and things female has never been more clearly

and elegantly expressed. The contrast has never been greater 77 the richness of

the feminine role in the world-of the mind and the utter nullity of the Athenian

woman-o-f-the---upper classea:mhose whole -world-was-11er home and WhOse -life stopped

Through the literature of the late fifth century B.C. and early fourth cen-

tury there are hints that this stateof affairs might have'been under reform.

Protests against the exclusion of women from public life appeared in plays; women ,

were admitted tb ome of the philosophic schools -- however, little came of these

efforts when the life of ihe Greek city-states began to disintegrate under the



pressure of internal and external wa.'4, 5

In the philosophy of the Greeks of the classical and post-classical world,

two antithetical ideas about women receive their fullest expresSion. Both be-

came part of our heritage'. The first as expressed in Athenian life -- woman's

place is in the home -- was not new with the Greeks, but as they did with, every-

thing else, they systematized it and devoloped it philosophically. It wns moat

clearly set forth by Aristotle.1

The other point of view, which was systematized by Plato, grew out of his

concern over the waste of good material for the state under the then current.

situation. He held that the difference betweet the sexes was not of kind but of -

degree; women were weaker than men, but not less able to share their civic fund-
.

tiehs, including that of philosophic sovereignty.
6

In the fiftivbook of The

Republic, Plato proposed abolishing the private household and forming all citi-

zens of both sexes into a single state-family. Marriage, the rearihg and nurture

of children, were all to be cohtrolled by the state..The reasons for this were

to'insure the quality of the ruling class and the abolition Of the idea of pri-

vate property. According to Plato, this would lead to the ideal state.
7 .

Much of what Plato said appeared in ieminist literature in late nineteenth

century United States in various forms. Whether or not the femittists were aware

that their idea originated in the thought of Plato is debatable. One feminist

..........1. /
5
Ae,Burgh, W.G., The Legacy of t4 Ancient World, London, 1923, (reprinted

Penguin, 19650 p. 184.

6
de Burgh, I122,y_pf the Ancient World, p. 184, (euphasis added.)

7
de Burgh Legacy of the Ancient World, p . 185.



in particular, Charlotte Gilman-Perkins, writing at the close ot the nineteenth

/. century, developed similar ideas. Her theories originated in her belief that

until women were freed economically and participated in the world of work on the

same basis as men they would not achieve real equality or equal status With men.
8

Today, the argument that unless women are used in such areas of vital national

interest as the stiences, we will be wasting a valuable resource is once again

popular.

However, it must be emphasized that Plato's rhilosophy was not-widespread.

Though his views on the role of women appear, now and again, especially in the

Utopian literature of later periods his disdain for equality and his preference

for act intellectual aristocrati have, mdlitated against full acceptance of what

he propoundea.

On the other hand, the ideas of his pupil and successor, Aiistotle, found

widespfead acceptance. Radical reformers and respected philosophers noiWith-
r

standing, Aristotle set the'pievailing view in a philosophical framework. He

justified his approach by appealing to dombon senSe. Women differed from men in ,

kind; they were defective - though not entirely latking -- in intellectual and

moral capacity; therefore, while debarred from full citizenship, they must be

ruled by men constitutionally,..not despotically litce slaves.9 Women were barely
,

8
Chafe, William H., The American Woman Her ChangiralicansdPoli-

-,

tical Roles, 1920-1970, p, 7-9 passim. Chafe's introductory essay on the nine-

teenth century feminist movement as it moved toward the twentieth century and

settled on suffrage as the way to achieve the movement's desired goals is most

cc:incise and interesting.

9'

e Burgh, Ltgasy_2Lticient152sli, p. 185, (emphasis added.)



illtOlerated-under--Aristotle's_system. Therefore, they were to receive education

consonant with their subordinate position. 'rickey were not Ireated---as--inde-pendent

persons.

Arist,q1e's ideas on °women and science are pertinent in enis historical

overview. 1s%e felt that women lacked scientific intelligence and the quhlity of

mind that carries authority; in our terms, women were not capable of abstract

thlOcing.
10

The importance-of Aristotle lies not only in the fact that he exem-

plified'the dominant thinking of the classical period but also in tile fact that

he sounds so-familiar. His thought was intertwined with those who aucceeded him

in later.periods. When an huthority was_needed, Aristotle Was cited. In this way,

Aristotelian and Greek misogyny became part of the basis of medieval,. renaissance

,and nineteenth century thought about the nature, capabilities and functions of

women and so Jbe.came a legady for us.

Two points remain to be discussed -- were there,any women scientists in the

classical era, end if so, how werh they treated and what were their contributions,

and what were the unique Roman tontributions to thinkrng about science and the

role of women.

The following must be kept in mind considering and, eValuating the achieve-
°

ments of male and female scientists in different periods. As Lynn M. Osen writes

in the introduttion to hhr book Women in Mathematics:

It is tiresome and counterprdductive tO argue about the r lative°
merits of male and female mathematicians (scientists)ffor we

'

have not precise methodof quantifying or comparing their indivi-
dual accomplishments For one thing, cross-cultural compari-
soils do not always,yield.valid reaults; each individual matheMati

. cian (scientist) has been a Captive of his or hir own culture.'Nor
,is it fair co judge mathematicians'(scientists) wholly within the
context of their own era, for discoveries and inventionS considered4

10
Aristotle, criticisms on 111!_apailc., ii, ec 204, quoted in dc Burgh, p.



trivial in one eta have taken on new luster in the light of sub-
sequent developments.11

--Too oftenwhat work has been produced.about women (and men) and their.

achievements in an era or an area has disregarded-O-idies-observation._The
0

_

result is writings that only have propagandistic and hagiographical value.

The principal source of material about women scienti4ts before the

twentieth century, with the exception of bioixophical studies and books that

are now appearing such as Osen's, is that of H.J. Mozans', entitled Woman

In Science.12 This book first appeared in 1913 and was reprinted in 1974

with an introduction by Mildred S. Dresselhaus. This event in itself is in-

dicative of the growing interest in the history of science and the history

of Omen in science. As'Dresselhaus pointed out:in her introduction, Mozans,,

writing in 1913, believed that the ,fuli entry of women into the professional '
scientific)world was imminent and thi view colored his interpretation of the

past. Alpe, although he was A careful scholar and reliable for the more mod-
,

.dtn periods,.his assessment ok the contributiceas of women from earlier periods

needa to be viewed with.caution.

In his first chapter, Noman's Long Struggle," Mozans discusses the one

group of women in classical GreeCe- that were"not bound by the home and were

'.not -mentioned by Plato and 'Aristotle in their systems. They were the

11
Osen, Lynn M., WoMen in Mathematics, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1974, p. 2-3,

(parentheses added.)

12
Mozans, H.J., Woman in Science, New "'fork, 1913; reprinted'by RIT Press, 1974.



-hetaerae.
13

One of them, Aspasia, the companion of Pericles, NJAS. So outstanding

that not only did Pericles probably rely upon her judgment, but their home was

a mecca for philosophers, writers, scientistS, and politicians. Though it is

said that she wrote some of the speeches of Pericles, -no specific contribution

can be identified as hers alone
'.14

Mozans mentions other -Greek-wonen-as-heing_scientists in several fields,_

but only one of them, Hypatia (fourth century A.D.,) is discussed b both

.Mozans and Osen and is accepted as a real person historically. Hypatia id unfor-

tunately known more for the fact that shewas killed by the Christians for her

philosophy than for the fact that.she was probably the most well-educated woman

of her day, an astronomer of note and-a

was a teacher and a very popular one at

serious mathematician. Primarily, she

the schools-of-Alexandria. HoWever, she

did write a treatise on the Conics of Apollonious which popularized and improved.

upon his text. Coming a

person to work on conic

Of importance here

the close of the Greek period, Hypatia became the last

sections until the first half of the seventeenth century.
15

are two things:\ One, at least'some women in the classical

period were given educations more o'r leSs ecitivalent to those of men and in,solpe

13
The hetaerae were a feature of_Athenian_aiistacratic social-life -but-ehey-yere-

neither prostitutes nor acceptable as aristocratic women. They were of non-Athenian

origin and therefore not eligible for marriage to Athenian men. They beca'me.rela-

tively well7educated and functioned as companions at gatherings. Though lacking

In real regal status, neitherkslaves nor fully free, they functioned much like,

'hostesses of the salons of the Enlightefiment.

14 ,

Mozans, Woman in Science, p. 9-15, passim.

15
Osen, Women in Mathematics, p. 21-32, passinl.



cases their talenti were recognized. Probably Hypatia taas atypical because her

father seems to have been the first person tO insist.on a complete 4nd equal

education for his daughter.

Despite the romantic glow cast over the classical era by Mozans and despite

theltact that it may. have been agreat era for the scientist in his role as

philosopt-er and despite the fact that it was,the first age of rationalized

scientific thought and scientific discovery, it was,not a great era for women.

-Though-in_aome_periods and places Greek women had more freedom and dignity, by-_

in-large, regardless of class, they lived underMany-constraint.P.

'The tradition that there were Greek women scientists and intellectuals re-

mains however difficult to document. Perhaps if.more of the documents from the

classical,era survived, a different picture would emerge. The writings of'Plato

and the richness of the role of women in literature suggest this. When consider-

ing the ease of Hypatia, an outstanding person by any criteria, another element

is introduced..Only an outstandIng woman could succeed in the conditiOns of the

classical era and even then she was considered by her.contemporaries as an aber-:

ration. This has remained the prevailing view, with few exceptions, of all women

_ scientists until the present.
-

In one era, the Romans differed greatly fro\ m the Greeks. Over the centuries,
,

Roman women achieved great status within the femi ies and politioally. In the

early days of the republic, the law was harsh. The family was the basic social

and political. unit. The.elements of the civic personality of the Roman give some

indication of the importance of the family. There were three essential factors

freedom, citizenship and membership in a family. The ancient Roman family was

unique. All unity and power wee realized in the person of-its head, the father.

Throughout,his life, he possessed absolute authority over the persons, lives and

goods of wife, sons, unmarriecidaughters and others connected with the household
t



and could do with them as he wished. The power of the head of the state was analo-

gous to that of the father of the family.

As time went on and Roman 'citizens gained more rights, the law softened

with regard to families'. Wilies, mothers and daughters became persons-at law and

in the family. Unlike her.counterpart at Athens and in most other countries,

the Roman woman's iricreased status and rights rested on custom which had harden-
,

ed into-law, so that while the father still remained head of.the family, the wife

and mother gained rights, respect and responsibilities.
16

The Roman matron,'as the

embodiment of familial and civic virtues and responsibilities, passed int6 legend.

According to Mozans and traditional histories, women in Rome received an edu-
_

cation equivaIent-to_that of"men at least through the course oV ethics and ,reek

literature..Indeed, there was a tradition of culiivated women participating at

411

least indirectly in political affairs by having their opinions heard and-consid-

ered. Cornelia, the mother,of the dracchi, who lived in the la"te 2nd afid early 1st

. century, B.C., learned and politically astute herself, educated her sons carefully,

managed the vast holdings of the family and served throughout her life as politi-

cal advisor to her sons. She exemplified all the virtues of the Roman womarPHowever,

Roman woden were not noted for'their scientific achievements in general, though

they may have Contributed to the medical arts4 In this they reflected the Values

of their culture which was decidedly anti-scientific.
18

16
de Burgh, Legacrof the Ancient World; p. 229-232,-passim.

Mozans, Woman in Science, p. 26.

IP

18 Mozans, Wdman in Science, p. 19-30',.passim.
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By way of concluding the section on the ancient.world, the following

observations can be made: in he eras of great acientific and philosophical

achievement, namely the Greek and fiellenistic period, science, a branch of phil-

osophy, was an important part of a person't experience. However, though there.

were dissenting voices, in this same sense men were. Thus, any achievements

they made were accomplished in spite of tremendous social presture. Even those

who were educateein Platonic and Pythagoran achools still had social pressures

and custom to battle. As a result, .in an er of some freedom for the privileged

and much scientific ferment, women played a.marginal role in all spheres but .

especailly in.the sciences even though they were honored in,literAture and-reii-

gion. Ironically, in Rome, while the e. legal and social pOsition of women was

vastly superior to that of Athenian women and there was a tradition ofeducating
-1

upper class females to be cultured and astute.politically, because the prevailing

4.

Roman temper Oas anti-scientific, it WAS aoi a great age for acience and women did

not achieve anything in this'area but then neither did Roman men.

4.
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SECTION 5

Women, Science and Society
(1920. - 1970)
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Women, Science and ecietz'
--7- (1920 - 1970)

Introduction

Properly speaking,
41

the period of the twentieth century.im the United'

States for women in sciences and, engineering begins with,192t for two reasons.

The*passage of the nineteenth amendment.extending suffrage to women in 1920

seemed to be the culminition of feminist efforts reaching back to the Seneca

Falls Declaration of 1848. A new era for women seemed_to lie ahead", At the sape

time, paradoxically, 1920 marked the high point for women, in the professions

until.the,late 19608.1 This paradox and the period of the twenties andithirties

as it relates to *omen in the world of work and in the professions'as well

need...to be examined and kept in mind because they offer insight into the dilimma

faced by women who seei careers in scientific professions today.

In order to understand this paradox, the following topiCs will be discussed:

women and.the queit for'social and economic equality,yomen and the scientific

professions, and the changing nature of science in twentieth century United States.

While events related to each of thewtopics do not.always fit the sate chronolo-
,

gical framework, dividing the twentieth century into Nc intervals of time, 1920-45

and'1945-70.'

What will appear both statistically and from the narrative is that the commodly

...a...............alierrPmrsIpmwsosSsoom.s'

1
Chafe, William 0., leAn___Ttecaniiomal, New York, 1972 Chapter Wo,lassi...m.



heard phrase, "we live in a period of changing values," applies to every period
, 4

of the twentieth ceiitury equally. Mbreover: the role oewomennot'only in science

but socialiy aa yell reflects the,complexities of this rapid dhange.

Another observation dan be made that applies particularly to women arid

science. Not only has science changed profoundly in the 1,-t sixty years but so

have publid attitudes taward science. As a result, the role of women in the sciences

has altered.

Finally, from this discussion, it should be apparent that the position of

women in sciences in the seventies is an ontgrowth of the ferment of the preceding

decades of this century and these, in turn, dan be seen as originating in the pre-
,

ceding eras when the value of science,and technology and the role of wopen, in

Western civilization were formed And also altered.



t

Sainceitmltieth Centu

C.

Science is able to remain 'pure' only so long as it is without
power.-its purity diminishes in direct proportion to the growth
in its relevancy tothe life of the society and the vital interest
of groups in the society.1

The general iMpiession is that science before World War II was a kind of

closed-systeoLcommunity- and it was the impact of the,war that changed it, ex.

panded tt and inextricably intertwined itxith the government so as to alter its

entire strutture: Hol4ever, xhis-impression fails to take into accowtt that all'

along in the United States there4existed a strand of tianking that held that'

-science should be "involved." Moreover, World War I and the ev nts of the

Progressive era and, finally!, the challenges of,the DeOresaion had involved

sdience, even "pure science in virtually every institution that affected

people's lives. TO paraphrase Daniels, science has become largely a corporate

enterprise, dependent upon government and industry for its sUpPort and saject

to the SaMepressures (bureauci'atization, centralized control and politization)

a..other institutions in Anierican life. All these characteriatics,.Danieis demon-
.

strates,.were evident by 1940; developments since,World War II have been changes-
,

in' magnitude, not in 14.nd.2

11111111=110MMININ.11...............

1
Daniels, Georie:14.2 Science in Amets2p.J.2slesyl_liscial Histga, New York,

'

Daniels Science in Ameri5231_12sittit, p.3l7.
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Before examining the'role of women in relation to science in thi9 period,
0

two other aspects,of the role of science in the first part of the twentieth

century should be examined briefly for they:bear on the participation of women.

These aspects are the attitudes toward science and its changing nature in this
r

period by scientists themselves and the'ideology of science that pervaded ordin-

ary thinking, that is.the popularization of science _7- the nearly universal notion

that scientists are not quite ordinary beings who can%somehow solve all the prob-

aims that,beset man.

The attitude toward science and,its handmaiden technology by scientists

themsel;ies in this period can be summarized by the title of a publication sub-
,

. mitted to the Presldent in 1945 by Vannevar Bush. It was entitled, Science The

Endless Frontier. It contained a program for the future of science, its relation.
.

ship to the government, to the public, a list of the problems that science might

face and a set of practical prograus'by which science might achieve its goals.
A.

Interestingly enough, it was.reissued by the National Science Foundation in 1960

as part of its tenth anniverqary obeervation.
3,

reveals.what a magic

word "science" had.come to be.

On the other hand, there was a conflict inherent in what scientist thought

science was and what.others thought science was. In other words, to most people,,

science was technology Or applied science while to the true" scientist, "real"

4 science wss "pure" science. This was a theme that ran throughout nineteenth cen-

tury attitudes and thought's about science, but it became particularly clear in

4.earawawm.r....".mnar::aaoemmmamr=mom.

3
Bush, Vannevar, Science the Endless Frontier: A Re ort to the President on a

Pro ram for Postwar Scientific Research July 1945, reprinted, National Science

Foundation, Washington, D.C. 1960.
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the twentieth century when scientists alternaLlely tried to pursue a path without

,

any outside interfereuce and tried to solve problems that confronted society

because scientist's were perceived by themselvewand sotiety as peculiarly fitted

by the very faCt of their oblectivity..4

In 1945,/an interesting book about the state of science appeared4,5 It con-

sisted of a series of essays by various scientists. Actually, each of the essays

was based on a talk given at the intermission of the Sunday afternoOn broadcasts-

of the key York Philharmonic Symphony. The series, sponsored by U.S. Rubbei, was

started in 1944 and'is illustrative of scientists'speaking to laypeoile. All of

the talks reflect the notions that science is a positive good and that science and

scientists are set apart somehow frdm the ordinary world (though what they dó af-

fects the everyday world.) (Incidentally,

woman.) The reason for going intopo much

little book is that it neatlY illustrates

none cc the scientists who spoke was'a

detail about the background of', thi's. -

how, though scientists mighethink of

themselves as apart from the mainstream, how much in fact they were dependent on

the public and therefore sought to make themselves intelligible to the lay world.

, The introductory essay, "Science and Complexity," written by Warren Weaver

atempted to place science in the mid-forties after the changes to it during

'.

4 ,

. -

Davis, Watson, The Century of Science, New York, 1963, Chapter 13, passim;
.

,*

Dupree, A. Hunter, "Influence of, the Past: An Interpretation of Recent Development

in-the Context of 200 Years of History," nTheAnAlsoltheEL_Lw_jli_

Political, and Social Science, Vol. 327, January. 1960, (p. 19-26.)

5 Weaver, Warren, Ed:, 1112..kientistalaek, New, York, 1945.e
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World War II into a historical perspective:6 BrieflY, he divided science up into

three types. The first type consisted-Of problems of two-variable types (or at

most, three or four variables) in which one variable could be held constant,

which was the type of science practiced from the llth through the 1.9th century.
.>

The results of that,Type of science had revolutionized phydics and and.chemi-

stry anCto a lesser extent-bioldgy_and medicine (because the entities involved

were more complex.)

Post-1900'science could be considered the science of "disorgAnized complix-

ity" 1- many variables and.all of them actihg randomly. Examples of these sorts

of problems would-range from the motions of the atoms and stars to the laws of
A ,

e

heredity.,Suchprobleqs had.yielded to solutions through the Use of new statisti-

. '' ,

0

cal methdds. f

,

In mid-century, according to Weaver, science wae ready to attactProblems
.

in the great addle region -- organized complexity. Problems in this,area of

science included,biological,- mediCral, psychological-and political ones. From the

-.foregoing, it can be seen that the distinction between pure and applied science
7. j.

. was becoming blurred. In any event, such problems would yield solution based on

the application of quantitive and experimental methods and the marvelous new

tools:developed during the war such as computers. As with any analysis this brief,

there is a tendency to oversimplify, bilt Within Weaver'e essay and in its setting

are (staked or implicit) all the relationships betweA pure and applied ecience,

and how both of them were perceived 1y bath scientists and non-scientists are

either stated or implied.

6
Weaver, "Science And Complexity," The Scientists Speak, p. 1-8.
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Another illustration of how the public viewed science in the perioa well

into'the sixties, "the science Will solve it all" syndrome, which?seemed to be
rt

shared by laypeople and scientists alike is shown in Watson Davis' book, The. .

.

.

Century of Science.
7
Published in 1963, the thesis of the book is quite simple.

The twentieth century is the.scientific tentury and such events as two world wars

and a depression will not be for what the twentieth century is rememberedc mci-

dentally, the only woman mehtioned in this book is Marie Curie"ands only:her pic-

ture,is shown. Thus? even well into the present, science and engineering were

.perceived of as areas of expertise understood and practiced only by those well-

versed in their intellectual demands and ,thepe persons were universally thought

of as white_males.,OnlY occasionally were others able.to penetrate those pre-

serves.

Ttie other .features of-twentieth century ;%cTince that Are of particular in-

terest in evaluating the Tole of women in science today emerge from the visiorwof

scientists as a community With its own rules, practices and values_within the

entire society. When science,in earlier periodi is examined, the evolution of

,3

7
Davis, Watson, ThiCenturt...21.1014aL New York, 1963. Prologue, p. 3 5; espe-

cially p. 5. The Only problem facing .Us that. DaVid touches on'is Ahat of the

popUlation explosion and even in discussion of that problem he over-simplifies

and suggests that answers to problems of that type are not in the-realm of science,

p. 225-232. As for atoinic bombs, ihough'he acknowledges that scientists invented
A

them,.he suggests that, ,9the absence of international means of coatrolling them is

potentially disastrous to the yorld." p. 27.



this view is seen. However, during the late nineteenth century the notion of a

4110
community set apart was first really made explicit...Throughout the twentieth

century, despite the ideas of involvement and the scientist as skilled solver of

the problemsvf ihe world, the view of a:community set apart is particularly

appealing.

"As a result, the scientist is viewed as a professional of a. "higher order"

accountable only to "his" peers. They judge, by haw well 'he" performs'.. The conse-
t

quence of this view is more reseerch, more papers, more learned journals, more

scholarly meetings -- all within the world of the scientific speciality. The

keeper of the gates to this particular scientific world is the.OrdiessOnal

society.'Originating in the nineteenth.century, professional societies prolif-
,

erste as science divides into ever increasing nuMbers of specialties. For women,

this rigid World.which is jealously guarded, was and is, difficult to penetrate.

On the other hand,'the increasing complexity of twentieth century science

IIImilitates against 'another Marie Curie performing prize-winning experiments in

her kitchen. t4ith the .expanSion of the role of the university into, the world of

'science, increasingly "pure" science came to bp-performed in the academic envir-

N.

4

onment. This, .too, is a community apart with its own rules and criteria for success

and achievement. And academe also has rigorous rules about,the placement of women.

Such deVelopments raise questions about the quality of science when the

scientist is'always under pressure to produce. But for-the twentieth century

woman scientist another question is posed. How Well can "she" fit into these

tightly organized communities that 'constitute the modern scientific world?.This

questianis discussed when the role of women in twentieth century science is

. analyzed.
. .)

Yet-another feature of present-day Ameritan science.is the'fact that,' the

lone scientist has given place to the research-team. Government, industry, and

-106- e



university are now frequently found as a troika,, yoked together for the amour-

plishment of science projects.° Thus science now plays a major role and Scien

tists have much at stpke to perpetuate a system which gives them power, prestige

and economic reward. Though this development Is not new, it is-now dominant

science is big business. This, tbo, has consequenceilor the female scientist.

A final feature of present-day scientific activity in the United States is .

its relatively new and rather differently structured ways of communication with-

in'the scientific cOmmunity. While the sterotype of the sCientist in his lonely
C.:

laboratory discovering the secrets of the universe does not fit the present sit

tion, and the description of science ai existing in a kind of vacuum no longer

is appropriate, an exact deicription of what.it is, especially As an institut

the more-interesting attempts.to characterize science inelusive.10ne of

ua-

ion,

a

"scientific" way is the book, Lit_a_.eSciskce_ajalg.s.Le., *ritten by.Derek J.

Prince in 1963. The book, seriousiy flawed in its methodology, received mixed

reviews.
9

Despite the fact that Price does not really define."big scienc

science in the last half of the twentieth century, he offers relatively
VW'

pictures af a portion of the scientific milieu into which woien scient

fit themselves if th0 are to be deemed*"successful." Price tries to

as a measurable entity, an effort that is not satisfactory,.but his

when he is not trying to quantify science; are pertinent.

Before discussing the one that,Is more relevant to the role o

science,jt is worth mentioning that in theadction where he grap

.c

,

, that is

accurate

sts must

treat science

insights,

f women in

pitts, with the

..1111=.11.10M.1111.4.

8 Bates, Ralph S. Scientific Societies in the,United States, C

1965, Third Edition, Preface to the Third Edition.

9
Price, Derek J., Little New York, 19

Goldberg, Stanley, Review, Science, May 10, 1963, p. 639-64

a
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or"

problem of ensuring a supply of top-quality scientists. (One of ihe themes of

his book id ehat there are m o r e than enough icientists bui tfiii theie'iS-nOT4y----.----

', of ensuring a sufficient supply of truly oriiinal and creative persons.) In so

doing, asks rhetorically, "Is it possible that the level of good scientists can-
,

not rise by the factor . . . that we have presumed?" He goes on tO note, "Almost

half of the factor id accounted for by the wastage of scientific,womanpowee, a

wastage that the U.S.S.R. has partially checked but that we seem unable to avoid."10

Related to tilis wastage, though Price does not make the connection, is his

analysis of the present scientific community in his chapter on "Invisible Colleges

and the Affluent Scientific Community."..Though recent events might belie.therlatter

part of the title, the notion of "invisible colleges"' has importance when consid-

eying the role of women im the scientific community. Price approached this idea

through the usages of the.scientific paper and the icientificAournal by pointing

out that these are social devices as well as additions to the world of scientific

knowledge.
11

He relates the journal, the.scientific article with the purpose of scientific

meetings and'groups of scientific peikins working Informally together. Tecause
t .

(1

of the proliferation of journals and papers (many of them derivative or similar to

other work),that necessary element of sciemce -- communication with one's colleagues

-- gave Ilse not only to the scientific meeting but also to the special conference

or series of seminars where a few -(Price says at most around 100) meet to discuss

and work on specific topics. These.unoffitial organizations, in addition to the

regular scientific meetings, play a necessary part in a person's scientific car-

eer for it is at these meetings where ehe scientist becomes "known" and is taken

I.

10
Science, p..54.Price, LeilgaisksolA_Ilit_

11 Price, atgesece.m......Science) p. 65, 68.
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9

into the "network"' of science.12 As will, be demonstrated in another section of
k

this work, women have difficulty in gaining access to this network which is

vital to a full professional career in t4e sciences and engineering.

This summary
c

of the state of Science in the twentieth.century is not in-
t-.

tended to be exhaustive but rather to toe indicative of the nature of the present
01.

day scientific institution in which women must gain access in'order to pursue

6areers in science.14ost particularly, the aim of this .sketehAgas not to follow

the celebratory school of Writing about science and comment,upon the spectacular

discoveries that have altered the nature Of society and science itself but iather

to set forth the nature of the institution and illustrate its status 'as a source

*for solutions"to the problems of society-and rthe ills of mankind.
13

alo

12
ItisS1.2521ensttja&Science, p.

a

.5

rallawmana,

13
One has only to examine the hagiographical and romantic,books that were

,appearing about scientists in the era.,---For example Paul de Kruif, The Microbe

11110 Hunters, 1921.



WOMEN AND SOCIAL'AND ECONOMIC
.EQUALITY, 1920.-1960

dr.

The success of women in the fields of the.sciences and engineering

is dependent on the position of women as defined by 'the social mores of

the particular plriod in-which they live; At the same,time their success

in theiErchosen occupations is also dependent,on economic factors. .As is
,

discussed in another part of this analysis, the nineteenth centurY witnessed

the struggle by women for'equality

two decades the majority of women

had settled for politidal equafity

in all spheres. However, by the first

involved in the first feminist movement.

-- the vote. Their reasoning was that

as a result of gaining the right to vote,.they would then ,be able to obtain

,equality in other areas. A minority df the feminists of this era insisted

ehat economic and social equality were the impOrtant areas of their struggle

for full'equality.

In effect, what this latter grOup of feministe was saying was that

without .basic changes in attitudes toward the role of women in the economic

and social sphetes little would change. To them-it was by no rdeans clear

'that the ballot Vould provide the way to4true equallty.1

In the decade.of the twenties the qu'estion of whether true economic

equality wes being achieved was confused. The tweniies wiinesied-a

"reVolution of manners and morals" and the census of 1920 counted over

a.

1 William O. Chafe, The American Woman, New York: Oxford tttrersity Press,

1972, p. 48.



I. 8 million females employed in 437 different job classifications.2 Many

people at the time and since then have tended to confuse the two events

and attribute the "revolution" to the employment of women.3 Most text-
,

books have portrayed thenew age as "characterized,by an'udprecedented

speed-up of womenoYs involvement in the labor force', In general, the con-

sensus has been that women achieved a substantial amount of the ecOnomic

equa44!y which the feminists had sought and in the procesè experienced:A'

new degree of.freedom from the reatrictions which had formerly bound them.

On the surface this would seem to be an acceptable observation.

However, it does not take into iccount the following factors: ,the types

of women participating in the lOor force, the types of work they did and

under what conditions, and who were the particiPants in ,t.he "revolution

of manners and morals."

Though'the nuMbers of-women in the labor force grew over 26% in the

decade, of the.twenties,,most of .the growth was in tWo areas clerical ,

and sales.5 Therefore, if the words "economic. equality" or 'ft

emancipation"

are taken to,mean the' ability of women.to function in the world outside

MI
. the home on ihe same basis as men, then women were not emancipated by the

development, in the decade of the twenties.

2 Chafe, The American Woman p.

3 Frederick Lewis Allen, Only Yesterday, New York: bantam edition, 1959,

(first published 1931), pp. 68, 76. .Allen's'view is the prevailing one.

4 Chafe The American Woman, p. 50._

14

5 Chafe The'American Woman, pi 50.
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Moreover, the occurrences of the decade of the thirties 4thecemtral-
,

event of which was the Great Depression) did little to improve the economic

equality of women. In fact, the feminist dreams receded. A "revolution

of manners and morale may have'taken place; women may have entered new

areas of work and more of them-may have been working (partly because of1
increased population), but the real revolution took place in the decade

prior to World WarjI as will be discussed id another section.

Before considering the effects of the Depression on the quest of

economic equality,

female labor force

a brief description of tpe characteristics of the

in the period under consileration is in order. In the

1890's the average female employee was single and under twenty-five. She

worked for six or eight yeard and then married, leaving her job in the

process. From 190b to 1940, however, the median age rbse to over thirty

and the proportion of females 24 to,44 who were employed grew from 18.1%

to 30.6%. Moreover married women entered the labor market substantially.

In 1900 only 5.6% of the women who were Married worked; the percentage was'

10.7 in 1910 (empha,ing again that that was the critical decade); by 1930

married women constituted 11.7%; and 'by 1940 the percentage was 15.2%. Thus

married women joined the labor force at a tate five times faster than that

of other females and comprised 35% of all women employed in 1940, in contrast

to 15% in 1900. 6

However,the influx of married women into the 1Sbor market had lietle

to do with economic.freedom for the two periods that accounted for the,

greatest part of the growth were the decades of 1910 (when immigrant women

miNlimammmoO11.11ii.1111..0.

6 Chafe, The American Woman, p. 56.

s.



1A. rs...wen _tract ...the, sweatshops )....and wheft..women. were fCxced

to work,because of economic need. It must also be emphasized that these

women had.the most ienial sorts of jobs., domestics and personal'service,

the apparel industry and canning factories. By way of emphasis, in 1940

only 5.6% of married women held jobs if their husbands earned over $3,090

a year, but 24.2% worked-if their husbands received less than $400.

Another facet, ofth overlooked when regarding'this period as one of e-Co7

nomic emancipation for females,is the composition of the female working

force. As late* as.1930 over 57% of all .employed women were either blacks

or foreign-born whites. 7
ThUs, by any measure, women in general slid not

achieve the dream of the economic feminists,

0

7 Chafe, The American Woman, p. 57.

3L)
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Women-in- -the-- Prof ess ions --in-Genera-1

The. 1920's, 1930fs and 1940's also witnessed the fruition
of individual women as scholars in the arts and sciences.
In 1920 the overall percentagepf women Ph.D.'s Was aE its
highest_point,'_ and,at the start_of_the.decade:there.seemed

.0..to be a momentum that would carry woten further and further
:in academic mad other.professiorial:activities. As we' all
know4'this expectation Wii-ar

.The changing economic role of women in the period prior to World

War II and the changing role of science and how it wai viewed have been

examined but what has not been discussed is the role women occupied

relative to,science in other words were there any women scientists and

if so, what was their status? This is a complex topic and a simple recital

of numbers would not reveal the subtleties involved. What is involved is

not only the role'of the woman scientist but of tine role of the woman

professional (of which the scientist is a subset) and the parts played

by,social valUes,and educatiOn on'pariicipation of women in the professional

.and scientific world.

While the suffrage movement in,conjunction with the,Progressiye

Moveident-had achieved much in'the way,of legiSlation favorable to the

interests of women,in general and in the area of improving working condi-

tions especially, by mid-decade, the momentum of such efforts was lost and

''women 1

s standing in the eyes of politicians dropped preclpitously. 2

Barbara Miller Solomon, "EiStorical Determinants and Successful Profes-

sional Women," Women & Success: The Anatomy of Achievement, Ruth B.

Kundsin, ed., New-York, William Morrow & Co. 1974, First pubi. 1973,

pp. 185A-191. Quote pp. 190-191.

2 W. H. Chafe, The American Woman p. 21.
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The effect was dismayihg to the women involved. It could, in part,

be attributed to a conservative shift-in politics symbolized by the enction

of Calvin Coolidge in 1924. But the mainreason, politically, was that
r-

female citizAns did hot behave as a cohesive and committed bloc which the

suffragists h'ad predicted. This isiclearly demonstrated by the statement
if

of a Democratic Committee woman,,'I know of no woman today whO,has any

influence or political power because she is a woman. I know of,no woman

who has a following of other women. I know of no politician who is afraid

of the womap vote oh any question under the sun.'3

What happened was that instead of voting as a bloc, those women who

voted (and most did hot) followed the lead of the dominant male in their

families.. Also the/lacked encouragement within their families to vote.

Finally, there wae no overriding "woMan's'ia6ue" around which women could

coalesce.4

This loss politically'was reflected in the loss of status and.repre-

.sentation of business and professional women in the 1920's and 30's.

These were juit the women .who were expected to benefit so much from the

suffrage amendment Lad'the ones on which the economic suffragilts had

'pinned their hopes for the realization of true equality. The role of women

in the sciences is inextricably bound up with that of Professional women

in general'even though they constituted as will be seen a tiny minority

within ihe professions just as Professional women were a minority themselves

3 Quotation taken from Chafe, The American Woman, p. 21.

4' Chafe', The American Woman, pp. 30-31.



. Inaddition to loosing status politically, professional women lost

status socially (if they had ever truly had it). In part it was due to

that pdpular image of the twenties.-- the flapper. Articles'on the flapper

gave the impression that women had entered a new era of econdmic emancip

as well as social emancipation. She was depicted-as working bY day and

playing by night -- in short truly'free. As will be shown this was not so.

Despiffe the fact that serious professional women were not the same

as single clerical workers having freedom and fun for the first time, they

somehow were intertwined in the public mind to the detriment of the profes-

sional woman. The main reasons for this was the public's unwillingnesa to

think of Women as equal participants In the labor force.5

The' most pernicdus form,th"at this thinking took was the misconceptidn

that women worked for pocket money. Since women _worked to spend their money

on frivolous things and to indulge their desires, then the inequalities '

from which they suffered were justified.

Though it has been noted earlier that- married'women worked out o

necesSity and the Women's'Bureau investigations during the 1920's and 1930's

underscored this by reporting that approximately 90% of employed females

worked because of economic need and that the.group which had the highest

percentage of women working, minority and immigrant women, were the most in

need. 6
Clearly the money they earned was not 'pin money.!

However, the notion of women working for frivolous reasons worked to

the detriment of professional women as well. Government spokesmen (including

onoliolomm.1*
5 Chafe, The American Woman, p. 61.

6 Chafe The American Woman, p. 63.
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the Wolten's Bureau), employers and pubric opinion insioted that women

belonged in the home and thAt married women's employment represented a

dangerous aberration (a carry-over from earlier thinking). On all sides

women were told that the welfare of the home and the family was the job

for which women were intended and was a Pwoman-sized job in itself."

Moreover., if women worked, theyendangered,the happiness and health of the

home itself,.
7

Faced with arguments such as these from every source, it

took dedicated women,, or economically desperate women, to claim the right

to choose to work and to be regarded as full participants in the world of

Joiork -- man's world.

Mese arguments wete not new nor would they disappear. Women today
, .

who work or who choose careere are still faced, perhaps in more subtle .

ways, despite all of the intervening events, with the 'pressures'exerted

by the old social norm that a woman's true career is.in the home.

If the professional structure of 1900 had prevailed,' by 1920 women

would have constieute'd well over 40% of all professions. But such an event

did not happen. This does not mean that they would have been distributed

evenly thioughout the professions,.however. Also, the proportion of women
%

in the labor force has grown steadily for many.decades.'However, the propor-
,

tion of women in the professions -- which in termA of educational requirements

and income constitute the upper range of the career ladder reached a peak in

1910 and thereafter declined, but recovered slightly in the last decade.8

7 Chafe, The American Woman, pp. 6345 passim.

8 Rudolph C. Blitz,.Nomen in the Professions 1870-1970," Monthly Labor

Review, May 1974, vol. 97, no. 5, Tp. 34-39.
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Blitz's analysis of the participation of women in the professions from

1870 to 1970 complements that of Chafe's. Both suggest.enormous growth,
4

relatively speaking, for women in the professions in the early part of this

period. But they both note that the professions were heavily sex-segregated.

Most of the growth took Place in teaching. nursing *MO* ers deemed

vsuitable for women because they could be consiUred as a.kind of extension

of woman's role.in the home.9

In 1890 the Professions were dominaeed (for boih male and female ) by

fivecategaries,that m de up 73.5% of the total.

special interest. y One of these professions,

Two of them are of

physicians, surgeons and

healers, could'be considered science-related. 'And physicians, ranking

second, constituted only 11% of the.total and women within that category

(excluding nurses and idwives) made up less then 5% of the total. 10

InterestinglY enou the group that ranked highest in percentage of the

total profSssion cl (38.8%) was the category, elementary school teachers,

.a heavily female-domi Eked field. 11

\
9 An'interjection is needed here. While both Chafe and Blitz tend to rely

*

on'the same sources for their basic data, Chate weaves ihto a narrative

and his main intent is not a statistical examination. On the other hand,

Blitz, whosp, main purpose is to show that the gap between men and wouien

professionals "is now widening" relies on a heavily'statistical .and

technical analysis to present his argument.. Chafe, The American Woman,

p. 90 and Blitz, gslItLy_114112Limity., p.

10 BlItz, ..1.1:21.11h1Z_Latainiti, PP. .35 37.

11
Blitz, 11.A.1111.11.I.4.12.2.r.-19.2.1AE, P. 37:
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By 1970 the position of these categories had changed precipitously.

The percentages of the professional categories were as-follows: elementary,

school teachersJ.3.6% and physicians, Surgeons -and healers 3.37g. What had

happened was that new categories of professionals had,emerged such as

,formalized nursing-(which Blitz mentions) and scientists and engineeri (to

which Blit; refers in passing but does not examine their relative changes

in status between 1890 and 1970). According to Blitz, hoWever, this phenomenon

'had taken place by the 1950's and remains essentially unchanged.12.. This
,

interpretatt4n, based on a va4ety of sources and a complex definition of

-professional'fields.does agree with that of Chafe in that it emphasizes that

women'as professionals "lOSt out" earlier than is generally supposed, even

though they had started out relatilrely well as compared to other working

women in relation to males.13

Another way to guage the status of a professional is by the amount of

post-secondary education that person obtains. According to,Blitz,

The historical changing ratio of academic degrees con-
ferred to the male population 25 years and over and the
similar female population, respectively, gives some
approximation about:the relative supply of the two sexes
for professional jobs. From 1900 to 1940, thi.s proportion
grew much more rapidly for women than for men--at rates of
5.0 and 2.2 per cent respectively. During the postwar
years (1948-70), the growth rates for both groups slowed
down substantially and their positions were eversed; so
that the proportion of women receiving degrees grewless
rapidly than the proportion of men--2.3-and 3.5 per cent
respectively. . .'Thus, the gap between men and women is
now widening.14

MIMMI/iNuilblaw1011.11101.4.1.111..1.1.00.

12 Blitz, 11921naralmt_Lyisit, p. 37.

13 Blitz, 1.12120.1LlabsEjleyiely., p. 24.

14 Blitz, 112.15111-1.412S-B.AYitE, P. 37.

1 /,
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In this Work the current participation of'women in,sciences is evaluated

and analyzed. All fields Of.natural and social sciences are covered including
4

, .

mathematics and engineering. .The approach'is a demographic review. Numerous -

exiSting published andeunpublished studies lorm the basis of this review.

The time period in this work Is primarily from the late 1960's.to the

present. Datafrom earlier periods are included.only when such data. have

direct'bearing on the current status of women scientists. While some work has

been done on this topic before thisAmriod, It is .only in the last five years

-ON
7

that the extent ot participation of women in.sciences has been studied exten- ,

sively, Quantitiesof data have been collected, and numerous published and

'unpublished studies with importSnt interpretive conclUsions are being produ-

ced. It is also in this particular period that many events 'have happened to

affect the participation of women in sciences. Legislation,prohibiting sex

III'discrimination ha's been passed; effOrts have been made to increase' the number

:1

of women entering scientific professions;. "affirtfiative action" plans have been

instituted; women have become increasingly organized; and at the same time the

economic resources have been'shrinking.

Throughout this work the data on women stientists are compared with those

of men in the same fields. It is only in this way that any meaningful evalua-

tion, of ,the relative status of women in science' caf be made. In addition, in

order to assess the change in relatpe status of women scientists over the

,
recent years, the data are comliared over a number of years, whenever possible.

The ,sources Qf the data used.in the present work will be described here

in general terms. References and a detailed discussion of the'sources will be

given in ,the following sectionS. These sources fall into several broad catego-

ries..First of all, there are national surveys designed to study the scienti-

.
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fic and engineering population as 4 whole. ,Such surveys have been,conducted

for many years, hut it is only recently that a systematic collection of data

on women was included in them. Thus, the National Research Council of the

National Academy of Sciences conducts a bi-annual survey of its Roster of

Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, collecting a wide variety of data pertain-. ,

ing to their fields, employment status, salaries, etc. Other surveys of this

type°are the 1972 "Post-Censal" survey which collected data from a national

sample of persons identified in the 1970 census as working in the.scientific,

engineering and technical.occjwigions, and the 1970 National Register of

Scientific and Technical Personnel, prepared by thejational Science Founda-

tion. They cOver both the doctoral and non-doctoral population. The data froth

these surveys are used extensively in tbe present work.

Another type of data source.is a survey designed,to stndy some broad

subset of professional population. For example, the.American Council on

Education conducted two surveys of the teachingl'Ifacnity in'academe, one in u.

1968=.69, and another one in 1.972-7340These surveys could be very useful for

compare the status of academicthe purposes of this study because.one coul

women over a period of five years. .However, the published repbrts based on

this survey did not treat scientists as A separate group; original survey data

would have to be analyzed in,order to obtain specific.data.on scientists.

Another survey of this type is a recent study by John A. Centre. in which the

male and.the female'doctoral population is surveyed.: While his report. con-
9

tains Some data on scientists, most of it deals with the doctoral population

as a whole. Sources of this type are used in this work to compare with or

compleMent the data of other sdurcee.

s



,There are also surveys conducted by. professional aSsociations. Thus, the

.

American Chemical.Society and the American Society of Microbiologists conduct

regular periodic surveys of their respective memberships. The results of these

surveys are published in numerous reports. This work ,draws heavily on their

findings. Other societies also conduct surveys of their. membership, but most._
P

r

of these are hot as extensive aS those of chemists and microbiologists and do
C

not.contain quite.as much information that is usefUl for,this review.

In recent years, women in various professions have organized committees

and caucuses both within and outside of their professional associations.

Women's committees.were also formed on campuses of many colleges and universi-

ties. These groups produced numerous reports dealing with the status of
.2

professional women. Most of our present knowledge on the status of worrien in

the profession& in general, and in sciences in particular, derives froM these.
)

0 reports. However, the data in many of these reports are derived from the more

general sources mentioned above. For this reason die data Obtained from the

professional women's groups are cited in this work only if they originate from

independent surveys. Tfre data from campus reports were analyzed and summari-
.,

-zed in several publications by Lora H. Robinson. Robinson s work is descri--

bed in section 5 of this paper.

There are two main sources of educational. data. One is the "Earned Degrees

Conferred" series prepared bytthe Office Of Education of the US Department of

Health, Education and Welfare; it was used.in the present work for data on

bachelor's and master's degrees. The,oher is the Doctorate''Record File

maintained by the National Research Oquncil of the National Academy of Sciences;

the latter was.used.for the data on doetoral degrees.

Two other excellent recent, works on women scientists should be mentioned.

0: One is a demographic paper, by Vera Kistiakowsky on "Women in Engineering,

.;



Medicine and Science". It was prepared.in 1973 for the National Research

Council Conference on Women in Science and Engineering. It contains a large

amount of.valuable information on the status of women in various scientific
*

professions. The other is the 1975, work by Betty Vetter and,Eleanor Babco
*

called "Professional Women and Minorities, A ManOwer Resource Service". The

latter work,presents data on women and minorities in different professions in

the form of statistical tablei and graphs. Both of these sources proved very

useful in ehe present work.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section two is an overview of

woMen in the sciences. It presents and'analyzes data on the numbers and

P

percentages of women in various.scientific fields., on the distribution of men

apd women.by their eduCational attainMent and'by age.

Section three examines the'patterns and trends in education Of women and

III,men scientists and engineers. It also contais 'some data on the relative

.

ability\of'men and women'scientists and on the financial support available,to

them during'their studies. 'The extent to which men and women educated in'

cience and engineering participate in the scientific work force is discussed

in section four. This section also analyzes and coMpares their unemployment

and underemployment rates, as well as'field switching

The work patterns and the professional status of women scientists'is

examined and compared in section five. Comparisons are made by types of

institution and by types of work. A.detailed,analysis-of salaries is presen-

ted. The relative status of women 'scientists in ac'ademic institutions ii

.discussed in detail. The summary of the findings of this report are presented

in,the concluding section.

- 5 -



SECTION 2

Women in the Sciences: An Overview
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\Iiiik
These are: "Selected Characteristics of Five Engineering and Scientific Occupa-

.

.
.

..,

IIP tional Groups: 1970 And 1972," NSF 73-306, National Science Foundation sources

Studies Highlights, Washington, D.C.;"Persons in'ingineering, Scientific and

Women are a small minority among scientists and engineers. Tables 2.1 and 2.2

present, in our opinion, the best currently,available overall estimates df num-

bers and percentages 'of women in engineering and the sciences. Two principal

sources were used for these ta4es. Both sources are surlieys designed to study the

scientific and technical population 'in USA in 1972. Table 2.1 is based on the post- ,

censal -survey - the 1972 professional technical and scientific manpower survey.
1

It gives estimatessof totalliumber of scientists and engineers, and the numbers and

1. he data in this survey were collected in 1972 from a national sample of

persons identified in the 1970 Census as working in the scientific, engineering

and technical occupations. Based on this survey, three reports were, prepared.

Technical Occupations: 1970 and 19721 Series P-23, No..45, Bureau of,the,Census;

and Characteristics of Persons in Engineering and Scientific Occupations: 1972,

Technical Paper No. 33, Washington, D.C. It,was subsequently decided to rede-
,

fine the scientist-engineer population of this post-censal survey (see "The 1972

Scientist and Engineer Populatidn Redefined," NSF 75-305, National Science Foutida-

qmjp_gouscpi_s125Ats_gitligILE, Washington, D.C,). This _redefinition resulted

in significant change\O in the data.-Only data bsed dn the,redefined popufation

P

are included in this paper. These revised data were made available by the Divi-
.

sion of Science Resource S,tudies of the National Science Foundation and are pub-

lished,in Demo ra hic EducatiOnal and Professional Characteristics The 1972

Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined Volume 1, NSF 75-313, Washington; D.C.



percentages of wOmen by field for all levels of educational attainment. Table 2.2

presents similar data'for doctorate-level scientists and engineers. The eqtmates

in this table are oboined from the 1973 sdrvey conducted by ehe National Academy

- of Sciences-National Research Council (NAS-NRC) on a sample drawn from the NRC

Rosters& Doctoral Scientists and Engineers. 2

4

joitn examinatiOn of the data in Table 2.1 shows that out of 1.34 million

scientists and engineers, 73 ehougand arp women or about 6%,"of persons identified

in these professions. Engineers constitute 63% of,this group and the percentage

of women in engineering is less than 1%. WHen engineers are omitted from popu-

1

lation, women comprise about 15% of the remaining natural slid social scientists.

ComparIng ehese figures with the parti:cipiaIon of women in the total labor force,

.3 . .

We , it-is evident that women are greatly under=represented in scientific and
,

- .

A .

engineering professións. Women constitute a larger p oportion otiocia4 scientists
11, .

%

cilan of natural scientists. Twenty-nine perceft.of psy hologists-and twenty-foui
,

percent of 'social scientists dire women; they are sixteen p cent of lifsvand
, ., .. . 44.: )

.

-
.....

,

2
-The 1973 NAS-NRC survey of doctoral scientists and engitieers and some of its

results are described in greater detail in the following publiCations: Docto al

Scientists'and Engineers in the United States, 1973 Profile, National Academy of,

Sciences, Washington; D.C.; and Characeeristics of Doctoral ieftists and In in--.

eers in the United States, 1973, N8F 75-312-A. Washington; D.C. The results

presented in this paper are derived from the data in the above two,publications

and from the unpublished data derived from the tapes in the possession of the

National Research Council and made available by the NRC Commission on Human

Resources.

3 9
Women Workers Toda i" Women's Bureau, U.S.Department of Labor,' Washington, D.Ci,

1974.



and mathematibal scientists, eleven percent of computer-specialists and eight per-

cent of physical scientists.

t,

111

Table 2.2 presents data on doctorate scientists andengineers by field, sex

and race.4 Women comprise afauch smaller fraction of doctoral- scientists than

they do of scientists at all levels of educational attainment. Out of abOut a

quarter milliàn dbctoral"scinitists and enOneeri, 21,000 are women or 8.7% of

the total. Again; the highest representation of women occurs im.psychology. About,

one-fifth of doctorate psychologists areyomen. Next come life and social scien-

tists, with women comprising 12% and 11% of the respective fields. Women are 7.4%

. aft/IND,
of mathematical scientists, 4.5% of physical scientists, and aboue'3% of computer

specialists and environment41oscientists with doCtoral degrees. The smallest repre-

sentation of women is again'in epgineering; 0.47 of doctoral engineers being women.

Median ages of 'scientists and engineers for all levels of educational attain-
-1/

ment are shawn in 'bible 2.3 by field and sex. It is seen that-female,scientists tend

to be younger than their male counterparts.

4
While the post-censal survey also gives estimates of numbers and percentages of

doctorate scientists and engineers by sex, these estimates differ considerably from

those deriyed from the NRC data. Thus, the post-censal survey gins 170,000 tor the

total number of Ph.D. scientists and engineers, and 1,2,500 for the number of women.
P

This should be compared with the corresponding estimates of 245,000 and 21,300 from

the NRC data; Differences in the definitions of Scientists and engineers and in the
!

survey procedues may account for some of these discrepan. Since the NRC survey

was designed specifically to study the doctoral population, and since its sample

was,derived from t Roster of Doctorate Scientists and Enginee,s, it is believed

that its estimates represent the actual population of doctoral scientists and engin-
,

eers more faithfully than those of the post-censal survey - redefined.

ON.
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In contrast with the scientists and engineers of all educational levels,

women doctorate scientists tend to be slightly older,than their male colleagues.

The median age of women doctorates is 42:9 years compared to 41.5 years for

men. The age distribution of doctoral scientists and engineers is given in

Tabl 2.4. Figure 2.1 shows the age distribution differences betWeensexes. It is

seen that from age 35 on, the percentage of women in a given age group increases

with age from 7.3% foi 35 to 39 year olds to 14.7% for those over 65. This

pattern is reversed for younger scientists. For ages below 35 years the propor-

tion of women 66ientists increases with decreasing age. Almost 11% of doctoral

scientists 29 or younger are women'. Several factors contribute'to the age dis-

tribution differences between men and women doCtorate scientists. As-will be seen

in the following section, the percentage of wouen Ph.D. degree recipients de-

creased steadily from the twenties and reached a minimum in the fifties, with a

subsequent increase from the fifties until the present. This,plus the fact that

women in general tend to live longer than men, help explain why there are com-.

paratively more older women scientists. The increase of women ix the younger age

group corresponds to the recent,increase in women Ph.D. recipients.

Table 2.2 also shows the representation of Uinorities among 'the 'doctoral

scientists and engineers. The. table gives data only for Asians and Blacks.. The

numbers for the American Indians and "other" were too small to warradt inclusion

in the table. Of the total 106 Anerican Indian scientists, 3 were women and of

the 315 "other", 34 were women.

Figure 2.2 shows educational attainment of scientists and engineers calculated

from the post-censal survey data.1 On the whole, women scientists and engineers



are less likely than men to hold doctoral degrees and more likely to hold_

bachelor's arid.master's degrees.

While women scientists Constitute a small minority, they do exist in.sig-

nificant numbers. There are 73 thousand women scientists and engineers Data on

recent Ph.D. recipients indicate a sharp increase in the proportions of women.

These trends among others will be discussed-in .the following section.

A

4.1

/

el?

st

.4 I

01
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lable 2.1

-

Scientists Sex and Field
(All.degree levels>

Number
Field Total Number , of Women 4

Total .

Physical Sc.
Chemists

Physicists
Earth & Marine
Other Phys. Sc.

Math. Sc.,'

Mathematics
Statistics

CoMputer Sc.

0 erations Rese rch

Engineers

Li.fe Science

Biolog. Sc.
Agric. ,Sc.

Medic. Sc.

Psychology

Social Science
Economists
Soc/Anthrop.

Other Soc. Sc.

Total,

(less Engineers),

Women %
of Total

.1,336,458

'179,812
104,413
33,896

73;090

14,551
11,424

1,469
,

5.5

8.1

10,9

4.3
31,929 830 2.6
9,574 829 :

8.7

31,132 5,059 16.2
19,217 3,023 15.7
11,916 2,036 17.1

100,309 10 673 10.6

11,821 526 4.4

840,305 4,925 0.6

77,163 12,276 15.9
30,325 6,369 21.0
30,383 224 0.7
16,454 , 5,683' 34.5

36,684 10,716 29.2

59,232 14,364 24.2'

21,738 2,404 11.1
11,230 2,826 25..2

26,264 9,133 34.8

496,153 68,165 15.4

Source: "The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined, Volume 1,

Demographic, Educational and Professional Characteriitics", NSF 75-313, 0

Washington; D.C., May 1975.
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. Table 2.2
1

NWBER OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTB'AND ENGINEERS By FIELD, SEX AND-RACE

0

-,

s

o-,

s.1

1

t

Field

.

Total
Number

Total

Women V
"of Total

Total
Number

Women Z
of Total

Total
Number .

Asian

Women X'
of Total

ID

Number
of Women.

Number
of Women

Number
of Women

.1

'1"OTAL
g

physical Science

244,921,

53,425
33,881
19044

13,515
11,984
1,531

2,943

11,074
9,142
1,227

705

37,569

.64,540

41,035
11,893
11,612

28,286

32,773

9,678
7,455

15,640

796

207;352

21,261

LAO
. 1,950,

.536

992
915
31

90

1

307

36

54

17,

.

,

165

7,697

6,214
175

1,308

5,777

3,582

610
1,444
1,528

165

21,096

.

,

.,.

l

8.7

4.7
5.8
2.7

7.3
. 7.6

5.0

3.1

2.8
2.6
4.4

2.4

0.4

11.9

15.1

1,5
11.3

2(1.4

10.9

6.3
19.4

9.8

20.7

10.2

,

1,,860

419
375

44

" J.i)

,103
V

29

23

23

-

87

579

453

26

100

247

362

101

122

J39

11

1,773

'

0

249,

17

17

17

17

-

.

-

-

1

14

70

4

95

43
5

26

12

2

248

13.4

4.0
4.5

16.5

16.5

-

-

-

-

1.2

12.8
15.4

4.0

38.5

11.9

5.0
21.3

8.6

18.2

14.0

0
1i,001

2,520
1,481
1,039

,

653

554

99

124

314

257
23

34$

3,141

2,770
.1,832

295,
643

308
,

1,169

461
225

483

7,860

ei

837

193
166
27

61

51
10

3

5

4

1

23
,

413
338

20

55

63

76

6 .

32

.38

814

7.6

7..7

11.2
24,,,

9,3
9.2

10.1
,

2.4

1.6
lifs

2.9

.7

14.4
18.4
6.8
8.6'

-20.4

6.5
13.0
14.2
'7.9

10.4

Chemists
,

Physics/Astron.

Math Sciende
MatheTitica

, Statistics

SannitElkss. .

Environmental Sc.
Earth SI.
OcennograRhy
Atmospheric Sc,

Engineers
-

Life Sc3.ence

Biolog, Science
Agric. Science
Medic. Scfence

,

1192..Slio1ogY

Social Science
EconoMis4

. Socio./Anthrop.

Other Soc. Sc.

14..2.3tEaLt..

TOTAL.' (less

Engineers).

1 F.5 ./.Source: "Characteristi6s of Doctoral Scientists add Engineers in the United States, 1973", NSF 75-312-A, Washington, D.C. 1975

1 5 +;
(BaSed en data from the 1973 Survey of Doctoral "dientists and Engineers)

/



Table 2.3

PERSONS IN 'NE 1970 EXPERIENCED CIVILIAN
LABOR FORCE IDENTIFIED_AS SC1L$TISTS AND
ENGINEERS BY SEX AND AGE: 1972

Field of Identification
., Total

(00G's)

'Men Women
. Number

(000'4)
Median Number Median
,Age (000's) Age

Engineers 840 836 41 36

Mathematical Specialists1 31 26 36. 5
1

Computer Specialists 100 90 34 11 29

Operatione Research Analysts ,12 11 35 . . 1 33

Life Scientists 77 . 65" 19 12 35
-,

Physical Scientists 180 165 40 15 35

Psychologists 37 26 37 11 38

Social Scientists 59 45 38 14 36

1 Includes mathematidians and statisticians.

Note: 'Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SourCe: 'NSF Science Resources Studies Highlights, "The 1972,Scientists and

Engineer Population.Redefined", NSF 75-305, April 11, 1975, WashingtOn, D.C.

20550.
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Table 2.4

'AGE DISTRIBUTION OP DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
BY SEX

Ast

Under 30'

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59 .

60-64

65 and over

All ages

Median age in years

4.3

22.2

18.8

15.7

13.0

10.5

6.8

4.1

4.5

100.0

414,5

r

Women 7 1
J

5.6

21.0

15.7

13..3

13.6

7.7

5.2

8.2

100.0

42.9

1
Percentages are computed only for triose reporting their age:
0.2% of men and 1.1% of women did'not report-their age. *

Source: 1973 NAS-NRC surVey of boctoral Scientists and Engineer,s:

1t4

A
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a." 207mi 00

10.9

0

Figure 2.i

AGE DISTRIBUTION"DIFFERENCCS BETWEEN MALE AND

FEMALE DOCTORAL SCIMISTS AND ENGINEERS

MEDIAN AGE 7 42.9 FOR WOMEN

41.. 5 FOR MEN'

111111111111M1101

C3O 30-34- 35-39 4044 4549 SO-S4- S5-59 6a-44 >6+
AGE

Source: NAS Ngc Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Figure 2. 2

EDUCAIIONAL ATTAINMENT OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY SEX AND FIELD *,

a. Percent with Bachelors'

MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

COMPUTER SCIENCES

.OPERATIONS RESEARCH

ENG.INEERS

I

LIFE,SCIENCLS

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIAL SC1E:N(I'S

. TOTAL'

TOTAL SCIENTISTS

.excluding engineers)

TrnikreV 41

niVeirffrit4' 31

£0

a

46

xkiqliteetWariparaphifriti
-;3::ex* 4'40 , .r5');

MUM
j

Hen I. 1

b. Percent with Hastert

mo.:..*Aml -13,-.V Me§rliWai
at..WW.WaildMv;'as,. ka+44 46

67

. AC. AMKOMNVINMAPWW' 39

42

14

4,123 As
44

.77!! 7157.4741
48

71 4
47

82

6MOW
44

33

Women

;p:zisovg.:54,4tic.k,NAt:i
aehlimIAAWV,w; 22.

p$44.1?:3ir* ?AM'

11

It

$.00 irkriyffloaq>.1 21

P4,42,1

VAP

41

C. Percent with Doctorate '

zo 40

pyaMmlamomItgm

z

tkt.

1.5

9.

36

05
4444wesgaiNkovrva

1$4 20

3/

:

46

36rom wteem,,p
es- Afta, wtegmtmes

VP.frfil'41 a

Wrriftr*Regt
silrgsegle..sea,%.W

1/4

24
133

P.4,,,V,K.srpw-r4-$4I;ViiVie"

741014.a. 412x3ERM2114
41" /6

/7

rarrWeal
/8

o9

38

*Perdentages do not add to 100 because persons with less than bachelor's are included,in the population.

Sourceg "The 1972 Scientist,and gngineer Population Redefined, Volume 1, Demographic Educational and Professional

6 'to'
Characteristics" NSF 75-313, Washington, D.C., May 19,75,
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SECTION 3

Educational Patterns and Trends
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Patterns and trends in education of women and men scientists and engineeri

will be examined in this section. From the previous section, it is apparent that

only a very small fiaction of persons in scientific and engineerin professions

are women. This is due in part to the fact that fewer women ar educated as

scientists. However, that is only a partial answer in that the proportion of

women educated as scientists Is considerably larger than might be expectad from

their participation in the scientific labor force, especially among non-doctor-

ate population.

Tables _3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show data amassed on bachelor's and mas- '..er's degrees

awarded in science and engineering by field, sex and year of degree from 1947-48

to 1973. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show doctorate degree recipients in science aq engineer-

", ing from 1920 to 1973.1 The predominant pattern in these tables is that the more

advanced the degree, the smaller the fraction of women among the degree.recipients.

Thus, between 1947 and 1973, 22% of bachelor's and 14% of master's degrees in

science and engineering went to.women; the percentage of doctorate degrees awarded

to women in scientific and engineering fields is about 9% between 1920 and 1973.

This discrepaucy is most striking in mathematics: one-third of all bachelor's

degrees in mathematical sciences (mathematics, statistics, computer science) are

1

...=o11.
The data on degrees awarded originate from two different sources. The data on

bachelor's and master's degrees come from the Earned T111022_Conferred series

prepared by Office of Education in the U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare. These data have been available by sex only since 1947-48. The data on

. doctoral degrees come from the Doctorate Record file maintained by the National

Academy of Sciences National Research Council since 1920.

-19-
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awarded to women; only 7% of doctorates are awarded to women.

At this point it ip worthwhile to examine the dataon bachelor's and mas-

ter's degrees in more detail: Table 3.1 gives these data by year of degree and

broad,field category. It is apparent that in each field there has been an

increave in ihe ptoportion of women awarded bachelor's degrees from the late

1940's and 1950's to the 1970's. An interesting trend can be observed over the

last three years (1970-71 to 1972-73). There is an increase in the percentage of

immen bachelor's degree recipients over this time period in. most science fields

except in mathematical and 'social sciences. The increment is most yro'nounced in

physical sciences and engineering. At 'the same time, the total number of bache-

lor's degree recipients in physical sciences and engineering has actually ,decli-

1

ned over this time period. Thus, the increase in the proportion of women is

partly due to the recent.decrease of men in these'fields.

Nevertheless, the distribution pittérn of women graduates over the fields

has not changad'markedly since the,f4ties. Women are much more likely to re-
.

ceive their degrees in psychology, social sciences and mathematics than in

physical sciences and engineering, a; compared to men. The pattern for master'l

degree recipients is similai to that for the bachelor's, except for the fact that

the proportion of women receiving'master's degrees is in general smaller. The

only exception to this generalization is engineering. Women constitute a slightly

higher proportion of master's degree recipients in engineering than that of
se.

bachelor's, 0.7% versus 0,b5%. More uetailed data by field and year on percenta-

vs of women awarded baphelor's and master's degrees are shown in Tables 3.2 and

2
In addition to the sources of dat already cited, the following source has,

proved useful. B.M. thter and t.L. Wabco', Professional Women and Minorities:

A,...,Mlniow.9s_Eegource Service,-Scientific Manpower Commission, Washingtoa, De.C.

1975.



3.3, respectively.

In Tables 3.4 and 3.5, data on doctoral degree recipients are displayed. From

1920 to 1973 about 25,000 doctorates were awarded to women in kience and engineer-

ing, about 9% of all the doctorates in these fields. Notably, the distribUtion of

women doctorates over the fields is similar to, but,not the same, as that'for

degrees. Again, the largest proportion of women is in psycholosy (22%), next come

life and social scientists (127. and 10%), followed by mathematicians (7%), physical

scientists (5%),.and engineers (10.70). Aa' was pointed oui before, the proportion

of women,bachelor's szlgree recipients who receive,a doctorate is unusually low

in the mathematical sciences.

There are significant variations-in the representation of *omen in fields

within these broad field categories. Thus,.within like sciences, women are best

represented in biological (16%) and medical (11%) sciences,but are very scarce

in agriculture science (270). Within social sciences, women.are relatively well

, represented in anthropology (23%) and sociology (18%),but their proportion in

political science and.public administration (9%). and'in economics (5.5%) is much

smaller. Within physical sciences more women are to be found among chemists (6%)

than among physicists, astronomers, and earth scien4sts (370).

Table 3.5 and Figure 3.1 show trends in doctoraeiV4es awarded to women as

'e*w
a function of time. The change in percentages with time is i.rery similar in all

fields. There was a steady decrease in the percentage of total doctorates which

were awarded to women from 1920 to.1950, which reached a low point in the fifties.

From the 1950's on, the percentages inctease significantly, with the sharpest

increase occurring most recently.

However, the distribution of women doctorates over different fields with the

sciences remains approximately constant. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this

figure is plotted the percentage ratio of doctoral degrees awardedeto women by

- 21
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field and decade. This peF,centage,ratio is computed by dividing the perdentage,

of .degrbes awarded toinen in'a given'field by the percentage of degrees awarded

410 to women in al4,fie1 (science and nOn-science).. If womdn were distributed

over the fie1d5 in the same proportions as men, ehe percentage ratio 4ould be

equal to one.for every' field. As we can see from this figure, the percefitage

ratio is close to one for life sciences, it is sItihtly greater than one for

social sciences and psychology, it varies between about 0.4 and 0.5 for physical ,

sciences and mathematics, and it is less than 0.1 for engineering. For all

sciences and engineering combined the percentage ratio varies between about 0.6

and 0.8 over the years. The next feature to be observed from Figure 3.2 is that the

percentage ratios in all fields changed only slightly with time. This indicates.

. that despite:the recent marked increase in women doctorate recipients that the

science professions continue to exhibit vocational sex segregatiOn. Compared to

other fields, wOmen Aoctorated continue to be greatly under-represented in physi-
/

cal and mathematical sciences and in engineering.

There is evicfence that for women doctorates there is a much greater pre-
/

selection with espect to academic credentials and abilit. This is illustrated

in Figure 3.3./ This figure, reproduced from a study by Harmon3, compares high

school performance profiles of social scientists bio-scientists and chemists

by sex and marital status at doctorate. The performance'is based on grade point

averages in four fields, rank in graduating class, and a standardized

3 Harmon, Lindsey R., "High School Ability Patterns," Scientific Manpower Report

No. 6, National Research Council, National Academy of Science, Washington, D.C.,

1965. See also Vera Kistiakowsky, "Women in Engineering, Medicine and Science, a

Demographic Paper," National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., 1973.



ability rest score. In every performance ategory, wonen score higher than

men for eL2h of the three fields. Compar ng by field, for both sexes chemists

shd4 conhigiently higher scores than social i'cientists; this difference is

most pronounced in mathematics and science scores. Yet the science and mathe-

matics sc(6rew,of women social scientists are comparable to male chemists.

'Thus, the Ilarmon study suggests that many other factors besides ability influence

the choice of specialty for women doctorates.4'5

4
Additional evidence that women doctorates enter graduate school with exception-

ally stróng acaamic and intellictual.credentials can be found in Jonathan R. Cole,

Women's Place in the Scientific Commynity, New York, forthcoming; and J.A.Creager,

The American Graduate Student: A Normative Description American Council on

Education Research Reports, 6 (5), Washington, D.C., 1975. Cole studied matched

samples of women and men who received doctorates in physics, mathetatics, chemistry,

biology, psychology and sociology. This study shows that in each of the five

fields and at every level of prestige,of university graduate departments, women

had consistently higher intelligence scores than men. (This study is briefly

described in: Harriet Zuckerman and Jonathan R. Cole, "Women in American Science,".

Minerva, A Review of Science, Learning and Polic , 13 (1), Spring, 1975). Creager

finds that 50.9% of women graduate students have an undergraduate grade point

average of 4+ or higher compared to 39.5% for men.

5
"Women in Political.Science, Studies and Reports on the Status of Women in the

Profession, 1969-71," American Political Science Association, Washington, D.C.,

1971. This publication describes a survey of'a sanple of graduate students in

political science which shows that 51% of women and 32% of men graduate students

received past academic honors. (The survey sample consisted of 635 women and a

control sample of 94 men.)

1- 23 -
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On the average, women take slightly longer than men in obtaining the doe-

torate. This is illustrated in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 and in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Table

3.6 shows the median time lapse between B.A. and Ph.D. for doctoral scientists and

engineere by sex and field.6 This time lapse is 8 years for women and 6.6 years

-for men for all science and engineiring fields. There-is considerable variation

by field for both men and wOmen.,The time interval between B.A. and Ph.D. is the

longest in the social sciences, 9.8 years for women and 8.5 years for men. It is
000'

the shortest in the physical sciences, 5.7 years for 'Men and 6.3 'yearn for women.
7

ey

LI

The time lapse difference between men and womea is 0.5 years in physical science,

the least in all fields. Thus, the fact that women,take about 1.4 yqars longer

than men to obtain their doctorate is partly accounted for by their larger repre-.

sentation in fields in which doctorate training is longer.

Another reason for the longer time lapse between B.A. and Ph.D. for women

doctorates is evident from Figure 3.4. This figure silOws the dictribution in time.

00=ammle,.........==...
6

Table 3.6 and Figures 3.4 and 3.5 were prepared from unpublished data of the

NAS-NRC survey of doctoral scientists. (cited in footnote 2, Section 2.)

7 "Report to the Council of the AAS from the Working Group on the Status of

Women in Astronomy, 1973," Bulletin, Ametican Astronomical Society, 6 (3), part II,

1974. A survey by the American Astronomical Society of its membership showed that

women are slightly younger than men on receiving the doctorate. For women, the

Atedian age at Ph.D. is 26, for men it is 27. The average nuMber of years enrolled

in graduate school'is 5 2,for women and 4.8 fot.mer.
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40
:lapse between B.A. and .Ph.D. by sax for.four broad field categoriea. This.figure.

clearly showi a:greatee tendency for women to obtain their degrees in later years.

From these figures, it is apparent that in the p sical and mathematical sciences

and, to a lesser extent, in life science -thedist ibutions are very similar for

both sexes.up to a time lapse of about fifteen year.. A much higher fraction of-

.

women than men take sixteen years or longer for the octorate. In psychology and

social science a significantlY'la:rger Traction of mei than women take less than

8 years to obtain their doctorate; torresgondingly, a Much larger proportion of

women than men take 16 years or lOnger.'This.pattern suggests than unlike most

men, many women return to graduate school in later years when they choose fields

like psychology'and social science in preference to the nitural sciences.

Figure 3.5 shows the median time lapse between B.A. and Ph.D. for men and

women as a function of time when Ph.D. was received. The time lapse difference

111 between sexes decreases from 'ea4y to later years. In the 1930's and early forties,

women took two years longer than men to Atain their doctorate; from the 1960's on,

.1

the time difference between sexes has been reduced to about one year.

The age at receipt of the doctorate and the time lapse between receipt of

bachelor's and doctoral degrees has also been studied by Centra.
8
The data from

8
Centra, John A. Women Men and the.Doctorate. Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, Jew Jersey, 1974. Centra surveyed a sample of doctoral recipients

from three time periods: 1950) 1960 arid 1968. From the original randomly select-

ed sample of women, about 1,800 were surveyed in all science and hon-science

fields. A male sample of about,the same size matched on year, field and institu-

tion was selected for comparison.



the Centra study are presented,in Table 3.7. His results show trends similar,to

those from the. NAS-NRC survey discussed previously. The average age at completion

of the doctorate and the time lapse between the B.A. and the Ph.D. are higher for

women than for.men they are highest in sacial sciences and lowest in physical

sciences for both sexes. Centre also finds that it is more typical for women than

for men to obtain their degrees later in lile. However, the actual numbers from

the Centra data differ.considerably from the NRC survey numbets, as can be seen

by comparing Table 3.7 with Table 3.6 and Figure 34.9

The data on financial suppdtt of graduate students,do not show great differ-

ences between men and women. Table 3.8 shows data from the National Science Foun-

dation survey of graduate departments on financial support oE graduate students

\ 7
in physidal and mathematical sciences in 1972-73. This table shows women to be

slightly less likely than men to receive financial support in these fields. Men

are more likely to be supported by the government \funds,'while women are more

likely to receive non-government support. A 1974 sutvey of 57 Universities by

10the American Economics Association found very little difference ih the extent

of financial support of male and female students in economics. These data are

11
shown in, Table 3.9. Similar results were found in sociology. A survey of graduate

9
The differences in the two sets of data probably arise from differences in samp-

ling procedures and field definitions.

10
Annual Report, American Economic Assnciation Committee on the Status of Women

in the Economic Profession, 1974.

I

11
The Status of Women ink_st21.2m, 1968-72, Report to the American Sociological

Association of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of Women in Lhe Profession, ASA,

Washington, D.C., 1973.
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sociology departments showed that wpmen students received financial support

at about the same rate as men: 37% of those admitted to graduate school were

women and 37.5% of financial support recipients were women. A survey of women

graduate students in political science5 shows 46% of women and 50% of men re-

ceiving financial,suppOrt. Table 3.10 shows_doctoral recipients by sources of

support in graduate school. The numbers given are totals for all science and

non-science fields. The data in this table indicate that women use personal

funds to support their education in graduate school to a greater extent than

men.

- 2 7 -
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Table 3.1

DEGREES AWARDE4 BY SEX BROAD FIELD CATEGORY AND YEAR

DEGREE
AND
YEAR

fhpical Sciences Mathematicgl Scienqes Ensineerisi\ Life Sclaves Psychology Social Sciences All Science Fields
(Chem.,
Astro.,

Total

poL

Phys.,
Geosc.)

Women Women
No.

(Comp+.4, )fath.4,
Stat.')

Total Women Women
No. No. X

Total Women Woman
No. No. 2

(Blocks., giolog.gc,4,

Agt1c.Sc.5)

Total Woman Women
No. No. X

Total Women
No. No.

Women
X

(Anthropi, Soclo.,
Econom.°, Pol. Sc.)

Total Women Women
No. No. X

Total
No.

Women
No.

Women
X

lacjakise

1947-48

thru
1959-60 159,878 20,506 12.8 76,278 22,200 29.1 435,534 1,356 0.3 254,757 43-,081 16.9 89,724 38,479 42.9 276,218 75,104 27.2 1,292,389 200,726 15.5

1960-61
4

thru 1

1969-70 16.6,383 23,005 13.8 205,371 69,046' 33.6 372,020 1,880 0.5 317,428 75,280 23;7 181,611 75,916 41.8 461,657 150,355 32.§ 1,704070 395,482 23.2

1970-71 19,691 2,825,14.3 26,542 9,730 36.7 45,209 361 0.8 46,863 11,069 23.6 38,469 17,151 44.6 82,821 29,879 36.1 259,595 71,015 27.4

1971,72* 19,224 2,889 15.0 27,1'15 9720 35.8 ' 45,392 480 1.0 48,753 11,658 23.9 43,093 19,934 46.3 83,733 29,849 35.6 267,310 74,530 27.9

1972-73* 18,034 2,737 15,2 26,363 9,626 36.5 44,118 543 1.2 52,496 12,946 24.7 45,6432 21,6a 47.4 82,612 29,520 35.7 269,266 47,044' 28.6

Total 383,210 51,962 13.6 361,669 120,322 33.3 942,273 4,620 0.5 720497 154,034 21.4 398,540 173,152 43.4 987,041 314,707 31.9 3,793,030 818,797 21.6

Masters
Se.

1947-48
thrm

1959-60 34,303 2,825 8.2 12,989 2,526 19.4 63,909 219 0.3 41,702 6,088 14.6 16,669 5,072 30.4 24,527 4,438 18.1 199,099 21,168 10.9

1960-61
thru

1969,70 44,053 4,100 10.7 46,804 10,190 21.8 123,075 716 0.6 56,421 12,669 22.5 27,052 9,063 33.5 ; 41,925 8,604 Z0.5 339,330 45,942 13.5

1970-71 5,631 764 13,6 6,789 1,688 24.9 16,323 185 1.1 8,174 2,177 26.6 4,438 1,651 37.2 6,890 1,755 25.5 48,245 8,220 17.0

1971-72*. 5,665 820 14.5 7,175 1,768 24.6 16,723 271 1.6 8,390 2,177 25.9 5,289 2,030 38.4 7,437 1,902 25.6 50,679 8,968 17.7

1972-73* 5,125 740 14.4 6,690 1,694 25.1 150192 247 1.6 8,221 1,975 24.0 5,668 2,264 39.9 7,049 1,796 25.5 47,945 8,716 18.2

Total 94,777 9,849 10.4 80,447 17,866 22.2 235,222 1,638 0.7 122,908 25,086 20.4 59,116 20,080 34.0 87,828 10,495 21.1 680,298 93,014 13.7

1

2

3

4

5

6

Preliminary Data.

Not identified'as separate field until 1964-65.
Includes etatistice until 1955-56;
Data begins for 1955-56 when identified as ueparate field.
Does not include biochemisery or blophysica.

Does not include forestry.

Does not include agricultural economics.

Source: B.M. Vetter and L.L.
.,;Conunission, Washington, D.C.

Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Rabco,."Professional Women and Minorities, A Manpower Resource Service", Scientific Manpower

May 1975; original so.urce: " Earned Degrees Conferred", U.S. Dept, of Health, Education and



Tabi. 2 .

BACHELOR'S DEGREES AWARDED BY.SEX AND FIELD
A

,Total No.

Both Sexes
No. of
Women

% of
Women

1947-60 1960-70 1970-71 1971-72*
,

Chemistry 224,36E0 42,325 18.9 18.6 19.0 18.7 19.4Biochemistry 6,378 1,421 22.2 14.4 26.8 24.3 25.0
Physics 98,567 5,154 5.2 4.5 5.3 6.8 6.9Astronomy 1,467 229 15.6 21.0 13.9 7.8 16.5

,

Geology and 58,810 4,254 7.2 4.1 9.1 11.4 12.7Earth Science ,

Computet SC.1 12,488 1,729 13.8 12.5 14.5 13.5i

t..) Mathematics2 345,899 117,967 34.1 29.1 34.2 38.2 39.1
1/40

1

Statistics3 3,282 626 19.0 22.7 16.0 25.3 27.9
Engineering 942,273 4,620 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0

Bioldgical Sc, 4 ,'

5
559,302 146,828 26.2 25.8 28.4 29.4 29.5Agricultural Sc. 187,356 5,917 3.1 1.8 '' 3.4 4.8 6.9

.Psychology 398,540 173,152 43.4 42.9 41.8 44.6 46.3
Anthropology 34,856 18,541 . 53.2 47.3 53.7 55.5 54.3Sociology 349,671 203,763 58.3 57.0 59.6 59.3 56.7Economics6 288,882 28,929 10.0 9.8 9.5 11.2 11.7Political Sc. 313,628 63,474 20.2 18.6 21.5 20.1 18.8

1

2

3

4

5

6

Preliminary data.

Not identified es separate field until 1964-65.
Includes statistics until 1955-56.
Data begins for 1955-56 when identified as separate field.
Does not include biochemistry or biophysics.
Does not include forestry.
Does not include agricultural economics.

%r Source: B.M. Vetter and E. L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, A Manpower Resource Service", Scientific
h;

Manpower Commission, Waahington, D.C. May 1975,.original source: "Earned Degrees Conferred", U.S. Dept. of Health,Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

1972-73*

19.1

23.7

7.4

21.2

13.2

14.9

, 40.6

34.8 ,

1.2

30000

Z.5'
. .

47.4

53.0
55.8
13.7

19:2
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L Nop identified as tieparate field until 1964-65.
, 2 Includes, statistics until 1955-56.

Tah141/.3 .

MASTER'S'DEGREES AWARDED BY SEX AND FIELD

Total Number
Both Sexes

Number of
-Women

% of
Women 1947-60 1960-70

Percent of Women

1972-73*1970771 197/7,72'i;

Chemistry 40,245 6,327 17.0 13 18.9 21,6 22.3 21.1
Biochemistry 4,720 1,334 28.3 22.1 30.6 39.4 35.7 28.2

Physics 35,290 1,727 4.9 3.9 4.7 6.9 7.8 6.5
Astronomy 1,129 139 12.3 12.7 12.1 12.0 12.3 13.1

Geology and
Earth Science 18,113 1,156 6.4' 3.5 6.4 10.4 11.5 ii.4

Computer Science 1 9,334 893 7.5 10.3 11.4

Mathematic0
Statistics 3

65,787
5,326

16,129
844

24.5
15.8

19.8
11.1

23.8
14.6

30.3
20.0

30.5
20.4

31.7
22.6

Engineering 235,222 1,638 '4.7 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.6 1.6

Biological Sc.4 84,434 22,452 26.5 21.0 27.7

33.
32.4 30.5

Agriculeural Sc.
5

33,921 1,323 3.9 1,9 4.5 6.. 7.4
,

7.5

Psychology 59,116 20,080 34.0 30.4 33.5 37.2 38.4 39.9

t
Anthropology 6,506 2,494 38.3 31 0. 36 9. 44.0 44.4 42.5
Sociology 21,750 7,237 33.3 30.6 31.8 37.4 38.7 40.5
Economics6 29,997 3,319 11.1 10.8 10:5

.19.2

13.1 12.4
Political Sc. 29,575 5,445 )8.4 15.2 21.4 (20.5 20.1

* 'Preliminary data. \
\.\

3 Data begins for 1955-56 When identified as separate field.
4 Doe not include biochemistry or biophysics.
5. Does not inc1ude forestry.

,

-. 6 .Does rift Include ngrirmItural economics.

Source: B.M. Vetter abd E.,:.. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities: A Manpower Resource Service", Scientific
'Manpawer CoMmission, 14ash1ngton, D.C., 1975; origonal Source: "Earned Degrees Conferred", US Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, WasHington, D.C.
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Table 3.4

DOCTORAL DEGREES BY SEX AND FIELD, 1920-73

1920-1972 ° 1973

Total Women Women Total

No.

WoMen
No.

Women
%

CheMistry 42,190 2,550 6.0 1,849 179 9.7
Biochemistry

,
9,600 1,519 15.8 636 1.29 20.3

Physics 21,910 490 2.2 1,459 50 3.4
Astronomy 1,094 108 9.9 64 4 6.2

Geology. and

Earth Science 8,341 221 2.6 577 22 3.8

Computer Sc:1 564 21 3.7 174 15 8.6

fk.
Mathematics
Statistics2

14,353
1,320

l,OÔ1
-89

6.7

6.7
1,222

Wee

119 9.7
Ma

Engineering 37,709
.

164 0.4 3,338' 45 1.3

Biological Sc.
3

38,522 5,840 .15.2 2,743 590 21.5
Agricul. Sc. 12,661 226 1:8 953 37 3.9
Health Sc. 6,948 717 10.3 573 108 18.8

Psychology 26,383 5,530 21.0 2,444' 716 29.3

Soc. Sc. (Total) 37,197 3,754 10.1 3,467 527 15.2
-.Anthropology 2,503 563 22.5 324 96 29.6
Sociology 7,045 1,227 17.4 599 154 25.7
Ecoiomics 13,638 738 5.4 907 57 6.3
Pol.Sc./ Pub.Adm. 8,147 683 8.4 780' 93 11.9
Soc. Sc. Otfter 5,864 543 9.2 857 127 14.8

Total 258,792 22,230 8.6 19,499 . 2,541 ' 13.0

1
No 'degree prior to 1964.

2
No degree prior to 1954 or past 1971.

3
Excluding biochemistry.

Sourcet B. M. Vetter and E. L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, A

ManPower Resource Service", Scientific Manpower Commission, Washington, D.C.

May 1975, original source: Doctorate Records File, National Research Council,

110 National Academy of Sciences, Washingtoh, D.C.
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Table 3.5

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF DOCTORAL DEGREES GRANTED,TO WOMEN, BY FIELD AND DECADE

DECADE
1920- 1973

1920-29 1930-39 1940-49 1950-59
ii7.-----ir-

1960-69 1970-72 ALL 1970-73 1920-73 TOTALNo. ..2 No. 2 No. 2 Mo. 2 No. 2 No. .2 No. 2 No 2,

_........

PHYSICAL.SCIENCES 196 6.8 327 5.5 317 4.3 572 3.5 1,213 4:3 758 5,7 255 6.5. 1,013 5.9 3,638 4.7Physics & Astron. 39 5.9 51 3.8 62 4.2 ' 98 2.0 213 2.2 135 2.8 54 3.5 203 3.1 666 2.7Chemistry 141 7.3 254 6.4 223 4.2 443 4.4 931 6.4 , 558 8.? 179 9.7 737 8.9 2,729 6.2Earth Sciencea . 16 4.8 22 3.5 32 5.7 31 1.9 69 2.0 51 3.1 22 3.8 73 3.3 243 2.7MATHEMATICS 51 14.5 115 14.8 89 10.7 113 5.0 364 5.7 281 7.2 119 9.7 388 7.8 1,120 7.0ENGINEERING 2 0.9 6 0.7 7 0.5 20 0.3 77 0.4 0.5 45 1.3 97 0.7 209 0.5LIFE SCIENCES 378 15.9 765 15.1 738 12...7 1,318 9.1 3,078 11.6 .2,0, 26 14.1 864 17.6 2,904 14.8 9,181 12.4Biolngical 341 19.5 698 17.8 699 15.7 1,174 11.8 2,739 15.1 1,708 17,3 719 . 21.3 2,427 18.3 8,078 15.7Agricultural 8 2.2 11 . 1.6 - 5 0.6 36 1.1 80 1.4 87 3.1 37 3.9 124 3.1 264 1.8Medical 29 10.9 56 12.4 34 6.9 108 8.1 259 9.5 231 13.8 108 18.8 339 15.1 825 11.0SOCIAL SCIENCES A36 10.8 272 11.1 278 10.1 599 7.9 1,340 9.4 1,129 12.4 527 15.2 1,656 13.2 4,281 10.5Anthropology 8 22.2 28 22.4 22 15.2 90 19.3 218 21.5 197 27.4 96 29.6 293 28.1 659 23.3Sociology 32 15.4 89 19.9 99 17.2 221 14.2 442 17.5 344, 1 .9 154 25.7 498 21.4 1,381 18.1Economica 52 8.5 71 6.4 83 7.1 125 4.2 245 4.6 162 6.6 57 6.3 219 6.5 795 5.5Pol. Sc. 6 PuB.Adm. 26 9.0 45 8.5 45 7:8 87 5.4 257 8.2 223 11.1 93 11.9 316 11,3 776 8.7PSYCHOLOGY 189 29.4 290 26.0 302 24.1 911 14.8 2,264 . 20.7 '1,574 25.1 716 29.3 2,290 26.3 6,246 21%7ALL SCIENCES 952 12.3 1,775 11.0 1,731 9.0 3,533 6.6 8,336 7.9 5,807 10.2 2,541 13.0 8,348 10.9 24,675 8.8NON-SCIENCE FIELDS 866 21.1 1,984 21.1 2,381 21.4 4,438 16.1 10,588 18.7 - - 11,503 22.7 31,760 19.9TOTAL ALL FIELDS 1,826 15.3 3,784 14.8 4,115 13.5 7,972 9.9 18,964 11.7 - 19,916 15.6 56,577 12.9

Source: 13: M. Vetter and E. L. Babcp, "Professional Women and Minorities, A Manpower Resource Service," Scientific
Manpower Commisdion, Washington, D.C 1975; original source:. Docterate'Records File, National Research Council,
National Aeademy of Sciences, Washington, D.C.
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Table 3.6

"MEDIAN TIME LAPSE BETWEEN B.A. AND PH.D. FOR DOCTORAL
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY SEX AND FIELD

Field

Total,Science and
ksineering

:rime 'Lapse in Yeara
men women

6.6

Physical Science 5.7

Chemistry 5.3

Physics/Astronomy 6.4
f

Mathematical Science 6.2

Mathematics 6.1

Statistics 7.4

2maatsE_§.22.21Elial 6.8

Enviromental Science 7.3

Earth Science 7.2

Oceanography 7.6

Atmospheric Science 8.2
Other

Enginering 7.0

Life Science 6 7

Biological Science 6.5

Agricultural Science 7.1

Medical Science 7.6

Psychology 6.6

44

8.0

6.3
6.2

6.8

7.4

7.4

8.5

7.3

7.4

111

7.8

7.7

7.6

8.8

94

8.3

Social Science 8.5 9.8
,

Economics 8.5 9.6

Sociology/Anthropology 9.0 9.8
Other 8.3 9.7

Non-Science 11.0 15.7

t

Source! NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers,
1973 (unpublished data)*
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Tab1111.7

AGE AT DOCtORATE AND TIME LAPSE BETWEEN B.A. AND Ph.D.

FOR. MEN AND WOMEN DOCTORATES

Field

Social Science
1

and

Time Lapsb B.A. to Ph.D.
in years

Men Women

Average Age at Doctorate
in years

Men Women

..

Percent of Each Sex Receiving
Degrees after Age 37

. Men Women

Psychology ,9.9 13 31 35 21% 39%

Biological Science 8.1 9.9 31 32 10% 25%
,

Physical .Science
2

7.0, 8.1 . 9 3U 5% 12%

1
Includes History and Geography

2
Includes Mathematics, Engineering and Enviromental Science

1.

Source: John A. Centra, "Women, Men and Doctorate", Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey;
September 1974 (from data on pp. 23 and 24).
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Table 3.8.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF GRADUATE STUDENTS INTHYSICAL SCIENCES, 1972-73

No. of Full-time Students
De artment N . of De artments men women

.4

Percent of Each Sex with Siipport over $1,200
US. Gov't Support Non-Gov't Support Total Support
men women men women men women

Physics 220 8,822 571 39.0 27.7 51.5 59.9 90.5 87.6
Chemistry 216 10.,092 1,842 30,7 25.3 63.4 67.3 94.1 92.6
Physical Sc. 683 25,787 3,161 35.0 26.6 54.3 61.7 89.3, 88.3
Math. Sc. 320 10,595 2,383 16.5 11.2 59.6 62.1 76.1 73.3

Source: "Report to the Council of AAS from the Working Group
Society, 6 (3), part II, 1974; original source: NSF Survey of

Table 3.9

in Astronomy,..1973", Bulletin, American Astronomical
Graduate Departments, 1972-73.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF STUDENTS IN ECONOMICS, 1974

Full-time Students Senioriajors

Total Number 9,423'

Wymen as % of Total 157

Le

Ph.D. Candidates M.A. Candidates Schoarships Fellowship_s Assistantships

4,379 2,724 563 1,009

12% 14% L7% 167

2,294

157,

Sou'rce: Annual Report, American Economic Association, Committee on the Status of Women in the Economic Profession;
1974.

J,. c-.!,
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Table 3.10

NUMBER OF DOCTORATE RECIPIENTS BY SOURCES OF SUPPORT
IN GRADUATE SCHOOL, FISCAL 1972

Source of Sw ort Men
Number

Women
% of
Men.

% of
Women

Federal Support
NSF Fellowship 1,519 225 5.8 4.6

NSF Traineeship 1,557 129 5.9 2.6

NIR Fellowship 919 293 3.5 5.9

NIH Traineeship 1,366 , 418 5.2 8.5

NDEA Fellowship 3,418 652 13.0 13.2

AEC Fellowship 183 5 0.7 0.1

NASA Traineeship 622 39 2.4 0.8

GI Bill 2,832 32 10.8 (1.6

Other 2,614 525 10.0 0.6

National Fellowships
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship 521 174 2.0 3.5

Other 768 205 2.9 4.2

Institutional Funds
University Fellowship 4,964 1,083 18.9 22.0 \

Teaching Assistantship 12,768 2,151 48.6 3.6

Research Assistantship 9,688 1,097 36.9 22.2

Educational Funds of Industry 1,092 101
.,

42 2.0

Other 2,591 . 650 9.9 13.2
I

Personal Funds
.

Own Earnings 9,733 . 2,079 37.1 42.2

Spouse's Earnings 5,134 1,041 19.6 21.1

'Family Contribution 1,682 411 6.4 8.3

Borrmaings 3,339 522 1(2.7 10.6

Other 1,519 358 /5 .8 7.3

Unduklicated Total 26,248 4,932

Source: B.M. Vetter and E.L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, a

Manpower Resource Service", Scientific Manpower Commission, Washington, D.C.

1975 (table G-D-9 on p.57); original source: "Summary Report 1972, Doctoral

Recipients from the United'StateS Universities", National Research Cduncil, 1973.
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4P Figure 3.2

PERCENTAGE RATIO* OF DOCTORAL DEGREES

AWARDED TO WOMEN.BY FIELD AND DECADE
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Figure

PROFILE OF SCIENTISTS, BY SEX ANb MARITAL STATUS AT

DOCTORATE, ON SIX HIGH SCHOOL VARIABLES.
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Figvre 3.4

TI !E LAPSENTRIBUTION BA, TO PH.D. FOR DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS*

AND ENGINEERS BY SEX AND BROAD FIELD CATEGORY
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The Extent of Participation in the Scientific Work Force



In this section, the.extent to which women and men educated in science

and engineering participate in the scientific work force is discussed. Unem-

ployment and underemptoyment rates of men and women scientists are analyzed and

compared. Field switching is exaMined and compared by sex.In this way, a

clearer pattern of'the way men and women function professionally in the

sciences can be discerned.

In the previous section, the fact that 22% of bachelor's degrees in

science were aFarded to women was set forth. This represents the proportion

of women with bachelor's or higher degreescducated in scientific and engi-

neering fields since 1948. At the same time, according to the 1972 post-

censal survey1 only 6% of all scientists and engineers are women. Why is

there such a large discrepanty between the proportion of women eduCated in

science and engineering and those working in these fields? In an attempt to

answer this question, an analysis of the labor force participation of college-

educated men and women is a good place to start. Table.4.1 presents 1971 census

data on persons with four or more years of college education (in all science

and non-science fields) by sex and race. The table shows that 88% of college-

educated men and 65% of women are in the employed labor force, working

.for income. However, by assuming that men and women educated in science and

engineering are represented in the scientific labor force in the same propor-

tions as in the total college-educated population the percentage for women
\

Demographic, Educational and.Professional Characteristics, The 1972 Scientist

and Engineer Population Redefined, Volume 1, NSF 75-313, Washington, D.C.
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wov14 be 17% of all scientists and engineers.2 The actual percentaie of

women scientists is about a third of this expectation. One way to account for

this figure is to aCknowledge the possible factors taken together or singly

which suggest: a) a much larger proportion of women than men educated ths.

science wind up working in a non-science field and b) a high degree of under-

employment exists among women educated as scientists and engineers.3

Table 4.2 presents the comparison of the labor force participation of men

2
More precisely, letting M and W be the nuMbers of men and women respectively .

educated in science, and using. the numbers in Table 4.1, the expected fraciion

of women working in science is X = .653WA.653W' +...879M). Using the values

fro,,t ble 3.1, M = 3,793,030 and W = 818,737, we get X = .170.

3
So far as is known, no comprehensive study designed .to assess the degree of

underemployment among women scientists and engineers below the doctorate level

has been made. Underemployment of doctoral scientists and engineers

cussed later in this section. However, an independent survey of women in atmos-

pheric.science (Joanne Simpson and M'argaret LeMore, "Women in Meteorology,"

Unpublished Report, 1973) shows that out of 65 atmospheric scientists with

master's degrees, 9 left the field altogether through lack of opportunity,

while at least.a half-dozen of about 80 bachelor's degree-holders were working

in subprofessional jobs. Also, a report on Professionals in Chemistry (P.A.

Benetatos, "Professionals in Chemistry, 1974," Office of Manpower Studies,

American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., March, 1975, p.'11) shows that

among chemists with bachelor's degrees women stayed out or left the chemical

labor force at a higher rate than men.
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and women doctorate sgientists and engineers.4 Labor force includes all full-

time and part-time employed scientists and engineers as well as aIl unemployed

and seeking employment.'As can be seen, 94.5% of men and 84.9% of women are in

the labor force. Labor force participation varies somewhat by field for both

men and-women; however, in each field, a larger fraction of men than women are

in the labor force. In social sciences, including psychology, more women, 88.1%

and fewer men, 93.2%, are in the labor force in comparison with other fields.

Mbwel.!er, in natural sciences it is the other way arJund: slightly more men,

95.1%, and 'fewer women, 83.2%, participate.in the labor force.

Some of the differences in the labor force participation between men and

women can be accounted for by the age distribution di. erences between the

4
Similar analysis of labor force/participation for scientists and engineers

without a doctorate degree is not possible for the following reason: Labor

force participation data for doctoral scientists and engineers are derived

from the NRC survey; NRC defines doctorate scientists and engineers as thoSe

who either received their doctorate degrees in science and engineering or

received doctorates in other fields but are working in science and engineering

fields. Studies containing,data on scientists and engineers of lower education-

al levels (e,g., the post-censal survey previously cited) do not define

. persons without a doctorate as scientists and engineers in an ana-

logous way. To be fully qualified-as a scientist without a doctorate other cri-

teria such as occupation and experience in addition to education must be satis-

fied. This makes the definition of a "scientist outside of labor force" ambiguous,

and explains the lack o data on labor force participation for the non-doctorate

population.

_
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two se.xes. There are proportionately more women doctorate scientists in

older age groups, as was discussed in Section 2 and shown in Figure 2.1.

In order to see how age affects the labor force participation, consider

Table 4.3 and Figure 4.1. Table 4.3 shows numbers and percentages

of doctoral scientigts and engineers outside of the labor force by sex

and age. Figure 4.1 shows variations in labor force participation of men

and'women as a function of age. Tor men, labor force participation remains

steady (pnly 2-3% of men are usually outside of the labor force) up to the

age of 55. After the age of 55, the percentage of men outside of the labor

force increases sharply. For women the pattern is different. For :11 ages,

women stay out of the labor force in larger proportions than men. There is also

a sharp increase in the/percentage of women outside of the labor force after

the age of 55. However, Figure 4.1 shows that, unlike men, women below the age

of 55 are most likely to stay out of the labor force between the ages of 30

and 40. The most obvious expl Afton is that women in this age bracket stay

out of the labor force because of child 'rearing and other family responsibili-

ties. The drop in the percentage of women outside of the labor force atter age

40 indicates that for many women this absence from the Sabor force is in fact

only a temporary one.

In the recent study of John Centre
5 employment patterns of women and men

with doctorates were examined in detail. This study also concludes that women

doctorates are less likely than their male counterparts to'be employed. The

Centre study covers both science and non-science fields and does not have data
4

5
John Centre, Women, Men and the Doctorate, Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1974.
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on unemployed doctorates seeking employment. It is therefore not possible to

analyze the labor force participation from his data in precisely the same way

as was done above using data from the National Research Council survey. However,

Centre obtained information On unemployed persons who preferred to be emr

ployed. Thus, defining the labor force as those employed part-time or full-

time plus unemployed who prefer to be employed, the following percentages of

men and women in the labor force are derived: 95.3% of men and 90.4% of

women participate in the labor force.

The Centre study results on unemployment and on the percentage of time

since the doctorate spent without employment are given in Table 4.4 by field

and sex. All unemployed persons regardless of-employment preference are in-

cluded in this-table. Looking at material in this table, the following emerges:

Immediately after receiving the doctorate, about 6% of women and less than 1%

of men in all fields (science and non-science) are unemployed for one or more

years. In all fields women exceed men in the percentage of time spent without

employment. The figures for women in physical sciences (15.2%) and biological

sciences (10.4%) are higher than for other fields. Centra's.data also show

that 11.1% of women and 3.8% of men were unemployed at the time of the survey.

It is interesting'to examine the reasons given for unemployment shown in

Tahle 4.5. Centra'finda that the 'majority of reasons given by women'for unem-

5

ployment deal with their family responsibilities and marital status; for example,

pregnancy, lack of domestic help or day care for the children, anti-nepotism

policies, no suitable job in husband's locale, and finally, husbands did'aot

want their wives to work.,Only 19% of women unemployed at the time of the survey

and 14% of those unemployed during other periods did not work because they did

not want to. The effect of marital and family status on employment patterns of
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women was also observed in the work of Simon, Clark and Galway done in the 60s.6

Their survey of women doctorates two to seven years after graduation indicated

that 96% of those who were unmarried were employed full-ilme at the time of the

survey, as were 877. of the married group and 59% of the married with children

group.

These data suggest, not surprisingly; that women doctorates often stay out

of the labor force because of family decisions such as giving preference to a

husband's career thus limiting their own career options. It is necessary to stress,

however, that unemployment or lack of participation in.the labor force is not syn-

/
onymous with complete professional inactivity. Centre's study shows that a num-

ber of women doctorates work in their professions without pay.
7
This was also

found in the survey of'the American Astronomical Society membershipe
8

Four people

6
A.J.Simon, S.M.Clark, K. Galway, "The Woman Ph.D.: A Recent Profile," Social

/

Probl 15, 1967, p. 221-,236.

4P

7/6entra, John A., Women Men and the Doctorate, p. 28 and 32:

//
/ 8

"Report to the Council of AAS from the Working Grd,up on the Status of Women

in Astronomy, 1972," Bulletin, American Astronomical'Sdciety, 6 (3), part II,

1974. In an unpublished report on women astronomers, B.T.Lynds, an astronomer

at Kitt Peak National Observatory describes a typical ethployment pattern of

many wdmen scientistsi "For example, I received my Ph.D..in 1955 and was one

year unemployed, then worked 8 Taars half-time, 6 years three-cruarters time,

and only since F.Y. 1971 have I chosen to work at a full-time job in astronomy.

I believe a similar background can be found for other 1950' era women astronomers..."
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in this survey indicated that they *orked full-time, but without pay, with titles

like Volunteer Research Associate. Three of Tour women had :husbands in astron-

omy, the other's husband was in another science. None was a volunteer by

choice. Anather'notable example of this phenomenon was the theoretical physi-

cist and Nobel Prize winner Maria Godpert-Mayer, who worked as a volunteer

professor at University of Chicago for many years (1946-59) including the

years during whidh she,did her Nobel Ptize
A

winning-Work.9

Before turning to a more detailed examination of unemployment and under-
...

employment it seems relevant to analyze.the extent to which men and women scien-

tists tend to stay in the field of their training., Table,4.6 displayield-

switching.patterns for men and women doctoral scientists and engineers. Fields

exhibiting mfnimal career Switching are litfe science and psychology. About 90%-

of men and women 'doOtorate dipients in these fields continue to work"in them.
,

The least retentive fields are physical sciences. Only 73% of°men and 67% of

women with degrees in physical sciences are still working in the field of.their

, degree.

Physical scieuces show the only marked difference in retention between

men and women. The,difference is mainly due to the difference in reteation rates

in chemistry. Field-switching patterns in.physical sciences are examined in great-

er detail in Table 4.7. It Shows that in chemistry 72% of men and 62% of women

remain in the field. Moreover, 19% of women and 8% of men chemistry graduates

work in life sciences.

..10....m......
9
Dash, Joan, A Life of One's Own, Harper and Row, New York, 1973, p. 231-346.
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Womn doCtoral s.cientiSts nd engineers are also more likely to switch into

non-Science fields' than men: 6.7% of women and 4.7% of men are working in non-

science positions. This patter)occiJr s in every degree field. Among doctofal
A

scientist's and engineers working full-time, 7.6% of women and 5.1% of men work in

non-science TicAs.
10

Later in this section, it will be seen how employment in

non-science posit,i,Dn indicates underemployMent.

The unemployment and'underemployment patterns of scientists and engineet4\

will be di--ussed now in more detail. Unemployment and underemployment are dif-

ficult 6 define 4n0 determine precisely. Most of the data presented below oome

from the NRC survey.of doctoral scientists and engineers.11 These probably under-
.

estimate unemployment rates because, first ofall, only those seeking employment

are.included in the* calculation, thus excluding those who would like to be employ-

.

ed.i3ut are discouraged froM seeking positions. As has been pointed out above, ,this

is more likely to happen to women, for whom it is more socially acceptable to work

professionally without pay. Secondly, unemployed persons are likely to be less

visible and are thus less likely to be assessed by survey questionnaires. This

response bias was observed byCentraf..
12 ,

10 These numbers were computed from the NRC survey data in Table 4.11.

11 Unemployment data frAfirlhe post-censal survey with the s4entist and

engineer population redefined were not available to us at the time of.this

report.

12 John A. Centra,,Wamen, Men and the Doctorate, p. 16.

4.
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Table 4.8 comPares the unemployment rates Of women with the unemployment rates

of both sexes by field. The unemployment rate of wofilen is almost,4%, while that of

the total population of doctoral scientists and engineers is about 1%. Women doc-

toral scientists and engineers constitute more than a quarter of those unemployed

and seeking employment. The highest unemployment rates for both men and women are

in physical sciences, 1.8% for both sexes and 7.3% for women; the lowest rates are

in environmental sciencPs, 0.9% for both sexes and 1.8% for women. The ratio of

female/male unemployment rates is highest in the physical and life sciences.

.
Unemployment rates for men and women,doctoral scientists and engineers are

presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 by age and year of doctorate respectively. The pat-

terns are strikingly different for males and females. Figure 4.2 shows that for

males the unemployment rates are armost independent of.age and are below 1% be-

'tween the ages of 30 and 50. For women, the highest unemploym9nt rates occur in

the youngest group, reaching a maximum of 6% between the ages of 30 and 34. From

age 35 on, the female unemployment rates tend to decrease. Tn all age groups female

Oemployment rates are higher than male ones. Figure 4.3 shows similar, thoUgh not

identical patterns.

For comparison, we computed unemployment rates of doctorate holders from the

Centra data.
13

These,are shown in Table 4.9 In his sample, the unemployment rate is

13 John A. Centra, Women, Men and the Doctorate. The definition of unemployment and

underemployment rates'obtained from the Centra data are slightly different from

tho:;e in the NRC survey. The difference Is due to the differt.at phrasing of ques-

tions in the two surveys. Cent.ra's question was about Zhe preferred employment

status rather than the employment status ,that was sought.



about 6% for women and about 2% for men doctorates in all sCience and non-

science fields.

I Unemployment rates of scientists have also blen determined in several

independent surveys. A 1973 survey of the membership of the American Astron-'

omical Society found 9% of women and 1% of men astranomers unemployed. 8

The 1971 survey of women physicists included in the roster of women in

physics found that 10% of women Ph.D.'s in physics (including astronomy)

were unemployed and seeking employment. 14
These unemployment rates are

highet than the 7.4% rate fot women doctorates in physics and astronomy

given in Table 4.8.

The American Chemical Society conducts annual surveys of its membership.

,In the 1973 survey 15 it was fOund that the total unemployment rate for chemists

(including all levels of educational attainment) was 4.2% for women and 1.5%

for men. The correspondihg'rates in 161974 were 3.5% for women and 1.2%

for men. The 1913 unemployment rates for Ph.D. chemists 15 were 6.3% for women

and 1.2% for'men. In a 1974 survey of recent Ph.D.'s in chemistry, it, was found

14
Nomen in Physics, the Report

of the American Physical Society*

15
"Report of Chemists' Salaries and Employment Status, 1973," Office of Man-

power 'Studies, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1973.

of the Committee on Women in Physics;'Bulletin
_

June 1972', p. 740.

16 fi

Report'of Chemists' Salaries and Employment Status, 1974," Office of Man-

power Studies, American'Chemic41 Society, Washington, D.C., 1974.



that 4.5% of women and 1.2% of men,were unemployed.17

Table 4.10 shows the employment status of microbiologists for three con-

secutive years. The *tete for this tablewere collected in annual surveys of the

membership of the American Society for Microbiology. 18 Again, we find that

women have higher unemployment rates than men. For example in 1972, 2.7% of

women Ph.D.'s and 0.9% of men were unemployed and seeking employment.

Al1 of the data examined tildate cowistently show significantly higher

unemployment rates for women scientists and engineers. Unemployment rates are

especially high for younger women. More recent data for chemists show little

indicetion-of change in these unemployment patterns. Looking at unemployment

rates one cannot detect any inspiring evidence that employment opportunities

for women scientists are improving.

memwroWN.WW.MOOmoM=1100M. ,ummEry.

17
"1974 Survey Repott, Starting Salaries of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering

Graduates," Office of Manpower Studies, American Chemical Society, Washington,

D.C., 1974. (The sample included 66 women 50 486 men who received their Ph.D.'s

in 1974.)

18
M.L. Robbins, "Status of Women Microbiologists," American Society of Micro-

-

biOlogy News, 37 (2), April 1974 "Employment Rates and Preliminary Salary Data

on ASM Membership," ASM NeWs, 38 (4) April 1972; M.L. Robbins, "Another Look

at the Profile of a Member (with Special Emphasis on the Status of the Woman

Member)," ASM News, 38 (1), October 1972; R.L. Sguros, Nomen in American

Microbiology - a Report of Progress," ASM News, 39 (10), October 1973.



Another aspect of the way in which persons work in the sciences is underemPloy-

ment. Underemployment is even more difficult to evaluate than unemployment. In this

section, the discussion will be limited to underemployment of scientists*snd engin-

eers in,the following three categories. Employment will be examined in part-time

positions, post-doctoral positions, and non-science positions. Otrer indicators of

undereMployment, such as rank .and salary will be discussed in the following sec-

tion.

Data on enployment by field in science and non-science positions for bpth

full and part-time workers among doctoral scientists and engineers are presented00

in Table 4.11. The table also contains data on post-dOctoral positions by field. It

may be noted frmn the table that women are much more likely than men to be employed

part-time. Women constitute 38% of part-time employed scientists and engineers, and

'6%,of those employed full-time. Figure 4.4shows par&time employment 0 men and women
".,

by age. For all ages, 15% of women and 2% of men,work part-time. Women are more

likely to work part-time between the age& of 30 and 45 than at any other age below

65. A similar dependence on age in the percentage of women outside of the labOr

force was observed in Figure .4.1. ,It is reasonable to suppose that in this

age group, women settle for part-time employment because of family responsibili-
,

ties.' For men, the.part-time employment rate remains steady at about 1% until

dhe age of 50; it increases after the age of 50.

Other studies confirm the higher likelihood of women than men to work part-

tiffle. Among the recent chemistry graduates, 7.5% of women Ph.D.'s and 1.4% of men

worked in part-time positions in 1974. 17A 1972 survey of women doctorates in



A

, mathematics 19 found that 16% of all those surveyed wre working part-time; about

a quarter of those worked part-time because no full-time, position wasavailable.

Pant-time employment status of microbiologists is shoim in Table 4.10.This table

also shows women being more likely than men to work part-time.

While'some.scientists and engineers work part7time by choice, it is apparent

that many of them take part-time positions because no fullTtime employment is

available. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.12 which show percentages

of doctoral scientists and engineers working part-time and seeking full-time

employment, i.e., the underemployment rates. Part-time underemp.loyment rates for

men and Womm(Figure 4.5) show trends similar to the unemployment rates (Figure 4.2)

as a function of age. Underemployment rates are'highest for younger Women and.de-
.

crease after ,the age of 55. For men they remain about the same foe all age.groups

and ard much lower than for women. Table 4.1Z comparesunemployment and part-time

4
underemployment rates by sex.and broad field categories. The total underemployment

rate for women is, 3.5%, fi'Ve times higher than that for men (0.1%).
.1

Underemployment in part-time positions*can also be estimated from the Centra

20
Study. Table,4.13 shows the relationShip between the current employment status

of men and woMen dOCtorates and their preferred job status. This table.shows.the

preferred employment status according to the current employment statUs by sex. With

19
"Report of the AMS Committee on Women in Mathematics, 1972," unpublished. Somr

?

of'its findings are reported by Cathleen S. Morawetz, "Women in Mathematics,"

Notices of the American Mathematical Society., April 1973.

20John A. Centra, Women, Men and the Doctorate. As noted earlier, comparisons

41' are not exact because of the wording in questionnaires. However, p. 34-36 of his

report are relevant to the present discussion. °
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the exception of men working less than half-time, the majority of men and

womin preferred the emplOyment status they had. Nevertheless, a large percen-

tage of doctorates preferred-to be working more than they were. Of those work-

ing more than half-time, 17% of the women and 12% of the men would prefer to

work- full-time.'Of those working less than half-time, .467 of ihe women and 67%

of the men would prefer to work more. Of those unemployed, 46% of the women and

44% of the men.would prefer to work part-time or fUlltime. For comparison,

the part-tine underemployment rates from the Centra Data were computed. 20

They are ,presented in Table 4.9. This table also illustrates the point that

a much larger percentage of female than male doctorate holders are involudtar-

ily underemployed.

At this point, an analysis of employment in postdoctoral positions is

appropriate in order to determine to what extent this trpa of employment repre-

411
sents underemployment. Post-doctoral employment by field is presented in Table

4.11 for men ind women doct.ral scientists and engineers. From this table, the

fact emerges thatwomen are more likely than men to be employed in post-doctoral

positips."Of those employed in these positions, 15% are women while of scien-
,

tists and engineers employed full-time 67. are women. Women are twice as likely .

as men to hold post-doctoral positions: 5% of the women in labor force hold

post-dintoral positions compared to 2.4% of ine men.

In addition, women tend to stay in.post-doctoral positions longer than

men. Table 4.14 compares men and women post-doctoral position holders by number

of yeArs since the receipt of the doctOrate and by broad field category. In all

-fields .34% of women and 23% of men in post-doctoral poiaiions held their degrees

for 4 or more years. This trend is most pronounced in physiCal and mathematical
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sciences, where almost half of the women and only one-fifth of the men held

post-doctoral positions for 4 or more years after their degrees.

Reasons for accepting a post-doctoral paition are given in Tables 4.15

and 4.16. In Table 4.15, they are shown by sex and by broad field category. In

this latter table, the underemployment rate of post-doctoral scientists, i:e.,

the percentage in the labor force of scientists in post-doctoral positions

who hold these particular slots because no other job was available is shown."

As can be expected, the underemployment rate of women is higher th0 that of

men in every field catagory. It is worse in natural sciences than in soclal

sciences.

The proonderance of women scientists in post-doctoral positions has been

observed in other studies as well'. The 1971 American Society for Microbio-logy

survey of its'memberihip'showed 30% of women and 11% of men doctorates in micro-

biology holding positions of post-doctoral fellow or research associate.21 A

-survey of psychology departments
22

found that in 1972 women held 48%'of the

research appointments'but constituted only 14% of the fnll-time faculty; in

1973 49% of research appointees and 16% of full-time faculty were women. Aistudy

of the academic employment of anthropologists found that in all departments.at

277 institutions women constituted 18% of anthropologists and 29% of those woneri

were in reiearch associate positions in 1971-72. Three years later, (197445),'

21
Kashket, Robbins, Leive, Huang, "Status of.Women Microbiologists," Science,

88, FebruarY 1974, p. 488.

22 "Survey of Departments of Vsychology, 1972-73," American Psycho4.ogica1 Asso-

ciation Committee on Women in Psychology, APA, Washington, D.C., 1974 (unpublish-

III ed report.)
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at the same institutions women comprised 22% of all anthropologists and 42%

of research associates. 23

A survey.of recent graduates in chemistry17 found 47% of women and 42.6%

of men Ph.D.'s in post-doctoral' appointments. The tendency of women to remain

in postdoctoral positions for longer periods of time was observed among women
i0

mathematicians, especially among the older ones. A survey of women doctora,tes

in mathematics
19

round that research associateships were held by women about

two years on the average; however, among women who received their doctorates

before 1962, relatively larger fractions were in research positions which they

held for about four years. The American Astronomical Society membership-8 survey

found,one-third of women astronomers and only one-sixth of men in the tield in

post-doctoral or research aasociate positions. Similarly, a survey' of 28 grad-
*

uate departments in astronomy found 52% of women and 35% of men Fh.D.'s in

research assistant 'or research associate positions during the ten year period

1962-72. It was also found that a large fraction of, women aseronomers complained

of holding dead end jobs with no advancement possibility.
8

On the whole, these studies show larger fractions of women in post-doctoral

or research positions than indicated in the NRC survey (see Table 4.11). Thus,

it would appear that the estimate'ot underemployment presentedchere which was

calculated from the NRC.data on post-doctoral positions,(Table 4.16) should be
_

nagarded only as the lower limit.

To complete the discussion of underemployment of scientists and engineers,

their employment in non-science positions will be considered. Earlier it'wis

23 Carole Vance, "Sexual Stratification in Academic Anthropology 1974-75,"

AnArmllogy_Newsletter, April 1975.
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noted that a larger proportion of women than men scientists work in non-science

positions. This is illustrated in Tables 4.6, 4.11 and 4.17. Table'Cl7 gives

the percentage of doctoral scientists and engineers in non-science positions

by_sex_and_hroad field category._From_this table, it is seen that among full-

time workers in every'field category, a larger fraction of women than men work

in non-srAence positions. This trend is more marked in the natural sciences

than in the social sciences; the largest disparity occurs in life science where,

the proportion of women in non-science positions is about twice as high as that

of men.
.

ReaSons for taking non-science positions for full-time employed doctoral

scientists and engineers are presented in Table 4.18. The,data in this table

illustrate the degree of underemployment in non-science positions. It is

apparent that slightly more women (0.4%).than men (0.3%) are underempllyed,

i.e., working in non-science positions because no science position is available.

It shOuld be noted .that the .above numbers are only.very rough estimates of

underemployment rates in non-science positions.'The NRC survey provides very little

informacion about ..the nature of these positions. Lacking this information, it

is aifficult to assess the degree of underemployment in non-science positions

more accurately. Data from other surveys would seem.to indicate that the

estimate% of underemployment raies in non-science,positions from NRC daa are

probably tool.ow.

The unemployment and underemployment rates obtained from the NAS-NRC survey,

24
Similar data were collected for the field of microbiology and are shown in

Table 4.10. This table shows,a larger proportion of women (1.4% in 1971 and 1.1%

10

in 1972) than men (0.7% in 1971 and 1972) doctorates in microbiology are work-

ing in a field not related to their training and are seeking work in a related field.



.4

Of doctoral scientists and engineers are summarized in Table 4.19. As was

noted previously, the numbers in the table appear to undereitimate unemplOy-

ment and underemployment and should be regarded as the lower limit. These

data together with thelindings of numerous other surveys clearly shcw that

unemployment and underemployment in science and engineering is much more pre-

valent among women than among men. Moreover, this disparity is worst for

younger women.-In addition, it appears that the*disparity in the employment

status between men and wo"men is worse in natural sciences than in other

fields. Thus, from the data presented, the.substantial,improvement in the

employment status of women. (taking into account all the ramifications of that,

term) is not readily discerned.
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Tatle 4.1

EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION OF PERSONS WITH 4 OR
MORE YEARS OF COLLEGE EDUCATION BY SEX AND AGE. (MARCH 1971)

Persons with 4 or morg years of college

2

Sex and Race Total Number
(in thousands)

A

,Number with Income-
(in.thousands)

With Income

Males (Total) 8,488 7,457 87.9

White 8,088 7,246 89.6

Black 400 211 52.8

Females (Total) 5,793 3,784 65.3

. White 5,403 3,558 65.8

glack 388 226 58.2
-

Source': 'The 1973 World Almanac and Book Of Facts",, Newspaper Enterprise Association,
New York, N.Y. (Calculated,from tables-on pp. 331 and 332); original source:., Bureau

of Census.
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TABLE 4.2

LABOR FORCE
1
PARTICIPATION OF DOCTORAL 8CIENTISn AND ENGINEERS BY SEX AND FIELD

2
FIELD

All Fields

Phys. Sc.
Chemistry
Physics/
Astron.

Math. Sc.
Mathematics
Statistics

Computer Sc.

Environmental

Sc. ,

Earth Sc.
Oceanography
Atmo. Sc.

Engineers

Life ScienCe
Bio. Sc.
Agric. Sc.
Medic. Sc.

TRZ.2.119.121g.

Social Sc.
Economics

SociolJ

Anthrop.

Other Soc.

Sc.

1

2

BOTH SEXES

No. in
Labor
Farce

Labor
Force

229,392 93.7

1/4
49,999 93.6
31,428 .92.8

18,5.71

12,790

11,293
1,497

95.0

94.6
94.2
97.8

2,914 99.0

10;631
8,768
1,180

683

96.0
95.9
96.2

96.9

36,464 97.1

59,922
37,941

11,204
10,813

92.9

92.5

94.2

93.1

26,289 92.9

30.0.34

8,775

6,878

14,481

213

92.0
90.7

92.3

92.6

26.8

-

aMEN WOMEN

No. in
Labor
Force

% in
Labor
Force

No, in
Labor
Force

% in
Labor
Force

211,346

47,977

29,865

11,112

94.5

94.2

93.5

95.3

18,046

2,022

1,563

459

84.9

81.3
80:2

85.6

11,946 95.4 844 * 45.1
10,526 95.1 767 83.8
1,420 97.7 77 100.0

2,826 99.1 88 97.8

10,352 96.1 279 90.9
8'1554 96.0 214 90.7
1,134 96.7 46 85.2

666 94.5 17 ,100.0

36,317 97.1 :147 89.1

53,536 .94.2 6,386 83.0
32,774 94.1 5,167 83.2

11,055 94.3 149 85.1,
9,743 94.6 1,070 81.8

21 167 94.0 5,122 88.7

27,012 92..5 3,122 87.2

8,257 91.1 518 84.9

5,588 93.0 1,290 89.3

.13 167 , 93.3 1,314 86.0

175 27.7 23.0

Labor force is defined as all those employea both
plus unemployed, seeking employment.
Field' is field of employment or field of doctorate
in.non-science positions.

full-tirile and part-time

if unemployed or working

SOURCE: "Characteristics of Doctoral Scient4ts and Engineers in the United States,
1973", NSF 75-312-A, Washington, D.C. 1975 (Based on data from the 1973 Survey of
Doctoral Scientists and Engineers.)
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Table 4.3

DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS'AND ENGINEERS OUTSIDE OF
THE LABOR FORCE BY AGE AND SEX

Total

Under 30

Total N . Men No'. Men % Women. No. Women %

15,528

297

12 314

214 1.8

3,214

83 2.7

30-34 1,826 1,333 11.0 493 16.1".

35-39 1,184 845 7.0 399 11.1
.

.

40-44, 1,171 955 7.9 216 7.1

45-49 977 752 6.2 225 7.4

5054 981 809 6.7 172 5.6

55-59 940 749 6.2 191 6.3

60-64 1,334 1,074 8.9 : 260 8.5

,65 and over 6,408 5,333 44.2 . 1,075 35.2

No Report 410 2.50 160.

Percentages were computed only for those re.porting age..

Source: NAS-NRC Survey of Doc'toral kientists and Engineers, 1973
(unpublished data).



Table 4.4

UNEMPLOYMENT OF MEN AND WOMEN TOCTORATES *

Percentage Unemployed for One
or. More Years Immediately After, Percentage of'Time Unemployed

Field ,Since Doctorate

Women Han Women Men

All 5.7 0.8 7.5 0,4

j

Education 2.9 0.2 3.3 0.2

HuMnities 7.1 1.2 .7.5 0.4

Sc.;'-° 8.8 1.8 8.2 - 0.4

,Biol. Sc. 5.7 , 0.6 10.4 0.2

Physical Sc.. 5.8 0.5 15.2 1.1

. * All:unemployed-persons regardless of employment preference.

411
Source': John A. Centra, "Women; Men and the Doctorate", Educational Testing
Service,"Princeton,' New Jersey, September 1974 (from data on pp. 28 ande.32).
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REASONS FOR CURRENT AND OTHER PERIODS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

11,

s.

Number and Percentage (in parenthesqs) of
Total Responses for Each Reason4

Current
Reasons for Unemployment 1

. Unemployment.

.

W M
142-responses 12 responses

'of

W
524 respones

Other Periods

Unemployment

M
, 20

I did not receive.an offer
' 13 (9) 7 (58) 39 (7)

1 received 'an offer but I felt that it wag not
commensurate with my ability, training or interests 9 (6) 1 (a) 19 (4) 2 (10)

I received an offer but did not like the
geographical location (3) 8 (2) 1.( 5)

Cis No suitable jobs were available in the game locale
as spouse's

I was not empl'oYed because oVanti-nepotism

21 (15) 86 (16) 0

policy of spouse's employer 13 ( 9) 0 43 (8) 0

I was pregnant
6 (4) 103 (20) 0

I had podr health
7 (5) 0 15 (3) 2 (10)

I did not want to work
27 (19) 1 (8)' 74 (14) 4 (20)

Spouse did not want me to work 6 (4) 0 20 (4) 0

pL,[ did not wanC to teach 4 (3) . 0 10 (2) 0

I could.not fInd Competent domestic help or
day care for children 11 (8), 0 47 (9)

Other
22 (15) 3 (25) 60 (1:1) 6 (30)

1, Excluding retirement.
2 Based on thoge who responded to this luestion.

SOURCE: John A. Centra "Women, Men and the Doctorate" Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey,September 1974, Table 3 12 on sage '26.

22 1
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TABLE 4.6.

FLOW OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENJOIkERS FROM FIELD OF DOCTORATE-TO .

FIELDOF'EMPLOYMENr

. Field of EnlylElmilL

Phys.Sc. Math.Se.

Field

Men

Life Sc. Psych. Soc.Sc. Non-Sc,

of Doctorate

Comp.Sc. Env.Se. Engr.

% % % % %

Physical Sc. ,72.8 0.8 ---- 1.8

60.61.1010M0110

4.8 2.2 OA , 4.3, -
Mathematical Sc. 0.7 83.1 . 10.4 0.1 1.2 0.2 0.5 0.7 11.8

Ccmputer S. ' 0.9 .5.8 77.0 0.6 2.4 0.5 0.3 1.7 .-
Environmental Sc. 2.8 0.7 88.1 2.1 2.3 ' 0.1 0.9 1.7-
Engineering 8.7 4.4 8.1 3.7 88.3. 0.7 0.5 0:6 345

.Life Sc. 6.7 1.7 2.1 '0.9. 89.5 .2.2 4..0 .4.4-
Psychology 0.2 - 0.1 '0.2 88.2 0.8 50.9- -..
Social Sc, 0.2 0.3 1.4 0.2 0.4 O. 1.5 '80.4 1948

i Non-Science 5.1 '2.1 . 1.4 2.3 3.7 2.9 5.5 10.7 ---.--
a.
cr,

No Report 2.1 0.9 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.4 0,9 1.6--\ 1.9
.,

Women

Nsseoxl

Field ouraelmamat. Field of Doctorate

No Rep.

%

14.3'
17.0 ,

-.
2.7
12.2

32,6
2.0
13.6
4.1
,1.4

Phys.Sc. Math.Se. Comp.Sc. Env,Se. Engr. Life Sc. Psych, Soc.Sc. Non-Sc. No Rep.

A

Physical Sc. 66.6 0.4 5.5 ' 14.2 2.0 0.2 2.7 10.8----

25.0 0.1Mathematical Sc. 0.9 84.5 4.7 0.2 0.2 '8.1Wow...

Computer Sc. 1.3 58.3. 2.8 ---- 0.3 0.2-.
80.6 1.5

....--

Environmental Sc. 1.6

,4.3

0.2, 0.7 4asaelsPI.-
0.7.

AMmildi

8.3

-
736

.011110

......Engineering 1.3. 2.4r 0.2 0.1 0:2 ,-
1.4Life Sc. 15.6 3.2 , 6.7 88.3 2.6 6.0- 40.5- .......

Psychology, 0.1 0.1 ---- 0.5 91.0 1.6 67.7- ....

8,1Social Sc. 0.3 - ,-.. 0.3 1.1 81.0 13.1.-.
Non.Science '8.8 4.2 4.2 4.7 5.7 5.3 12.4--

8.3

---.

1.4 40.5No Report 3.5 2.6 0.6 1.3 1.1 1.6

SOURCE: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data).
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Table 4.7

FLOW OF DOCTOML PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS FROM
FIELD OF DOCTORATE TO,FIELD OF EMPLOYMENT BY SEX

r

\ s

's

Chmnistry
Women.

Field of Doctorate

MenMen
Physics

'Women

Chemistry 62.4% 71.8% 1.2% 1.3%
Phy,sics ,' , 2.5 2.1 , 72.2 69.5

1.

Mathematical Science 10.1 0.2 4.5 , 1.7
Computer Science 0.8 0.4 3.3
Enviromental Science 1.4 . 2.4 - 2.1 . 3.5
Engineering 0.9 5.9 2.8 13.3
Bioscience,, 14.5 = 5.9 2.8 2.0

, Agricultural Science 0.8 -, 0.9 _ -

Medical Science 3.3 2.11! 0.5 0.8
Psychology 0.5 -0.1
Economics 0.1 - 1.2
Sociology/Anthropology
Other Social Science

-
,

0.1

-

-

-

1.2,

-

0.3
Mon:-Science 9.5 5.7 5.7. /

4.dI.
No Report, 3.5 2..5 3.3 1.5

Source: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers,
1973 '(unpublished data)
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FIELD

All Fields

Physical Sc.
Chemistry
Physics/
Astron.

'Table 4.8

UNEMPLOYMENT OF DOCTORAL SCIENrIgTS AND
ENGINEERS BY SEX AND FIELD'

EOTH2S.EXES

Number
Unemployed

2,642

889

569

320

Math. Sc, 183

Mathematics -181
Statistics 2

Compilter Sc.

luironmental
-94

Earth Sc. '80
Oceanography 14

Atmospheric
Sc.. /NO

En6ineers 277

Life Science 608

Biolog. Sc. 500

Agr. Sc. 88

Medic. Sc. 20

Psychology 252

Social Sc. 269

Economics 41

Sotiologi
Anthrop. 97

Other Soc.Sc. 131

112.1222EL. 70

Unem-
ployment

Rate'.

WOMEN

Unem-.

Number ployment

Unemployed Ratel

1

Women as Ratio of
-female to male--

employed. ..unemployment

popula- rates

tion

1.2

1.8

1.8

1.7,

1.6

705

148

114

t.
34

25

25,

3.9

7.3
7.3'

7.4

3.0
3.2

26.7

16.6

20.0

10.6
411

13.7

13.8

4.3

4,9

.10

2.2'

0.1 Ole

MO

0.9 1.8 5.3 2.1

0.9 1.9 5.0

112 2.2 7.1

.10 .10

0.8 8 5.4 28.9 7.3

1.0 274 4.3 451 7.2

1.3 245 4.7 49.0

0.8 ' 21 14.1 25.9 .10

0.2 8 0.8 40.0

1.0 130 2.5 51.6 4.2

0.9 90 2.9 33.5 4.4

0.5 9 1.7 22.0

1.4 36 2.8 37.1

0.9 45 3.4 34.4
MINS

32.9 25 65.8 35.7

Unemployment rate is computed only for those seeking employment. Labor

force participation figures of Table were used for unemployment rates.
A

Source: "Characteristics of,Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United

States, 1973", NSF 75-312-4, Washington, D.C., 1975 (based on data from the

1973 survey of doctoral scientists and engineers).



Table 4.9

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT OF DOCTORATE HOLDERS

Percent'in labor force 1
Unemploirmek Rate2 Underemployment Rate

3

Men 'Women Men Women Men Women

9.3 90.4 1.7 5.6 0.4 3.3

j

1
Labor force is defined as all those employed pait-:time and full-time
plus unemployed who prefer to be unemployed.

2.
Unemployment rate iftcludes unemployed who prefer to be employed.

3 Underemployment rate includes part-time employed who prefer to .

work more.

Source: John A. Centre, Noten, Men and the Doctorate", Educational Testing
Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1974 (from data on pp.34 and 36):

%.
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Table 4.10
_.

ORLOYMENT STATUS OF_MICROBIOLOCISTS tOR THREE CoNPEcurIvg_YEARP
BY SEX AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL-

,Educstional Level

All Degrees
Total number

1
(1) Employed full-timel
(2) Employed part-time
(3),Employed in field :

.unrelated to trainingi,2
(4) Seeking related field
(5) Unemployed, not seeking
(6) Unemployed, seeking

Piv.D./Sc.D.

.Total number 0

men
1970

-women 'men

1971
woffien men

1972
women-

10,858 3,2.75 11,458

a

3,766 12,055 4,263_ .

91.3% 84.8% 87.2% 79.97 84.8% 76.4%

4.2 6.8 3.7 6.5 4t1 7,7

0.7 .. 0.5 -' 4.0 ,' 3.1 4.1 3.5

, 0.8 1.2 0.7 6.6

2.9 , 5.6 2.7 6.2 1.1 41.9

0.9 2.3 1.6 3.1 2.4 4.9

6,031

96.8%
.1,160

86,5%
6,441

92.8%
1,311
81.7%

6,627

9Q.8%

14333

83.0%
1.3 6.7 1.9 6.2 1.8 7.11

0.5 6.4 3.4 3.3 3.6 1.8
,

0.7 1.4 0.7

1.1 3.6. 1.1 4.5 0.9 1.8

0.3 2.8. 0.2 2.9 0.9 2.7

1
(1) Employed full-timel
(2) Employed part-tit:I,

..

v..(3) 'Employed in field',

, unrelated to traiding
1.2

ill') Seeking related field
7,5) Unemployed, nOt seeking
(6) UnemOloyed, seeking

,

lIn 1971 and 1972.employment categories were designated as.follows: employed full-
time in field for wkich trained, (2) employed part-time in field for which trained,
(4) employed in,fiela Iprelated to training and seeking related field.

2Thi8 employment category did not appear in 1970

Source: H.L. Robbins',, '.!StatUs of Women Microbiologiats", ASM News 37 (2), April 1971;

"Employment Rates arid Preliminary Salary Data on ASM Membership", ASM News 38 (4),
.Apri1.1972;'M.L. Robbins, Another Look 'at the Profile of a Member (with Special Empha-
sis on. the Status of the Woman Member)", ASM News 38 (10), October-1972; P.L. SgUros,
"Women in American Microbiology - a Report of Progress", ASM News 39 (10), October
1973; Kashket, Robbins, Leive, Huang, "Status of Women-Microbiologists", Science 88.,

488, February 1974.



FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT BY SE( AND FIELD OF DOCTORAL.
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

.

FULL-TIME, PART-TIME
42P-

Total
, Non-Science

Total Women Women Total Women Women
No. No. % No. No. %

Field

213,611

Physical Se. ' 45,826
Chemistry 28,920
Physics/Astron. 16,906

Mathematical Sc. 12,244
" Mathematics 10,775

Statistics 1,469

Esiaater Sc.. 2,858

Environmental Sc. 10,062
KarthAe. 4.308
Oceanography 1,108
Atmospheric Sc. 646

Engineers 35,303

Life Science 54,636
Biolog. Sc, 33,788
Agric. 10,815
Medic,Sc. 10,033

24,063.ysnhology

Social Science 28,497
Economics 8,467
Sociol./Anthfop. 6,04
Other Soc. Sc. 13,626

No ,Report

13,706 6.4

1,383

1,072

3.0
3:7

311 1.8

694 5.7

632 5.9

62 4.2

80' 2.8

208 2.1

35 3.2

8 1.2

11,179 1,036 9-.3

3,043 151 5.0
2,182 132 , 6.0

861 , 0.9 2.2

274 26 9.5
244 26 10.7

30

.21.

177

18

,1

125 0.4, 1,303

4,779
3,770

110

, 399

8.8'

11.2

10.2

9.0

1,833
1,290

330

213

. ' ^

Non-Science

Total Women Women Total Women Women
No. No. No. No. %

7,180 2,736'

1,311
838

473

255

229

26

346

254

92

38.1'

29.4
30.3

19.4

121 47.4
106 46.3
15 57.7

28 8 28.6

2 1.1 296 55, 18.6
2 1.3 253 37 14.6

35 10 28.6
- 8 8 100.0

5 0.3 651 14 2.2

290 15.8 1,797 720 40.1
219 17.0 1,222 607 49.7
17 5.2 220 15 6.8
54 25.4 355 97 27.3

3,830 15.9 1,197 223 18.6

2,600 9.1
457 5.4

1,049 16.4

1,094 8.0

of Docioral scientists and Engineers in the United States, 190,
from the 190 survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers).

3,324

1,196

431

1,697

122 5.7

Sonree:."Characteristics

19/5 (based on data

2

337 10.1.-

53 4.4

94 21.8

190 11.2

2 .28.6

1,7l6 1,069 62.3

1,106 398 36.0

241 49 20.3
305 188 61.6

560 161 28.8

20 5 20.0

e

.

760 220 28.9

304 65 21.4
195 55 28.2
99 10 10.1

17, 10 58.8
15 8 53.4
2 2 100.0

12' 3 25.0
12 3 25.0

.0 .0

42

160 68 42.5
135 60 44.4
17

8 8 100.0

72 23 31.9

150 50 33.3
36 3 8.3
40 18 45.0
74 29 39.2

3 1 33.3

NSF

,

POST-DOCTORAL

Total
No.

Women
No.

Women
%

5,959

1,973

1,101
872

890

145

123
22

15.1

7.'4

11;2

108 4 '3.7

108 , 4 3.7

-

28 wol

179 9 5.0
127 8 6.3
23 -

29 1 3:5

233

2,917 613 21.0

2,431 545 22.4

81 2 2.5

405 66 16.3

258 03 36.0

262 34 13.0

26 3 11.5

72 17 23.6

164', , 14 8.5

1 1 100:0

75-312-A. Washington D.C.
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Table.
UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENTOF 'DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY SEX AND FIELD OF

FIELD OF
, IDENTIFICATION

1

q

Labor Force2-

IDENTIFICATION

Unemployment
Rate3

Underemployment Rate
.

(in part-time positions) 4

Men Women Men Women
.

Men Women

Alt Fields 211,345 18,046 0.9 3.9 0.7 3.5

Physical and
Mathematical
Sciences 103,211 3,042 1.2 5.8 0.8 4..7

Life Science 51,381 5,980 0.6 4.6 0.5 1.4

Psychology
c

20,008 4,853 0.6 2.8 0.5 3.8

Social Science 23,742 2,703 0.7 3.2 ].1. 3.9

1

2

3

5

Field of employment or field of degree if unemployed.

All persons employed part-tithe or full-time plus'unemployed and seeking.

Only those seeking employment are included in the calculation of unemployment rapes.

'Underemployment rate includes only part-time employed seeking full-time eMployment.

includes physical, mathematical, and environmental scientists computer specialists and engineers.

source: NAS/NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data)
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Preferred Employment
Status

Full-time

Over haif-tiMt:e

4% Less than half-time

trot employed

1

Table 4.13

. Current Employment
vs. .

The Preferred Employment Status
of Each Person

Current Employment Status

S.

Fu11-iime

M.

Over Half-,

time .

W M1

Less than
Half-time

ml

Not Employed,

W

(1187) (15,27) (101) (16) (68) (9) (168) (61)

*
88%, 91%. 17% 12% 22% 22% 13% 26%

**
10 7 80 69 24 45

33 18

1 1 3 19 54 33 1I 10

1 0 0 0 0 54 56

1
The sthall mumbers'of men employed part
tenuous for these categories.

p<.05

**
p<.01

time make

Chi-square tests of significance of
between sexes

Chi-square testp of significance of
between sexes

...41rMInm.

comparisons with women

percentage

percentage

differences

differences

source: John A. Centra "Women, Men, and the Doctorate", Educational Testing service,
princeton, New Jersey, September, 1974 (table 3.7 on page 36).

44.

0

A

_

4
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DISTRIBUTION OF DOCORAL SCIENTiSTS AND ENGINEERS
IN POST-DOCTORAL-POSILIONS BY SEX, BROAD. FIELD
CATEGORY AND NUMBER OF YEARS SINCE DOCTORAT

(in percept)

Years since
Doctorate,

Total

1,year
1)

2 yeaL

3 years

All

Fields
Physical and
Math. Science

0

Men Women

33.6

Men

,

20.8

'Women

45.5

100.0

27.4

32.4

19.6

22.6

35

100.0

18.7

34.2

13.5

26.

6.7

100.0

28.0

30.9

20.3

18.

2.

------......

100.0

17.5

25.5

11.5

28.5

17.0

10 or more

4-9 years

Psychology/
Lile Science '..-\SpCial 'Science

,

Men WoMen
------ ken Women

,

loo.p
)

loo.o 100.0 loox

25.5 19.6 . C M 17.0
. ,

37.0-0 39.3 23.1
,

18.2 13.5 21.4., 17.0

,

".e17.4 24.6 31.

' .

19.3 , 27.4 1.46.2 39.3

, i.9 3.0 , 14:13'

Source: NAS/NRC Survey of Doctoral scientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data)

2 :3
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Table 4.15

DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS: REASON FOR
TAKING A POST-DOCTORAL POSITION BY SEX
AND NUMBER OF YEARS SINCE DOCTORATE

Sex and.Number
,of years since

Doctorate

Men

Total

Seek

Experience

.\\

Change
Field

No

Other
Job

Total 5,065 44.3% 13.1% 37.57.

1 year 1,285 56.r 8 13.8 25.8

2 years 1,642 44.1 14.4 39.3

3 year\s
,

991 38.3 8.7, 46.2

4-9 yeah 969 35.4 13.4 45.2

10 or more
years 178.

0

.37.6 .18.0 15.7

Women

Total 904 51.4% 12.8% 29.8%

1 year 169 68.0 13.0 : 16.0

2 years 309 57.3 16.8 23.6

3 years 122 44.3 7.4 44.3

4-9 years 243 l 40.7 9.9 37.0

10 or more
years 61 328 14.8 41.0

Other

5.6%

3.7

2.2

6.6

4.9

21.3

5.9%

3.0

2.3

3.3

12.3

11:5

Source: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral. Scientists' and Engineers, 1973

(unpublished data)
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. Till 4.16

DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS: .

,REASON FOR TAXING A POST-DOCTORAL.
. POSITION BY SEX AND BROAD FIELD 'CATEGORY

Seek To No
, Additional Change Uther Job Underemployment :

Total Experience Field .AVailable Other .RateI

Men

All Xields 5,065 44.3 13.1 37.5 4.6 0.9

%
Physical and
Meth.'Sc. 2,644. 16.9 15.4 45.2 2.0 1.2

Life Science 1,982 52.2 10.4 32.5 4.9 1.3

Psychology and
Sociology 398 52.3 10.8 14.8 19.1 0.1

Women

All Fields 904 51.4 12.8 29.8 5.9 1.5

Physical and
Math. Sc. 0 200 36.0 11.0 42.0 10.5 2.8

Life Science 565 54.7 12.7 28.3 4.2 2.7

Psychology and
Sociology - 135 60.7 16.3 17.0 5.9 0.2

,

Underemployment rate is the percentage of post-doctoral scientists in the labor force who
hold their jobs because.no other position is available.

,.

Source: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineeis, 1973 (unpublIshed data



Table 4.17

PERCENTAGE OF dOCTORAL-SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS.
IN NON-SC/ENCE POSITION§ BY SEX AND BROAD FIELD CATEGORY

.A1/ Fields

Physical and Math.

Life Science

Psycholdgy

Social,Science

,/

Sc. 1

Full=Time Part-Time.
Men Women Men Women

5.1 7.6 12.2 8.0

4,5 7.4. 14.9 14.3

6.1 8.5 49.4

4.8 5.8 7 6 2.2

'11.5 13.0 14.1 18.0

1
ncludes physicel mathematical, and environmental scientists, computer

_

speciilists and engineera.

Source: NAS-NRC SUrvey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished

0 data).
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Table 4.18

REASONS FOR TAKING NON-SCIENCE POSITION&
FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYED DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

% of non-science
position holders

men women

% of labor force
s

men women

Total number . 10,136 1,034

...,(1) Prefer non-sciencet position 14.6 17.8 0.7 1.4

(2) promoted out 13:3 110.2 0.7 0.8

(3) Better pAy 4.3 1.8 0.2 0.1

(4) Prifer,locale 1.1 1.5 0:1 0.1

(5) Nd science position available 5.6 5.1 0.3 0.4

(6) Other 8:1 12.7 0.4 1.0

(7) No report 53.0 50.9 2.7 . 3.9

1 ,

Last two columns represent underemployment rates

Source: NAS- NRC Survey of Doctoral Scienists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data).

. Table 4.19

UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT RATES'
OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISW.AND ENGINEERS, BY 'SEX

men women

Unemployment rate 0.9 .3.9

Underemployment rate
in part-time positiions 047 3.5

in post-doe. positions,
in non-science positions

0.9

0.3

1.5

0.4"

total 1.9 5.4.

Total unemployment and
underemployment rate 2.8 9.3

Source: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and
, Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data). .
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f

YE.

FIGURE 1.
*SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS OUTSIli OF THE LABOR FORCE BY AGE AND SEX

. % Women Outside of Labor'Force withtn Each Age Group

% Men Outside of Labor Force within Each Age Group

62.2

(off-scale)

Os

24.0

, 549
I (off-sdale)

I

it

44I S.
IMMO

2.7

40.3

MINIS

7 7

4

el

11.7 111 I
4.0141 .046 .101444 44.4I

r49
x.6 e.9' .

441111116

441ms, .4044

<30 26-34- 3.5-39 41044 4549' SO-54 .55-5q 60-64 >6+
'A*6GE

SOURCE: NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientista and ingineers, 1973 (unpublished data)..
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FiEiUre 4.2.

0 'UNEMPLOYMENT RATES-OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

BY:SEX AND AGE

Female:(all ages 3.9%) .

Male (all ages .9%

00 411

<10 30-35 954? lo44 4511 5054 55*-51 6044 >IA.

AGE

, NOTE: interrupted lines indicate that unemployment rates are based
on labor force too smell to be reliable.

4
source: "Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the united States, 1973
Profile", National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C., March 1974
(based on data from the 1973 Survey of Doctoral Scientists and engineers).
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Figure 4.3

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF DOCTORAL StIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

'BY SEX AND YEAR OF DOCTORATE

Female ,(all years 3.9%)

.71

.Male (all years .9%

0 .
70-7Z I f.o4

f
5o..5f 4)-ff I 3o-44

4S-6? 45-49 1549

YEAR OF DOCTORATE

NOTE: Interrupted lines'indica.te that data points
are based on fewer than 100 sample cases.

.4

Source: NAS/NRC Survey of Doctoral scientists and Engineers, 1973.

-
2 4
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Fiore 4.4

WART-T I ME EMPLOYED \DOCTORAL SC I ENT I STO AND ENG I NEERS

AS % OF LABOR. FORCE' BY AGE AM SEX

20

(TOTAL ALL AGES - 15,2% for women

2.1% for men )

10.3

/91

WOMEN

MEN

2.1 ii ii. i.z
ear* Ow* 0.010 0111111 MISI, MOD /POO

1.0
ma* oars ora oomr .

11AR 8

vam .1.11

17.9
(oft:scale)orrors

30.5
(off-scale)

moo=

5.$

<30 30-34 .36-39 40-4# 4.5-0 Lo-54. SSW 4044 >41-

2 4 /.), AGE
Source: NAS/NRC Survey of Doctoral gcientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data) , 24



o . 4.5.

DOCT6RAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS EMPLOYED PARTTIME SEEKING FULL-TiME

3

2 4 4

72
.101..

EMPLOYMENT AS ,% .OF LABOR FORCE BY AGE AND SEX

J.1'

5 1

2.6

' Women (% of Female Labor Force)

Men (% of Male Labor Force)

0.61 0.56 0.59

° 1

4.5

2.5

1

2'

oe9 8

O.7+ ,t---
0.18

<80 30.34 35-.3g 48-4'. 4o-szi. 5' 5 9 40-47, > 6 4
AGE

Source: NAS/WiC Survey of Doctoral Scientists 'and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data)
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SECTION 5

....".'""

Professional Status and Tangible Rewards



. In this section the work patternic and- the professional status of women

scientists will be examined and compared with those of their male counter-

parts. Where do women scientists work and what kind of work are they doing?

How do their ranks and salaries compare?

Women scient'sts are more likely to work in academic institutions and

less likely to work in government and industry than men. Table 5.1 shows the

distrihutton of scientisti and engine'ers by field, sex, and type of, employer%

This table was,computed from the 1970 National Register of Scientific and

*441w
Technical Personnel

1
and shows the distribution by ty'pe of amplo?er of scien-

tists and engineers at all levels df edudation. It can be seen that 44%,of

all scientists are in educational institutiions, 33% in business and industry,

and 10.5i in Federal government. For women the percentages are 62%, 14% and

7.4% respectively. These differences are partly due to the fact that there'

are prOportionately more women in social and biological sciences, fields for

which most jobs are to be found in educational institutions. In ehe biologi-

'Cal and social sciAnces, including psychp1ogy, the percentages Of men and

women in, educational institutions are comparable, as can be seen in Table'5.-1.

In physical" and mathematical sciences women are much,more likely to be employ-

ed by educational institutions than men, and less than half as likely td work .

in busi:ness and industry.

1'
"American Science Manpower, 1970", NSF 71-45, National Science Foundation,

Washington, D.C., 1970.

-.85-
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For doctoral scientists !arld engineers
2
the rattern is similar, as seen In

411
the 'table 5.2. Of all doctoral scicntiE,ts and engineers 59% work in educe-

tional institutions, 22% in business and industry,

women the figures are 73%, 5% and 5% respectively.

and 8% in governm.nt. For

The smallness of the

percentage of women in business and industry, is. even more striking than in

Table 5.1.

Data on the dist'ribution by type ofemployer obtained from other surveys

in selected fields3,4,5,6 are presented.in Table 5.3 for comparison with

2
"Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United 8L'ates,

1973", NSF 75-3I27A, National Science Fbundation, Washington, D.C., 1.975.(This

report is based on the NAS-NRC survey of doctoral scientists and engineers,

see'footnote 2 in section 2).

,3
Cowley HumpreYs, Lynds, Rubin, "Report to the Council of AAS from the

,

Working Group
.

on the Status of Woman in Astronomy 1973", Bulletin of the

American Astronomical Society, 6,(3) .Part II, 1974.

4
1974 Report of Chemists' Salaries and Employment Status", Offise of Man-

power Studies, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., June, 1974.

5
B. M. Vetter and E. L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, a Manpower

Resource Service", Scientific Manpower Commission, Washington, D.C., May,

1975. (The data are taken from -the table PS-G-4A based on unpublished 1974

data from the American Geological Institute).

6
C A. Boneau.and J. M. Cute, "An Overview of Psychologies' Human Resources,

Characteristics and Salaries from the 1972 APA Survey", AmericallmholoRisG,

November, 1974, (See also table'SS-P-16 in B. M. Vetter and E. L. Babco,

'"Professidnal Women and Minorities, a Manpower Resource Service", Scientific

Manpower 'Commission, Washington, D.C., May, 1975).

8b <.



Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Since the data in this table were obtained from surveys

of different populations'and conducted at different times; the numbers in the

table are not the same as,those in' the preceding tables. Yet the overall

patterns are similar. 'Again one observes the preponderance of women in

academic institutions, and their relative scarcity in business and industry
7

.

However, data on- a sample of.retent graduates in chemistry
8

( T able 5.4) indi-

cate that this pattern may be changing. More than half of recent women

graduates were hired,by industry'at all degree levels.

Data on the distributiom by work activity also show differences between

men,and women scientists. Women are muCh more likely-to teach and much less

likely to work.as managers and.administrators as compared to' men. Table 5.5
4

shows the distribution of .scientists of all 'educational levels by primary work

,activity
1

. It is seen that of all scientists 33% are in research, 25% in

111 teaching, and,24% in management or administration. For woMen scientirs the

figures are 33%, 38% and 9%. Table 5.6 shows similar data for doctoral scien-

tists and engineers
2

It shows 33% of all doCtoral scientists in research,

11..10............*..*

7 A survey of women engineers found that, in 1972, 62% of women worked in

industyy, 14% in federal government, and 13% in educational and non-profit

institutions; comparison with men engineers was not presented. ("Profile of

Woman Engineer", Society of Women Engineers, 345 East 47th Street, New York,

NY 10017, 1972)

8,1 1974 Survey Report, Starting Salaries of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering

Graduates", Office of Manpower Studies, American Chemical Society, Washington,

D:C., 1974.
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' 39% in teaching, and 19% in management and administration. For women the .

distribution by work ac,tivity,is 28% in research, 47% in teaching and 9% in

management and administration.

The tables also show variations in work activity distributiOn by field.

'One can see that about tWo thirds'of mathematical and sOcial doctoral scien-

tists are,primarily teachers. In all other fields the proportions of those

teaching is much jmaller.\ In''almost every field women are morelikely to

teach thAh men; the discrepancy is' largest in physical sciences. The pattern

pf much smaller representation pf women than men in management and 'admihistra-

tion is repeated consistently in every field without exceOtion.

Results of other surveys lead to similar conclusions. A 1974 survey of

chemists
4

show women as much more likely to teactrthan men,,' and about half as

likely to work in management. A study of microbiologists
9
assessed the degree

of independence felt by men and women microbiologists in their work. This

study found that women felt less independence than men, indicating that men

-are more likely to work in supervisory or managerial capacity.
V

The difference in status between male and female scientists becomes even

more obvious when one looks at salaries. Figure 5.1 shows median annual

salaries of.scientists at all degree levels
1

by sex-and years of professional

experience. Figure 5.2 gives salaries of doctoral scientists and engineers by

sex and year of doctorate
2

. The two figures are similar. There is an initial

salary gap that gets bigger'and bigger with time. The largest earnings gap is,

reached by doctorates after 35-39,years of experience. At this point female

salaries are about two thirds of male salaries.

9 Kashket, Robbins, Leive and Huang, "Status of Women Microbiologists", Science,

88, 488,'February 1974.
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In,Figures 5.3 and 5.4 salaries of male and female,scientists. are compe-

l) rO, by field. Figure 5.3 issderived froM the post-censal survey data 10 and

Figure 5.4 is from the Ngc data
2

. The main thing to be observe& from these
t

figures is that, while there is some variation by field, male salaries,exceed

female salaries% in eliery field without exception. The salary differences

between men and women are smaller for doctoral scientists than for those with

lower degrees.. 'Yet eVen for dobtoral scientists the salary gap is Consider-,
4

able: the saiary of a female doctdral scientist is 83% of that of her male

It was seen"that the salary gap between men and women'scientists Cannot

.be accounted for by years of eXperience. In fact, the opposite seems to be

true: the mbre experience the bigger the salary gap. Differences in education

and in the choice of the.scieetific field cannot account for the pay gap

41
either. Womens' salaries are lower in every field. Can this salary gap be

attributed to other factors, such as the type of work or the type of employer?
.

10 "Demographic Educational and Professional.Characteristics, the 1972 Scientist

and Engineer Population Redefined", Volume 1, NSF 75-313, Washington D.C.

SOme caution,should be exercised in comparing the data in figures 5.3 and

5.4 since they are derived trom two different surveys. While both surVeys

were conducte& at about the same time and both were designed to collect simi-

lar data, there are considerable "fferences in the results. For example, the

median salaries of doctoral scientists obtaiiied from the NRC survey are soffie7-

whit higher than those from the post-censal survey , as can be s,in in the

Table 5.7. Other differences are.discussed in footnote 4 of section 2.



Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show salaries of iin and women doctoral scientists
-2

by the tyPe of employer. Similar data by the type of work are shown in'the

iigure 5.7. Figure 5,5 compares salaries by tyPe of employer, field and sex,',

Figure 5.6 shows salary comparisons by type.of employer, age and sex. It is

seen from these figured that median salaries in government and industry are

considerably higher than in'educational institutions.,Comparing by the type of

work, Figure 5:7, one sees that Salaries for management and administration are

the highest and those for teaching are the lowest. When salari4s are com-

pared by sex the familiar pattern emerges. For each type of employer, for each

type of work, for each field, and for every age, women's salaries are consis7

tantly lower. The salary gap is greatest in industry and smallest in federal

government.

Clearly, some of the.salary differences between male and female scien-

tists are'due to the fact that women are. more likely than men to work in

educational institutions where the pay is smaller and are less likely to work,

in industry where salaries are higher. Some,of the salary gap can be attribu-

ted to the fact that women are very scarce in management positions, where the

pay is the highest. Yet the above factors provide only a partial explanation

for the salary gap. Qne is led'to conclude that women scientists are paid
.

less than men no matter where they work nor what they do.

. Independent studies in several scientific fields confirm these conclu-

sions. Thus, a 1973 survey of the membership of the American Astronomical

Society
3 found female astronomers earning about $3,000 less than male astrono-

-niers, $15,700 compared tO $18,400. A study of women engineers12 found that in

12
'Profile of Woman Engineer", Society of Women Engineers, 345 East 47th

111 Street, New York 10017, 1972; Naomi J. McAfee, "Women in Engineering" New

Engineer, March 1973.
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1972 after 11 years of experience median salary of women vas $14,2Q0,.that of

men was'$16,700. The.scarcity of women engineers inmanagement positions (37

.of female engineers and"20% of the male,ones work in management) may account ,

or some of this salary gap. The.same study found that the 1972 starting

salarieS offered to men and women engineers.were comparable: $893 per month

for women and $892 for men. A 1971 study of young women in engineering
13

finds that young men and women engineers are quite comparable in 'the type of'

work, type of bmployer And in salary. However, it also finds that women exceed

men in professional .ncomplishments, such as awardsl- publications and other

scientific contributions. These findings.are consistent with the pattern

°described earlier in this section, i.e. a growing salary gap between men and

women with increasing years of experience.

The Committee on women in psychology also found significant salary,
*j 0

, differentials between men and women in academic departments14. Women earned

.
lees than men partly because women were concentrated in lower.ranks. Yet when

salaries were compared by rank, it was found that men make tore than women in

most ranks;. the highest differential Occured at the highest rank. Comparison

13
Harold G; Kaufman, "Young Women in -Engineering, a Little Bit Better than.

Men", New Engineer, February 1975

14
Surve-:s of Departments of Psychology, 1972 and 1973, American Psychological

Association, Committee on Women in Psychology, March 1974; Joan Joesting,

"Academic Women Revisited", paper presented at the Convention of the Southeastern

Psychological Association, Hollywood, Florida, May2-4 1974.

-



over three years, 1972 to 1974, shoWed little improvement.in the yelative

--status-of women.-

Chemists' salaries are compared by sex in the Table 5.8'and in Figures

5.8 and 5.9. These data are from the surveys conducted by the American,

Chemical. Society4'15: Figure 5.8 gives median salaries of male and female

chemists by degree from 1963 to 1974. One observes that for every, degree male

salaries are higher than female salaries. All salaries increase mith time,

but the gap between men and women remains approximately constant. It is re-

markable that a male chemist with a bachelor's degree has been earning tore

the a female chemist with a Ph.D. Figure 5.9 compares 1974 full-time salaries

of chemists by sex, degree and experience. This figure shows the same pattern

as that observed in similar Figures 5.1 and 5:2 for all scientists. Women

chemists earn less than men and the salary gap between men and women increases

411
with education and experience. Only B.S. women chemists with two to four

years of experience earn salaries comparable to their male counterparts.

Table 5.8 shows 1974 full-time chemist's' salaries by sexidegtee and employer.

It is seen that women's salaries lag behind men's salaries in every category;

the pay gap is the greatest in industry for chemists with bachelor's and

master's degrees. A recent analysis of the 1975 chemists' salaries
16

finds

,that women chemists, on the average, earn less than three quarters as much as

their male colleagues; the differences ifi the amount of work experience, in

academic qualifcations, type of employer, or work function cannot fully

account for this gap.

15 Sharon Johnson, "How to Stop Sex Discrimination", paper presented at the

American Chemical Society's 166th Annual Meeting, Chicago, August 27, 1973.

16
Chemical and Engineering News, p. 33, May 1976.
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Salaries of microbiologists
17 are given in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. Table 5.9

shows distribution by type of employer sex and degree level for three consecu-
fa.

tive years: 1970, 1971 and 1972; salaries are given for 1970 and 1972. Table

5.10 compares median annual professional income by sex and degree level .for

the same three years. One sees the same familiar pattern. 'Women's salaries

are consistently lower than men's salaries; there is little ta indicate that

the relative status of women is improving. Besides salaries, this table pre-

sents data on additional income. It shows that additional income of women is

about half that of Met; moreover a much smaller percentage of women than men

earn any additional income. This indicates that salary compari4ons do not

really rell the whole story. When the total professional income from all

sources is compared for men,and women the,earnings gap widens even more. In

ordier to see whether marriage and family responsibilities might account for

women's lower salaries, the salaries of microbiol gists were also analyzed by

- ,

marital status and by number cf dependents. It s,found that all women, ,

- .

married or not, with children or without, appear to be equally petalized
9

.

17 Mary Louise Robbins; "Status of Women Microbiologists", ASM- News, 37, (2),

April 1971; "Employment Rates and Preliminary Salary Data on ASM Membership')

ASM News, 38, (4), April ,1972; Peter L. Sguros, "Women in Microbiology, a

Report of Progress", ASM News, 39, (10), October 1973; Loreta Leive, "Status

of Women Microbiologists", ASM News, 37, (3), August 1971; Mary Louise Robbins,

"Another Look at the Profile of a Member (wittSpecial Emphasis on the Woman

Member))", ASM News, 38, (10), October, 1972.
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Academic salaries of political scientists18'19' 2° are c6mpared in Table

5.11 by 3ex for 1970, 1972 and 1974. Again, a salary gap between men and women

is seen. It is difficult to compare-this gapiaS a function of time since the

population sample seems to be-different for surveys Conducted in different

Years. The data on academic salaries_for a small sainple of politica1,scien7

tists by marital status
18

are presented in Table 5.12. Lt is seen that

though married'women earn lower salaries than single women, women who have,

never been married still make less money-than men.

Centre's study of men aqd women doctorate holders
21

also shows large

Aalary disparities between sexes. He found that in 1973 the median annual

income fdr.women 'doctorates in all science and non-science fields'emplöyed/

full-time was $17,200; for men doctorates it was $21,600. The disparity was

largest in physical sciences and social'sciences where women earned about a

fourth less than men. He found that income disparity is slightest the

government and greatest in private companies. He also lound th4 the dispari-
.

ty between men's and women's incomes becomes greater with years of experience.

While Centre's study is'ndt restricted to scientists, his findings on income

disparities are in general agreement with those of the other surveys deScribed

in this sect,ion.

18
P. E. Converse and J. M. Converse, "The Status of Women as Students and

Professionals in Political Science", PS 4 (3) .328, Summer 1971.

19
Ada W. Finifter, "The Professional Status of Women Political Scientists",

PS, 406, Fall 1973.

20
"Committee on the atatus of Women in the Profession", PS, 319, Summer 1974.

21
John A. Centre, "Women, Men and Doctorate", Educational Testing Service,

Princeton, New,Jerbey, September 1974.
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In a recent study Bayer and,Astin
22

analyzed,salaries of,teaching facUlty

in both science and non-science fields. The purpose of their study was to

assess sex discrimination in academe. To do this they looked at differences in

academic rank, tenure and salary between.men and women afterall the possible
$;

nonsexual contributing factors were removed. They compared,their results 'for'

1972-73 with those of 1968-69. The'y concl d d that a rank differential re-

mains, though it is smaller than in 1968 6 . The salary differential between

men and women iH higher academic tanks remains about'the same'in 1972-73.as it 4r

wag fn 1968-69, but the salary difference is`wiped out in lOwer ranks.

A more recent survey
23

by the National Center of Educational Statistics

arrived at slightly different conclusions. In this study the 1975 salaries of

full-time faculty members.(on academic year contracts) at colleges and Univer-
I

sities were compared with those t 1974. It was found that in all fields

Alm&- (both science and non-science) women's salaries were $14,566 and met's sala-
-__

IIP
- ries were $18,892, as shown in the Table 5.13. _Women's salaries were lower

than men's for all ranks. The salary difference is smallest for assistafit

professors, about $800, and largest for full professors, about 0,000. In

addition, it was found that from 1974 to 1975 men's salaries increased by

6.3%, while women's by anly 5.8%. This study also compared the representation

of women on faculties for the two years: 1974 and 1975. It Was.found that the

percentage of women faculty on academic year contracts remained even At 24% in

22,
A. E. Bayer and H. S. Astin, "Progress in the Elimination of Sex Discrimi-

nation in Academe: Have Antibias Regulations and 'Good Faith', Helped?", to be

published.

23 Cl_ticalandEniertas, 3, February 9, 1976.
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1975 compared with the previous year. The percentage of women declined, how-

ever, in professor, associate professor and instructor ranks. The pertentage

of Women increased in assistant, professor, lecturer, and undeiignated pdsi-

dons. The-overall implication of this survey is that the.relative status of

women in academic institutions is getting worse rather than better in spite of

"affirmative action".

Academic salaries of doctoral scientists and-engineers are comepared by

se xi. rank and type of institUtion in the Tible 5.14
24

. This table also shOws

the distribution of men and women by rank. It is seen that for men the overall

salaries are higher in four year colleges and universities than those in
a/

jUnior colleges, $19,500 versus $18,700. Women's median salaries for all ranks

are lower than men's and are the same for both types of institution, $17,100.

,Comparing by rank, one sees that at colleges and universities the.,salary gap

111 is about $3,000 a't the professor level and $1,000 at tht assistant professor

level. It is remarkable that while these numbers are based dn the 1973 data,

they are almost the same as the ones found in the 1975 study discussed in the

previous paragraph. At junior colleges women's salaries are comparatively

better. Comparing by rank, it is seen that at the professor level women earn

the same salary as men, and at the instructor level women's salaries are

higher; but women still lag behind men in the assistant and associate profes-

sor ranks.

The distribution of men and women doctorates by academic rank, shown in

the same tablc, provides further insight into their relative status. It is

seen that at both types of institution women are heavily concentrated in lower

ranks Women are twice as likely as men to work in junior colleges: 4.6% of

wdmen doctoral scientists and engineers and 2.1% of men are in these two year

institutions. In colleges and universities women are almost twice as likely as
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men to hold.the rank of assistant professor, instructor or.lecturer, while men

410 are .twice as likely to be full professors. At junior colleges a smaller

proportion.of both men and women,hold the. rank of/professor and a larger

proportiow are instructors. More than half of woRien and about 40%.of,men Luce

assistant profesFors or instructors.

-

What is the reason for women's 'disproportionate concentration in lower
,

academic ranks? In an attempt to answer this question consider Figure 5.10.

This figure shows the age distribution of doctoral scientists and engineers
24

in academic institutions by rank and sex. It is seen that for, every rank

women's median age is higher than. men's. For assistant professors this age

difference is two years, six years for associate professors, four years for

full professors and three years for instructors, lecturers and other. these

ap differences are larger than one and a-half years found for.dbctoral scien-

tists and engineers as a whole (see'section two of this paper). Furtner inspec-

tion of this figure leads to the following observations.

For assistant professors the age distributions are similar for both

sexes up to about 35 years. For older ages there are proportionately more.,

women than men. The curves for associate professors exhibit the most pro-

noUnced differences between men and women. The curve for males has a sharp

peak for the 35-39 age group and declines rapidly with age. For women asso-

ciate 9rof_ssors the curve is much flatter and peaks at an older age, between.

40 and 49 years. For professors, the female curve is again much flatter than

the male orie, and its peak occurs for oJe.er ages.

These observations can be interpreted as follows: At the assistant

profesior level women and men start out about the same; but after a few years

all similarity ends. It takes men about five years to get promoted to the

assoc:iate professor rank and another five to that of a full professor. Women ,



'stay much longer in the lower rankg,
their promOtions

are slower, and only afew make it to the top rank of professor. The previously discussed salarydata.indicate that of the few Who make'lt to.the top rank, even a smallernumber attain salaries comparable to their male collegues.
Another, indication of ihe relative status of doctoral

scientists andengineors is the extent of support
by,govetnment funds. These data were alsoava-f.lable from the NRC sUcVey24

, and are shown in Tables 5.15 and 5.16. Table5.15 shows government support by.field for all types of
institution,, andseparately for academic

institutions. It is seen that more men than womendoctoral scientists and engineers receive government support; 47%2% of men and409% of women,are supported by government funds. 'This pattern is repeatedconsistently in all fields of science. The
discrepancy is largest in mathema-tical scienCes, 39% pf men and 19%.of

women in tit. ield receive governmentsupport. The
difference is smallest in life sciences, where 60% of men and.59%f women receive

government support.

In academic
institutions 46% of'men doctoral scientists and engineers and36% of women receive

governMent sUpport (.r.ble 5.15). Comparison by fieldshows that women are supported to a lesser
extent than men in most

fields; theexceptions are eartH science and amnspheric science. It is interesting thatthe smelleat
discrepancy occurs in fields where women are most numerous: lifescience, social science and

psychology. The discrepancy is the biggest in themathematical and physical
sciences.

Table 5.16 shows support by government funds by academic rank and sex.In each rank a larger Iraction of men than women are supported by governmentfunds. Women supported by governmeot funds are almost three times as likelyas men to hold a low
academic rank: 29% of government supported women and 10%of men hold the rank of

instructor, lecturer or other. The opposite is true
24

NAS-NRC Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (unpublished data).0- ,,
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for high academic ranks: 67% of men an 7%of ,women supported by government

funds hold the rank Of assoqiate professor or Orofessor. This phenomenon can

be partly, but not totally explained by the overall:distribution of men and

women over the adademid ranks. The tWo distTibutions by rank, the distri-
.

bution of respondents and ihe distribution of Supported persons are shown in
,

the Table 5.16'for comp.irison.

How is one to inteipiet the meaning of these data? There are two ways to

look at it. oii the one hand, supPort by government funds can mean,prestige

and'independence for the faculty member, especially if she/he is the principal

investigator or project director.of a funded project. It often.provides

additional income, likelummer salaries, travel money for conferences and

other frinv benefits. ThiS is more likely to-occur for faculty members in

higher academic ranks. On the other hand, government support may mean that the

supported person lives on "scift money", and her/his job can disappear with the

loss of funding. This wouid be txue for iaculty members holding ranks outside

of the regular tenure track,jh as insiructor, lecturer or.other. It is

tempting eb conlude from the data in Table 5.16 thatsfor women support by

government funds means supports hy"soft money", while prestige and indepen-

dence provtded by government funding is more likely to accrue to Men than to

women.

Distribution by rank of academic scientists .had been investigated in many

-
independent studies

3 ,14,17,19,2530 -
.. These studies were mostly perfoymed by

25
"Women in Physics", Bulfttin of.the American Physical Society,. p. 740,

June, 1972.

26
Cathleen S. Morawetz, "Women'in Mathematics", Notices.of the American

.Mathematical Society, p. 131, April 1973.



women's committees of professional associations in several different fields.

Overall distributions by rank were compared for men and women. In addition, in

some of these, different types of institutions were compared. Several studies

were repeated in later years. The results of these surveys are summarized in

Table 5.17. This table shows, not surprisingly, that unlike men, women tend

to be concentrated in lower ranks. Women's tendency to ponulate the lowest

ranks fricreases and their overall representation decreases with the prestige

of the institution. This pattern is seen in the data for physics, economics,

and political science.

Comparison over the years covered in the table.shows a slight increase in

the representation of women on faculties of colleges and universities. This

reflects the recent increase in the number of women entering the professions.

Thus, in psychology the percentage ok women full-time faculty members in

graduate'depgrtments increased from 14.5% to 15.7% from 1972 to 1973; in

anthropology from 1971-72 to 1973-74 the percentage of faculty women changed

27
1971-72 and 1973-74 unpublished data from the Co0046ee on the Status of

*r
Women'in AnthropologY; see also AAA Newsletter, 14 sk

2$
Annual Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics

4,

'Profession, 1972 and 1974, AEA (unpublished).

9
I

"Women in Political Science", p. 53, APSA, Waáhing.ton, D,C 1971; 1972-73

and 1974-75 Surveys of Dep rtments, American Political Science Association;

Ada W. Finifter, "The Professional Statue of Women Political Scientists; Some

Current Dat'a", PS, p. 406, Fall'1973.

30.
"The Status of Women in Sociology, 1968-72" The American Sociological

Association, Washington, D.C., 1973.

'.1
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from 19.8% to 21.3%, in economics the corresponding change was from 6.4% to
7%. In political science, from 1969 to 1974 the proportion of women full-time

t

faculty members increased from 8.4% to 10.0%; and in sociolcv 'the increase
from 1970 to 1972 was from 9.3% to 12.2%. However, a closer examination of the
data in table 5.17 will reveal that no significant change in the distribution !
of women over the ranks has occurLed over the years.

A slight percentage increase of women faculty, was also found by Bayer 31

over a similar time interval. Comparing the results of two simtlar surveys of
the teaching faculty in academe, he found that the proportion of faculty who
were women increased from 19.1% in.1968-69 ts, 20.0% in 1972-73. While Bayer's
results are for all faculty, both in science and non-science fields, his
ftnding's are consistent with those for scientists discussed above. One
should recall, however, that more recent data21 for 1974 and 1975, show no
change in the

overall/proportion of women on facdlties of colleges and univer-
sities.

The unusually'low
representation of women in prestigious

universities was
also noted in cheMistry. It was found32 that there were no women on the
faculty ,of the top five33 departments in chemistry, which grant 6.9% of their
Ph.D.'s to women. The same study found that among 172 schools wi.th a total of

31
Alan E. Bayer, "Teaching Faculty in Academe: 1972-73", ACE Research Reports8 (2), August 1973; Alan E. Bayer, College and University Faculty: A Statisti-

cal Description", ACE Research Reports 5 (5), June 1970.
32

Chepe1insky,
Franchetti-Sicignano, Lowe, Tooney, Verbugge, "Women in Chemistry,

Part of the 51% Minority", Science for the People, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts,July 1972.

These are Harvard, Cal, Tech., Berkeley, Stanford and MIT.
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3,925 Ph.D. faculty members, only '90 were women, or 2.3% Of these 43% were of

.subprofessional rank (instructor,'research ssociate, etc.). A more recent

survey
34

of 188 Ph.D. granting departments resulted iii similar findings. Women

were found to constitute 2.6% of the full-time faculty at all institutions,

but only 0.5% of the faculty at the top rated
35,

institutions.

The status of academic women was also considered in a number of campus

reports. About 3ixty such reports, undertaken by individuals and groups both

^

on and off campus, were studies by Robinson
36

. Her publications contain an

annotated bibliography of campus reports and an analysis and summary of their

findings. She concludes that these.reports confirm the inferior status of

academic women, using criteria such as rank, salary, promotion and.involvement

in administration. It was found that women are often in positions which do not

provide for their inclusion in the regular workings of the academic community.

34
CheriEr_sIineerinNevi/s, p. 40, April 7, 1975.

35
K. D, Roose and C. J. Anderson, ."A Rating of Graduate Programs", American

Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 1970.

36
Lora H. Rooinson, "The Status of Academic Women", Eric Clearing House on

Higher Education, Washington, D.C., April 1971; Lora H. Robinson, "Institu-

tional Analysis of Sex Discrimination: A review and Annotated Bibliography",

ERIC Clearing HoUse on Higher Education, Washington, D.C., June 1973; Lora H.

Robinson, "Institutional Variation in the Status of Academic Women" in the

book edited by Alice Rossi and Ann Calderwood "Academic Women on the Move",

New York, 1973.
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Analysis by ;academic rank showed that women constitute a smaller prOportion of

each ascending rank and occupy a higher percentage of marginal, non-ladder-,

temporary, or fringe positions. When promotion rates were compared by sex, it

was found that women advanced more slowly and remained longer in lower ranks.

Salary studies lead to the overwhelming.conclusion that woMen earn less than

men with the same qualifications, women were found to be very scarce in acade-

V.

mic administration and the higher the position the fewer women are found.

Oltman
37 reached similar conclusions in her study of women in administrative

positions.

On the whole, the data in this section present a rather dism.1 picture of

,the status of women in the scientific professions. Moreover, there is,little

to indicate that the status of women scientists has improved over the recent

years.

37 Ruth M. Oltman, "Survey on Women in Academe", American Association of

University Women, Washington, D.C., December 1970.
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Table 5.1

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SCIENTIST AND ENGINEERS BY FIELD, SEX AND TYPE OF EMPLOYER
(All degree levels)

.Educational Non-profit FederalBusiness/Industry Institutions Organizations Government Other

Number Responding
Total

Number of Women

Refironcli.n_g_

Total%* Women%* Total% Women% Total% Women% Total% Women% Total% Women%

All Fields
32.8 14.3 43.8 61.7 3.7 7.2 10.5 7.4 9.2 9.4 297,416 25,668

Chemistry
61.5 33.7 24.0 45.0 2.6 7.1 6.1 8.5 5.8 5.8 82,697

5,531

Physics
28.9 11.4 53.3 73.1 2.7 3.6 11.5 9.7 3.6 2.2 31,927 1,069

Earth & Marine Sc. 43.8 11.8 28.7 55.0 1.1 4.0 13.4 10.5 13.0 10.7 22,764 720

Atmospheric & Space Sc. 12.3 10.0 16.3 40.0 1.5 2.2 32.9 33.3 37.0 14.4 6,244 90Mathematics
60.2 8.9 27.3 82.6 2.1 1.2 5.3 4.8 5.0 2.6 23,267 2,337

Statistics
27.6 19.2 38.3 34.0 4.5 8.1 21.4 26.9 8.3 11.8 2,804

i 297Computer Science
67.9 61.5 14.6 17.8 3.6 5.1 8.0 9.9 5.8 5.7 10,988 1,096Biological Sc. 10.6 5.7 63.0 71.2 6.5 9.1 10.7 7.2 9.2 6.8 45,702 5,574

Agricultural Sc. 16.8 11.1 23.2 35.6 1.4 8.9 37.3 20.0 21.3 24.4 15,342 45Psychology
7.8 3.6 59.4 62.1 8.3 4.9 6.2 4.1 18.4 20.3 25,028 5,672Economics

14.3 11.4 61.4 58.2 4.1 5.0 11.8 14.5 8.4 10.9 12,779 696

Sociology
1,.9 2.0 83.0 76.9 5.e 1 7.3 3.1 4.6 6.8 9.2 6,835 1,403

Anthropology 0.9 0.4 85.5 82.8 331 3.4 2.3 1.7 8.3 11.6 1,251 232

Political S.
1.9 2.4 82.1 80.4 3.6 4.0 5.7 7.7 6.6 5.5 6%085 545

Linguistics
3.2 0 83.2 80.3 7.4 9.1 3.1 2.5 3.1 5.0 1,71)3 361

* Total means both sexes, i.e: for all fields 32.8% of both sexes and 14.3% of women are,in business or industry
Source: "American

Science Manpower, 1970", National Science Foundatlon,
Washington, D.C., 1970.



Table 5.2

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND,ENGINEERS .BY FIELD, SEX AND-TYPE OF EMPLOYER
Total Number- . Businees Educational Hospitals, Non- Federal. Responding to one ofand Industry Institutions Clini 0cs Profit Government . 'Other the Categories

Total%*Women%* Total% Women% Total% Women% Total% Women% Total% Women% Total% Women% Total Women
A1l"Fields 22.4 5.3 59.4 72.8 2.6 7.0 3.5 4.3 7.9 5.0 4.2 5.6 223,214 16,837
Physical Science 39.7 17.0 45.5 69.1 0.6 1.5 3.4 3.5 8.5 6.6 2.2 1.0 48,391 1,819Chemistry 56.3 19.1 39.1 69.4 0.8 1.9 2.6 3.3 5.4 4.4 1.9 2.1 30,387 1,401Physics/Astronomy ' 21.8 10.3 56.5 68.2 0.4 0.2 4.8 4.3 13.8 14.1 2.8 2.9 18,004 418
Mathematical Science 6.8 3.3 86.1 92.0 1.5 1.2 4.1 1.4 1.4 1.9 12,424 805Mathematics 6.3 3.2 87.6 94.1 - 1.6 0.8 3.5 0,4 1.1 1.5 10,954 728Statistics 11.2 6.5 75.1 72.7 - 1.4 5.2 8.3 10.4 4.1 5.2 1,470 77
Computer Science 36.1 33.3 51.8 52.9 0.8 - 3.8 2.3 4.1 8.1 3.4 3.4 2,908 87
Environmental Science 19.5 10.3 51.0 65.7 - - 4.4 1.5 18.9 11.8 6.3 10:7 10,424 271Earth Science 22.4 10.5 49.9 63.2 - 3.4 0.4 17.9 13.4 6.4 11.5 8,628 209Oceanography 6.6 6.7 61.8 80.0 - - 9.6 . - 15.5 4.4 6.5 8.9 1,122 45Atmospheric Science 3.4 17.6 46.7 58.8 -8.2 5.9 37.2 11.8 4.4 5.9 674 17
Engineers 48.6 43.7 36.5 35.6 0.2 3,6 4.4 7.5 13.3 3.5 3.0 35,666 135
Life Science 11.7 4.7 68.2 74.8 3.3 4.5 3.1 4.3 10.0 7.4 3.8 4.3 58,389 5,964Biological Science 8.6 4.0 73.0 77.2 2.6 . 3.3 3.8 4.4 9.0 7.4 3.0 3.9 36,901 4,801Agricultural Seience 16.8 20.2 63.2 66.1 1.0 2.4 16.5 9.7 2.5 1.6 10,894 124Medical Science',

cholcigy_

17.2

5.7

6.2

2.2

56.4

62.7

65.1,

62.5

9.2

13,2

10,8

18.2

2.7

4.7

4.2

4.7

6.9

3.8

7.2

2.6

7.6

10.0

6.5

9.8

10,594

25,464

1,039

4,784
Social Science 4.2 1.7 82.5 85.3 0.1 0.1 4.0 5.3 4.9 3.2 .4.2 4.4 29,421 2,966Economics 9.1 4.4 73.2 76.6 4.0 6.8 7.6 9.3 6.1 2.8 8,580 496Sociol./Anthrop. 0.9 - 92.4 92.9 0.1 3.2 3.7 1.2 .5 2.1 2.9 6,692 1,232Other Soc. Sci. 2,8 2.3 83.3 81.2 0.2 0.2 , 4.5 6.2 5.0 3.6 4.2 6,5 14,149 1,238

RelTrl 7.9 33.3 79..5 66.7 6.3 1.6 4.7 127, 6
ATotal means both sexes, i.e. 22.4% of both sexes and 5.37. of women are in business and industry.
Source: "Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United States, 1973", NSF-312-A, National Science Foundation,Washington, D.C., 1975 (This report is based on the NAS-NRC survey of doctoral scientists and engineers).
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T'able 5.3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF
SCIENTISTS IN SELECTED FIELDS BY SEX, DEGREE AND TYPE OF EMPLOyEk

Field

1
Astronomy

Business/
Industry

Jotal% Women%

Educationa4
Inseitutions

Total% Women%

Government

Total% Women%

Other

Total% Momen% total No. No. of Women

All Degrees 5.0 2.0 64.0 77.0 18.0 10.0 13.0 ' 10.O 559 49

Chemistry
2

All Degrees 59.9 40.3 23.0 31.0 10.7 16.3 6.4 ; 12.4
Ph.D. 48.9 18.7 33.7 53.4 9.0 14.6 6.3 i 13.2

3 1

Geoscience
All Degrees

psychology
4

42.1 18.5 30.2 52.0 15.2 25.9 12.5 3.6 38,000 1,900

Master's 6.0 1.7 49.1 58.1 8.8 6.2- 36.i 34.0 4,909 1,736

Doctoral 2.4 0.8 63.5 63.3 4.1 3.6 30.9 32.5 19,610

1
Cowley, Humpreys, Lynds, Rubin, "Report to the Council of AAS from the Working Group on th4 Status

of Women in Astronomy 1973", Bulletin of the American Astronomic9. Society, 6,(3) Part II, 1974.

2
-1974 Report of Chemists' Salaries and Employment Status", Offilceof Manpower Studies, American

Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., June, 1974.

B. M. Vetter and E. L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, a Manpower Resource Service",
Scientific Manpower Commission, Washington, D.C., May, 1975. (The data are taken from the table PS-G-4A
based on unpublished 1974 data from the American Geological Institute).

4
C. A. Boneau and J. M. Cuca, "An Overview of Psychologies' Human Resources, Characteristics and Salaries

from the 1972 APA Survey", American Psychologist, November, 1974, (See also table SS-P-16 in B. M. Vetter
and E. L. Babco, "Professional Women and Minorities, a Manpower Resource Service", Scientific Manpower
Conunission, Washington, D.C., May, 1975)
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Degree

Bachelor's

Master's .

Ph.D.

Table 5.4

INEXPERIENCED FULL-TIME EMPLOYED CHEMISTS BY SEX:DEGREE AND TYPE OF EMPLOYER1

Business/ College/
Industry University

Total Women Total Women
no. no. no. no.

Government
Total Women
no. no.

Median Salary
Other All Employed in $

Total Women Total Women Toa1 Women
no. 'no. no. 'no.

318 88 37 14 36 6 71 28 462 136 9,900 10,000

67 12 5 2 3 0 15 5 90 19 11,800 11,300
0,

115 7 31 8 8 0 5 0 159 15 16,200 13,000

1
"1974 Survey Report, Startifig Salaries of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Graduates",'Office of Manpower

Studies, American Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1974. The data are derived from a sample selected from
tecent graduates in "chemistry.

m...m.m..
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Table 5.5

PRIMARY WORK ACTIVITY OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY FIELD "n SEX
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Research/ nnalement/
Development Administration leaching Other Number .Reporting

% of % of % of % of % of % of % of % of
Total Women Total Women Total Women Total Women Total Women

All Fields 3.3 33.2 23.6 8,7 2' 8 38.1 18.3 20.0 29.'. 472 25,250

Chemistry 38.4 43.6 26.4 7.1 12.6 25.9 22,6 23.5 81,242 5,421 i
Physics 52.8 37.9 16.4 3.5 25.3 48.8 5.4 9.8 33,226 1,045
Earth & Marine Science 17.8 25.0 18.6 5.7 20.7 40.1 42.9 29.2 22092 705
Atmo, & Space Science 20.2 35.6 28.9 9.2 7.7 12.6 43.2 . 42.5 6,073 87

Mathematics 21.0 9.1 20.9 5.9 46.S 76.1 11.6 8.9 22,788 2,301
Statistics 27..9 30.6 20.8 13.7 21.1 15.1 30.2 40.5 2,746 291

Computer Science 37.7 40.9 29.9 9:4 4.0 2.9 28.4 46.8 10,796 1,072

Biological Science 41.6 39.6 18.3 7.6 31.8 43.9 8.3 8.9 44,720 5,497
Agricultural Science 23.0 26.7 59.1 31.1 8.7 17.8 9.3 4.4 14,995 45

Psychology 24.7 31.6 19.9 11.4 27.5 24.7 27.8 32.3 24,718 5,601

Economics 22.0 27.2 23.5 13.0 42.3 45.3 12.3 14.6 12,510 687
Socio1ogy 21.2 25.1 15.7 13.1 58 ". 54.8 4.8 6.9 .6,725 1,386
Anthropology 23.1 22.8 12.2 6.1 60.:, 64.0 4.3 7.0 1,222 \ 228
yoLitical Science 11.4 12.9 17.9 11.4 63.5 65.1 , 7.2 10.6 5,996, '.5,36

Linguistics 17.1 17.8 13.0 7.2 61.3 63.8 8.7 11.2 1,653 348

Source: "American Science Manpower, 1970", NSF 71-45, National Sciencp. Foundation, Washington, D.C., 1970.
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Thble 5.6

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUI:ON OF
DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS hY FIELD, SEk AND.PRIMARY WORK ACTIVITi

Field

Research,.

Development

if

, Management,
Administration Teaching Other_

Total No. Euployed and

Re2.9111PLILLEKASIALAI.-:-.:

Men % Women % Men % Women % Men % Women % Men % Women % Men Women

All Fields 33.0 27.9 19.2 9.1 38.8 46.7 9.1 16.3 .210040
1

I

16,180

Phys. Science 42.6 20.8 8.4 30.8 48.5 5.8 9.5 46)049 1,910
Chemistry 39.6 31.4 24.6 8.7 28.6 50.0 7w3 10.0 28,913 , 1,374
Physics/Astron, 47..6 41.2 14.5 7.3 34.5 43.4 3.4 8.1 17,436 396

Math.Science 20.3 8.9 7.7 4.2 69.2 01.4 ,2.8 5.5 11,900 778
Mathematics 20.3 7.2 7.2 4.2 7C 4 34.3 2.0 4.2 10,468 706
Statistics 20.7 25.0* 10.8 .4.2* 60.0 52.8* 8.6 18.1* 1,432 77

Covuter Science 37.2 50,0* 22.5 5.0* 34.7 35.0*, 5.7 10.0* 2,807 80

Environmental Se. 35.9 46.6 23.6 6.3 32.8 33.6 7.7 13.4
9

253
Earth Sc, 33.4 39.9* 23.1, 6.9* 34.7 37.0* 8.8 16.3* 8 :7097; 203
Oceanography- 48.0 75.8* 24.9 23.1 24.2* 4.0 - 1,047 33
Atmospheric Sc, 46.9 70.6* 27.8 11.8* 25.3 11.8* 5.9* 665 17

Elatneers 38.4 48.9 27.8 16.5 26.1 28.6 7.6 13.5 34,314 133

Life Science 42.4 48.4 16.4 6.9 33.7 38.1 7.5 6.6 53,949 5,684
-Bin-logical Sc. 44.7 49.8 11.7 5.1 39.6 4G.8 4.0 4.3 34,538 4,610
Agric. St. 45.2 61.3* 22.7 5.4* 20.5 24.3* 11.6 13.5* 9,843 111
Medic, Sc. 31.4 40,7 26.9 15.7 25.8 26.8 13.9 16.8 9,568 966

12.6 10.6 17.8 12.1 40.4 38.? 29.2 39.0 23,698 4,622

Soc. Science 13.3 13.9 15.2 10.4 65.5 69.1 6.0 6.6 27,923 2,850
Economic9 17.6 21.0 17.7 15.4 57.2 56.8 7.6 6.7

..

8,224 461
Soclo./Anthrop. 15.2 14.7 10.6 6.8 72.0 75.2 2.3 3.3 6,392 1,183
Other Soc. Sc. 9.8 10.4 16.0 11.9 67.4 67.9 6.8 9.8 13,307 1,206

No Report--..'--- 1.8* 28.6* 31.2* 51.4* 42.9* 15.6* ."13.6* 109* 7*

A I:hilt:otos a very small sample size.

Source: "Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers .in the United States, 1973", NSF-312-A, National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C. 1975 (This report is based on the NAS-NRC survey of (loctoral iwientists and engineers)
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Table 5.7

1972 MEDIAN SALARIES OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY FIELD

(COMPARISON OF TEE POST-CENSAL SURVEY WITH THE NRC SURVEY)

Post-Censal Survey NRC Survey

Salary in $ Salary in'$

Engineers 20,600 22,500

Mathematical specialists 18,700 19,300

Computer specialists 19,100 22,100

Operations research analysts 22,400 .

Physical scientists 15,500 21,200

Life scientists' 18,500 20,000

Psychologists .. 19,100 20,200

Social scientists 19,800 20,400

Sources: "The 1972 Scientist and Engineer Population Redefined", Science

Resources Studlies Highlights, NSF 75-305, April 11, 1975, Washingt.on D.C.

1973 NAS:;.NRC Survey of Doctoral'Scientists and Engineers.



Table 5.8

e,

1974 FULL-TIME CHEMISTS' SALARIES BY SEX,'DEGREE AND EMPLOYER
. (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

,.

Bachelors
men women

,

men

Masters
women men

Doctors
women

Business/Industry 18.0 13.2 20.2 14.4 23.4 21.0

Self-Employed 15.1 na 22.0 na 25.0 na

Educationcil institutions 11.5 9.0 14.0 11.0 17.5 15.0

Government 18.7 15.2 19.5 15.0 24.0 20.9

Non-Profit Institutions* 15.8 11.0 16.3 12.1 21.0 17.0

Other 14.7 na 17.9 na 21.2 na

All Employers 18.0 13.0 19.0 13.5 22.0 16.8

* Includes hospital and independent:laboratory.
na - not available

Source: "1974 Report of Chemists' Salaries and Employment Status", Office of

Manpower Studies, American ChemiPal Society, Washington, D.C., June 1974.
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Table 5.9

MICROBIOLOGISTS BY TYPE OF EMP6YER, SEX, DEGREE, SALARY AND YEAR.

Type of'Employer aad Year

19701

BS/BA

F

MS/MA PhD/ScD.-. aalary; All DeOees
(Thousands' of Dollars)

M

Educationa1 Institutions 24.5% 21.7% 31.3% 42.8% 58.1% 66.2% 15.0 10.0
Private Industry 32.2 20.4 28.7 9.9 16.1 5.4 17.0 12.0
Government 25.2 25.2 22.7 19.0 16.0 12.4 17.0 12.0
Clinical Laboratory 13.0 29.8 9.5 19.1 3.3 . 4.9 14.0 11.0

1971
2

Educational Institutions 20.7 17.3 30.2 39.6 58.9 66.1
Private Industry 31.2 18.0 24.0 11.1 15.2 4.6
Government 24.8 23.8 26.8 19.0 16.9 13.6
Clinical Laboratory 17.5 38.5 13.3 21.2 4.1 7.0

1972
3

*

Educational Institutions 23.0(7.5) 21.7(9.0) 32.2(10.0) 36.2(10.0) 58.0(17.5) 66 1(14.0)
Private industry 32.5(13.2) 20.4(11.5) 25.9(15.0) 10.8(12.0) 15..3(20.0) 5.6(18.0)
Government 22.8(14.0) 24.6(12.0) 24.7(15.0) 20.6(13.6) 16.6(21.1) 12.4(19.3)
Clinical Laboratory 16.0(11.0) 29.4(10.4) 10.2(13.5) 22.9(11.5) 4.3(19.0) 4.7(16.0)

.*Numbers in parentheses are salaries in

1
Loretta Leive, "Status of

thousands of dollars

Women Microbiologists",

2
Mary Louise Robbins, "Another Look

ASM News, 38, (10), October 1972.

3
Peter L. Sguros, "Women

at the Profile

in Microbiology, a Report

ASM News, 37 (3):

of a Member (with

of Progress", ASM

August 1971

a Special Emphasis on the Wopian Member)",

%

News, 39, (10), October 1973.



Table 5.10

MICROBIOLOGISTS' MEDIAN ANNUAL PROFESSIONAL INCOME BY SEX, DEGREE AND YEAR
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Basic
1970

1

.Additional
1971

2

Basic Additional
1972

3

Basic
.

AdditionalSex Deg:fee , Salary Income* Salary Income* Salary Income*

Men BS/BA 11.0 1.8(11.7) 12.0 2.0(11.9) 12.0 2.0(47)
MS/MA 12.0 1.6(13.1) 12.5 2.0(17.2) 14.0 2.0(49)
PhD/Set) 17.5 1.7(24,3) 18.0 1.5(25.2) , 18.7 1.8(68)

Women BS/BA 10.0 0.9(5.9) 10.0 0.6(6.8)

-,

11.0 1.0(28)
MG/MA 10.4 1.8(6.5) 11.0 0.5(8.0) 11.6 0.8(48)

, PhD/SeD 13.3 1,3(12.4) 14.0 1.0(11.8) 15.0 1.2(61)

* Figuies in parentheses are percentages of those receiving,additional income.
1

2

Mary Louise Robbins, "Status of Women Microbiologists", ASM,News, 37, (2), April 1971.

"Employment Rates and Preliminary,Salary Data on ASM Membership", ASM News, 38, (4), April 1972.
3
Peter L. Sguro, "Women in Microbiology, a,Report of Progress", ASM News, 39, (10) October 1973.
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Table 5. LI

FULL-TIME ACADEMIC SALARIES OF POLITI6AL SCIENTISTS BY SEX AND YEAR
(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Year
Men

Salary Number

1970
1

16.6 97*

1972
2

15.2 4338

1974
3

14.8 4275

Women
Salary Number

4.9 178*

. 12.7 470

12.8 418

* This number represents the sample size rather than the actual number
of men and women.

1
P. E. Converse and J. E. Converse, "The Status of Women as Students and

Professionals in Political Science", PS 4. (3), 328, Summer 1971.

2
Ada W. Finifter, "The Professional Status of Women Political Scientists",

PS, 4.06, Fall 1973.

3
Committee on the Status of Women in the Profession", PS, 319 *Summer 1974.

Table 5.12

ACADEMIC SALARIES OF POLITICAL SCIENTISTS BY SEX AND MARITAL STATUS
1

(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Salary

Women

Ever Married Never Married

Men

Married and Unmarried

Number Salary Number Salary Number

Doctorates 11.7 95 14.7 44 17.0 81
Non-Doctorates

na - not available

,9,1 na 9.1 10 14.7 16

1
P.E. Converse and J.E. Converse, "The Status of Women as Studen-s and

Professionals in Political Scence", PS 4 (3), 328, Summer 1971.
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Table 5.13

1975 ACADEMIC FULL-TIME SALARIES
(ACADEMIC YEAR CONTRACTS)

men women

Professors $24,448 $21,465
Associate professors 17,809 16,788
Assistqnt professors 14,625 13,872
Instructors 11,909 11,259
Lecturers 13,921 12,339
Undesignated rank 11,901 10,365

TOTAL $18,862 $14,556

411

Source: Department of Health Education and Welfare (reported
in Chemical and Engineering News, February 9, 1976).

a
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Table 5.14

. DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
MEDIAN ANNUAL ACADEMIC SALARIES AND DISTRIBUTION BY RANK, TYPE OF INSTITUTION AND SEX

(SALARIES ARE IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

Academic Rank

MEDIAN ANNUAL SALARIES

Four Year College Junioe College
or University
men women men women

qERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Four Year College Junior College
or University
men women men women

Total* 19.5 17.1 18.7 17.1 111,293 9,177 2,381 441

H
Ha. Professor 24.4 21.6 22.6 22.6 41.2 24.0 29.2 18.9

I. Associate.Professor 18.5 17.8 18.2 17.3 29.2 29.1 20.7 18.9
Assistant Professor 16.2 15.2 14.9 14.3 24.6 36.4 23.6 34.6
Instructor 13.0 12.8 16.4 17.3 0.6 1.5 14.3 18.6
Lecturer 16.3 14.5 na na 0.4 1.4 0.2 na
Other 17.0 13.8 20.4 na 4.0 7.6 12.0 9.0
No report 19.3 12.4 20.4 na

* "Total" means median salary for all ranks in the first four columns and the total number of all men or
women in the last four columns.

na - Uot available

Source: NAS-NRC Roster of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (Unpublished Data).



Table 5.15

PERCENTAGE BY FIELD OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
SUPPORTED BY GOVERNMENT'FUNDS

1.0 _

Field

All Types
of Employer

men women

Educational
Institutions

meu women

All Fields 47.2% 40.9% 46.1% 35.6%

\
PhYsical Science . 42.6 35.5 47.0 28.2

Chemistry 27.5 29.1 35.7 22.6
Thysics 66.7 55.9 58.7 45.7

Mathematical Science 34.1 19.1 28.8 16.9
Mathematics 31.9 16.2 26.8 15.0
Statistics 50.5 (44.9) 46.3 37.9

Computer Science 43.6 ,(34.9) 48.9 39.5

k_,-.

Enviromental Science 58.0 58.6 55.8 . 52.0
Earth Sciente 50.3 (53.3) 46.3 46.7.
Oceanography 82.1 (63.6) 79.9 65.7
Atmospheric science 82.2 (94.1) 77.2 87.5
Other ' 70,2 (59.5) 77.5 36.8

Engineering 51.5 (50.4) 55.8 25.0

Life Science 60.1
,

58.7 62.3 54.3
Biological Science 59.0. -58.,8 570 52.6
Agricultural Science 67.5 (61.3) 76.7 72.6
Medical Science 55.4 57.7 66.6 61.3'

Psychology 39.9 34.6 35.0 29.5

Social Science 29.8 21.5 24.6 18.3
Economics 30.8 (19.2) 23.6 13.3
SociAogy/Anthropology 29.7 21.3 27.9 20.3
Other 29.2 22.7 23.5 17.8

'Non-Science 27.6 26.2 27.3 23.0

Other 28.9 16.5

Parentheses indicate a very small sample size.

Source: NAS-NRC Roster of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973'

(Unpublished Data).
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Table 5.16

, DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
SUPPORT BY GOVERNMENT FUNDS BY ACADEMIC RANK AND SEX

. Academic Rank

Number Responding

men women

% Distribution
of Respondents

men women

% Supported
for Each Rank

men women

% Dtstribution of
Supported PersOns

men women

All Ratiks 110,601 10,440 46.1 35.6

i

Professor 44,090 20129 39.9 20.4 46.7 27.0 40.3 15.5

i--.
Associate Professor 31,699 2,651 28.7 25.4 43.0 30.9 26.7 22.0

I-.

co Assistant Professor 27,279 3,655 24.7 ,35.0 42.2 33.8 22.6 33.2

1

Instructor 1,049 386 0.9 3.7 48.8 21.5 1.0 2.2

Lecturer 623 304 0.6 2.9 40.0 27.6 0.5 2.3

Other 5,861 1,315 5.3 12.6 77.5 69.9 8.9 24.7

Source: NAS-NRC Roster of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973 (Unpublished Data)

00)41
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Table 5.17

DISTRIBUTION OF ACADEMIC SCIENTISTS BY RANK, SEX AND FIELD

(SUMMARY OF SEVERAL INDEPENDENT STUDIES)

FIELD YEAR

DISTRIBUTION BY RANK
(Percentages add to 100 horizontally)

Total No." Full ASSOCC Assist. Lesser
Prof. Prof. 'Prof, Ranks

Astronomy
1

1972-73 men; 486 25% 16% b 20% 39%
women! 44 9% 11 14 11 63

Physics` 1972-73 men; 2,985 30% 21% 34% 14%
women: 188(6%) 30 18 30 23

men: 1,323 27 10 33 9
women: 34(2,5%) 21 26 35 18

men: 5,135 43 26 26
women: 91(1.7%) 26 26 29 19

men: 560 59 16 19 6
women: 15(0.9% 40 20 20 20

Mathematics 1968-72c men: 2,910 46% 16% 22% ,16%
women: 71 2.4%) 10 30 10 51

Microbiology4 1970 men: 1,160 39% 28% 30% 3%
women: 195 16.8%) 19 30 42 9

Psychology 1972 men: 2,160 39% 25% 30% 6%
women: 366(14.5%) 20 24 31 25

1973 men: 2,043 39 26 29 6
women: 381(15.7%) 15 21 34 28

Anthropo1ogy6
1971-72 men: 28% 24% 34% 14%

women:
.2,129

524(19.84 14 19 41 26

1973-74 men: 2,551 28 24 33 15
women: 689 21.3% 12 22 39 27

Economics 1972 men: 4,151 36% 25% 33% 6%
women: 284(6.4%) 17 21 41 21

men: 1,121 50 19 29 2
women: 73(6.1%) 19 11 42 27

1974 men: 3,977 35 25 31 8
women: 285(7%) 15 22 43 19

men: 1,164 50 20 28 2 '

women: 600%) 20 12 53 15

Politica/ 1969 men: 4,030 )0% 20% 32% 17%
Science woMen: 371(8.4%) 14 16 33 38

1972 men: .4,672 30 25 34 10
women: 456(8.9%) 13 22 39 26

men: 445 50 19 25 6
women: 23(4.9%) 13 35 30 22

1974 men: 5,072 33 26 29 11
women: 561 10.0% 15 20 43 22

Sociology 1979 men: 2,571 33% 24% 34% 10%
women: 274(9.3%) 13 24 47 16

1971 meny' 2,929 35 23 35 6
women: 320(9.8%) 13 26 44 17

1972 men: 2,65$ 37 23 35
women: 368(12.2%) 14 22 48 IS

a
Amen es percentage of total are given in parentheses.

1

"Report to the Council of the AAS from the Working Group on the Status of Women in Astronomy,1973", AAS Bulletin
6 (3), Part2, 412, 1974.

COMMENTS

PhD astronomers at 28 graduate
de artments

At 743 four-year colleges with an
undergraduate program only

At 133 four-year colleges with an
MA/MSc program

At 158 unversities

J

At "top ten" universitiesb

PhO mathematicians'at 20 out of
35 to PhD rantin univ rsities

PhO microbiologists at, all types
of institutions ,

Fu11-time faculty in graduate
departments

Data from the guide to departmonts
of anthropology 1971-72

Oata from the guide to departments
of anthropoloAY 1973-74 ,

Full-time faculty, all departments

Full-time faculty, 43 universities
'living 2/3 of PhO's in economics

Full-time faculty, all departments
_

Full-time faculty
giving 2/3 of PhO

Full-time faculty
departments

Full-time faculty
departments

Full-time faculty
departments

Full-time faculty
de artments

43 universities
's in economics

at 473d

at 720'

at 18 leadingb

at 690d

At all graduate departments

According to the rating system in Kenneth O. Roose, "A Rating of Graduate Programs", American Council of Education,
Washington, D.C. 1970.

Aumbers and percentagei for mathematicians represent year-persons, thus "four" can be one person.for four years or
four persons for one year,

The original sources for these data (reference 8) do not explain why the nl. r of faculty in 1972 at 473 depart- .
ments is comparable to tire number of faculty in 1971 and 1972 at a much lary., number of departments.

2
"Women in Physics", Bulletin of the American Physical Society, p, 740, Jul ), 1972.

Cathleen S. Morawetz, "Women in Mathematics", p 131, Notices of the American Mathematical Society, April 1973
3

4
Loretta Leive, "Status of Women Oicrobiologists", ASM News, 37 (3), 57, August 1971.

5
"Survey of Departments of Psychology, 1972 & 1973", APA Committee on Women in Psycfiology, March 1974 (unpublished).

6
1971-72 old 1973-74 unpublished data from the Committee on the Status of Womeh in Anthropology; see also AAA News-
letter, 14 (2), 1913,

Annual Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in the Economics Profession. 1972 and 1974, AEA (unpublished),

9
"The Status of Women in Sociology, 1968-72", The American Sopological Association, Washington, D.C.., 1973.

"Women in Political Science", p. 63, APSA, Washington, D,C 1971; 1972-73 and 1974-75 Surveys of Departments,
American Political Science Association; Ada W. Finifter, "The Professional Status of Women Political Scientists:
Some Current Data", PS, p, 406, Fall 1973.



Figure 5.1

MEDIAN ANNUAL SALARIES OF SCIENTISTS BY SEX
AND. YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

vie

S.

1 2-4 5-9 10-4 15-9 20-4 25-9 30-4

Years of Professional Experience
35-09 40

Source: "American Science Manpower, 1970"; NSF 71-45, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C., 1970 .
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Figure 5.2

MEDIAN ANNUAL SALARIES & DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
$Y SEX AND YEAR OF DOCTORATE

30K
1

26K

w 22K
1.4
Cl

MALE

(all years. S21,160)

= FiEMA LE
m.- (all years. S17.620)Ti 18K
CU 1z

14K

70-2 .65-9 60-4 55-9 50-4 45-9

Year of Doctorate

40-4 35-9 30-4

Source: NAS-NRC*Ros.ter of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers 1973
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FIELD

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

,STATISTICS

COMPUTER

SPECIALISTS

OPERATIONS )

.RESEARCH

11/INGINEERS

LIFE SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIAL SCIENCE

Figure 5.3

MEDIAN SALARIES BY SEX AND FIELD

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS

0 .10 20
14,9

/6.7

113

UMW MEN

r--------1 I;OMEN

Source: 1972 Post-Censal Survey
*

SUBFIEL1

70%* CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

EARTH AND MARINE

SCIENCES

6870

7z%

74Z

gs%

7I%

0

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

(other)

.1

° BIOLOGICAL SCIENC

AGRICULT6RAL

SCIENCE

MEDICAL SCIENCE

ECONOMICS

SOCIOLOGY/

ANTHROPOLOGY

OTHER SOCIAL

SCIENCES

i

*These percentages are female salaries
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. Figure 5.4'

MEDIAN,SALARIES OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY SEX, FIELD AND SUBFIELD

FIELD

ALL FIELD1

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

MATHEM, SCIENCE

COMPUTER SPEC,

ENV1ROM. SCIENCE

;L7ING

LIFh

PSYCHOLOGY

SOCIAL SCI,ENCE

NON-SCIENCE

Salary in lhousands of Dollars
10 20

21.2

83%

SUBFIELa

.

.77,771 21.4

1 174
81% CHEMISTRY

,

PHYfics/AsTONoriY

'vs- 19,4
88% MATHEMATICS17.8- .

.1. STATI.STICS

\;:s.,:.-.1:-`1,i; 41 22.3

17.7 .

17.0

20.9
81% EARTH SCIENGE

79%

OCEANOGRAPHY

ATMOiPH, SCIENCE

7,77:777.7::,,..,,-,,i,,,,N,,-7777122.5

20.4
85% BIOLUG, SCIENCE

17.3

"r; -.. 20.8

18.2 87%

AGRICUL, SCIENCE

MEDICAL SCIENCE

20.8 85% ECONOMICS
17.6

111

MOO

sten

r..........1

18,7

SOCIOLOGY/ANTHRO,

Salar9 in Thousands of Dollars
o 10 20

1 21.4

J 17 . 3

'\1 21.2 84%;\N, \.'s t
,s

81%

.7 I

'119.3 87%
A16.8

..
20.8 94% '

1,915

20.8

116.7

1.,;4:, , 19.5

alla

777s =:7 '-''...-`- 122.8
tua.

rta

.117.1

.\.".1 19.8

. z

18.3

80%

.86%

23.5 78%

22.5 86%
19.3

1 17,1

OTHER SOCISCIENCE

23.281%

20.2 85% --

19,

17.4

These are female salaries as a percentage of aale salaries.

n.a. means not available

Source: NAS-NRC Roster of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers, 1973
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FIOLD

ALL%FIELDS

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

MAW. SCIENCE

ENVIRXM. SCIENCE

ENGINEERING

1,*IFE SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

mcIAL SCIENCE,

5.5

MEDIAN ANNUAL SALARIES-OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS BY SEX, FIELD AND TYPE OF EMPLOYER
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Figure.7
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Figure 5 0

1974 CHEMISTS' MEDIAN SALARIES BY SEX, DEGREE AND EXPERIENCE
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Figure 5.10
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Women constitute a small-minority among scientists and engineers. Never-

theless women Scientists exist in significant numbers. There are about seventy-

three thousand women scientists and engineers, and their numbers are incieas-

ing rapidly.

Women scientists and engineers are less likely than men to receive

advanced degrees. The more advanced the'degree, the smaller the fraction of

woman among the degree recipients. Thus, over the past several decades, women

received 22% of bachelor's degrees in science and only 9% of the doctorates.

The discrepancy Is particularly striking in mathematics; a third of the bache-

ices degrees but only 7% of the doctorates are awarded to women.

Women are most likely to specialize in social,sciences or psychology,

life sciences are their next most freqUent choice, fewer choose mathematical

and-physiCal science, and only very few go into engineering.. The distributiOn

of women scientists over the fields has not changed muchisince the .twenties.

Despritethe recent marked increase in-women doatarate recipients, the science

professions continue to exhibit vocational sex segregation.

There is evidence indicating that women's scarcity in physical and

mathemattcal sciences is not 'due:to their lesser ability in these tields. On

the contrary, it appears that for women doctorates there is a much greater

preselection with respect to academic credentials and ability. Clearly, other

factors,besides ability influence the choice of specialty for women docto-

rates.

It has. been observed that woMen take slightly longer than men to receive

their doctorate. Two reasons. for this are suggested by the data in this

report. First ot all, women are more likely to choose fields in which docto-

ral training is longer. Secondly, unlike'most Men, many wom retutn to

graduate school to obtain a doctorate in later years.

- 131 -
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The proportion of women scientists of all educational levels participa-

. ting in the scientific labor force is about, a third of that expected from the

data for the total college educated population. This strongly indicates that a

uch_larger p_roporiOn,of women than men educated in science wind up working

in -an-science fields, most likely at sub-professional levels.

For doctoral scientists And engineers the difference in labor force

participation is not so great. While there are slight variations by field, on

the whole, 94% of men and 85% of women participate in the labor force.

When unemployment and underemployment data of scientists and engineers

are compared, the differences between the sexes become, much more striking, The

;

unemployment rate of women doctoral scientists is 4% , four times.larger than

:that of men. For women the highest!unemployment rates occur in.the youngest,

4ge-grouvi.-reiching-a-maximum--af4%-between-the-ages-bf-30-and 34,1ohile-for--

males the unemploYment rates are almost independent of age. The highest unemp-1

loyment rates for- both men and women are in the physical sciences, 1.8% for

both sexes.and 7.3% for women.

Unaeremployment rates for doctoral'scientists_a&I engineers were establi-
,

shed by examining employient in part-time poSitions, post-doctoral positions
-

and non-science positions.. For Wbmen the xotal underemployment rate was lound

to be 5.4% muCh larger than for men, 1.9%. The numbers cited above.probably

underestimate the unemployment and underemployment rates and should be regar-
.1,.

ded'as the Ibwer limit. They make it clear, however, that wOmen fare much

worae than Men', and that the disparity is Worst for younger. women. The di's-

>parity in employment status between 'men and women is worse in natural sciences

than in other tields. There, is,little to indicate that the employment status

411

of women is showing any significant improvement..
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Women scientists ate much more likelY to work in academic institutions

and,much less likely to work in government and industry compared to men. This

pattern is particularly pronounced in physlcal and mathematical sciences. For

doctoral scientists the pattern 1.6 similar; but.the scarcity of wOMen in

business and industry becOmes even more striking.

k r

Women are much more likely to,teach and much less likely to work as

managers and administrators as compared to men. This holds for both .doctoral

sand non-dgctoral,scientists. Again, the discrepancy iS largest in the physi-
. 7

cal sciendes.'

The difference in status between men and women scientists becomes even

more obvious when one looks at salaries. Women scientists earn consistently

lower salaries than men, no matter where they work nor what they do. Thus,

the median salary of a female doctoral scientist is 83% pf that of her male

collegue. For scientists with,lesser degrees 'the salary gap is larger. The

data indicate that the gap increases with xears of experience. 'The salary gap

is greatest in industry andsmallest in federal government. .The Most recent

data show very little improvement in the salary differential between-men and

women. There is some indication that the starting salaries in some fields.dre

becomihg comparable. On the other hand,Athe data on'l975 (icademic salaries

shoW that, the pay gap between men and Women is widening.

The distribution of academic men and'women byrrank provides further

insight into their, relative status. All the data studied show that women are

disproportionately concentrated,in lower ranks. They alsp ocCupy a much higher

. percentage of marginal, non-ladder, temporary, or fringe positions.. More-

'over, women stay much longer in.the lower ranks, their promotions are slower,

and only a few make it to the top rank of professor. The salary data indicate

3
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that of the few who make it to the top rank even a smaller number attain

1

salaries comparable to their male collegues.

It was found that,academic women scientists are concentrated mostly in

the least prestiieous schools. The most prestigeous universities have very

few women scientists on their faculties.

On the whole, all the data in this work present a rather dismal picture

of the status of women scientists and engineers. The only significanit recent

change,is the marked increase in the proportion of women efitering the scienti-
.

'fic,professions. Yet many highly trained and talented womenare underpaid,

undereMployed and 4ten unemployed. The most recent data show no improvement

in this situation.
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When one evaluates e ucational opportunites vis-a-viV employment.oppor-
,.

tunities for women (i./e., the "supply" versus the "dem nd" side of the equation)

a central theme appears to emerge. This theme may h ve important consequences for

long-term planning and may also hark back to th lack of impaCt on the world of

work Of the,ihcreasing number of women who r ceived cpllege educations in the '50s

and '60s/and did not greatly impact the 1. or farCe at that time.

The theme whAch runs through the riad of.rapid changes in the educational

picture for 'women during the 1960s nd 1970s, and, based on available data, for

'projections through the 1980s, eeins to be "the more_things change, the more the3i

stay the same."

Women eve making siy ificant advances in some scientific'fieldi, simply main-

taining an unsatisfac ry status quo in others, and steadily losing ground in still

others. No clear p ture, certainly, of growing equality emerges, One does not,, in

fact, observe even a modest but steady progress. Compared with the dramatic educa-

tional boom of the 1960s,,projections for the ',70s and '80s strike the somber note

of "business as usual" with perhaps a few more women having been brought into,

the business. The wide-ranging social change which is popularly claimed be feminists

and educators alike is not overtly discernible at this level of huMan endeaVOi.

In view of recent economic educational and employment trends in the United
c.

States, three simplistic possibilities could be considered: The female professional

may: a) choose or acquiesce in relative underemployment; b) significant numbers of

women currently enrolled in higher education institutions will not complete their

professional training; or c) there will arise an unprecedented disParity between

professional expertise and the opportunity to exercise for a growing number of

3 I o



women in the s,piences. It should be pointed out that the last mentioned possibility

may occur without respect to sex and has been sufficiently observed to warrant.

941
pppular notice and potential comment. 1

Hazarding like4 developments in this arena in the future from time-limited

grawth curves is an activity encompassing more and varied sources of error than

either the projection of economic trends or weather forecasting from_similarly

limited bases. The validity of the mildly prophetic comments derived in this.sec-

tion are reflective of two major considerations. (1) The small and selective nmmber

of interrelated surveys quoted were chosen from all those available on the basis

of experience gained sifting material more extensively treated in other sections

of this report.
2

(2) The points delineated are in accord with subjective. impressions

and anecdotal'material furnished by concerned feminists actively engaged in and

demonstrating achievement in the scientiTic professions. With these caveatsp the

following partial analysis has been made.

The magnitude of the potential problem posed by the possibility,.mentioned

earlier, that women and men may possess the necesSary expertise to perform in these .

fields and will mot'have the chance to do so can be addliced from the following

relevant*data. By 1982, there will be apprOximately 506,000 women enrolled for

advanced degrees in the United States,.while 178,500 women will' have earned a&

1
Ti m e, March 21 1976

_

2 ,

Table 1 . Frankel, Martin M.,,and Beamer, J. Fred, Proactic_n_ls of Educational

Statistic 1913 Edition, National Center for Educational Statistics,
,

Office of Education, U.S. Depirtment of Health, Education and Welfare, Pub. No.

(0E) 741-.11105, Washington, D.C., U.S. GovernMent Office, 1974.
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vanced degrees.
3
These figures represent a 36% increase in enrollment and a 56%

increase in earned degrees over 1972 figures. This means that by 1985, according

to a second source, women will comprise 27.6% of all enrollees for advanced de-

grees5 , and 2519%.of the Ph.D.'s awarded wilL.be held by women.
6

This pattern of truly equal growth demonstrates quite clearly the continuing

46
progress made by women into the formerly male bastion of professional training.

(1

However, it does not begin to compare with the explosion of women into advanced

degree programs during the 1960s, during which, one for example, saw a 200% in-
, 0

crease in enrollment figures for women between 1962-72 and 241% increase in the

number of earned degrees at all levels.
7
Whether the less dramatic progress Of

the '70s and '80sisignals the beginning of a discouraging trend back to "business

as usual," or is simply a natural leveling-Off following a period of intense

3.

Table 6 . 12ro ections of Science and Engineering D octo ate su .1.nd utilization,

1980 and 1985, National Science Foundation, Diision of Science Resource Studies,

Washington, D.C., National Science Foundation, NSF 75-301, 1975.

4
Exact comparisons cannot be made since enrollment figures are available only as

cumulative totals of enrollees: for all advanced degrees while earned degree data

used is for Ph.D.'s only.

5
Table 6 . NSF, Projections of Science and Engineering Doctorate Sualy and Utili-

,

Ittib

1

zation.

6
Table 5 . NSF. Projections o.f Science and Engineering Do to r a te S Utili-

zation.tion.

7.
Table 1 . Frankel and Ulmer, pultslionsofEdtalStatistic's.
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activism and ample fundingremains to be seen.

How.do these educational trends coMpare with those projected for males?

&cording to one source, between 1970 and 1985, there will be an overall drop in

the number of both male enrollees for, and recipients of, advanced degrees in

science and engineering.
8
Looking at the "earneri degrees" data, we see that, al-

though.relatively small in size -- soie 3,300 fewer doctorates over the 15 year

period -- this drop in.figures may be considered significant in that it represents
7

the first time in recent history that doctorate supply in scientific fields will

be.chartezterized by a steadily increasing number of women accompanied by an equal-

ly steady decrease in the number of men. Similar downward trends are projected

. for male,enrollment figures as cited earlier. Approximately 43,000 fewer males

will apply for advanced degrees in science bepween 1970 and 1985 tihile some

7;300 mote women will,do so.9
.

Factors that may be instrumental in accounting for this projected drop in to4le

enrollment and earned degrees are: meeting iffirMative-action requirements will

force many institutions of higher education to allocate graduate training slots

which were formerly reserved'for malesf a disenchantment with technology and.science,

coupled with increasingly widespread predictions of a Ph.D. "surplus" in.those

8
Table 9 ...pssies_tions of Degrees in Science and Enginee4n4

L1411.411_12...22212.9

National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resource Studies, NSF 76-301,

. Washington, D.C. In.preparationt N.B. tn dle process .sof revision, some of the pro-

jected numbers have been changed. At this point, it would appear that the numbers

used in this project are conservative. * Cited by permission.

9
Table 9'. LProectionsofDereesiceandEnineerinFields, NSF.



fiel4s and a depressed economic climate, will act as deterrents to nar ien-

ted young men. Young women, on the other hand, may be less cognizant of the e

potential limitations, or ifiin fact aware, may be Ipore determined as relative

newcomers to the,academic/professionalgame, to persir despite possible future,'

. difficulties.

According to a l'econd source, projections for 1912-82 will shoW a leveling .

off across tile board for both sexes, probably due to'loweregijob, market prospects,

particularly in acdeme

unavailability of'funds

which employs

for graduate

the majority of doCtorates, and to increasing

training.
10

The leveling off trend is most

markedjor male enrollment figures; where an increase of only 3.1% is projected

OP

over the 1972-82 period. 11
Thia'differs from the first source cited'whpcan ac- /

tual decrease in these figures is projected. ,Thus this second,pou ci:nticipates

that despite a r1;4r'ojected leveling off, the number of Ph.D.'s ea e anipnrollees

for these degrees will continue to rise for both °sexes --'although slowly -,{.for

the forseeable future.. .

k
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the desoribed trends, and are

illustrated in Figure 1:

- Parallel rates of increase in enrollment for both sexes seen4lri-the '60s will

give way to a sharp leveling off fOr men in the '70s an4-early '80s. There is

,

disagreement on just how sharp this leveling off will be -- the number of male

enrNolfees may, in fact, decrease for the frst timeA recent history. Should

10

11

Table ,1 . Frankel and Beamer, Projections of Educational Statistics.

Table 1 Frankel and Beamer, Prolections of

-5,-

Educational Statistics.
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this occur, thel the projected increase in the percentage of women enrollees
% * .

. ..

....

be'tween 1975 and.1985 willl,mart be accounted for by a drop in the number of
4

male enrollee's, rather than,as
,,
One,might hope by a significant increase in the

.

.

.
/ .

number of femaloehroltlees, Thus, the larger portion of the educational pie which

WC4141ella 41.11 appear to have gained by 1985 May be a more statistical reflection of
. ,

a considerably smaller pie than it is of a Significant breakthrough for women.
t - u

';-. .

- Closely parallelled.rates of increaseAn titimberdi degrees earned will prob.-
i

ably be seen for both men ead women, with women having a slight edge.

an edge is perbSpsbest brought out by'

trends, It will still be well into the
r

How slight

the observation that, based on current

21st century before women achie equal
'NN ,

representatidh wi:th men as'recipients of advanced degrees.

- lbe rate at which women acquire advanced degrees will increaae sli tly over

the '70s (although the numbers, wil1 not) compared wh the rate for men, while in

the 1960s the opposite trend was observed. :(See FigureAl.) Thus, while women will

still be dropping out OV,gradu'lee ;raining,' the rate at whidh they dO so. will be
1

.Women will be catching up with men, although very,'slowing down.In other

slowly.

Having looked briefl at the overall picture of higher education in the 1960s
4

and 1970s, let us now' examine he specific trends characteristic of women in science

and engineering programs. La, all science/engineering fiel s except computer science,

a greater.percentage of all'Ph.D.'s will be earned by women durilg the 1970s than

were earned by women in the 19609.
12

'During the 1960s, women eariled 8.4% of'all

12
Table 2 Table 15. NSF,

Fields.

rees in s.clice and En
,!
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science and engineering doctorates granted in the United States. 13 Projections

for-the 170n indicate that women will earn 14.1% of these Ph.D.'s, an increase

of 6 percentage,points.oVer the previous decade ..14'
In certain fields, however,

progress in this direction is much slower. In engineering, for example, where

one finds the greatest projected increase in ehe proportion of women Ph.D.'s --

, some 1100% -- between 1970 and 1985, the rate of increase rduces to only .one-

15half of one percentage point peT year. In the physical sciences, although 14.6%

of the 1985 Ph.D. recipients will be women compared with 5.5% in 1970, the rate

of increase averages out to only 0.6 percentage points yearly. 16
In social sciences,

an area in which women historically ha'vereceived more acceptance and have pros-

pered more rapidly as a result, the data are not much better. A 129% increase

in the proportion of Ph.D.'s earned by women from 1970,to 1985, while numerically

impreisive, rednces.vto an average gain of only 1.4 percentage points per year.17

13 Table 2 . "Proportion of DoctOrates Earned by Women, by Area and Field, 1960

.69," WEAL Report,'Washington, D.C., 1971. Prepared by the,Council for University

Women's Progress, University of Minnesota from data at the U.S. Dept; of Health,

Education and Welfare, _g_leciAst_ariferred: Bachelor's and Higher Degrees.
t,

"..14 Table 7 . NSF, Ilsolest.ence and ErtiLF.I._Lelds; WEAL
,

R4ort.

15
Table 5 NSF, 12.121ection

4.

ifi Sciefic2_411.SLELZIP2ISIaLLIALLI.

16
'Taiole 5 . NSF, Projection

.17. Table 5 4 NSF, .D.:2jesti.ons_21_12etz:ees

in Science_andistEeztELIE1111.4s.

in Science and Engineering



At these rates, it is clear that it will take women well .into the 21st century.

to achieve equal representation with men in scientific fields, with an even

longer delay operative in particularly misogynic or occupationally segregated

sub-fields."'

The relative popularity of the respective science/engineering disciplines

for women aspiring to the doctorate is projected to remain much the same during

the 1970s as during the 1960s, with pnchology and the Social sciences leading

the list of chdices,and engineering and compuier science falling at the 1oWer

end of the scal .

18
Despite the much-touted effects of the current femin4t

movement and increased recruitment ifforts ih underrepresented fields, a compari-

son of'the relative,poiularity of the various sCientific fiela (as inferred from

the percentage of women choosing to earn their doctorates in each) indicates that--

the proportional representation.by field will remain about the same: "soft"

sciences are at the top, "hard" sciences, such engineering, at the bottom. 19

1960s Women Ph.D.s

Psychology/Social Science 31.3%
Biological Science 13.8
Mathematical Science 6.5;

Physical Science 4.6 s

Computer Science 2.5
Engineering 0.4

. 12.7222Sallectica % Women Ph.D.s

Psychology/Social Science
Biological Science

°Mathematical Science
Physical Science
Engineering
Computer .

.411mO ....11011.11. 110.0.

23.7

17.4

11.1
717

2.2

1.5

18
Table 2 . WEAL Report; Table 3 . KAstiakowsky, Vera, "On the Availability of

Women Qualified for Positiona at Universities and Colleges," Tesfimony submitted

to the Subcommittee on EdUcation, U.S. House of Representaives, October 11, 1974.
,

19
Table 2 . WEAL Report; Table 3 . Kistiakowsky,, "Availabllity of Women Qualified."'
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It appears from various data surveyedthat women will probably ichieve

equal representation with men in the social sciences well before any other

'scientific fields. In 1985, over one-third of,the social sciehce Ph.D. s granted

1

will be,to women; and almost one-half of the enrollees will be wOmen.2° As stated'

earlier, more Ph.D.'s will be earned in this field by woman than in any,other

sciencific field -- in fact, nearly half of,all science/engineering' Ph.D.'s

granted to women over the 1970s will be in social science and psychology.21 Al-

most four times as many women will earn social science Ph.D.'s in 1985 as did in

1470 a growth rate exceeded only by that of engineering.
22

These grawth trends,. although a generally poSitive sign, provide.a disturbing

cOntrait with NSF science/engineering doctorate labor force projections for the
ID

1970s and_early 1980s. According to these projections, the greatest discrepancy

between doctorate supply and utilization is projected to occur,in the social

sciences23 (Figure -- precisely the area in which, as illustrated above, the

greatest,proportion of women'w11 continue to earn their Ph.D.'s. Since labor

force projections indicate that only 63% of all Ph.D. social scientists will be
4

emp1oye4 in sciencelengineering related jobs by 1985, obviously some 37% will be

20,
Table 5 and Table 6 . NSF, Projections of Degrees in Science andIngiatering_

Fields.

21
Table,

22
Table

7. NSF, Pro ections 'of

4. NSF, Pro ections of

23
. Table 8 NSF,

Utilization.

Projections'of

and En ineerin Fiej:d

Debice
Science and Engineering DoctOrate Supply and



In

forced to look outside the field for emp1oyment.
24

Coindidentally, women are

projected

We do not

to comprise almost 37%'of the social science Ph.D. population by 1985.25

mean to suggest by this facileAUxtaposition-of figures that ail 37%

of the non-science job slots are destined for the 37% of social scientists who
A

happen to be women. The point is simply that women in relatively large numbers

appear to be training for employment in a field where,job opportunities

pi.ojected to shrink 'dramatically over the next decade. In view of

crimination that women have traditionally faced and continue to face in

are, in

the dis-

an in-
L.

creasingly competitilie job market, it seems reasonable to conclude that a sighi-

ficant, and perhaps disproportionate number of women will therefore be represented .

I

among the "displaced" 37%. While training foe deadend careers, or Careers where

work is unavailable or difficult to find, is by no means a new experience for

/

women at the Ph.D. level. Such a.miscalculation implies an even greater,"and more

senseless, wiste of both talent and funds, and necessary measureS should be taken

to avoid it.'

-

While the dmallest proportion of science/engineering doctorates'earned by

women in the '60s was in engineering, 26 ,in the.'7Gs the smallest proportion of

'women'doctorates will be found in computer science. 27 This is the only field

24
Table 8 . NSF, 1._ineerinD22a._ProectionsofScienCeatoctorateSuland_

Utilization.

25
Table 5 . NSF, ja_Lf_De_.ersgProectiottceandMineerinFields.

26
Table 2 .,WEAL Report.

4

27
'Table 3 . figures apply for years 1972-81 only. Table . Kistiakowsky, "Avail"-

ability of Women Qualified."

-10-



where the percentage of women Ph.D.'s is epected to drop during the '70s,

. although the numbers will.increase sharply. This is probably due to the rapid

,expansion of the field mostly associated with_ an_.influx of male Ph.D. s.
28

So

we-find that while women received 2.3% of the Ph.D.'s awarded in the '60s, they

will make up.only 1.5% of-the same group in the 1708.
29

Large numbers,of'women

will, however, be receiving Masterg degrees, a phenomenon which will be looked

at,further later.

Since there is currently considerable controversy surrounding projections

for women in engineering, the following observations can be made with oftly a

limited degree ofconfidence. However, according to one source, the greatest

percentage increase'in both enrollment figures (+200%) and Ph.D.'s earned (+1100%)

during, the '70s will occur in engineering4P Even with these dramatic projected

increases, however, we still find that women.will comprise only 2.2% of all

engineering doctorates granted during- the '70s, ihe lowest proportion of any

field except comPuter science.31 In other words, of the more than,10,000 degrees

to be granted, only some 200 will go to woien.
32

Other sources, as mentioned

28

28

29

30
Table 5 and Table 6 . NSF. ProjectiOns of,Degrees in Science and Engineering

Table 3 . Kistiakowsky, "Availability of Women Qualified."

Table 3 . Kistiakowsky, "Availability of Women Qualified."

Table 3 ; Kistiakowsky, "Availability cif Women Qualifed."

1,0

Fields.

31
Table 7 . NSF Projections of Degrees in Science and Engineering Fields.

32
Table 7 . NSF, Projections of 1egreesia.119142..



0 earlier, have projected an actual drop in the number of women engineers while

still others foresee a mixed picture depending upon which,engineering subfield

one chooses to examine. Since a 'detAiled examination of the future of women in

engineering is 6eyond the scope of this report, we are unable at this point in

time to reach any clearcut'conclusions regarding the future of womea in.this

important area.

From the selected sources cited above, the slowest growth rate for the 1970s,

in terms of the number of women entering a given field, is projected Eo occur in

the life sciences and the mathematical sciences..Between 1970 and 1985, only a'

111% increase is projected,.compared with, for example, a nearly 400% porjected

increase in the social sciences and 1100% increase in engineering. This sfinz

growth,rate is significant when one considers again the general question of.

emiii-Oment prospects fdimwomen fiiTicidhce.-Pfoii-dtidOS-Ibr employmentititht-Iife

0 .sciences Are excellent. Fully 93% of the Ph.D. population is expected to be em-

ployed in science/engineering iti 1985, coipared With the 63%, for example, cited
I

earlier for social scientists. Yet, the number of women Ph.D.'s in this field is

expected to increase at.a slower tate than almost any other scientific field. Thus

although the life sciences are the second preferred field for women from the

foregoing, it can be seen that women will-not be enteriag these fields at a rate'

consoilant with the oPportunities potentially available within tl4m. Thus, it would

seam reasonable to infer that, as in sOcial sciences, simple factors such as

al

supply and demand are not the key ones influencing women in their choice of careers.
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SECTION 2

A Look At The Possible Futuie

. Of Women In Science
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k

To date, this report has examined in some detail the status of women in

'science, both historically.and'in the-prepent. The question which, arises, at this

point based on the data'hetetofore presented; is simple: What can we say regard-
,

ing the future of women in science? What expectations should we, have, and what

projections can we make? It is clear that ?any attempt to make informed prolec,

tions regarding the future participation of women in science must.at this point

in time take into account at least two major factors, always being careful to

bear in mind, of'course that projections'can, at best; be made with a limited

degree of certainty. These factors are first, the conaervativeecultural valence

of the past centuries which 'placed wo-men ih a limAed societal rola'at best; ahd

second, the profound impact of the second feminist movement of the 1960's and

1970's, not only on women but on society as a whole. The future of woLen in
. r !

science is inextricably tied'to both historical trends, and wIll take...its direc-

tion, finally,,from that which proves most enduring in each.,There is in Addition

a posaible th1.4rd factor, not as fir-reaching, perhaps, but nonetheless:critical to

a cogent analysis and understanding of the often unexpected repercussions of the

acif.nolwedged inroads made by the womans' movement and i s legislatiye 'artificats

on the American scene, and on the scientific community tin particular. This actor

is the soTcalled backlash which has resulted, at least in part, from.the relative-

ly recent dfforts of the few women to ameliorate past injustices at a pace, or in '

a manner, which has proven unacceptable to aeny. The impact of this 'backlash" on

the sensibilities of a young woman considering.a career in science will be consid-'

ered throughout this section.

31
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)

,:.

: Juxtaposed aainst the backdrop of btoad histortcal trends such have
-,

'outilned,.above, on4 also finds, inevitably, the smaller, subtler shiftings of

inaiVidual/lines and sensibilities. It is within this context that the weight

Az. orpsychological" and "sociological" factors is brought to,bear and, further,

.that the impact of pe individual experience on the collectivp ;rOcess of social-

change is most fully felt. Thus, flip is that a genuine understanding of the woman

scientist cannot'be reached without an examination,of, and an'empathic appreCia-P
% ..

-tion.for, tWunique psychologital and sociological context within which women
7..'.. (/

in science function... Thokrthey do function, and function Nell, withinan extra-
..

,

ordinarily'demanding and often kighly ambiguous professional role/structuie-, isne, N, f

by now A matter of record. How they copet or fail to cope, wity the attendant

stresses and role' conflicts has not, until recently, been nearly so, well docu-
.

. -,..

mentee:.this lack of documentation reflects not so much the rarity_of the "coping
,

.

. .

Phenomenon" but, on the.contrary, is probably"a testament to its ubiquitouSness,
-en

among professional women. By this, we mean,simply that it is- oEten thostZiffituli

to perceive that which has become a cultural commonplace, a "fact" of life. ,

Women in so-called male professional have either "coped" or have.dropped into

statistical oblivion. Either way, a rigorous analysis of who. in 'fact makes it;

and hoW, and why, hag until comparatively recent times been conspicuously.A.acking
,

in academic literature. And the,Psychokogical subtleties uncferlying 'the statistics

'which are now emerging have just begun to be looked at.

To examine the net impact of psychological and sociological factbrs,on the
7

,
,future participation of women in science is beyond the scope of.this report. There

is a burgeoning literaiure which has'begun theAonumentattask of documentirig

the lost history of Women in *scionce, and which need not be repeated here. What



we shall attempt, therefore, is simply a brief examination of only those psychol-.

ogical and'sociological factors which we see as particularly salient to the person-

al and professional development of the future woman scientist. It is worth mention-

ing that here, as with any timely and controversial issue, the dust of'debate both

scholarly and otherwise has hardly settled around these topics. Thus, our, inter-

pretation of the available data should by no means be viewed as a finalmord on

the subject. It is yerhaps best taken instead as a "state of the art" commentary

which reflects in nearly equal parts both the data itself and our adMittedly sub7'

jective interpretation of it.

A final word is perhaps in order here regarding the rationale which underlies'

the application of a psychological/sociological analysis to the,problem$ facing

women in science. Psychologist Judith Bardwick has noted, as have we, that "...

easy. solutions, such as increasing stipends, child care facilities, changing tax

laws, and retraining older women, are ndt likely to make much difference [toWthe

participation of women in science]. if a woman is to be a scientist and not a

(passive) lab assistant, she must be high in intellectual ability, fiercely per-

sistent in vi.:%rk goals, extremely independent, and basically asocial. Our analysis,

therefore, will focus on those sociocultural factors currently impacting on the

development of these critical traits in the woman scientist or scientist-to-be,

leaving the proposal and disposal of "easier" solutions to others.

Women have traditionally remained relatively coorto choOsing careers in
.v.

science, clustering instead within the more familiar bounds of the arts and human-

ities. However, the advent of the Women's Liberation movement, as well as the

1
Bardwick, Judith, Ed., Readi:nEs on the Psychology of Womeu, New York: 1972.

Introduction to.Part_IIv "Socialization, Cultural, Values add the Development of

Motives," p. 49052, especially p. 50.
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a

' the stepped-up recruitment of women graduate students by ail academic disci-

plines,as a result df A,ffirmtive Action mandatesxiiiiht reasonably lead one to

expect.that tOday's young women are entering, or plan to enter, scientific

training in numbers significantly greater than did their predecessors. The-avail-
(

able data, however, do aot support this assumption. It appears that the overall

,Poicture for women entering scientific careers has not changed much uver the past

decade. For example, in 1967, about 9% of American freshmen women said they in-

k
2tended to' major in engineering, life science, physical science, or dathematic4.4%.,

In 1973,:the figure stooa at only 10%,3 despite a proliferation of special re-

cruitutent of women in science, it is cleat that thus far its effect has been

leas than dramtic - in fact', quite a bit less. There appear to be .a number of
1

underlying psychological,and.sodiologfcal issues which remain unresolved for many,

if not most igomen; issues whose ramifications we will exaMine briefly.

..A reView of the literature indicates that amdng the many psychosocial dif-

fieulties which have been cited ag.argument against women's full participation in

scientific life; one, theme occurs tepeatedly: the perceived difficulty by young

,

women of successfully combining the demands of a scientific career with those of

'family life. That.this conflict has not been significantly ameliorated, despite

-2 Pendleton, Deedee, "Women in Science: Reshaping the Stereotypes," Science News,

March 15, 1975, 4?:,171-72, passim.
A

A

3
Pendleto9, "Women in Science," pi. 171-72.

4
Rossi, Alice, "Barriers to the Career,`Choice of Engineering, Medicine or Science

Among AmericPn Women," jit4A.agL2rj__4Ltiagjnlaay___2swot_j_ien, New York, 1972, (1st

published 1965), p. 72-82; Pendleton, '"Women in Science': p. 171-72; Einberg, Dorothy,

."College: When the Future Becomes the Present," Women and Success, New York, 1974,

p. 1297137.
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the impact of the Women's Movement, of increased opportunity for part-time emr-

ployment, or of innoystive recruiting and public relations efforts aimed at

changing the image of the women scutctist, is the hypothesis which we are ad-

vancing. In an analysis of the 1962 Post-censal Survey conducted by the National

Opinion Research Center, in whicti female college graduates were asked why they

thought few American women enter medicine, engineering, or Science, 802 of the

respondents replied that they felt a medical career was "too demanding for a

woman to coMbine with family resPonsibilities," and 54% felt the same war about

a career as a research scientist. 5
(It is interesting to note that in these

particular fields, the "unfeminine" nature of the profession was not considered

a major pbstacle, nor were women perceived as possessing inadequate skills to

. handle the job. This is in contrast to, engineering, where the chief barrier.cited

was "Women are afraid they will be considered unfeminine If they enter this field."
6

)

And looking at more recent data, we see this perceived.problem of integrating

"dual identities" persisting. For example., in a 1971 dissertation which analyzed
4.

data collected In 1968-69, entering women at the University of Michigan' were asked

what type of marital, parental, and ,zareer status they wanted "fifteen years from

now. 117
By1973, 76% of the respondentS' wanted to be married and 54.8% wanted a

career as well. 8
When reinteriiewed at the end of their freshman year, 85.7%

5
Rossi, "Barriers to the Career Choice," p. 72-82.

6
Rossi, "Barriers to the Career Choice," p. 72-82.

7

8

Bardwick,

Bardwick,

ite_411n.c.)n the Psychoqgy of Women, p. 49.

p. 49.

3 1
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wanted to be married and 62...9% wanted a career too.
,

despite certain feminist assertions to the contrary,

These data suggest that,

for many if not most, young

women marriage is still an extremely important factor in life planning. And

thus the problem of effectively participating in both traditiOnal as well as

professionally achieving roles remains for these young women a central issue.

With aspirations raised along with consciousness by the Womens Movement, today's

female :college student asp res, as fildeed she should, to a considerably larger

4\
piece of the pie 'than did er mother. GettIng it, hOwever, is still not 4late so

simple'as the media often would have'her believe. Statistically, at leaet, the

odds against sucessful combination 6f:both roles are still g . For example,

compared with oyer.95% of maie Ph.rOs'who are married, only'50% of women Ph.D.'s

are, while in the general population'Of a similar age group, 86% of the women are

married.
10

It should be noted that this stuly was made in 1967 and whether the

trend is the same at present is not certain. Implicit in these,figures is a,

reality which at some point in a young woman's training for a career in science

must be faced. The reality, obviously, is that many professional women remain

unmarried -- some certainly by choice, and happily, but many, others for whom the

decison not to marry will certainly bring acute personal conflict and stresa.

As the demands of professional training begin to make themselves felt 'over the

9
Bardwick, Reache Psycholay_o_f_yomea, p. 49.

10
Simon, Rita J., Clark, S.M., and Galway, K., "The Woman Fh.D.: A Recent

Profile," Vol: 15, No. 2, Fall 1967, p. 221-237, passim.
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wanted to be married and 62.9% wanted a career too.
9

These data suggest that,

despite certain feminist assertions to the contrary, for many if not most, young

women marriage is still an extremely important factor in life planning. And

thus the problem of effectively participating in both traditional as well as

profesaionally achieving roles remains for these young women a central issue.

; With aapirations raised along with consciousness by1the Womens Movement; today's

female. college student aspires, as indeed she ahould, to a considerably largdr

piece of ihe.pie than did her mother. Getting it, however, is still not"quite so

simple As the media often woad haVe her believe. Statiaotically, at'least, the

odds against successful combination of both roles are still great. For example,

compared with over 95% o£ male Ph.D.'s.who are married, only 50% of women Ph.D.'s

are, while.in the general population of a similar age group, 86% o.. the women are

married.
.10

It should be nOted that thes study was made in 1967 and whether the

trend is the same at present is not certain. Implicit in these figures is a

reality which at One point in a young woman's training for a career in science

must be faced. The reality, obviously, is that many professional women remain

unmarried -- some certainly by choice, and happily, but many others for whom the

decision not to marry will cdrtainly bring acute personal conflict and. stress.

1

As the demands of professional training begin to make themselves felt oVer the

9
Bardwick, RealLlason_thersyjLolocJannl, p. 49.

1U
Simon Rita J., Clark, S.M., and Galway, K., "The Woman Ph.D.: A Recent

Profile," Readings on the Psychology of Women, Social Problems, Vol. 15, No. 2,

Fall 1967, p. 221-237, passim:



undergraduate years, combined with societal pressure on young women -- and their

own debire -7 to establish successful relationships w,ith thales, the attrition

rate, partitularly in thesciences, rises sharply. 11 Thus, despite the Impact

which the Womenb Movement has,undoubtedly had, and which it is prC)bably too

1

'early to assess, it, can still be said.of contemporary young women that "although

mord of them,have come tip college with career plans
9
the plans take on the ,same

. -
tentative,'vague outlines as did those of their predecessors, and the future

lades under the burden of immediate keisures. That even the more definite plang,

of the seventies,begin to pale makes more obvious the extent of the immediate'
3

pressures that haVe been. underestimated or,at.least not seen sufficiently.

clearly. The yo(ung woman must resolve.both her sexual identiry and her career

kaentitY at the,same time. It is nOt surPrising to learn from recent,studies Of

women undergraduates that, unlike their male peers, they become less happy over

the four years,'and as seniors are less career-oriented than they were cps fresji-

men. u12

One aght conclude from the above discussion that educational intervention

aimed at increasing both the number of women aspiring to scientific careers, as

well as the number 'Persisting in their'aspirations throughout the_often lengthy$.

training period, must,be aimed at young women before they reach the freshman

year of college, by the end of which the greatest number of would-be scientists

drop out.
13

We have looked at several of the most interesting new programs which

11
Z nbetg, "College," p. 129-137.

12
Zinberg,' "College," p. 132.

11
Zinberg, "College," p. 132.

1,



attempt this early intervention'and the available data, much of which admitted-

ly is preliminary, indicates mixed results. At Purdue, for example, where in. an

experiment conducted in 1974, academic advisors spent approximately four aims

as many hours with a randomly Selected group of freshman women science majors

than had been the practice in the past, attrition rates did drop by almost

50%. 14
AlthoUgh these results are encouraging', one is also forced to observe that

it is probably unrealistic in terms of cost-benefit analysis to expect to justi-

fy the implementation of such an intensive program on a broader basis. One won-

ders also whether a 'program of this sort, which inVolves intensive short,term

remedial support services, will meet with much the same fate as did, for example,

many Headstart programs, where lack of sufficient follow-up due to the prohibi-

tive costs of highly individualized instruction quickly cancelled out many of the

initially positive effects of the program. Another "early intervention" program

has.developed a series of science-oriented workshops for high school women.
15

This program makes use of female scientists as personal role models, pr$vides

for fieldwork whereby students interview women scientists' at work, reports on

0

occupational alternatives to traditional careers for women, and encourages career

role-playing by students. Preliminary results indicate the following: those girls

who were al..._,stady. interested in scientific careers appear to have gained a brOader

view ofpalternatives available to them. However, those Who were not interested

initially did not significantly increase their interest in science as a result of

14
Pendleton, D., "Women in Science," p. 171-172.

15
Newton, Virginia, Ebbs, S., et al, "Science-Oriented Career Development Work-

4110

shops for High School Girls - A Progress Report," NSF Project GY-11329, 1974.

3 1.
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the course.
16

In speculating on possiblr reasons for,these cesults one potentially

unpopular Observation should be made. A 'primary focus in.this program6as in many

others dealing with change in role-expectation in young women, was to provide

increased accessibility of student to strong female role.models.

Although the importance of such modeling cannot be denied, one might, ask why

there has not been similar emphasis placed on the importance of providing success-

ful male role models for young women as well. In light of extensive research in-

dicating the early presence of an achieving, ambitious, yet supportive male

figure as perhaps the most salient factor influencing the development of success-

ful women, and also in view of the strong need of adolescent women in particular

to sUccessfully integrate'interpersonal relationships with malez, with career

strivings, 17
one cannot help but wonder why this aspect of educational develop-

ment has been overlooked. Perhaps, there is a pancity of approkiate miles, but
;

what is mote likely, one suspects, is a current tendency in many cireies to

devalue, or at, least leave unexplored, the potentially positive effect of'male

influence on young women for fear of resurrecting the very system of male domi-

nance which has proven so'oppresive to women in the past. A return to patriarchy

1
Newton, "Career Development Workshops."

17
Bardwlelk, Readings on the2.1mcIlsi..2.gycaLcaoni, p. 4952, passim; Kotcher,

Elaine, "Identifying Young Women Who Maintain Early Decisions to Enter Careers

in Science and Technology - A Progress Report," NSF Grant GY-11313, 1975, plasim;

Lozoff, Marjorie M., "Fathers and Autonomy in Women," Women and Success, Mew York,

1974, p. 103-109, passim.
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'7

is not being adVocatedhere. But in view of observations such as the following,

certain conclusions.are inescapable: "...those young women who maintain eighth

grade science and technology career decisions will have high male sex-role iden-

1tity and high career commitment. 18
'Creative, achieving women are often ambiva=.

.lent toward their motheis and identify with fathers who use intellectual aCtivity *

to express themselves and give purpose to their lives, and who have strong symr-

bolic interests and a need for autonomy.19 "The single most important factor in

arousing fear of success is the girl's perception of the attitude of her male

peers. The single best predictor of the behavior of women is'theattitude of the

" 20.man with whom they are involved. ye are thus Suggesting that it might be

valuable to begin to reconsider the potentially positive effects which an appren-

tice-like affiliation with a successful male.figure might have' for young women,

as well as providing an opportunity to begin the difficult, integration of person-.

al and professional roles all'aVailable data has shown to be central.to women's

reluctance to enter science.

Let us look now at another of ehe so-called "easy solutions" cited at the

beginning of this section, that of part-time employment for women. Part-time em-

ployment has been proposed as.a workable solution t the role conflict facing

women today. It provides greater flexibiliti in terms of schedule and professional

18
Kotcher, "Women Who Maintain Early Decisions," passim.

19
Bardwick, klAing_stnen, p. 49-52, passim.

20
Bardwick, Reacg_s_sji_the_Lsysholog____yofWomen, p. 49-52, passim.



0 demands, and enables women to "keep a foat in the door" while devoting a sig-

nificant poriion of their time to domestic concerns': What it does not proOide is

an avenue for increasing the legitimacy of women'S-claiti tO,the.rewards of academr

0

iC and professional achievement:, first, by perpetuating the still-popular image

of women as peripatetic dabblers inthe real world, and second by encouraging

women to withdraw from the labor market during precisely those years which gener-

ate the greatest treative 21achievement in both men and women. For the future,

woMen choosing to "go part-time" will do well to keep in mind Alice Rossi's ob-

servation,concetning the uncritical acceptance of this seemingly innocuous solu-
.

tion to a complex set problems:

"Part-time employment is this generation's false panacea for_avolding a
more basic change in the relations between men and women, a means where-
by, with practically no change in the man's.role and minimal change in
the woman's, she can continue the same wife and mother she has been,in
the past, with a Minor apPendage to these roles 'as an intermittene.part-
time professional or clerical worker....women's most creative years in
science do not differ greatly from the creative years of men. The Most
creative work women and men have done in science was completed during
the very years contemporary women are urged to remain at home rearing
their families.f.1 think this is a point well worth bearing inmind in

, a period when women are.enticed to believe that withdrawal from the
labor force in their tWenties, followed by part-time employment in their
forties is their modern panacea to the conflict in women's role." 22

Although part-time.employment has provided an,iiportant service for mady women,'

.,an uncrieical and often inflated evaluation of its merits is in fact a disservice,

perpetuating as it does the myth of easy solutions tO complex dilemmaa

Having touched upon several themes which appear to characterize the partici-

pation of women in science, let us look now at those factors which characterize

the woman who drops out of science, i.e., the problem of attrition. There is a

paucity of data available relating to attrition of women science. What data there

veadem*04...

21 Rossi, "Barriers to the Career Choice, " p. 72-82, passim.

22
Rossi, "Barriers to the Career Choice'," '1). 72 and 76:



is is fragientary and much of it is speculative. One point which is clear, how-

ever, is that,the participation of .women itt science is characterized by high

attrition rates at every stage of the career, ranging from switching majors

during the freahman year of .college,-to dropping-out at the non-terminal masters
/

degree level, to underutilization of training after 'ale iiøD. has been earned.

Of the 30% of both men and women science majors who drop out of science during

the undergraduate years,'far fewer women than men quit because of academic fai1-

ure.
25

This has led educators andwsychologists alike to look elsewhere for pos-

sible cauAes. Attrition has been attributed vaTiously to fear of success in/

women, to anticipated role-conflici between, professional and wife/mother/roles,

I.
to the lack of adequate femalk model voles, to a general aMbiance of loWered ex-

pectation for womenwhich results in lowered performance. And, more,tecently,

depressed economic conditions and a poor employment picture have been cited as

additional factors. In this section, we shall dis.cuss several oi these factors,

with particular/attention being given to a possible alternative interpretation

of "fear of success" data, and to the possible importance of, appropriate male role

models facithating integration between women's dual identities. We will also

touch briefly upon the imOlications of- the following findings, drawn from recent

limited data, which indicate that: 1) financial support greatly reduces the attri7

tion rate for women in science, particularly in the physical science and social

sciences; 2) the presence of children is a positive factor in both maIe.and fe-

male attrition, though more markedly so for females; 1) the sponsor-apprentice-

ship relationship, or lack of it, is a significant factor; 4) drop out at the

masters degree level accounts for significantly greater female attrition than it

23
Pendleton, "Women in Science p. 171-172.
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-does for Males.
24

One of the fewavallable studies which examines the factors influenCing

,women in.science career choice and stability, and attempts to identify critical

points at

report by

which attrition occurs, is

25
Skypek and Lee. Although

discussed in a 1975 unpublished progress

the data is preliminary, it indicates sev-

eral interesting points. In a sample of high school seniors interviewed at the

end of their senior year, and reinterviewed five years later, preliminary find-

ings indicate that only .36%.of the women aspiring to scientific careers had

persisted in actually following their early aspirations, while some 3.2% of their

male peers did so.
26

Skypek and Lee found alio that 70.2% of the Males made their

. first decision on whether to pursue a career-in science while in high school,

while fully 70.3% of the women did not make this important early decision until

leaving high'school.2' This delay:in concretizing career plans and the attendant

lack of appropriate academic preparatim and beginning socialization to "career

oriented" role behavior is apOarently.critical to the young women entering the

increasingly competitive realm of higher education, for college, though looked

upon as a preparation for future life is 'in fadt very muck a career in itself.

.1......, 4;

24
Patterson, Michelle and Sells, Lucy, "Women Dropouts from Higher Education,"

.

Academic Women on the Move, New York, 1973, p. 79-91, passim; Bernard, Jessie, -

Academic Women, New York, 1964, p. 58.

25
Skypek, DoraH., "A Study of Factors Which Influence Women and Blacks in Science

Career Choices - A Progress Report," NSF Grant GY-11321, 1975.

26
Skypek, "Factors Which Influence Women."

2
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And it is a.career for which women, by and large, are still unprepared.

In Lucy Sells' analysis of a 1966 stud)i of Woodrow Wilson fellaws entering

graduate school .from 1958-1963, she also found sex differences'of large magni-:

tude in attrition rates at this more advanced career stage. 28 For example,

attrition rates for women social scientists were 18 percentage points higher

than for males, and in physical sciences, there was a difference pf 28 percentage

points.
29

However, when Sells looked at.th Students receiving second year

financial support, sex differences in attrition were reduced Overall from 20

percentage points to 930 Attrition rates for women were reduced by 26 percen-

tage points', and for men by 14, percentage points: 31
In the physical sciences,

there was a dramatic drop of 40 percentage points for women fellows receiving sup-

port; in social.sciendes there was a 17 point drop. 32
Clearly, financial support,

though important for both men and women, is 4.more crucial factor in determining

whether women will stay in scientific training. Sells notes also that when the

presence of children was taken into account, attrition rates for women in the .

physical sciences, for example, rose by 31 percentage points.33. "Unfortunately,"

states Sells, "it is not possible to infer whether women'drop out of graduate

28
Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89. "

29
Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p.

30
Patterson and Sell's, Nomen Dropouts," p. 84-89.

31
Patterson nd Sells, Nomen Dropouts," p. 84-89.

32
Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89.

33'
Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89.



school because they have babies, dr Whether they have babies as a face-saving

alternative to trying to' succeed in a discriminatory graduate system. "34

Further data on women in the physical sciences is available from a 1972

review submitted to the Council of the American Physical Society by the Committee

on Women in Physics. 35
This data shows a tendency for women doctoral students

to drop out at the masters degree level in far greater numbers than do men. For

graduate pysical sciences students entering the University of Chicago in 1962-

64, the attrition rate for male doctoral students was 48%; for women it was

, 36
76%. For those students aspiring to either the masters or the Ph.D., the attri-

,

tion rate for males was 35%, while women dropped out at a lower rate of 28%.37

Thus, dropout at the masters degree level accounted for almost four times the

attrition among women graduate students than for men (48% for women, 13% for men). 38

This trend, if indeed it is one, of women terminating their professional train-
.

ing with a non-terminal masters degree, a degree which is "respectable" but which

does not provide the union card of professional status which the Ph.D. does, may

be observed in recent computer science projections as well. In this relatively

new field, women appear to be opting for masters degrees while men, on the other

34
Patterson and Sells, Nomen Dropouts," p. 84-39.

35
4omen in Physics, the Report of the Committee on Women in Physics," Bulletin

of the American Physical Society, Tune 1972, passin2.

36
"Women in

37 "
Women in

Physics," passim.

Physics," passim.

38 "
Women in Physics," 2Assim.



hand, are earning far fewer masterS degrees and far more Ph.D.'s ac%d B.A.'s.39

Perhaps the masters level bf computer science may scon become still another

haven for highly trained yet relatively powerless female teChnicians.

Sociologist Cynthia Epstein has Outlined A number of complex cultural mech-

anis..s, which.foster, and in fact exacerbate, the difficulties which women have

in maintaining an initial decision to enter a professional career.40 Her obser-

vations ara particularly germane to the problems faced by women in science

where, due to the rapid' pace of scientific.and f...:..chnological advancement, there

is a "knooiledge explosioe: As a result, scientists are dependent upou.their

contacts within their respec ive fields as much, if not more, as they are upon

the literature. As*Jessie Bernard noted in the early sixties, women scientists,

especially academic women scientists, are particularly isolated in this respect.

They are outside the network.
41

Access to these persons is essential to professional advancoment and devel-

opment of competence; Epstein too maintains that women are denied this informal

39 "
Kistiakowsky, Vera, Women in Engineering, Medicine and Science, Washington,

D.C.: National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council, Revised Edition

September 1973, Table 11, "Number and Percentage of DegreesAkwarded in Archi-

tecture, Computer Science, and Engineering in the Periods 1962-71 and 1971-81'

(Projected) by Degree, Level. and Sem," (National Center for Educational Stat-

istics, D.H.E.W.,) p. 5.

40
Epstein, Cynthia Fuchs, "Encountering the Male Establishment: Sex-Status Limits

on ',/omen's Careers in the Professions," American Journal of Sociology, 75 (1970)

p, 965-82, passim.

41 Bernard, Jessie, Academic Women, New York, 1964, p. 158-9.
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0 access through a variety of mechanisms. Her analySis provides a cogent and

thought-provoking view of some,of the;real factors underlyingmale attrition,

and is worth reviewing in some detail.

Several of Epstein's formulations are grounded'in the work of Harvard

psychologist Robert Rosenthal, who has established conclusively that lowered

expectations by:professors and other authority figures result in lowered per-

formance by students.
42

Even in cases where identical verbal test instructions

are read.to.students, those students About whom the pro'fessor-has been led to

,

have lpwered expectations, i.e., those deemed less bright, less competent, less

likely to succeed, deliver pooreepWormances on objective tests than do those

seen as "winnet.s.
43

Since women are not dften seea as "winners," potential,

members ,of the elite, Epstein maintains that less is therefore expected of them

both academically and personally, particularly.by those in positions of authority

and that less is therefore "delivered" 6y the women themselves. The fact that

women are not forced, or expected, to do denies them the opportunity to deal

with their'fears of achieving and to overcome them. Accordidg to ,Epstein,

women are.instead allowed, even encouraged, to take the easy way out of various

professional conflict situations, and are thus deniea the opportunity of being

subjected to the discipline of their profession which is crucial to refinement

and improvement of both their performance and their attitudes.

42
Harris, Ann Sutherland, "The Second Sex'in Academe," A.A.U.P.

Fall, 19700

43

44
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Epstein further maintains that women professionals are rewarded and punished

as women, not as professional persons: "Often they are rewarded for merely

adequate performance (any performance by a woman is considered unique,) or

their deficiencies atle attributed to women as a class of persons, rather than

to the individual...women are rewarded for irrelevant performances or ignored

entirely.45 Also, "the secondary rewards women typically receive also pull

them off course. They do not compete, nor do they ever put their capacities

and talents on the line."46 In being subjected to a different set of rules than

are males, some so subtle that the individual woman may not be aware of them

until it is too late, women are denied the opportunity,to sharpen their com-

petence, and thus become their own worst enemies. Women are socialized, instead,

to be other-d4rected, and are thus denied the opportunity for autOnomy and.inde-

pendence which have been cited as integral to the personal characteristics of

the successful scientist.47 They are asked to demonstrate competence in a wide

range of roles, yet are expected to do well in oply thee more traditional ones.

This series of double-messages does.not escape ,the young female student, and
r

is undoubtedly a major factor in the high rates of Ocrition which have been
...., in

. '..',.

.,.;)observed among women in science.

Epstein's second major point is that women are'generally denied access

to the all-important academic and professional, pratege system. As one progresses

4

45
Epstein, "Encounteritig the Male Estab,lishment."

r

46 Epatein, "Encountering the Male Establishvent.'-'.

,47 L
Kossit "Barriers to the Career ghoic"e, p. 7-82, passim. .



illup the career ladder, who one knows, i.e., sponsorship by respected members of

one's profession, rapidly becomes as important as what one knows. Since there

are no objective tests for competence at high levels, competence is created

by "exposing the new professional to the tasks.
u48 This includes access to and

acceptance by those in authority, as well as consistent feedback and judgment

of performance from.those older professionals judged expert. Lack of access

to such informal communications and sponsorship has been cited in various

studies as both critical to, and missing from, the "grooming" of the female

graduate stuAent and young professional.
49 For example, Lucy Sells finds in a

recent study of doctoral attrition that'"...the sponsor-apprenticeship rela-
.

tionship is crucial in accounting for both sex and discipline difference in

doctoral attrition'. This conclusion was b.,sed on data which indicated that

411

in the scientific fields sampled over half of the.male faculty members had

received "sponsorShip" while graduate students searching For a first jab, while

less than half of the women faculty had been sponsored (with the exception of

women in social sciences.)51.1
48 Epstein, "Encountering the Male Establishment."

49 White; Martha S., "Psychological and Social Barriers to Women in Science,"
H

Science, Volume 170, October 23, 1970, p. 413-416; Epstein, Woman's Place, p.'19;

Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89.

50 Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89.;

51 Patterson and Sells, "Women Dropouts," p. 84-89.



Epstein therefore characterizes women as "unwanted professionals" who,

411
)y definition because they are women, are not seen as potential members of

"the elite and are therefore given confusini and exclusionary messages by

those in authority.

"Those who teach the. young professional and those who lead the pro-
fession usually agree that the "appropriate" candidates are competent
and will later become more competent in important ways beyond their
talents and formal training. They agree, too, that the "inappropriate"
candidates cannot become competent. It is believed that those with
the "wrong" statuses cannot be part of the subtle, informal collegial
system, will be unable to catch the messages, will be ill-prepared
in the necessary etiquette of professional behavior and rules of
reciprocity, and will be incapable of proper behavior toward a hier-
archy that may not bie clearly labeled -- for them. Cleverness is not
sufficient, nor is a professional degree. Because failure is presumed,
few act as sponsor for the unwanted professional."52

Not, knowing the rules, they in turn perform poorly, thus justifying the

, negative assumptions made about them initially. This self-fulfilling pro-

phecy is exacerbated by women's lack of access to theoinformal communica-
.

tions,network, the "grapevine," through which most important information is

relayed and critical tareer-influencing decisions made. In other words,

women are not groomed for leadership foles in the myriad of swilll ways in'

which society -- through its social clubs, its academic and financial insti-

tutions,-- endeavors to influence the character development of those youth

whom it perceives, and thereby selects, as marked for future responsibility

and privilege. 'Max Weber has called,this refining process "charismatic educa-

tion.
u53

It is an essential dimension to the creation of competence in the

neophyte, and one from which women are'as a class excluded.

52
Epstein, "Encountering the MalqkEstablishment."

53 Epstein, "Encountering the Male Establishment."



Along with sociological data, many psychological theories have been adr

vanced to explain the failure of apparently competent women to achieve

equally with men in professional life. One of the most timely and contriover-

sial of these is the so-called "fear of success" syndrome. In her classic

1964 study, Radcliffe College president and piychologist Matina Horner discov-

ered that when college sophmores were given a lead story-line which read

"After the first-term finals, Anne ("John" for male respondents) finds herself

at the top of her medical school class", significantly different types of

stories were obtained from male and female students.54 65% of the women gave

stories containing projected negative or bizarre consequences for Anne, while

"only 10% of the males responded negatively to the "John" lead.
55

Women's

stories stressed that Anne was unhappy, aggressive, unmarried, and manipula-
s

tively ambitious. Males, on the other hand, stressed positive material and

pschological benefits for John, increasing striving, confidence in the future,

and a belief that John's success would be instrumental in fulfilling other

important goals. In her analysis of the data, Horner maintained that women's

negative projections were indicative of a "fear of success". Indications that

this attitude was increasing were seen in a 1970 replication of the original

'study. Compared with 1965, negative attitudes toward "Anne" expressed by fe-

male respondents had increased from 65% to 88.2% while male negative attitudes

had increased from 10% to almost 50%.56 Horner attributed this increase

54
Horner, M.$. arid Walsh, M.R., "Psychological Barriers to Success in Women,"

Women in Success, The Anatomy. of Achievement, New York, 1974, p. 140.

55
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56
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variously to the development of a cultural backlash reacting against the impact

of the Womens Movement, an increased societal tendency to view achievement and/

or competition negatively, and a persisting tendency of women to view achieve- ,

ment and femininity as incompatible.

The increased male negativity to a conventional "success story" does in

fact suggest that a cultural reassessment of the importance of this type of

,achievement is occurring, accompanied by a strong rejection of the conflicts

which success presents for the individual. (It is interesting to note that while

both men and women may be rejecting traditional achievement more for members

of their own sex, at least one recent study indicates.that men, however, may

be becoming mare supportive than women of achievement by women. 57
Only 62.5%

of a sample of male Dartmouth College students gave avoidance stories in

response to the "Anne" stimulus, while the same lead drew avoidance stories

from 89% of a sample of Wellesley women undergraduates.58) And although there

have been some problems in replicating the Horner studies,59 at least one

source considers this to-be a function "more of-wide methodological differ-

ences from study to study than of basic instability of the motive."60 Thus

57 °Alper, Thelma G., "Achievement Motivation n Women: A Now-You-See-It-Now-

YOu Don't Phenomenon," American Psychologist, March 1974, p. 194-203.

58
Alper, "Achievement Motivation in Women," p. 194-203.

59
Levine, Adeline and Gumrine, Janice, "Women and the Fear of Suctess: A

Problem in Replication," American Journal of Sociology, Volume 80, No..4

January 1975, p. 968-874.

110
60

Alper, "Achievement Motivation in Women," p. 194-203.



Horner's finding that a significant number' f white middle class women react

with negative attitudes to a hypothetical situation depicting a professionally

successful woman, and that negative attitudes by males toward male success

are increasing as well, is,a finding which appears to have a basis in reality.

Attributing this complexity of attitudinal changes mainly to a "feat of-success"

may, however, prevent us from considering other possible interpretatiohs of

the data. We are suggesting the possibility that negative attithdes expressed

by women toward conventional success stories may be indicative not so much of°

A neurotic l'fear" of success as they may reflect a realistic awareness of

the increasingly high personal price which one pays for success in the United

States today. This is a price which most women Still do not wish to pay, and

their negative responses to a professional success story may simply reflect

this legitimate decision. For the "belief that unusual excellence in women is

associated with a loss of femininity and social rejection" cited by Horner

is after all not merely a belief. 61 .
It is a cultural truism upheld by exten-

sive psychosocial data which finds aspiring women prdfessionals less social,

dating less, marrying later, marrying less, than does the popualtion at large.62

Thus, whether Horner's negative respondents are in fact afraid of success, or

ard merely expressing their cognizance of the personal price which success

still in fact demands of many women, is a question which should be considered

more carefully than the recent rapid popularization of the "fear of success"

61 Horner, "Psychological Barriers," p. 140.

62
Zinberg, "Colloge," p. 132..



theory would seem to indicate.

In summary, while the psychological and sociological causes of under-

participation and attrition among women in science,a e far from being clear,

several themes do emerge which bear watching. First women are not asked for

as much; expectations are lower as is constructive criticism directed at both

,task performance and "professional"role-playing behaviors. Lowered expects-

tions Lead to poorer performance by women, who are consequently labeled "un-

wanted professionals" from whom less is then expected. This destructive spiral,

, 'coupled with lack of access to both the informal communications network within

one's profession and to the protege system of profe'ssional sponsorship; insures

that even women who make it to the top will,.as Epstein notes, be found "at

the bottom of the top."63 Second, suffering the price to be paid for profes-

sional success is an experience common to many more women, one would guess,

than is \savoring the rewards which success may bring. It should not be surpris-

ing,otherefore, to find that women respondents in academic studies stress in

their fantasies the negative aspects of success rather than its rewards. This

may in fact be no fantasy. Whether it is evidence of a "fear" of success, or

is rather a shrewd appraisal, based on both personal and cultural experience,

of how success is in fact likely to affect the real life of the average female

student, is as yet unclear. What is suggested by the increasing negativity

expressed by respondents of both sexes is that 1) a broad cultural reassess-

ment of the yalue 4nd meaning of success 1s underway, and 2) in the privacy

63
Epstein, "Encountering the Male thablishment."
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